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INTRODUCTION 

A PUBLIC TRANSIT PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED 
PERSONS--MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT SYSTEM 

On May 23, 1986, the U. S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transpor
tation Administration (UMTA), issued amended regulations governing nondiscrim
ination on the basis of handicap in federally assisted public transportation 
programs relative to the nondiscrimination requirements of Section 504 of the 
federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A major requirement of this regulation is 
for past and present recipients of federal transit assistance under the UMTA 
Sections 3, 5, 9, or 9A funding programs that operate a bus system serving the 
general public to document, and submit to UMTA for review, their program for 
providing public transportation service to handicapped persons who, because of 
the nature of their physical handicap, are unable to use the recipient's regu
lar bus service for the general public. The program submi tted should be 
developed in consultation with handicapped groups and with agencies providing 
transportation or social services to the handicapped person. A 60-day period 
for public review and comment on the program, and a public hearing on the pro
gram are to be provided, according to the new federal regulations. 

A description of the program must be submitted to UMTA by June 23, 1987. Fail
ure to submit the required program to UMTA constitutes grounds for the recip
ient to be found in noncompliance with the final regulations. A recipient that 
is determined by UMTA to be in noncompliance may face legal proceedings 
brought by the U. S. Department of Justice and the suspension of, or refusal 
to grant continued federal assistance to, the recipient's public transit 
programs. 

Provisions for the required period of public review and comment and attendant 
public hearing on the proposed program were developed in cooperation with the 
Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. The member
ship of this Commission is listed on the inside front cover of this report. 

This report documents the County's proposed public transportation program 
for handicapped persons; and consists of eight sections. The first section 
constitutes a brief review of past actions taken by the County to comply with 
federal laws and regulations bearing on the provision of public transportation 
service to handicapped persons. The second section reviews the characteris
tics of the existing user-side subsidy program operated by Milwaukee County to 
serve the transportation needs of handicapped county residents. The third 
section reviews the requirements of the new final Section 504 regulations 
recently issued by the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Transporta tion. 
The fourth section discusses the alternative service options considered by the 
County to meet the transportation needs of handicapped persons in the County. 
The fifth section sets forth the County's proposed program for providing 
transportation services to handicapped persons in Milwaukee County. The sixth 
section includes a discussion of the public comments received from the handi
capped community on the proposed public transportation program and the county 
response to the issues raised by the public comments received. The seventh 
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section describes the continuing public participation process which Milwaukee 
County intends to follow for the program. Finally, the last section provides 
a summary of the information provided in the previous seven sections. 

OVERVIEW OF PAST ACTIONS TAKEN TO COMPLY WITH 
PREVIOUS FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

Section 16(a) of the federal Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as 
amended, sets forth a national policy that elderly and handicapped persons 
have the same right as other persons to use public transportation facilities 
and services, and directs that "special efforts" be made in the planning, 
design, and delivery of public transportation facilities and services to make 
transportation available which elderly and handicapped persons can effectively 
use. Section 504 of the federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provides that no 
handicapped person shall, solely by reason of his/her handicap, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimina
tion under any program or activity, such as public transit service, that 
receives federal financial assistance. Together, these two acts form the basis 
for ensuring that every federally aided transit system in the nation takes 
into account the special needs of persons having handicaps. 

Adopted Regional Transportation Plan for the Transportation Handicapped 
In response to the provision set forth in Section 16(a) of the federal Urban 
Mass Transportation Act, as amended, the Administrator of the federal Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration issued rules on April 30, 1976, governing 
the making of special efforts in public transit systems. While not specifying 
a program design that would meet the special efforts requirement, the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) set forth illustrative examples of 
projects or levels of effort that would be deemed to satisfy the special 
efforts requirement for each recipient of federal transit assistance. Such 
examples included: the expenditure on an average annual basis of at least 
5 percent of the apportionment of federal transit operating assistance made 
available to any urbanized area on a program to provide specialized transit 
services for wheelchair users and semi-ambulatory persons; the purchase of 
only wheelchair-accessible buses until one-half of the recipient's bus fleet 
was accessible; and the operation of a transit service of any design that 
would assure that every wheelchair user or semi-ambulatory person would have 
public transit service available on request for at least 10 round trips per 
week, at fares comparable to those charged on the recipient's regular transit 
buses for trips of similar lengths. 

It was under these guidelines that planning efforts to determine the best way 
in which to provide transportation for those residents of the Southeastern 
Wisconsin Region who are transportation handicapped were initiated. Such 
planning efforts began in August 1975, when the Milwaukee County Transit Board 
requested the Regional Planning Commission to undertake a study of the trans
portation needs of the elderly and handicapped in Milwaukee County. This 
request was brought about in part by requests made by handicapped individuals 
and representatives of handicapped groups to the County Mass Transit Committee 
at a public hearing held concerning a federal grant application for funds to 
acquire the assets of the former private transit company serving the County-
Milwaukee & Suburban Transit Corporation--and to purchase 100 new buses; in 
part, by a Congressional mandate set forth in Section 16(a) of the federal 
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Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as amended; and in part by a growing realiza
tion on the part of Milwaukee County officials that equity required that han
dicapped persons, and particularly wheelchairbound persons, should share in 
the benefits of the public transit services being provided in Milwaukee 
County. Acting on that request, the Regional Planning Commission, in coopera
tion with Milwaukee County, the four public transit operators then existing in 
the Region, and three technical and citizen advisory committees prepared and-
after public hearings--ad0pted in 1978 a regional transportation plan for the 
transportation handicapped. 

The plan was designed to reduce and, in some cases, to eliminate, the existing 
physical and/or economic barriers to independent travel by transportation han
dicapped individuals. In accordance with the thrust of the federal rules then 
in effect, the plan recommended that the local bus systems serving the Milwau
kee, Kenosha, and Racine urbanized areas be equipped with wheelchair lifts and 
ramps or other conveniences to the extent that the nonpeak-hour bus fleets 
would be fully accessible to wheelchair users and semiambulatory persons. For 
those transportation handicapped persons in the three urbanized areas who 
would continue to be unable to use public bus systems, the institution of a 
user-side subsidy program was recommended. Such a program would enable elig
ible transportation handicapped persons to arrange for their own transporta
tion by taxi or private chair car carrier, with the local transit operator 
subsidizing a portion of the cost of the trip. 

Specifically, with respect to the Milwaukee County Transit System, the 
regional plan contained the following three major recommendations: 

1. Wheelchair lifts and other accessibility devices should be included on 
the entire fleet of buses operating during the nonpeak periods of tran
sit system operation. At the time of the preparation of the plan, it 
was projected that the base fleet of the Milwaukee County Transit System 
would approximate 243 buses, but 280 buses would have to be equipped 
with wheelchair lifts in order to meet the plan recommendations, given a 
need to provide for sufficient spare buses to allow for maintenance 
"down" time. 

2. A user-side subsidy program should be established to increase the mobil
ity of transportation handicapped persons in Milwaukee County living 
more than two blocks from a local bus route, or who, regardless of their 
place of residence, could not physically use a wheelchair lift-equipped 
bus. It was envisioned that such a service would provide adequate 
mobility to all transportation handicapped persons in Milwaukee County. 

3. Milwaukee County should undertake efforts to better coordinate the 
transportation services provided to transportation handicapped persons 
by other agencies in Milwaukee County. 

The recommendations of the 1978 plan for the transportation handicapped were 
structured, in part, to meet the aforementioned federal regulations which were 

1 
See SEWRPC Planning Report No. 31, A Regional Transportation Plan for the 

Transportation Handicapped in Southeastern Wisconsin: 1978-1982. 
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then in effect. These federal regulations specified that any separate spe
cialized transit service provided in lieu of wheelchair lifts on a bus would 
have to be provided with user fares that were "comparable" to fares charged on 
the mainline transit system for similar distance traveled. This was inter
preted at the time by UMTA to mean "equal" fares. In essence, then, a special 
efforts strategy by Milwaukee County that would consist only of a user-side 
subsidy program, or only of a specialized transit service provided by Milwau
kee County in lieu of lift-equipping the bus fleet, would have to include a 
base fare equal to the base fare charged on the mainline transit system. This 
was deemed financially infeasible by the advisory committee guiding the plan 
preparation, and was one of the major factors that led to the recommendation 
to equip the mainline bus fleet with wheelchair lifts. By so doing, it would 
ensure that Milwaukee County would be free to establish and operate the user
side subsidy program with user fares set at financially feasible levels, 
reflecting the quality door-to-door service being provided. Wheelchair lifts 
on the mainline bus fleet would alone have been sufficient to meet the federal 
rules. 

A second major factor influenCing the plan recommendations was further rules 
being considered at that time by UMTA. The draft rules then under considera
tion by UMTA would have required that all buses purchased with federal funds 
be equipped with wheelchair lifts" regardless of the type and level of user
side subsidy/specialized service provided by a transit system. 

In accordance with the plan recommendations, Milwaukee County purchased 100 
new buses in 1978 and 150 new buses in 1980, all equipped with wheelchair 
lifts. Milwaukee County also established a user-side subsidy program in 1978, 
using state funds made available for the first time that year to assist coun
ties in providing elderly and handicapped transportation services. Finally, 
the County Executive established a special task force to study what could be 
done to better coordinate existing services for the elderly and handicapped 
persons within the County. The work of this task force is described in a later 
section of this report. 

The plan was formally adopted by the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors on 
January 11, 1980. In adopting the plan, Milwaukee County recognized that the 
thrust of the federal regulations in effect at the time the plan was prepared 
was such as to effectively require the installation of wheelchair lifts on all 
newly purchased buses. The Board reserved, however, an option to discontinue 
any program that would not be required under future federal regulations. In 
addi tion, the Board, while setting forth its intent to operate a user-side 
subsidy program as recommended in the plan, reserved to itself the right to 
determine on an annual basis whether or not to continue such a program in 
light of the fact that a commitment to install wheelchair lifts on new buses 
would alone meet the spirit and intent of the federal regulation. The County 
Board also committed itself to exploring possibilities with respect to coor
dinating transportation services for clients of social service agencies. 

Li tigation Related to the Provision of Public 
Transportation for Handicapped Milwaukee County Residents 
It should be noted that, while the regional plan for the transportation handi
capped was being prepared, Milwaukee County was under a court injunction which 
prohibited it from acquiring new buses without wheelchair lifts. The litiga
tion related to this court injunction was started on December 2, 1975, when a 
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complaint was filed against officials of Milwaukee County and the federal 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration in the U. S. District Court of East
ern Wisconsin on behalf of "mobility handicapped individuals." This complaint 
alleged that, in violation of existing federal laws such as Section 16(a) of 
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as amended, federal funds were about 
to be used to purchase a privately owned transit system and 100 new buses 
which would not be accessible to the handicapped, and further that no plan 
existed to make the transit system accessible to the handicapped. This liti
gation, known as Bartels v. Biernat, Civil Act No. 75-C-704, resulted in a 
preliminary injunction issued by the federal court on December 24, 1975. This 
injunction ordered that no new mass transit vehicles which were not accessible 
to handicapped individuals and, particularly, to wheelchairbound individuals, 
could be purchased, leased, rented, or in any other way operated by Milwaukee 
County with federal funds until it could be demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of the court that mass transit facilities and services comparable to those 
provided by the Milwaukee County Transit System which could effectively used 
by mobility impaired individuals had been planned, designed, and made avail
able to such individuals in a nondiscriminatory manner. This injunction was 
made permanent by the federal courts on February 14, 1977, and remained in 
effect until a settlement was reached in early 1982. That settlement is dis
cussed below. 

Milwaukee County Executive's Task Force on 
Transportation for the Elderly and Handicapped 
In response to recommendations concerning the need for a comprehensive, coor
dinated transportation system for elderly and handicapped residents of Milwau
kee County, as presented within the adopted regional transportation plan for 
the transportation handicapped, and in a final report issued by the Milwaukee 
County Human Services Task Force, the Milwaukee County Executive in August 
1978 created the Milwaukee County Executive's Task Force on Transportation for 
the Elderly and Handicapped. One of the principal charges to the Task Force 
was to oversee the development and implementation of the coordinated system of 
transportation services for the elderly and handicapped. The system was to be 
designed to complement, but not duplicate, the transportation services in the 
Milwaukee County Transit System. In addition, the system was to make maximum 
use of existing transportation service providers--both public and private. 

One of the first major activities of this Task Force was the scheduling of a 
series of public hearings to be held to determine the perceived transportation 
service problems and needs of elderly and handicapped persons. A total of 
five public hearings were held in February and March 1979. The first three 
were sponsored by the Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. The 
issues raised by the persons attending these' hearings indicated that major 
problems existed in several areas. Such problems identified through comments 
received at the public hearings included high user costs for the private spe
cialized transportation services; a lack of adequate driver training; varying 
user eligibility criteria of transportation services and programs for the 
elderly and handicapped; and poor quality of existing specialized transporta
tion services for elderly and handicapped persons. 

The last two public hearings were sponsored by the Milwaukee County Commission 
on Aging. Persons attending these two public hearings brought up the problem 
of the lack of fixed route bus service to elderly housing sites located out-
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side the transit system service area, and the need for increased transporta
tion services to meal sites, medical destinations, and shopping areas. 

The final report of the Task Force focused on ways and means to promote the 
independence and self sufficiency of elderly and handiZapped residents through 
a strengthened and coordinated transportation system. The report specifi
cally included recommendations relating to the mass transit service provided 
by the County's regular fixed route bus system; the specialized transportation 
services provided under the County's user-side subsidy program; and the coor
dination of existing elderly and handicapped paratransit services provided 
wi thin the County. The recommendations pertaining to the County's regu lar 
fixed route bus service addressed organizational, operational, and informa
tional elements of-Milwaukee County's bus system. Key recommendations in this 
section related to user input, the use of lifts on accessible buses, selection 
of routes and lines for accessible bus service, and driver training and mobil
i ty training. Recommendations pertaining to the County's user-side subsidy 
program related to rider eligibility, rider's share of total cost, county sub
sidy rates, provider contracts, quality control, and the program's administra
tion. Key recommendations proposed a new application and functional testing 
process to be followed in determining the eligibility of potential user-side 
subsidy riders and called for the transfer of the administration of the pro
gram to the Milwaukee County Department of Public Works--Transportation Divi
sion. Finally, the Task Force recommended that Milwaukee County authorize a 
feasibility study to access the merits of a modified brokerage system to coor
dina te special transit services for the elderly and handicapped. The final 
report of the Task Force was presented to the Mass Transit Committee of the 
Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors in 1980. 

Section 504 Transit Operator Plan Amendments 
On May 31, 1979, the U. S. Department of Transportation published new rules 
aimed at carrying out the intent of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973. These rules were put in place alongside the previously issued rules and, 
hence, did not formally supersede the old rules. The new rules required all 
public transit systems receiving federal aid to make one-half of the fixed 
route buses in service during the peak hour accessible to handicapped persons 
within a three-year period. In addition, the new rules required that all buses 
purchased with federal assistance after the effective date of the regulation 
be accessible to handicapped persons through wheelchair lifts or ramps. 

In response the these rules, the Regional Planning Commission and Milwaukee 
County jointly conducted a supplemental planning effort designed to amend the 
adopted regional transportation plan for the transportation handicapped. This 
supplemental effort, termed 3 the "Section 504 planning effort," culminated 
in an amendment to the plan. Given the mandate for wheelchair lifts by the 

2 See Milwaukee County report entitled, Task Force on Transportation for the 
Elderly and Handicapped--Final Report, April 1980. 

3See SEWRPC Community Assistance Planning Report No. 39, A Public Transit 
System Accessibili ty Plan, Volume Two, Milwaukee Urbanized Area/Milwaukee 
County, May 1980. 
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federal government, the plan amendment for Milwaukee County set forth a sche
dule for ensuring that the transit system bus fleet of the Milwaukee County 
Transit System would meet the accessibility requirements specified in the fed
eral rules. Under the plan amendment, one-half of the buses in fixed route 
service during the peak hour were to be equipped with wheelchair lifts. Under 
the previous plan, the entire fleet in service during the nonpeak periods of 
system operation were to be equipped with wheelchair lifts. The plan amend
ment called for Milwaukee County to acquire enough wheelchair lift equipped 
buses to meet this recommendation by July 2, 1982. 

The plan amendment was developed under the guidance of the Steering Committee 
of the Milwaukee Coun ty Executive's Task Force on Transportation for the 
Elderly and Handicapped, which served as the advisory committee for the Mil
waukee County Section 504 planning effort. The amendment was formally adopted 
by the advisory committee on May 22, 1980; by the Milwaukee County Board of 
Supervisors on June 17, 1980; and by the Regional Planning Commission on 
June 20, 1980. In the interim, until bus fleet accessibility was achieved, 
the plan amendment called for Milwaukee County to pursue the provision of an 
interim accessible transportation service within Milwaukee County by continu
ing to operate the user-side subsidy program established by the County in 
1978. 

Interim Final Federal Regulation 
On July 20, 1981, the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Transportation, 
acting in response to a federal court decision that Section 504 of the Reha
bilitation Act of 1973 did not authorize the Secretary to require that all 
buses be made accessible to handicapped persons, issued a proposed new rule 
amending the rule issued on May 31, 1979. In effect, the amendment which was 
promulgated on an interim basis reinstated the special efforts rules that were 
first set forth in 1976. The interim final rule restated examples illustrating 
a level of effort by a public transit system that would be deemed by the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration to satisfy all federal requirements. Such 
examples consisted of the following: 

1. Operation of a program for wheelchair users and semi-ambulatory persons 
that would involve the expenditure of an average annual dollar amount 
equivalent to at least 3.5 percent of the federal transit operating and 
capital grant assistance received bY4each recipient of funds under the 
UMTA Section 5 formula grant program. 

2. Making one-half of the bus fleet accessible to wheelchair-bound indivi
duals. 

3. Providing a substitute transit service with wheelchair-accessible 
vehicles, with coverage and service levels similar to those of the regu
lar transit system. 

4The UMTA Section 5 formula grant program was replaced by the Section 9 
formula block grant program beginning with federal fiscal year 1984. The UMTA 
Section 9 program continues to make available transit operating and capital 
assistance on a formula basis to urbanized areas. 
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4. Operation of a system of any design that would assure every wheelchair 
user or semi-ambulatory person public transit service upon request for 
at least 10 round trips per week at fares comparable to those charged on 
standard transit buses for trips of similar lengths. 

A transit system could satisfy federal requirements by providing the service 
described in anyone of the identified four examples. 

Under the interim final rules, each transit system was to submit certification 
that it was making appropriate special efforts to provide transportation ser
vices that handicapped persons are able to use. The filing of such a certifi
cation by a transit system was deemed compliance with all of the federal laws 
and regulations dealing with transportation for handicapped individuals. 

In response to the interim final rules and also to acute funding problems 
facing Milwaukee County in the provision of public transit services, the Mass 
Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors created a spe
cial task force in August 1981. The task force was created to review the 
programs utilized by Milwaukee County to provide transportation for the handi
capped residents of Milwaukee County, and investigate responsible, realistic, 
and economically affordable alternatives to the County's special efforts stra
tegy. At that time, the strategy consisted of both lift-equipping the buses 
in the regular transit system to provide mainline accessible bus service, and 
supporting a relatively unconstrained user-side susidy program to provide 
door-to-door transportation to handicapped Milwaukee County residents. The 
task force was also charged with determining an appropriate basis for release 
from the aforementioned federal court injunction issued in 1975 in favor of a 
coalition of handicapped persons which prohibited Milwaukee County from 
acquiring new buses without wheelchair lifts. 

In light of the interim final rule, which restored flexibility to the local 
operator as to how to best meet transportation needs of handicapped persons, 
the special task force examined several alternatives to the current special 
efforts strategy of Milwaukee County, including maintaining both the mainline 
accessible bus program and the user-side subsidy program; meeting the minimum 
requirements of the new federal guidelines with only the mainline accessible 
bus program or the user-side subsidy program; or discontinuing the mainline 
accessible bus program but continuing the user-side subsidy program at various 
levels of funding. The task force concluded that an appropriate special 
efforts strategy which would also be a basis for release from the current fed
eral court injunction prohibiting Milwaukee County from acquiring new buses 
without wheelchair lifts would be the abandonment of the current dual special 
efforts strategy in favor of a single strategy of a user-side subsidy program. 
Under this approach, Milwaukee County would not provide accessible bus service 
on the regular bus routes operated for the general public. Rather, the lifts 
on all buses would be locked in place or removed, handrails repositioned as 
necessary, and the current excessive rise in the steps of some buses reduced. 
The task force determined that the measure of an appropriate level of funding 
of such a program could be a percentage of the annual transit operating budget 
or such other level as may be negotiated between the parties involved and the 
federal court injunction. 

The task force concluded that the current program of providing lift-equipped 
buses was ineffective in terms of improving the mobility of significant 
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numbers of wheelchair bus users, when the costs were weighed against the very 
limited use of accessible buses by the handicapped; and that a reduction of 
stair height on the buses which could be achieved by locking down the wheel
chair lifts 'WOuld help elderly and handicapped individuals by reducing the 
excessive rise on the steps of these buses. The task force also concluded 
that the operating costs of the lifts, when applied to the user-side subsidy 
program, would allow a reasonable increase in service to offset that lost to 
regular wheelchair bus users, and that the demand for the user-side subsidy 
service exhibited in 1981 was a reasonable demons tration of the level of 
demand which 'WOuld continue to be required by the handicapped residents of 
Milwaukee County. The findings and conclusions of the special task force study 
were compiled and published in late 1981 in a report presen~d to the Mass 
Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors. 

The task force recommendations served as the basis for a settlement reached in 
January 1982 in the federal lawsuit which had prevented Milwaukee County from 
acquiring new buses without wheelchair lifts since 1975. The court concluded 
that, since operation of both the accessible bus program and the user-side 
subsidy program resulted in a costly duplication of services, and since a 
majority of handicapped persons in Milwaukee County favored the user-side sub
sidy program over accessible buses, the user-side subsidy program could ade
quately meet the public transportation needs of mobility handicapped Milwaukee 
County residents. Under the terms of this settlement, Milwaukee County agreed 
to establish a minimum annual funding level for the user-side subsidy program 
equivalent to at least 2.2 percent of the annual operating budget of the Mil
waukee County Transit System. Milwaukee County also agreed to maintain pro
gram eligibility requirements for the program which would guarantee that the 
same clientele being served by the program at that time would remain eligible 
for the program in future years. In exchange for this action, the coalition 
of handicapped persons who brought about the federal court injunction agreed 
to drop the demands that all new buses purchased by the County be equipped 
with wheelchair lifts. The program thus became the primary means by which the 
County satisfied both the current federal regulations and the local handi
capped community's demand for accessible public transportation services. 

EXISTING MILWAUKEE COUNTY ACCESSIBLE SPECIALIZED 
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

Milwaukee County's current specialized transportation program for handicapped 
persons consists of the operation of a special user-side subsidy program. The 
program was established in June 1978 in direct response to a recommendation of 
the regional transportation plan for transportation handicapped. Milwaukee 
County has continued to operate the program in each year since 1978 wi th the 
program assuming its current level of importance in January 1982. As pre
viously noted, the operation of the user-side subsidy program by Milwaukee 
County was a key element in a settlement reached in January 1982 to lift 
a federal court injunction obtained in 1975 by a coaU tion of handicapped 

5See SEWRPC Staff Memorandum entitled, "Milwaukee County Transit System: 
Review of Programs to Provide Transportation to Mobility Restricted Residents 
of Milwaukee County--Final Report by Task Force," September 1981. 
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persons which had prevented Milwaukee County from acquiring new buses without 
wheelchair lifts since the injunction had been granted. 

Program Description and Operation 
Under the current program, eligible handicapped users are provided with a sub
sidy for their transportation with which they can purchase service from pri
vate service providers of their choice. With the user-side subsidy program, 
the user has the freedom to choose the service provided and when and where 
he/she wishes to travel. During 1986 and years prior, Milwaukee County con
tracted with private service providers who were interested in participating in 
the program. By contracting with interested service providers in this manner, 
Milwaukee County has attempted to ensure that the service available would be 
able to accommodate anticipated demand. During 1987, Milwaukee County may 
insti tute a new process whereby carriers for the program would be selected 
through a competitive bid process. Four private taxicab companies and 11 pri
vate van carriers are currently under contract to participate in the program. 
The operation of the user-side subsidy program with existing private service 
providers in this manner gives Milwaukee County an extensive paratransi t 
system without the need for a large outlay of funds for capital equipment. 
The fleets of the service providers currently participating in the program 
included over 240 taxicabs and about 130 vans or small buses, all of them pri
vately owned. 

Each of the service providers who participates in the program is required to 
sign a contract agreement with Milwaukee County indicating its willingness to 
participate in the program. The contract specifies that private service 
providers must be licensed in accordance ~d th the ordinances of the City of 
Milwaukee governing the operation of taxicabs and companies providing trans
portation for elderly and handicapped persons. Such ordinances require that 
all drivers and vehicles are properly licensed in accordance with State of 
Wisconsin requirements; and that vehicles operated by each company are 
inspected by the City on a regular basis to ensure that they are maintained in 
a condition which provides for the safe transportation of elderly and handi
capped persons. 

The costs for the program are incurred on a per-trip basis. Under the pro
gram, the user pays an initial fare of $2 directly to the service provider for 
each one-way trip. The program then will subsidize the remaining costs of the 
trip up to a maximum county subsidy of $6 per trip for persons not confined to 
wheelchairs, and $9 per trip for persons confined to wheelchairs. Any addi
tional cost--exceeding the initial fare and maximum subsidy 1imit--is paid by 
the user directly to the private carrier. The County has recently established 
a maximum total trip charge of $12 per trip--inc1uding user fares and county 
subsidies--for trips made by van carriers. A hardship classification also 
exis ts to partially reimburse the user for additional costs exceeding the 
maximum subsidy limits on trips made for medical, employment, and educational 
trips. Payment of the subsidized portion of the trip costs is provided by the 
County directly to the service providers, based on trip vouchers submitted by 
each provider. As a means of checks and balances, these vouchers are required 
to be signed by both the service provider and the user. During 1987, Milwaukee 
County intends to develop a computerized trip management system to help manage 
the voucher system and to provide better control over program expenditures. 
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The service area for the user-side subsidy program includes all Milwaukee 
County. This includes an area greater than that served by the regular fixed 
bus routes operated by the Milwaukee County Transit System. Under the pro
gram, eligible users request service from the participating service providers 
in accordance with the methods being used by each provider. Generally, taxi
cab service is provided upon demand, with an estimated wait time of 30 minutes 
and is available seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Wheelchair van carrier 
service is provided on a 24- to 48-hour notice and is generally available 
seven days a week between 7:00 a.m. and midnight. By comparison, regular bus 
service provided to the general public by the Milwaukee County Transit System 
is available seven days a week between the hours of 5:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m. 

Eligible users of the Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program include all 
handicapped persons--elderly or nonelderly--who have a disabili ty--permanent 
or termporary--which requires him/her to use a wheelchair, a walker, or 
crutches and leg braces to gain mobility; or who is legally blind. These pro-. 
gram eligibility requirements must be maintained by Milwaukee County under the 
terms of the settlement agreed upon by Milwaukee County and the coalition of 
handicapped persons in January 1982. Alternative methods of determining eli
gibility have been considered. The County Board of Supervisors provided funds 
in the 1983 budget for a functional testing program, or program to test the 
physical ability of a person to use public transit. When procedures for 
implementing the program were brought to the Mass Transit Committee of the 
County Board for approval, objections raised by representatives of the handi
capped community led the Committee to lay the matter over indefinitely, thus 
retaining the existing eligibility criteria. All handicapped persons may also 
use the regular fixed route bus service provided by the Milwaukee County Tran
sit System if they so choose. 

To become eligible for the user-side subsidy program, handicapped persons must 
register for the program and pay a $7 annual registration fee. To register 
for the program, the handicapped person must first obtain a certification form 
from the Milwaukee County Department of Public Works. After completing the 
part of the form providing general information about the user, and the name 
and address of the user's doctor or licensed health professional--registered 
nurse, physical therapist, or occupational therapist--the handicapped person 
must return the form to the Department of Public Works along with the regis
tration fee. The Department of Public Works then sends the form to the handi
capped person's doctor or licensed health professional, who is asked to cer~ 
tify information concerning the nature and term of the handicapped person's 
disability. If the handicapped person is certified to have a disability which 
meets the eligibility requirements for the program, he/she is registered for 
the program and issued an identification card which must be shown to the 
driver of the private company vehicle each time the user takes a trip under 
the program. Milwaukee County is currently replacing the existing paper iden
tification cards with plastic embossed cards which contain a picture of the 
user. In 1986, approximately 8,500 Milwaukee County residents were registered 
under this program, of which about 6,500 were wheelchair users. 

The extensive service which can be provided through this program has generally 
been able to satisfy the demand placed on it. Consequently, the County has 
not had to employ any means to prioritize trips by trip purpose. 
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During 1986, an estimated 462,000 one-way trips were made under the user-side 
subsidy program, including 334,000 one-way trips made by wheelchair users. A 
history of the ridership for the user-side subsidy program is shown in Table 
1. The ridership data for the Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program pre
sented in this table are based on carrier invoices submitted to the program 
through February 6, 1987. It should be noted that, in the second half of 
1986, Milwaukee County began an investigation of abuse by private service pro
viders participating in the program concerning the reporting of passenger trip 
and expense data. This investigation is currently underway. 

Information on Milwaukee County's user-side subsidy program is available to 
handicapped persons through several public sources including the general 
offices of the Milwaukee County Transit System; the Milwaukee County Depart
ment of Public Works; the Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Dis
abled Persons; and the Milwaukee County Commission on Aging. In addition, 
virtually all handicapped groups and agencies providing transportation and 
social services to handicapped persons who live in Milwaukee County are aware 
of the user-side subsidy program and provide information on the program to 
their clientele. Handicapped persons who need application forms for certifi
cation and registration for the program must call or write the Milwaukee 
Department of Public Works. Registered users of the Milwaukee County user
side subsidy program who wish to arrange for service through the program do so 
by telephoning the private service companies involved in the program directly. 

Program Administration 
The Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program is administered by the Milwau
kee County Department of Public Works. This department also has the responsi
bility for administering the fixed route bus service provided to the general 
public by the Milwaukee County Transit System. The Department of Public 
Works, under the direction of the Director of Public Works and Transportation, 
is responsible for the application for, and administration of, grants for 
s ta te aids which provide partial funding for the user-side subsidy program, 
and for the review of trip vouchers submitted by the private service providers 
under the program. Such vouchers are used as the basis for reimbursing the 
private service providers for the portion of their eligible costs not covered 
by the fares paid by eligible program users. The Director of Transportation 
within the Department of Public Works serves as staff to the Mass Transit Com
mittee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors. The Mass Transit Commit
tee is composed of five members of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors 
and is responsible for making recommendations to the Board of Supervisors and 
the Milwaukee County Executive on all matters pertaining to policy related to 
mass transit and, as such, can deal directly with policy questions concerning 
the user-side subsidy program. Responsibilities related to advising the Mass 
Transit Committee on specialized transportation services and their coordina
tion have been assigned to the Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and 
Disabled Persons by the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors. This Commission 
consists of 11 members appointed by the County Executive and confirmed by the 
County Board. The Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons can advise 
on all matters referred to it by the County Board. Under this arrangement, 
the Commission interacts directly with the Mass Transit Committee of the 
County Board. Both the Mass Transit Committee and the Commission on Handi
capped and Disabled Persons, along with the full Milwaukee County Board of 
Supervisors and the County Executive, advise and make policy for the Milwaukee 
County user-side subsidy program. 
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Year 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
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Table 1 

NUMBER OF ONE-WAY TRIPS MADE 
UNDER THE MILWAUKEE COUNTY USER-SIDE 

SUBSIDY PROGRAM: 1978-1986 

Number of One-Way Trips by Passenger Type a 

Wheelchair Other 
Users Eligible Users Total 

11,200 -- 11 ,200 
40,000 27,900 67,900 
73,700 67,000 141,400 
98,800 77,400 176,200 

123,600 80,600 204,200 
157,600 80,500 238,100 
197,100 97,700 294,800 
256,600 134,300 390,900 
334,500 127,500 462,000 

a Data reported for the program are based on carrier 
invoices submitted to the program through Febru
ary 6, 1987. 

Source: Milwaukee County Department of Public Works 
and SEWRPC. 
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Public Participation 
The activities of the Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons, the Mass 
Transit Committee of the County Board, and the County Board as a whole are 
part of the public participation process currently followed by Milwaukee 
County. The meetings of these bodies are open to the general public and have 
been well attended by the handicapped community in the past, when important 
matters related to the user-side subsidy program have been on the agenda. As 
noted earlier in the report, the planning and development of Milwaukee 
County's transit services for handicapped persons have also, historically, 
been undertaken under the guidance of numerous special advisory committees 
which have served to help shape plan recommendations and service policy. The 
membership of the committees has traditionally included representation of han
dicapped groups and agencies providing transportation and social services to 
handicapped persons. Public hearings and informational meetings have also 
been routinely scheduled in the past by Milwaukee County and the Southeastern 
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission to solicit comments from the handi
capped community on preliminary plan recommendations, or on matters related to 
the policy or operation of specialized transportation services for handicapped 
persons. 

Milwaukee County has also made use of special task forces created by the 
County Board to study issues related to the user-side subsidy program. MOst 
recently, the Chairman of the Mass Transit Committee of the County Board 
established two special task forces to deal with matters related to the opera
tion of the program. The Chairman of the Mass Transit Committee created the 
first of these task forces--the Subcommittee to Review the User-Side Subsidy 
Program--in December 1985. This Subcommittee, which included six members, met 
eight times between January and April 1986. 

The work of this special task force resulted in three major recommendations 
for the user-side subsidy program. The first recommendation called for the 
development of a computerized trip management system for the program to help 
manage trip records and information, thereby helping control program expendi
tures. The second major recommendation called for making adjustments to the 
fee structure for the program in effect during early 1986. The recommended 
adjustments called for increasing the user fee from $1.50 per one-way trip to 
$2 per one-way trip; reducing the maximum county subsidy levels per trip from 
$9.50 to $9 for wheelchair users, and from $6.50 to $6 for all other eligible 
users; and establishing a $12 per trip maximum total charge--including user 
fees and county subsidy--for trips made on wheelchair van carriers. The third 
recommendation called for the development of standardized routes. These 
routes would be composed of users who are located in the same general area and 
who make trips on a frequent and regular basis to the same destination at the 
same time of day. Typical trip destinations for such users would be day care 
facilities or workshops. 

The recommended adjustments were the subject of a special public hearing held 
by the Subcommittee in March 1986 which was attended by approximately 100 
persons. Of the persons in attendance at the public hearing, a total of 52 
persons chose to testify. The majority of these individuals indicated their 
opposi tion to the adjustments proposed for the fee structure of the user-side 
subsidy program. In addition, nine wri tten comments were received and were 
entered into the record of the public hearing. Of the written comments 
received, six objected to the proposed $0.50 increase in user fees for the 
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program; two indicated general support for the proposed increase in user fees; 
and one indicated support for the proposed increase in fees if, as a result, 
more service could be provided under the program. The final written comment 
received was from the Milwaukee County Commission for Handicapped and Disabled 
Persons, and indicated that the Commission recommended implementing the pro
posed increase in user fees as one action to be taken to control expendi tures 
for the program. 

These recommendations were subsequently adopted by the full membership of the 
Mass Transit Comittee in April 1986. Milwaukee County has since implemented 
the recommended adjustments to the user fees subsidy levels for trips made 
under the user-side subsidy program. The County is also in the process of 
developing the recommended computerized trip management system for the 
program. 

In September 1986, the Chairman of the Mass Transit Committee created a second 
special task force--the Task Force to Review User-Side Subsidy Program Abuse 
and Administration. This Task Force was created shortly after abuse by pri
vate service providers participating in the program was discovered by county 
officials. Such abuses included the submitting of fraudulent vouchers by pri
vate carriers concerning the number of trips served and expenses incurred by 
the carrier in participating in the program. The purpose of the special task 
force was to review and consider alternative ways to administer and manage the 
user-side subsidy program to reduce or eliminate the potential for abuse by 
private carriers. The Task Force met twice during the fall of 1986 to review 
current practices followed in administering the user-side subsidy program, 
including program billing procedures, the private carrier voucher system, pri
vate carrier selection policy, and the content and format of private carrier 
contracts. The Task Force then considered possible changes to these areas of 
program administration which could reduce or eliminate the potential for fraud 
and abuse. 

The findings of the Task Force supported the recommendations of the special 
Task Force created in December 1985 concerning the need for the development of 
a computerized trip management system for the program to help manage trip 
records and information; and the need for a new plastic embossed photo identi
fication card for registered users of the program that could be used to trans
fer user information directly to trip records submitted by the private carrier 
to the County. The Task Force also found that other changes should be con
sidered for the program, including a new carrier selection policy and a 
revised private carrier contract that would more specifically address the 
responsibilities of the private carriers participating in the program. All of 
these recommenda tions by the Task Force are in the process of being imple
mented by Milwaukee County and should be completed during 1987 and 1988. 

Program Expenditures 
The total annual public expenditure for operation of the Milwaukee County 
user-side subsidy program by Milwaukee County during 1986 was about 
$3,787,000, or about $8.20 per one-way trip. Of this amount, about $2,769,000, 
or 73 percent, represents expenditures strictly for transportation provided to 
wheelchair users by the program. Funds used to cover this expenditure were 
obtained from user registration fees and several public sources, including 
state transit assistance programs for both urban transit and specialized tran
sit services, administered by the Wisconsin Department of Transportation; 
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state programs providing assistance for handicapped persons, administered by 
the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services, Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation and the Division of Health; the federal community development 
block grant program, administered by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development; and local tax monies from Milwaukee County. Information detailing 
the amount of program funds obtained from these sources is provided in a later 
section of this report describing the source of funds for the recommended 
public transit program for handicapped persons. 

Table 2 shows the actual, estimated, and projected expenditure levels for the 
Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program by Milwaukee County between 1985 
and 1987--covering the current and previous two fiscal years--in order to meet 
the special efforts requirements suggested under the interim final rule issued 
in July 1981. The table also shows how this expenditure level compares with 
the required expenditure level set forth in the interim final rule of 3.5 per
cent of the average annual UMTA formula transit assistance a recipient has 
received during the current and previous two fiscal years. As indicated in 
the table, about $3,664,000 is expected to be spent annually on the user-side 
subsidy program by Milwaukee County for the three-year period from 1985 
through 1987. This expenditure level is equivalent to about 25 percent of the 
average annual UMTA formula assistance funds estimated to be received by Mil
waukee County over the period, significantly exceeding the 3.5 percent funding 
requirements suggested in the interim final rule. Thus, Milwaukee County was 
in compliance with the UMTA special efforts requirement in effect for 1986 as 
specified in the interim final UMTA rules. 

FINAL REGULATIONS ON PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICE FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

The Surface Transportation Act of 1982 included specific provisions directed 
at ensuring that adequate public transportation service was provided to handi
capped persons by recipients of federal transit assistance. Under Section 
317(c) of the Act, Congress directed the U. S. Department of Transportation to 
publish a new regulation that included minimum service criteria for the provi
sion of transportation services to handicapped and elderly individuals. In 
addition, the statute required that the rule provide for public participation 
in the establishment of programs to provide services for handicapped persons 
and for monitoring of each recipient's compliance with the provisions of the 
regulation. Acting in response to the provisions of Section 317(c), the Sec
retary of the U. S. Department of Transportation published on September 8, 
1983, a notice of proposed rule making containing the provisions of a proposed 
final rule that would replace the interim final rule issued on July 20, 1981. 
Based upon comments received by the U. S. Department of Transportation, the 
proposed final rule was subsequently refined and a new final rule was issued 
by the Department on May 23, 1986. The intent of the final rule is to ensure 
adequate public transportation service for handicapped persons without placing 
undue cost burdens upon the recipients of federal transit aids. The final 
rule specifically addresses the requirements of present and past recipients of 
federal transit assistance under the UMTA Section 3, 5, 9, or 9A programs who 
operate a bus system for the general public within an urbanized area. 

6See "Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in the Department of Trans
portation Financial Assistance Programs: Final and Proposed Rule," Federal 
Register, Volume 51, No. 100, May 23, 1986, pp. 18994-19038. A copy of this 
regulation is reproduced in Appendix A. 
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Table 2 

EXPENDITURE LEVELS FOR USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM OPERATED BY MILWAUKEE COUNTY: 1985-1987 

Exnenditure Category 

UMTA 
d 

Section 9 Funds •....•.....••••••••. 

Milwaukee County Transit 
System Fixed Route Bus 
Service Opera ting Expenditures ••.•••.••. 

User-Side Subsidy Program e Operating Expenditures ••••••••.•••••••• 
Paratransit Services for the 
Elderly Operating Expenditures ••.•••...• 

Total Transit Services 

User-Side Subsidy Program Expenditures 
as a Percent of UMTA Section 9 Funds •..• 

User-Side Subsidy Program 
Expenditures as a Percent of 
Total Transit System Expenditures .•••••. 

aper federal definition. 

bEstimated. 

CProjected. 

d Based on grant obligations. 

1985 

$16,504,000 

$65,818,000 

3,291,000 

761,000 

$69,870,000 

19.9 

4.7 

Transit System Expenditures a 

Year Average 
1986b 1987c Annual 

$13,059,000 $13,875,000 $14,479,000 

$65,615,000 $68,509,000 $66,647,000 

3,787,000 3,914,000 3,664,000 

622,000 638,000 674,000 

$70,024,000 $73,061,000 $70,985,000 

29.0 28.2 25.3 

5.4 5.4 5.2 

e Data reported for the program are based on carrier invoices submitted to the program through Feb-
ruary 6, 1987. 

Source: Milwaukee County Department of Public Works and SEWRPC. 

I ..... 
....... 
I 
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Service Options and Minimum Service Criteria 
The final rule removes some of the flexibility allowed recipients under the 
exis t ing interim final rule in selecting how they will meet their oblica tion 
to provide transportation for handicapped persons. Under the final rule, each 
funding recipient's public transporta tion program is responsible for making 
transportation services available to handicapped persons through one of the 
following service options: 

1. By providing some form of demand-responsive specialized transportation 
service which is accessible to wheelchairbound and semiambulatory 
persons. 

2. By providing fixed route bus service which is accessible to wheelchair
bound and semiambulatory persons over the regular routes operated by the 
recipient on either a regularly scheduled or on-call basis. This would 
be accomplished through equipping buses used in fixed route transit ser
vice with wheelchair lifts, ramps, or other accessibility features. The 
number of buses required to be equipped with such accessibility features 
would be the number which is sufficient to allow the recipient to pro
vide a level of accessible bus service which meets the minimum service 
criteria for accessible bus service specified in the final rule. 

3. By providing a mix of both accessible specialized transportation and 
accessible bus services. 

The service ultimately selected by the recipient must meet certain minimum 
service criteria specified in the final rule. The service provided must be 
available to all persons who, by the nature of their handicap, are physically 
unable to use the recipient's regular bus service for the general public. The 
service must also serve the same geographic area as the recipient's service 
for the general public at the same times and at comparable fares. There 
cannot be restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose; and the response 
time for service once a request has been made must be reasonable. The speci
fic minimum service criteria for each service option are listed in Table 3. 

Limits on Expenditures and Eligible Expenses 
The recipient is required to meet the minimum service criteria for the service 
option selected, subject to a cap level of annual expenditures by the recip
ient. A cap level of annual expenditures equal to 3 percent of the recipi
ent's average opera ting expenses for all public transportation services it 
provides, caculated based upon projected current year expenditures and expen
ditures for the two immediately proceeding fiscal years, has been set forth in 
the final rule. The recipient is not required to spend more than this expen
diture limit, even if, as a result, it cannot provide a level of service which 
fully meets all the service criteria for the service option it has selected. 
In this case, the recipient can reduce expenditures down to the expenditure 
limit by modifying one or more of the aforementioned service criteria, with 
the exception of the criterion governing service eligibility. The final rule 
requires that the recipient's service must meet the specified eligibility cri
terion regardless of whether the recipient can meet all service crt teria 
without exceeding the limit on required expenditures. How the recipient 
chooses to modify the other service criteria for the particular service option 
it selects must be determined through the public participation process out
lined below. If the recipient can provide a level of service which fully meets 
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Table 3 

MINUlUM SERVICE CRITERIA FOR SERVICE OPTIONS SPECIFIED UNDER FINAL RULE 

Minimum Service Criteria 

Sen'ice Demand-Responsive Specialized Accessible Fixed Route Bus Service 
Characteristic Transportation Service Regularly Scheduled Service On-Call Service 

Eligibility All persons who, by the nature All persons who, by the nature All persons who, by the nature 
of their handicap, are phy- of their handicap, are phy- of their handicap, are phy-
sically unable to use the sically unable to use the sically unable to use the 
recipient's regular bus ser- recipient's regular bus ser- recipient's regular bus ser-
vice for the general public. vice for the general public. vice for the general public. 

Response Time Service provided within 24 Not applicable--service pro- Service provided within 24 
hours of time request for vided to meet schedules rather hours of time request for 
service is made. than to respond to specific service is made. 

requests for service. 

Restrictions None None None 
or Priorities 
Placed on Trips 

Fares Fares comparable to fares for a Fares no higher than fares Fares no higher than fares 
trip of similar length made at charged other users of the charged other users of the 
a similar time of day charged regular bus service for the regu lar bus service for the 
to a user of the regular bus general public. Off-peak fares general public. Off-peak fares 
for service for the general the elderly and handicapped for the elderly and handicapped 
public. must be in effect on acces- must be in effect on acces-

sible buses. sible buses. 

Hours and Days Service provided on same days Service provided on same days Service provided on same days 
of Operation and hours of operation as and hours of operation as and hours of operation as 

reCipient's bus service for recipient's bus service for recipient's bus service for 
the general public. the general public, and at the general public, and at 

intervals that allow for intervals that allow for 
practicable use by hand i- practicable use by handi-
capped persons. capped persons. 

-con tlnuec1-

Mixture of Accessible 
Bus and Specialized 

Transportation Services 

All persons who, by the nature 
of their handicap, are phy-
sically unable to use 
recipient's regular bus ser= 
vice for the general public. 

Minimum criteria for spe-
cialized transportation 
service and accessible bus 
service apply to specialized 
service and accessible bus 
components of the system, 
respec t ively , for the por-
tions of the service area 
and/or days and times in 
which each operates. 

None 

Minimum criteria for spe-
cialized transportation ser-
vice and accessible bus ser-
vice apply to specialized 
service and accessible bus 
components of the system, 
respectively, for the por-
tions of the service area, 
and/or days and times in 
which each operates. 

Minimum criteria for spe-
cialized transportation ser-
vice and accessible bus 
service apply to specialized 
service and accessible bus 
components of the system, 
respectively, for the por-
tions of the service area, 
and/or dahs and times in 
which eac operates. 

I ...... 
\0 
I 



Table 3 (continued) 

Minimum Service Criteria 

Service Demand-Responsive Specialized Accessible Fixed Route Bus Service 
Characteristic Transportation Service Regularly Scheduled Service On-Call Service 

Service Area Service provided throughout Service provided on all recip- Service provided on all recip-
the same geographic area as ient's bus routes on which a ient's regular bus routes, upon 
served by the recipient's need for accessible b~s ser- request, as needed to complete 
regular bus service for the vice has been established each handicapped person's trip. 
general public. through the planning and public components of the system, 

participation process. 

Source: U. S. Department of Transportation and SEWRPC. 

Mixture of Accessible 
Bus and Specialized 

Transportation Services 

Minimum criteria for spe-
cialized transportation ser-
vice and accessible bus 
service apply to specialized 
and accessible bus components 
of the system, respectively, 
for the portions of the ser-
vice area and/or days and 
times in which each operates. 

, 
N 

? 
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the minimum service criteria for an amount less than the expenditure limit, 
then the limit can be ignored for the fiscal year in question. 

Only certain expenses are eligible to be counted in determining whether the 
recipient has exceeded the limitation on required expendi tures incurred in 
meeting the service criteria for the service option selected. To be eligible 
to be counted toward the required expenditure limitation, an expenditure must 
meet two basic criteria. First, it must be an expenditure by the recipient of 
its own funds, including any federal or state transit assistance it receives 
for its public transportation program. Second, it must be an expenditure spe
cifically undertaken to comply with the requirements of the final rule. In 
both cases, the total expenditures a recipient makes are counted, not just the 
net expenditures after farebox or other revenues are considered. Expenditures 
by the recipient to comply with other federal, state, or local regulations, 
and expenditures by other agencies on transportation services for handicapped 
persons other than those provided to comply wi th the final rule cannot be 
counted for this purpose. Expenditures by the recipient that may be counted 
in determining whether the recipient has exceeded its limitation on required 
expenditures include the following: 

1. The total capital and operating costs of specialized transportation ser
vices; 

2. The incremental capital and operating costs of accessible bus systems; 

3. The administrative costs directly attributable to coordinating transpor
tation services for handicapped persons provided by the recipient with 
those provided by other service providers; 

4. The incremental costs of training the recipient's personnel to provide 
transportation services to handicapped persons; and 

5. Any incremental costs associated with providing half-fares for elderly 
and handicapped persons during nonpeak hours of transportation service 
operation. 

Only expenditures made specifically to comply with the requirements of the 
final rule are eligible to be counted toward the maximum expenditure limit. 
If a recipient chooses to provide a level of transportation service above and 
beyond what the final rule requires, only the expenditures actually needed to 
mee t the final rule are eligible to be counted. With respect to transporta
tion services provided by a recipient which may serve more than just the 
required handicapped persons--such as ambulatory elderly persons--only those 
expendi tures for the service attributable to the transportation of the eli
gible handicapped persons may be counted in determining whether the recipient 
has exceeded the cap level of required expenditures. In addition, expendi
tures for the purchase of vehicles and other major capital expenditures must 
be annualized over the expected useful life of the item. Only that portion of 
the capital expenditure attributable to a given fiscal year may be counted in 
determining the recipient's eligible expenses for that year. 

Program Documentation and Public Participation Requirements 
Recipients of UMTA Section 3, 5, 9, or 9A funds who operate a bus system with
in an urbanized area serving the general public must, according to the final 
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rule, prepare and submi t to UMTA documentation on the required program for 
handicapped persons. This documentation should include a description of the 
service option selected by the recipient; the characteris tics of the service 
to be provided; the schedule for implementing the proposed service; and the 
sources of funding for the proposed service. The program must also include 
"milestones," or statements of the progress the recipient intends to make each 
year toward implementing the proposed service, in accordance with the proposed 
schedule. 

The final rule requires that the recipient's plan and milestones must provide 
for full implementation of the proposed services as soon as reasonably fea
sible. UMTA, in reviewing the proposed program, will approve a "phase-in" 
period for each recipient on a case-by-case basis, reflecting the "as soon as 
feasible" policy prescribed in the final rule, as well a the realistic needs 
of each recipient for time to phase-in service. The final rule provides for a 
maximum phase-in period of up to six years. During this phase-in period, the 
recipient must continue to provide at least the level of service that it cer
tified it would provide under the former interim final rule issued on July 20, 
1981. 

The final rule sta tes that the planning and development of the recipient's 
program must be done through a locally developed public participation process. 
The public participation process followed by the recipient must allow for the 
following: 

1. Consulta tion during the planning process with handicapped persons and 
groups representing them, social service organizations, concerned stat, 
and local officials, and the Metropolitan Planning Organization. 

2. A 60-day comment period on the recipient's proposed program during which 
at least one public hearing on the proposed program must take place; and 

3. The distribution of notices and materials pertaining to the program in a 
form useable by persons with vision and hearing impairments. 

The recipient must make efforts to accommodate, but is not required to adopt, 
any significant comments on the proposed program made by the public or by the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization as part of the public participation pro
cess. Responses to the significant comments made including the recipient's 
reasons for not accommodating significant comments must be made available to 
the public by the recipient no later than the time it adopts the program for 
transmittal to UMTA. 

The recipient must also provide for a continuing public participation process 
to be followed in the development, implementation, and operation of the trans
portation service for handicapped persons called for in the recipient's 
adopted program. The process must ensure that consultation with handicapped 
groups and with agencies providing transportation or social services to handi
capped persons continues during the development, implementation, and operation 

7 The Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission has been designated 
by the Governor as the official areawide Metropolitan Planning Organization 
for the seven-county Southeastern Wisconsin Region. 
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of the recipient's transportation service for handicapped persons. Should the 
recipient determine that significant changes are needed to its adopted program 
following its approval by UMTA, the recipient must follow the same public par
ticipation process used in developing the original program, as well as secure 
UMTA approval of the altered program. 

Program Submittal and UMTA Review 
The final rule requires each recipient to submit to UMTA a copy of its adopted 
program for providing public transportation to handicapped persons and a sum
mary of the public comments received on the program, together with the recip
ient's responses to the comments received. In addition, the submittal by the 
recipient should also include documentation of the projected cost of imple
menting the recipient's program, the cost of any alternatives considered by 
the recipient, the projected amount of the cap level of required expenditures 
for the recipient, and the rationale for any reduction of service quality 
below levels which fully meet the aforementioned minimum service criteria. 
Upon receiving the recipient's submittal, UMTA will then complete a review of 
each recipient's program submission and notify the recipients in writing that 
the program is either approved as submitted; that it requires certain speci
fied changes in order to be approved; or that is is disapproved. If the pro
gram is not approved as submitted, the recipient will have between 30 to 90 
days to submit a modified program to UMTA for approval. UMTA may condition 
approval of the re-submitted program on specified changes to its content or 
additional public participation activities. 

Program Compliance and Monitoring 
The final rule states that, once the recipient's proposed program has been 
approved by UMTA, the recipient has the obligation to actually provIde the 
service to handicapped persons that is prescribed in its program. In this 
respect, the recipient must take all actions necessary to ensure that the ser
vice is actually provided. The final rule states that the recipient's obliga
tion to assure the provision of such service includes, but is not limited to, 
the following: 

1. Ensuring that vehicles and equipment are capable of accommodating all 
handicapped users for whom the service is designed, and that vehicles 
and equipment are maintained in proper operating condition; 

2. Ensuring that a sufficient number of spare vehicles are available to 
maintain the levels of service called for in the program; 

3. Ensuring that personnel used in providing this service are trained and 
supervised, so that they operate vehicles and equipment safely and prop
erly, and treat handicapped users of the service in a courteous and 
respectful way; 

4. Ensuring that adequate assistance and informatIon concerning the use of 
this service are available to handicapped persons, including those with 
vision or hearing impairments. This obligation would include making 
adequate communications capacity available to enable handicapped users 
to obtain information about the service and to enable such users to make 
requests for service; 
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5. Ensuring that service is provided in a timely manner in accordance with 
the times service has been requested or with scheduled pick-up times; 
and 

6. Ensuring that eligible handicapped persons capable of using the recip
ient's regular service for the general public are not denied the service 
on the basis of the nature of their handicap or type of mobility assis
tance device--such as canes, crutches, walkers, or guide dogs--the han
dicapped user may require, even though the recipient may also provide a 
specialized transportation service for handicapped individuals. 

UMTA will monitor the compliance of each recipient through a regular review 
process required for each recipient under the UMTA Section 9 transit assis
tance program. Under the Section 9 program, UMTA is required every three 
years to review and evaluate the entire spectrum of each Section 9 recipient's 
federally assisted mass transit activities. 

If a recipient falls behind the schedule for phasing in the transportation 
service prescribed under its adopted program, the recipient must submi t a 
report to UMTA. This "slippage" report must describe the problem or delay 
experienced, the reasons for the problem or delay, and the corrected action or 
actions the recipient has taken or has proposed to take to ensure that the 
approved implementation schedule for its prescribed service is met. The 
report is to be submitted to UMTA by no later than the program approval anni
versary date of any year in which any such slippage occurs. This same report
ing requirement will apply after the recipient's proposed service has been 
fully implemented for any year in which the recipient's service for any reason 
falls below the prescribed performance level. Failure to make the required 
report to UMTA is, in itself, a ground for a recipient's being found in non
compliance with the obligations under the final rule. 

ALTERNATIVE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

The final rule allows recipients of federal transit assistance a choice of 
three alternative service options for providing transportation service to han
dicapped persons. These three options are: 1) providing some form of spe
cialized transportation service; 2) providing accessible bus service; or 3) 
providing some combination of specialized transportation and accessible bus 
service. The potential of each of these three basic service options to meet 
the needs of Milwaukee County for public transportation services to handi
capped persons in Milwaukee County were evaluated. 

Provide Specialized Transportation Service Through User-Side Subsidy Program 
The final regula tion would allow Milwaukee County to continue to operate its 
user-side subsidy program, which provides a subsidy directly to handicapped 
persons with which they can purchase transportation service of their choice 
from private transportation providers. The program presently generates an 
annual ridership of about 462,000 one-way trips. Continuation of the program 
without major service modifications would require a total annual expenditure 
of about $4,014,000 by Milwaukee County in 1987. 

The final rule also requires that specialized transportation services provided 
by the recipient to meet the requirments of the final rule must meet certain 
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minimum service criteria, subject to a cap level of expenditure by the recip
ient. A comparison of the service characteristics of the specialized trans
portation service currently provided under the Milwaukee County user-side sub
sidy program, with the minimum service criteria specified under the final 
rule, is shown in Table 4. 

The information presented in this table indicates that the existing service 
characteristics of the specialized transportation services provided under the 
user-side subsidy program would clearly satisfy the specific minimum service 
criteria in two of the six areas addressed under the final rule--restrictions 
or priorities placed on trips, and service area. The existing service charac
teristics in a third area--fares--also would appear to satisfy the minimum 
service criteria of the final rule. With respect to fares, users of the taxi
cab and wheelchair van carrier services provided under the program pay an ini
tial fare of $2 per one-way trip for trips which do not exceed established 
maximum county subsidy levels for wheelchair and nonwhee1chair users. Any 
addi tiona1 costs exceeding the maximum county subsidy level is paid by the 
user directly to the service provider. The cost per trip for users under the 
user-side subsidy program compares with a base adult cash fare of $1 per one
way trip charged to users of the regular fixed route transit service prOVided 
by the Milwaukee County Transit System. In guidance describing its interpre
tation of various provision of the final rule, UMTA has indicated that it is 
likely tha t it would question fare levels for specialized transportation ser
vices that were more than two to three times the fares charged to users of the 
regular bus system. Fares currently charged to users of the user-side subsidy 
program fall within the tolerance levels indicated by UMTA as acceptable for 
this requirement and, therefore, should be considered as comparable to fares 
charged on the regular service provided by the Milwaukee County Transit 
System. 

The eXisting service characteristics of the specialized transportation service 
provided under the user-side subsidy program in two other areas--response time 
and hours of operation--cou1d be considered by UMTA as not meeting minimum 
service criteria. With respect to response time, the wheelchair van carrier 
service offered under the user-side subsidy program is generally provided 
within 24 to 48 hours of the time the request for service is made. The mini
mum service criteria proposed under the final rule called for service to be 
provided within 24 hours of the time the request for service was made. With 
respect to hours of operation, wheelchair van carrier service is generally 
provided between 7:00 a.m. and midnight. These service hours are flexible and 
have been tailored to meet demand. The minimum service criteria prescribed in 
the final rule called for service to be provided during the same hours as the 
recipient's regular bus service for the general public. Bus service for the 
general public as provided by the Milwaukee County Transit System is generally 
available between 5:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m. 

While the existing service characteristics of the Milwaukee County user-side 
subsidy program in these areas may not fully meet the minimum service criteria 
for specialized transportation services prescribed under the final federal 
rule, such differences are permitted, as noted earlier, if it is antiCipated 
that program expenditures would exceed the cap level expendi ture specified 
under the final federal rule. The final UMTA rules allow a recipient to 
modify certain of the minimum service criteria including those governing 
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Service 
Characteristic 

Eligibility •••• 

Response Time •• 

Restrictions or 
Priorities 
Placed on 
Td.ps .•.•..••• 

Fares ..••..•••• 

Hours and Days 
of Operation •• 

Service Area .•• 

Table 4 

COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION 
CURRENTLY PROVIDED UNDER THE MILWAUKEE USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAN 
WITH THE ~rrNIMUM SERVICE CRITERIA SPECIFIED UNDER THE FINAL RULE 

Characteristics of 
Minimum Service Criteria Specialized Transportation 

for Specialized Transportation Service Offered under ~Iilwaukee 
Service Prescribed Under Final Rule County User-Side Subsidy Program 

All persons who, by nature of their han- Any elderly or nonelderly handicapped 
dicap, are physically unable to use Milwaukee County resident who has a 
the recipient's regular bus service for disability which requires him/her to 
the general public. use a wheelchair, walker, or crutches 

and leg braces to gain mobility; or 
who is legally blind (Civil Act 
No. 75-C-704). 

Service provided within 24 hours of time Taxicab service provided generally 
request for service is made. within 30 minutes of request for ser-

vice. Wheelchair van carrier service 
provided within 24 to 48 hours of 
request for service. 

None. None. 

Fares comparable to fares for a trip of Fare of $2.00 charged to all users 
similar length made at a similar time for trips with a county subsidy level 
of day charged to a user of the recip- of up to $6.00 for nonwheelchair users 
ient's regular ~us service for the and $9.00 for wheelchair users. Addi-
general public. tional costs above county subsidy level 

paid by users. 

Service provided on same days and Taxicab service provided 24 hours a 
during same hours as the recip- day, seven days a week. Wheelchair 
ient's regular bus service for the van carrier service provided between 
general public. 7:00 a.m. and midnigh t, seven days a 

week. 

Service provided throughout the same Service provided throughout Milwaukee 
geographic area as served by the recip- County. 
ien t' s regular bus service for the 
general public. 

i 
- ... ---. 

Characteristics of 
Regular Transit Service Provided by 
the Milwaukee County Transi t System 

All persons physically capable of using 
regular transit buses. 

Service provided on basis of regular 
fixed schedules. 

None. 

Base adult fare of $1.00 charged regard-
less of length of trip or time of day 
trip is made. 

Service provided on most bus routes 
between 5:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m. the 
the following day, seven days a week. 

Area within Milwaukee County within 
one-quarter mile of regular bus route. 

aIn determining the comparability of fares charged on a recioient's fixed route bus service and specialized transportation service, u}ITA will consider, 
as th~ basis for making this comparison, the fare which the individual would be charged for making the trip on the recipient's fixed route bus service 
if he or she were not handicapped. 

Source: U. S. Departrre:lt of Transportation, 'f11waukee Count,· Depart",cnt of Public Horks, and SEWRPC. 
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response time and hours of operation, in order that expenditures for special
ized transit service would not represent more than 3 percent of total public 
transit system expenditures. Over the past two years, the user-side subsidy 
program expenditures have represented about 5 percent of total transit system 
expenditures. 

Provide Accessible Bus Service 
The second service option allowed under the final rule is to provide acces
sible bus service. Under this service option, a recipient would equip the 
buses used in the operation of his fixed route transit system with wheelchair 
lifts, ramps, or other accessibility features in order to make them accessible 
for wheelchairbound and semiambulatory handicapped persons. 

This service option has been considered in the past by Milwaukee County and, 
in fact, was once part of its adopted special efforts strategy for providing 
public transit service to transportation handicapped persons. In this 
respect, the original recommendations for Milwaukee County as set forth under 
the regional transportation plan for transportation handicapped prepared 
in 1978, and the plan amendment for Milwaukee County prepared in 1980 in 
response to a federal regulation mandating wheelchair lifts on transit buses 
which were then in effect, called for buses operated in fixed route transit 
service by the Milwaukee County Transit System to be equipped with wheelchair 
lifts. In accordance with the recommendations of the original plan and the 
plan amendment, Milwaukee County purchased 250 new transit buses equipped 
wi th wheelchair lifts--100 in 1978 and 150 in 1980--and deployed these 250 
buses on a regularly scheduled basis on 17 regular bus routes by the middle of 
1981. At that time, the 250 accessible buses represented about 40 percent of 
the total active bus fleet of the transit system, and about 47 percent of the 
bus fleet in service during the peak periods of transit system operation. On 
the 17 routes with regularly scheduled lift-equipped bus service, from 50 to 
60 percent of the buses were lift-equipped during the peak periods of service, 
and about 90 percent of the buses were lift-equipped during nonpeak periods. 
However, the wheelchair lifts received very little use, particularly in rela
tion to their substantial capital and operating costs. During 1981, it was 
estimated that only about 800 bus rides were made on the accessible bus ser
vice by individuals in wheelchairs. 

When the federal government published interim final rules in July 1981 which 
lifted the mandate for accessible bus service specified in previous federal 
regulations issued in May 1979, Milwaukee County determined that it should 
discontinue providing mainline accessible bus service in favor of providing a 
specialized transportation service through the user-side subsidy program. This 
decision was made based on the results of a special task force created by the 
Mass Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors in August 
1981. The findings of this task force are described in a previous section of 
this report. The decision to discontinue accessible bus service was linked to 
a parallel decision to use the operating funds made available by eliminating 
the accessible bus program for the user-side subsidy program. This decision 
was strongly supported by the handicapped community within Milwaukee County. 
The wheelchair lifts on the 250 buses equipped with them when purchased were 
subsequently locked up or removed from the buses. 

In light of its previous experience in providing mainline accessible bus ser
vice, Milwaukee County does not consider this service option to be a viable 
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alternative. In rej ecting this service option, Milwaukee County recognized 
the conclusion of the special task force that, on the whole, wheelchair lifts 
are effective for providing public transit service only to a very small number 
of transportation handicapped individuals and are not at all effective in 
improving the mobility of the great majority of transportation handicapped 
persons. While equipping buses with wheelchair lifts would enable wheelchair 
users to board transit buses, wheelchair users would still be required to get 
to a bus stop to board the accessible vehicle. This requirement alone can be 
viewed as a formidable for four to six months each year due to the particu
larly harsh winter weather routinely experienced in the Milwaukee area. 
During this time, wheelchair users would risk dramatically greater exposure to 
life and safety because of slippery or snow covered surfaces and frigid temp
eratures. Milwaukee County also recognized that many handicapped persons cur
rently using the user-side subsidy program would be disadvantaged by this 
alternative. 

Provide Combination of Accessible Bus and Specialized Transportation Services 
The final service option allowed under the final rule is to provide a mix of 
both accessible specialized transportation service and accessible bus service. 
This service option essentially represents the special efforts policy which 
Milwaukee County followed between 1978 and January 1982 .. During this time, 
Milwaukee County supported a dual special efforts strategy for providing spe
cial transportation services for handicapped persons. This strategy consisted 
of providing accessible fixed route bus service on the regular routes of the 
Milwaukee County Transit System and the provision of specialized transporta
tion services through the operation of the Milwaukee County user-side subsidy 
program. 

This dual efforts strategy was abandoned by Milwaukee County in favor of a 
single strategy of supporting the user-side subsidy program in January 1982 
based on the findings of the special task force created by the Mass Transit 
Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors in August 1981. Con
sequently, this service option also was not considered to be a viable alter
native by Milwaukee County for the same reasons that the service option 
proposing only accessible bus service is not considered to be a viable option. 

RECOMMENDED PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

Based upon a review of the alternative service options allowed under the final 
rule, Milwaukee County determined that it would comply with the current fed
eral regulation by providing a specialized transportation service for handi
capped persons, and that the existing user-side subsidy program would be 
retained to provide the required transportation service. 

Program Description 
Wi th the exception of some minor modifications in three areas of program 
administration as described below, Milwaukee County proposes to submit the 
user-side subsidy program as currently operated in response to its require
ments under current federal regulations. A description of the user-side sub
sidy program as currently operated by Milwaukee County was presented in a 
previous section of this report. 
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The first modification proposed for the current user-side subsidy program is 
the development and implementation of a computerized trip management system 
for the program. This system would establish a computer link wi th carriers 
participating in the program, and would allow for the analysis of trip infor
ma tion before a trip is made. This proposed system would allow Milwaukee 
County to coordinate trips in various ways and ensure that other funding 
sources are utilized when appropriate. The trip management system is sche
duled to be developed and implemented in the program during 1987. 

The second modification to the program involves the process followed in con
tracting with private carriers to provide service under the program. In 1986 
and previous years, Milwaukee County contracted with all private service pro
viders who expressed an interest in participating in the program. Beginning 
wi th 1987, Milwaukee County will follow a private carrier selection process 
that will utilize a competitive bid process. Milwaukee County intends to con
tract with service providers who operate safe, dependable, clean, courteous, 
and cost-efficient services. 

The final modification proposed for the current program is the replacement of 
the paper identification cards currently issued to registered users with a 
plastic identification card which includes a picture of the user. The user 
information will be embossed on the plastic card to enable the card to be used 
to transfer user information directly to trip records using an imprinter 
machine by each driver at the time the trip is made. The new photo identifi
cation cards are scheduled to be issued to registered users in mid-1987. 

Private Enterprise Participation 
Under the current user-side subsidy program, eligible handicapped users pur
chase service directly from private service providers of their choice, with 
Milwaukee County contracting with private service providers who are interested 
in participating in the program. It should be noted that the contracting for 
transit services from private transit providers in this manner serves to 
implement an UMTA initiative directed at increasing the involvement of the 
private sector in the provision of the transit services. The intent of the 
UMTA policy is to promote a more competitive environment and increased oppor
tunities for the private sector in the provision of transit services and their 
operation. By continuing to contract for service from private transit com
panies in this manner, Milwaukee County would continue to implement and be in 
conformance with this UMTA policy. 

Implementation Schedule 
Because Milwaukee County proposes to retain, with only minor modifications, 
the program of specialized transportation service which it currently provides 
under the user-side subsidy program as its required public transportation pro
gram for handicapped persons, the time which will be required for the County 
to phase in its proposed program will be less than two years. The proposed 
program will, in effect, be fully implemented immediately. The implementation 
schedule for the aforementioned program modifications is set forth in Table 5. 

Expenditure Limit 
The final rule specifies a cap level of annual expenditures by the recipient 
for its program equal to 3 percent of the recipient's average operating 
expenses for all public transportation services it provides, calculated based 
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Year 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 
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Table 5 

SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTING PROPOSED PROJECTS FOR 
MILWAUKEE COUNTY USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

Description of Projects 

1. Continue to operate user-side subsidy program. 
2. Develop and implement a computerized trip 

managment system. 
3. Implement competitive bid process for 

private carrier selection and contracting. 
4. Develop and issue new photo 

identification cards to registerd users. 

1. Continue to operate user-side subsidy program. 
2. Complete implementation of computerized trip 

management system. 

1. Refine and monitor operation 
of user-side subsidy program. 

1. Refine and monitor operation 
of user-side subsidy program. 

1. Refine and monitor operation 
of user-side subsidy program. 

1. Refine and monitQr operation 
of user-side subsidy program. 

Source: Milwaukee County Department of Public Works and SEWRPC. 
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upon projected current year expenditures and expenditures for the two imme
diately preceding fiscal years. In guidance describing its interpretation of 
various provisions of the final rule, UMTA has indicated that recipients 
should also estimate the expenditure limit for at least the phase-in period 
and the first full year of operation of the program at its full performance 
level. The recipient is not required to expend more than this limit even if, 
as a result, it cannot provide a level of service which fully meets all the 
service criteria for the service option it has selected. If the recipient can 
provide a level of service which fully meets the minimum service criteria for 
an amount less than the expenditure limit, then the limit can be ignored. 

The cap level of expenditures by Milwaukee County for the user-side subsidy 
program, calculated for the period 1985-1987, would be about $2,130,000, as 
shown in Table 6. The average expenditure of funds on the user-side subsidy 
program during this period is expected to be about $3,664,000, or about 5.2 
percent of the total expenditures by Milwaukee County during this period on 
its fixed route bus service, the user-side subsidy program, and specialized 
transportation service for the elderly. This amount would be about $1,534,000, 
or about 74 percent, above the cap level of expenditure prescribed under the 
final rule. By 1988--the firs t full year of service at the program's full 
performance level--the cap level of expenditure for the user side subsidy pro
gram is projected to be about $2,192,000, based on projected expenditures by 
Milwaukee County .on transit services for the period 1987-1988. The average 
expendi ture of funds on the user-side subsidy program during this period is 
projected to be about $3,914,000, or about 79 percent over the prescribed cap 
expenditure level. Expenditures on the user-side subsidy program are, conse
quently, projected to remain significantly above the cap level of expenditures 
prescribed under the final rule throughout the entire phase-in period. 

Modification of Minimum Service Criteria 
The final UMTA rule states that a recipient is not required to expend more 
than the cap expenditure level on its program. As previously noted, expendi
tures by Milwaukee County on its user-side subsidy program are projected to 
remain above its cap level of expenditures as prescribed by the final rule. 
Milwaukee County has, therefore, determined that the minimum service criteria 
specified under the final rule with respect to response time and hours of ser
vice will be deviated from to accommodate the existing service characteristics 
of the user-side subsidy program in these areas. It should be noted that Mil
waukee County proposes to modify the minimum service area criteria of the 
final rule not to reduce the current level of expenditures for its user-side 
subsidy program as allowed under the final rule but, rather, only to allow for 
the operation of the user-side subsidy program with its current service char
acteristics. 

Source of Funding 
The actual and projected funding of the expenditures for the Milwaukee County 
user-side subsidy program for the period from 1985 through 1989 is shown in 
Table 7. The primary source of public funds used to cover the expenditures 
for the program will be local property taxes levied by Milwaukee County, which 
will provide between 44 and 80 percent of the funds needed to operate the pro
gram during this period. A second major source of funds for the program 
during this period will be the Wisconsin Department of Transportation, which 
will provide between 17 and 50 percent of the program funding. Other sources 
of funds which will continue to be used during this period include funds 
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Table 6 

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE MILWAUKEE 
COUNTY USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM WITH CAP LEVEL OF 

EXPENDITURE PRESCRIBED UNDER THE FINAL RULE: 1985-1989 

Transit Svstem Expenditures a 

Year 

Expense Category 1985 1986b 1987c 1988c 1989c 

Milwaukee County Transit System Fixed 
Route Bus Service Operating Expenditures ••.•••••••• $65,818,000 $65,615,000 S68,509,000 $68,509,000 $68,509,000 

Milwaukee County User-Side Subsidy Program 
Specialized Transportation Operating Expenditures •• 3,291,000 3,787,000 3,914,000 3,914,000 3,914,000 

Milwaukee County Specialized Transportation 
for Elderly Persons Operating Expenditures ••••••••• 761,000 622,000 638,000 638,000 638,000 

Total $69,870,000 $70,024,000 $ 73,061,000 $73,061,000 $73,061,000 

Transit System Expenditures a 

Average Average Average 
Annual: 1985-1987 Annual: 1986-1988 Annual: 1987-1989 

Percent Percent Percent 
Expense Category Amount of Total Amount of Total Amount of Total 

Milwaukee County Transit System Fixed 
Route Bus Service Operating Expenditures ••••.•••••• $66,647,000 93.9 $67,544,000 93.7 $68,509,000 93.8 

Milwaukee County User-Side Subsidy Program 
Specialized Transportation Operating Expenditures •. 3,664,000 5.2 3,872,000 5.4 3,914,000 5.3 

Milwaukee County Specialized Transportation 
for Elderly Persons Operating Expenditures ••••••.•• 674,000 0.9 633,000 0.9 638,000 0.9 

Total $70,985,000 100.0 $72,049,000 100.0 $73,061,000 100.0 

Cap Level of Expenditures for Handicapped Public 
Transportation Program Under Final Federal Rule •••• $ 2,130,000 3.0 $ 2,161,000 3.0 $ 2,192,000 3.0 

aper federal definition. Data reported for the program are based on carrier invoices submitted to the program through February 6, 1987. 

bUnaudited. 

CProjected. 

Source: Milwaukee County Department of Public Works and SEWRPC. 
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Funding Source 

Wisconsin Department 
of Transportation Urban 
Mass Transit 
Operating Assistance Program ••••• 

Wisconsin Department 
of Transportation Specialized 
Transportation Assistance 
Program for Counties •••.••••••••• 

Wisconsin Department 
of Health and Social 
Services, Division of 
Vocational Rehabilitation •••••••• 

Milwaukee County 
Department of Social 
Services Title IX Funding •..••••• 

Milwaukee County Tax Levy ••••••••• 
User-Side Subsidy Program 
UserdRegration Fees •.••.•.•.••••• 

Other ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Total 

Table 7 

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES ON MILWAUKEE COUNTY 
USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM AMONG FUNDING SOURCES: 1985-1989 

Funds Available bv Year a 

1985 1986b 1987c 

Percent Percent Percent 
Amount of Total Amount of Total Amount of Total 

$ -- -- $1,399,000 36.9 $1,271,000 32.5 

572,000 17.4 488,000 12.9 475,000 12.1 

7,000 0.2 10,000 0.3 8,000 0.2 

20,000 0.6 20,000 0.5 25,000 0.6 
2,639,000 80.2 1,653,000 43.6 2,086-0000 53.3 

53,000 1.6 63,000 1.7 49,000 1.3 
-- -- 154,000 4.1 -- --

$3,291,000 100.0 $3,787,000 100.0 $3,914,000 100.0 

1988c 1989c 

Percent 
Amount of Total AllXlunt 

$1,271,000 32.5 $1,271,000 

475,000 12.1 475,000 

8,000 0.2 8,000 

25,000 0.6 25,000 
2,086,000 53.3 2,086,000 

49,000 1.3 49,000 
-- -- --

$3,914,000 100.0 $3,914,000 

aper federal definition. Data reported for the program are based on carrier invoices submitted to the program through February 6, 1987. 

bUnaudited. 

CProjected. 

d Community Development Block Grant funds. 

Source: Xilwaukee County Department of Public Works and SEWRPC. 

Percent 
of Total 

32.5 

12.1 

0.2 

0.6 
53.3 

1.3 
--

100.0 

I 
w 
w 
I 
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available through the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services, 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation; the Milwaukee County Department of 
Social Services; and user registration fees. Together, these sources of funds 
will provide the remaining 3 to 6 percent of the funds needed for the program. 
Milwaukee County intends to continue to use all available funding programs in 
future years to reduce the amount of expenditures which is funded with local 
tax dollars. 

PUBLIC REACTION TO THE PROGRAM 

To obtain public reaction and solicit comments on its proposed handicapped 
transit program from the local handicapped community, as well as the general 
public, Milwaukee County undertook a two-part public participation process. 
Under the first part of this process, the proposed program was presented to 
the Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. This 
Commission has the responsibility of advising the Mass Transit Committee of 
the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors on specialized transportation ser
vices. The membership of this Commission is listed on the inside front cover 
of this report. A committee of the Commission met three times--on April 1, 
April 15, and April 29, 1987--to review Milwaukee County's proposed handi
capped transportation plan, and to approve the holding of a formal public 
hearing on the proposed plan. 

As the second part of this process, the proposed program was made available 
for public review and comment through a formal public comment period, during 
which period a formal public hearing was held. The official public comment 
period on the County's proposed transit program for handicapped persons 
extended from Friday, April 3, 1987, through Tuesday, June 2, 1987. A legal 
notice announcing the public comment period was prepared and published in sev
eral newspapers within Milwaukee County, including each of the two major local 
newspapers of circulation within Milwaukee County--The Milwaukee Journal, an 
evening newspaper, and the Milwaukee Sentinel, a morning newspaper--plus two 
addi tional newspapers read by the County's minority population--The Spanish 
Journal and the Milwaukee Times Weekly Newspaper. The public hearing on the 
program was held on Thursday, May 21, 1987, from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. in the 
third floor assembly room of the Milwaukee County Courthouse Annex, which is 
bo th a transit and a handicapped person-accessible facility. Approximately 
four weeks prior to the public hearing, special efforts were made to reach and 
inform interested persons of the public hearing. A legal notice announcing 
the public hearing was prepared and published in the same newspapers as was 
the notice of the public comment period. In addition, a special notice was 
prepared and distributed to the 8,000 persons currently registered for the 
user-side subsidy program. Approximately 3,000 copies of this special notice 
were also provided to the Milwaukee County Commission for Handicapped and Dis
abled Persons for their distribution, and approximately 2,000 copies were pro
vided to the Milwaukee County Commission on Aging for their distribution. 

A copy of the entire report documenting Milwaukee County's proposed handi
capped transit program, as well as a copy of the aforereferenced public 
notices, were available for public review at the offices of the Milwaukee 
County Department of Public Works located in the Milwaukee County Courthouse 
Annex, and at the offices of the Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped 
and Disabled Persons. Provisions were also made to provide a loan copy of the 
report on a cassette tape to anyone requesting such a tape. 
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An estimated 70 persons attended the public hearing. Of those in attendance, 
34 persons testified or commented on the program. A summary of the oral and 
written comments provided by those testifying at the public hearing is pro
vided in Appendix B to this report. In addition, 20 letters with comments on 
108 t ters pertaining to the County's proposed program were received during the 
public comment period. These letters are also included in Appendix B of this 
report. 

Issues Raised Through Public Comments Received at 
the Public Hearing and During the Public Comment Period 
}lany of the public comments received were complimentary of the existing user
side subsidy program, and indicated the appreciation of the users of the 
public transit service which is available through the program. Several other 
comments were received which described problems encountered by handicapped 
persons in trying to use the regular bus service provided wi thin the County, 
or which related to requests made by elderly county residents for better fixed 
route bus service in the northern and northwest portions of Milwaukee County. 
The other comments received were directed toward the current operating charac
teristics and administrative pOlicies of the current user-side subsidy pro
gram. Of these comments, the largest number received were related to the 
subject of the current eligibility criteria for the user-side subsidy program, 
and proposed expansion of program eligibility to include handicapped persons 
who find it very difficult or impossible to use the regular fixed route bus 
service, but are not eligible to use the user-side subsidy program as they are 
not blind and do not use a wheelchair, walker, leg brace, or crutches. Fol
lowing is a summary of the substantive written and oral comments received and 
the response of Milwaukee County to each of these comments. 

Comment: The current eligibility requirements for the Milwaukee County user
side subsidy program excludes some handicapped persons who are unable to use 
the regular fixed route bus service, including the frail elderly and other 
people who would have extreme difficulty riding on, and waiting for, a regular 
bus--including people with health-related disabilities such as strokes, heart 
conditions, and Alzheimer's disease. 

Response: The Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program is open to Milwaukee 
County residents who are legally blind; or who have a condition for a period 
of at least three months that requires the use of a wheelchair, walker, or 
crutches and leg brace. Persons having other handicaps such as deafness and 
impaired balance have been assisted with accomIOOdations made to the County's 
IOBinline fixed route transit service such as teletypwriter information ser
vices, preferential seating, and stairwell handrails and stanchions. Addi
tionally, the County's Commission on Aging provides transportation to elderly 
and slightly handicapped persons under an annual contract with Elder Care 
Lines, Inc. Finally, various other private nonprofit agencies, with the 
assistance of available UMTA Section 16(b) (2) funds, provide transportation 
for elderly and handicapped residents of Milwaukee County. 

Comment: Milwaukee County should consider SOIDe forID of functional testing 
which would evaluate whether or not a handicapped person is able to use regu
lar transit service, and which could be used as a basis for determining, or 
possibly expanding, eligibility for the user-side subsidy program. 
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Response: The current federal guidelines do not prescribe the means a recip
ient should use to determine physical inability to use regular bus service, 
such as a functional testing program. Milwaukee County has considered in the 
past implementing a functional testing program to test the physical ability of 
a person to use public transit as a means of determining whether or not a han
dicapped persons should be eligible for the user-side subsidy program. The 
implemen tation of such a functional testing program was last considered in 
1983, when the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors provided funds for such a 
testing program in the budget for the user-side subsidy program. However, 
when procedures for implementing the program were brought to the Mass Transit 
Committee of the County Board for approval, objections were raised by repre
sentatives of the local handicapped community. Such objections led the Mass 
Transit Committee to lay the matter over indefinitely, thus retaining the 
existing eligibility criteria. The Mass Transit Committee of the County Board 
has not reconsidered the implementation of such a functional testing program 
to this date because of the past objections of the local handicapped commun
ity. 

Comment: Some individuals currently using the user-side subsidy program may be 
able to use the County's regular fixed route transit service. In comparing 
the County's current expenditures for the program with the cap level of expen
ditures required under the federal regulations, the current expenditures 
should be reduced by the amount expended to serve handicapped persons who 
could use the County's regular fixed route transit service, but chose not to 
do so. 

Response: The County's current expenditures for the program include all funds 
expended to provide transportation to the current classes of handicapped per
sons which have been defined as eligible for the program--including handi
capped persons who are confined to a wheelchair, require the use of a walker, 
crutches and leg braces, or are legally blind. As noted above, past efforts 
to implement a functional testing program which could be used to determine 
eligibility for the user-side subsidy program were dropped after objections to 
such a program were raised within the local handicapped community. In light 
of the current federal guidelines, which do not prescribe any particular pro
cedures--such as a functional testing program--that must be used to determine 
eligibili ty. Milwaukee County believes that it has complied to the best of its 
ability with the requirement that eligible users of the program be physically 
unable to use the County's fixed route bus service. Accordingly, all its 
expenditures on the program should be eligible to be counted in meeting the 
cap level of expenditures prescribed under the current federal regula tion. 

Milwaukee County would also like to note that its expenditures for subsidizing 
trips made by wheelchairbound handicapped persons under the program would 
alone be sufficient to meet the prescribed cap level of expenditures. This 
information is shown in Table 8. 

Comment: The fares charged to users of the program are not comparable to those 
charged to users of the County's fixed route bus service, and can be excessive 
for long trips. 

Response: Currently, each user under the program pays an initial fare of $2 
directly to the service provider for each one-way trip. The program will then 



Table 8 

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR WHEELCHAIRBOUND 
AND OTHER ELIGIBLE USERS OF THE MILWAUKEE COUNTY USER-SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

WITH CAP LEVEL OF EXPENDITURE PRESCRIBED UNDER THE FINAL RULE: 1985-1989 

User-Side Subsidy Program Specialized 
ransnortation Onerating Expenditures bv Year 

Expense Category 1985 1986b 
1987

c 1988c 

Subsidies to Wheelchairbound Users ••••• $2,286,000 $2,769,000 $2,604,000 $2,604,000 
Subsidies to Other Eligible Users •••••• 726,000 751,000 627,000 627,000 
Administrative and Other Costs .•.•••••• 279,000 267,000 683,000 683,000 

Total $3,291,000 $3,787,000 $3,914,000 $3,914,000 

Transit System Expendituresa 

Average Average 
Annual: 1985-1987 Annual: 1986-1988 

Percent Percent 
Expense Category Amount of Total Amount of Total 

Milwaukee County Transit System Fixed 
Route Bus Service Operating Expenditures .•..••••••• $66,647,000 93.9 $67,544,000 93.7 

Milwaukee County User-Side Subsidy Program 
Specialized Transportation Operating Expenditures 
Subsidies to Wheelchairbound Users ••..•••••••••••• 2,553,000 3.6 2,659,000 3.7 
Subsidies to Other Eligible Users ••.••••.••••••••• 701,000 1.0 668,000 0.9 
Administrative and Other Costs ••.••••••••••.•••.•• 410,000 0.6 545,000 0.8 

Subtotal $ 3,664,000 5.2 $ 3,872 ,000 5.4 

Milwaukee County Specialized Transportation 
for Elderly Persons Operating Expenditures •.••••.•• 674,000 0.9 633,000 0.9 

Total $70,985,000 100.0 $72,049,000 100.0 

Cap Level of Expenditures for Handicapped Public 
Transportation Program Under Final Federal Rule •..• $ 2,130,000 3.0 $ 2,161,000 3.0 

a 

1989
c 

$2,604,000 
627,000 
683,000 

$3,914,000 

Average 
Annual: 1987-1989 

Percent 
Amount of Total 

$68,509,000 93.8 

2,604,000 3.5 
627,000 0.9 
683,000 0.9 

$ 3,914,000 5.3 

638,000 0.9 

$73,061,000 100.0 

$ 2,192,000 3.0 

aper federal definition. Data reported for the program are based on carrier invoices submitted to the program through February 6, 1987. 

bUnaudited. 

CProjected. 

Source: Milwaukee County Department of Public Works and SEWRPC. 
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subsidize the remaining costs of each trip as long as the total costs of each 
trip do not exceed $11 for wheelchair users or $8 for nonwheelchair users. 
Any additional costs for each trip which exceed these maximum limits is paid 
by the user directly to the private carrier. For trips made by wheelchair 
users, the County has recently established a maximum total trip charge of $12 
per trip--including user fares and county subsidies--which can be charged for 
wheelchair van service under the program. As a result of this policy, fares 
paid by wheelchair users are effectively limited to no more than $3 per one
way trip regardless of the length of the trip. 

The County recognizes that, because a similar maximum total trip charge has 
not been established for trips made by nonwheelchair users, the user fares 
paid by such handicapped persons for long trips may be higher than those for 
similar trips made by wheelchair users. 

With respect to comparability of fares, the higher fares charged under the 
Milwaukee County user-side subsidy program reflect the higher quality of ser
vice provided by the program and the significantly higher costs of providing 
the service. In terms of quality of service, users of the user-side subsidy 
program are provided with personalized, door-to-door service which can be used 
to travel between a specific origin and destination of their trip. Users of 
the regular bus system can travel only between the specific bus stops served 
by each bus route, which mayor may not coincide with a specific origin or 
destination of their trip. 

With respect to costs of providing transit services, the total costs--before 
revenues and passenger fares are taken into consideration--of providing tran
sit service on the County's regular fixed route transit system during the 
first four months of 1987 was about $1.14 per one-way trip. This compares 
with a total cost of about $9.74 per one-way trip for the specialized transit 
service provided under the user-side subsidy program during a similar period. 
The fares charged to users of the user-side subsidy program reflect the fact 
that the specialized transportation service which is available through the 
program is significantly more expensive to provide than the County's regular 
fixed route service. In light of the significant differences in the cost per 
trip for each person, Milwaukee County believes it would not be reasonable to 
charge the same fares to users of the User-side subsidy program as charged to 
handicapped persons using the County's regular fixed route transit service-
$0.50 per one-way trip--or the regular adult cash fare charged to nonhandi
capped users of the fixed route transit system--$l per one-way trip. 

In guidance describing its interpretation of various provisions of the final 
rule, UMTA has indicated that it is likely that it would question fare levels 
for specialized transportation services that were more than two to three times 
the fares charged to users of the regular bus system. The average fare paid 
by all users under the user-side subsidy program during the first quarter of 
1987 was approximately $2.24 per one-way trip. This compares with a base 
adult cash fare of $1 per one-way trip currently charged to users of the 
County's regular fixed route transit service. Consequently, the fares cur
rently charged the users of the user-side subsidy program fall within the tol
erance levels indicated by UMTA as acceptable for this requirement and, 
therefore, have been considered by Milwaukee County as comparable to the fares 
charged on the County's regular fixed route transit system • 
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Comment: The waiting time for taxicab service can sometimes be excessive. 

Response: Generally, taxicab service is provided upon demand, with an esti
ma ted wait time of approxima tely 30 minutes. Milwaukee County recognizes 
that, during certain peak travel times of the day, some taxicab companies may 
have difficulty responding within 30 minutes of the time of the initial ser
vice request. However, Milwaukee County has attempted to ensure that the ser
vice available would be able to accommodate anticipated demand by contracting 
wi th several qualified taxicab companies interested in participating in the 
program. The participation of more than one taxicab company as a service pro
vider under the program also provides eligible users under the program with 
the option of choosing a different service provider should they be dissatis
fied with the service provided by one or more of the carriers available to the 
program. 

Comment: Because some handicapped individuals must hire an attendant to assist 
them outside the transit vehicle in order to complete their trip, the total 
cost incurred by the user--including attendant fees and fares paid for trans
portation service under the program--restricts the use of the program for 
travel by such handicapped individuals. 

Response: Under the user-side subsidy program, Milwaukee County subsidizes 
only the costs associated with providing transportation to eligible handi
capped persons by participating private carriers. Milwaukee County does not 
subsidize any additional costs which may be required for attendant services 
needed by the eligible handicapped user. While the private carriers partici
pating in the program are expected to provide the assistance which is required 
for handicapped persons to safely enter and exit each vehicle, the private 
carriers are not required to provide assistance to handicapped persons between 
the door of his/her origin or destination and the vehicle. This aspect of the 
program is consistent with the current federal guidelines. Consequently, Mil
waukee County does not propose to have private carriers provide additional 
assistance as part of the transportation service which is currently subsidized 
under the program. 

Comment: Milwaukee County should continue to develop mechanisms to control the 
costs of the user-side subsidy program. 

Response: Milwaukee County is currently implementing two actions which should 
help control the costs of the user-side subsidy program. The first action 
taken by Milwaukee County is the development and implementation of a computer
ized trip management system during 1987. Once this system is fully imple
mented, it should provide Milwaukee County with the capability to verify the 
eligibilty of users prior to their making a trip under the program; to limit 
the number of trips per month for each eligible user; and to implement a slid
ing subsidy fee scale which will provide for a decreased level of county sub
sidy per trip as the number of trips made by each eligible user increases. A 
second action which is intended to help reduce program expenditures will be 
the development and implementation during 1987 of a number of standardized 
routes which would serve users who are located in the same general area and 
who make trips on a frequent and regular basis to the same destination at the 
same time of day. 
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Comment: The implementation of standardized routes would remove the freedom of 
handicapped persons assigned to such routes to choose a private carrier which 
provides quality service. The service options and costs for such handicapped 
persons may also be different. 

Response: Milwaukee County plans to implement standardized routes for some 
current users of the user-side subsidy program on a demonstration basis during 
1987. Eight potential routes affecting 31 persons are included in the pilot 
project. Prior to the implementation of this project, Milwaukee County adver
tised a "Request for Bid" (RFB) for standardized routes in a number of local 
newspapers, and also mailed copies of the RFB to local firms who either have 
provided service or have expressed interest in the user-side subsidy program 
in the past. Responses in the form of "Statements of Qualification and Finan
cial Responsibility" and bids on the standardized routes were received from a 
total of 10 local firms. The Statements of Qualification and Financial 
Responsibility for each firm were evaluated by a three-member evaluation panel 
in a uniform and consistant manner. This resulted in a numeric rating for 
each firm, or measure of their capability to provide the service, which was 
then categorized into one of five capabiltiy classes--Classes A through E. 

In recommending carriers to provde contracted services for the user-side sub
sidy program, user accommodation was considered paramount. Consequently, 
standardized route award recommendations were confined to Class A carriers due 
to concerns expressed by users over service dependability and reliability, and 
due to the sensitivity of eliminating user choice by assigning specific car
riers to these routes. By limiting carrier selection to those ranked in 
Class A, Milwaukee County believes that the program will be able to continue 
to provide the best quality service available to users assigned to the stan
dardized routes. 

In terms of the service options and costs for users assigned to standardized 
routes, Milwaukee County does not believe that the characteristics of the ser
vice provided under the program will be significantly different for these 
users. In being assigned to a standardized route, the user will essentially 
be subscribing to receive transportation service on a regular basis from the 
same service provider for only those trips which he/she makes on a frequent or 
regular basis between a particular origin and destination. An example of trips 
which would be considered for standardized routes or subscription service 
would be trips made daily by an elderly handicapped person between his/her 
home and a geriatric day care center. The private carrier providing the 
transporta tion service will have the option of creating a regular route to 
serve all such handicapped persons who have been assigned to the carrier by 
the county, or of incorporating the trips of such users into the regularly 
scheduled service which it already provides to other patrons. The handicapped 
user would be charged the same base fare for making the trip on a standardized 
route as is charged to all other eligible users under the program. The handi
capped user would not be required to make all his/her trip using the same pri
vate carrier which provides the subscription service, and will be able to 
choose from among the other service providers participating in the program for 
trips other than those assigned to the standardized route. 

The County recognizes that a handicapped user's freedom of choice in selecting 
a carrier has historically been part of the user-side subsidy program, and 
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that this freedom would be restricted by assigning a handicapped user to a 
standardized route. However, the freedom of handicapped users to select his/ 
her carrier is not required under the service criteria specified under the 
current federal guidelines. It should be noted that Milwaukee County has 
attempted to accommodate the carrier preference of users assigned to standard
ized routes by assigning them to their current carrier if it is one of the 
carriers which has been awarded a standardized route contract. 

The County also recognizes that a handicapped user assigned to a standardized 
route may not be allowed as much flexibility in completing his/her trips as 
would be available to other users under the program. In particular, whether 
or not a user will be able to deviate from the standardized route to add one 
or more trips will be left to the discretion of the private carrier. If 
deviation from the route is not allowed, there could be an increased cost to 
the user, since he/she would be required to make, and be charged for, an addi
tional trip. Because of this potential for increased user costs, the Mass 
Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors, as well as the 
Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons, will review 
the standardized route pilot project at regular intervals for such problems 
and to assess client rider satisfaction. 

Comment: An advisory body should be developed to review plans and policies for 
the user-side subsidy program. 

Response: The Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons 
serves as such an advisory body for the user-side subsidy program. The Com
mission was assigned responsibilities which include advising the Mass Transit 
Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors on specialized trans
portation services and their coordination within Milwaukee County by the Mil
waukee County Board in November 1985. These responsibilities include studying 
and making specific recommendations on all aspects of the user-side subsidy 
program, including operating policies, carrier policies, and carrier con
tracting. 

Comment: Milwaukee County should press to obtain additional funds for the pro
gram from a $28 million surplus which has been projected for the budget of the 
Wisconsin Department of Transportation. 

Response: Milwaukee County currently receives a portion of the public funds 
used to support the operation of the user-side subsidy program from the Wis
consin Department of Transportation's specialized transportation assistance 
program for counties, and would be in favor of any increase in such funds made 
available to the County through this program. 

Comment: The preliminary draft report documenting Milwaukee County's handi
capped transit program was prepared without consulting private carriers. 

Response: The preliminary draft report prepared by Milwaukee County document
ing its proposed handicapped transi t program was prepared to serve as a 
vehicle for soliciting comments and questions from the public, including the 
local handicapped community, as well as from private carriers. The prepara
tion and release of this report was not intended to exclude any individuals, 
groups, organizations, or service providers from the public participation 
process followed in the development of the program for Milwaukee County. 
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Rather, its purpose was to facilitate input into the process by providing both 
background information on the issue as well as a preliminary proposed course 
of action by the County. All comments received on the proposed program will 
be incorporated into the final document submitted to UMTA. 

Coml~nt: Milwaukee County should not have allowed private nonprofit providers 
to bid against private for-profit providers on the contract for standardized 
routes, and should have awarded the contract for all standardized routes to 
the private carrier submitting the lowest bid. 

Response: Current federal guidelines do not differentiate between private for
profit and private nonprofit providers of public transportation services. Mil
waukee County, accordingly, intends to continue to consider bids from either 
type of carrier in contracting for public transit services. 

In addition, because the standardized routes are being implemented on a demon
stration basis, the County did not want the success or failure of the pilot 
project to be dependent upon the performance of a single carrier. Conse
quently, contracts for the standardized routes were awarded to the two quali
fied private carriers--one private for-profit and one private nonprofit--which 
had submitted the lowest bids. 

Comment: Some handicapped persons are experiencing problems in using the 
County's regular fixed route transit service. Problems experienced have been 
rela ted to premature s tart-up of the vehicle before the passenger has been 
seated, the lack of enforcement of special handicapped seating at the front of 
the bus, and the irregular use of kneeling features on all buses equipped with 
this feature. 

Response: The problems experienced by handicapped persons noted above are all 
addressed under the work rules which are to be followed by each bus operator. 
Specifically, the existing work rules do not allow premature start-up of the 
vehicle before all passengers are seated; require that drivers enforce the 
preferential reserved seating at the front of the bus for handicapped persons; 
and specify when the bus operator should use the kneeling feature if the 
vehicle is so equipped. Milwaukee County will forward all comments related to 
these problems to the management firm which employs the bus operators--Milwau
kee Transport Services, Inc.--and ask that the firm make greater effort at 
enforcing the work rules related to these problems. 

Issues Raised Through the Comments of the Milwaukee 
County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons 
The Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons met on 
Wednesday, June 3, 1987--after the 60-day public comment period on Milwaukee 
County's proposed program had ended--to formally comment on the proposed pro
gram and the public comment received as documented in the preceeding sections 
of this report. A copy of the formal statement of the Commission is provided 
in Appendix C to this report. In its statement, the Commission indicated its 
appreciation to Milwaukee County for its efforts in continuing to make the 
user-side subsidy program a meaningful component in the lives of the County's 
residents who are handicapped. The Commission also repeated the concerns 
which were raised by the local handicapped community during the public comment 
period and at the public hearing regarding the current eligibility criteria 
for the program which result in some persons who are handicapped and/or 
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elderly being ineligible for the program; and the need for establishing some 
form of functional testing as the basis for program eligibility, particularly 
for those handicapped persons who currently are ineligible for the program. 
In addition, the Commission, in recognition of the concern that the current 
user fees for the program are too high and not comparable to user fees charged 
for the County's regular fixed route bus service, recommended that Milwaukee 
County establish a rnaximulo user fee of $2 per one-way trip for all eligible 
users. The County's response to these c~oments of the Commission is the same 
as that which was provided in the previous section to similar comments made by 
the local handicapped community. In addition to these comments, the Commis
sion had several other suggestions for Milwaukee County to consider in 
responding to the public comments received, and in addressing other specific 
concerns of Commission members. Following is a summary of these additional 
Commission comments and suggestions, and the response of Milwaukee County to 
each: 

Comment: Milwaukee County should require private carriers participating in the 
program to transport all program users regardless of their geographic location 
within Milwaukee County. 

Response: The current contract agreements with Milwaukee County signed by each 
private carrier participating in the program specify that the service area for 
trips made under the program includes the entire area of Milwaukee County. The 
contracts also specify that, if a participating carrier is unable to provide 
service because of inadequate capacity, the carrier must refer the rider to 
another carrier participating in the program. These contract provisions 
essentially require that service be provided for all trips made within Milwau
kee County. 

Comment: Bus drivers on all Milwaukee County Transit System buses should be 
given continuing education in procedures to be followed to assist handicapped 
and/or elderly users of the County's fixed route bus service. 

Response: This suggestion will be forwarded to the management firm which 
employs the bus operators along with all comments related to the previously 
noted problems experienced by handicapped and/or elderly persons in using the 
County's regular fixed route transit service. 

Comment: The current mobility training program administered by the Milwaukee 
County Department of Public Works should be continued and be directed toward 
making disabled persons who can use the County's regular fixed route transi t 
service fully independent users of that service. 

Response: The Commission's comment is consistent with the current goals and 
objectives of the current mobility training program. 

Comment: If subsidized housing for the elderly and/or handicapped is built 
within Milwaukee County, the County should require that it be built on or near 
regular bus routes currently operated by the transit system. 

Response: The Commission's comment is consistent with a resolution adopted by 
the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors--No. 80-1273--in February 1981. In 
adopting this resolution, the Milwaukee County Board approved using the review 
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and approval authority of Milwaukee County concerning housing projects for 
elderly and/or handicapped persons to ensure that no such projects are 
approved in the areas where there is no existing or planned public transit 
service, or where plans for private transportation service to be provided by 
the applicant are lacking. 

Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing, Milwaukee County detennined that it should make no 
changes to its proposed handicapped transportation program as it was presented 
for public comment. A draft of the report documenting the County's proposed 
program and its responses to the significant public comments received was 
approved by the Mass Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Super
visors on June 5, 1987. 

CONTINUING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS 

Milwaukee County intends to maintain the current public participation process 
followed in the development of its proposed transit program for handicapped 
persons, which provides for an active role for the handicapped community in 
the planning and development of public transit service for handicapped 
persons. In the event that significant changes to the County's public transit 
program for handicapped persons are proposed in the future, Milwaukee County 
will continue to work with the Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons 
in the planning and development of any service changes. Any proposed changes 
to the program will be presented to the handicapped community in accordance 
wi th the public partiCipation process outlined in the final federal regula
tions--including soliciting comments from the handicapped community through a 
formal public comment period and through a public hearing. A report would 
then be prepared by the County documenting the proposed revisions to the 
public transit program for handicapped persons, the schedule for implementing 
any proposed changes, the public comments received from the handicapped COln
munity concerning the proposed program revisions, and the County's responses 
to any significant comments received. This report would then be submitted to 
UMTA for its review and ultimate approval in accordance with the procedures 
prescribed under the final federal regulations. 

SUMMARY 

On May 23, 1986, the U. S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transpor
tation Administration (UMTA), issued amended regulations governing nondiscrim
ination on the basis of handicap in federally assisted public transportation 
programs relative to the nondiscrimination requirements of Section 504 of the 
Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A major requirement of this regulation is 
that recipients of federal transit assistance under the UMTA Sections 3, 5, 9, 
or 9A funding programs that operate a bus system serving the general public 
document and submit to UMTA for review their program for providing public 
transportation service to handicapped persons who, because of the nature of 
their physical handicaps, are unable to use the recipient's regular bus ser
vice for the general public. This report has presented Milwaukee County's 
proposed public transportation program for handicapped persons. 

Existing Specialized Transportation Service for Handicapped Persons 
All the planning and implementation actions taken to date toward the provision 
of public transportation services which can be effectively used by handicapped 
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persons have been significantly affected by federal regulations governing such 
services. In this respect, Milwaukee County's current specialized puhlic 
transportation progr~o for handicapped persons--the Milwaukee County user-side 
subsidy program--was developed and itnplemented to cOtnply with federal regula
tions previously in effect. The specialized transportation service provided 
under the program is designed to provide mobili ty to handicapped persons 
unable to use the regular bus service offered by the Milwaukee County Transit 
System. Under the current program, eligible handicapped persons are provided 
with a subsidy for their transportation, which the can purchase from private 
taxicab companies and wheelchair van carriers which have contracted to parti
cipate in the program. Payment of the subsidized portion of each trip is 
provided directly to the service provider by the County. Milwaukee County has 
operated the program in this manner since 1978. 

Final Regulations on Public Transportation Service for Handicapped Persons 
The final federal regulation, issued on May 23, 1986, specifically addresses 
the requirements of the present and past recipients of federal transit assis
tance under the UMTA Sections 3, 5, 9, and 9A programs who operate a bus 
system for the general public within an urbanized area. The final regulation 
removes some of the flexibility allowed recipients under previous federal 
regulations in selecting how they will meet their obligations to provide 
public transportation services for handicapped persons. Under the final regu
lation, each funding recipient's public transportation program is responsible 
for making transportation services available to handicapped persons through 
one of three service options including: providing some form of demand-respon
sive and specialized transportation service which is accessible to wheelchair
bound and semiambulatory persons; providing fixed route bus service which is 
accessible to wheelchairbound and semiambulatory persons over the regular 
routes operated by the recipient; or providing a lnix of both accessible spe
cialized transportation and accessible bus services. Whichever service option 
is ultimately selected by the recipient, service availability, fares, trip 
restrictions or priorities, waiting time, and user eligibility, subject to a 
cap level of annual expenditures by the recipient. Only expenditures by the 
recipient of funds from its own public transportation program specifically 
undertaken to comply with the requirements of the final federal regulation are 
eligible to be counted in determining whether the recipient has exceeded the 
cap level of annual expenditures incurred in meeting the service criteria for 
the service option selected. 

Recipients of UMTA funds addressed in the final regulation loUSt prepare and 
submi t to UMfA a program which provides documentation of the required public 
transportation services for transportation handicapped persons. The final 
regulation requires that the recipient's program must provide for full itnple
men ta tion of the proposed transportation services as soon as reasonably fea
sible, but no later than six years after the proposed program has been 
approved by UMTA. In addition, the planning and development of the recipi
ent's proposed program must be done through a locally developed public par
ticipation process which allows for consultation with handicapped groups and 
with agencies providing transportation and social services to handicapped 
persons; the conduct of at least one public hearing on the proposed program 
during a 60-day comment period; and the distribution of notices and materials 
pertaining to the program in a form usable by persons with vision and hearing 
impairments. A copy of the recipient's proposed program for providing public 
transportation for handicapped persons and a summary of the public comments 
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received on the program, together wi th the recipient's responses to commen ts 
received, must be submitted to UMTA for its review by no later than June 23, 
1987. 

Once the recipient's proposed program has been approved by UMTA, the recipient 
will have the obligation to actually provide the service to handicapped per
sons that is described in its program. The recipient must also take all 
actions necessary to ensure that the proposed service is actually provided. 
UMTA will monitor the compliance of each recipient through the regular tri
ennial review process required for each recipient under the UMTA Section 9 
transit assistance program. If a recipient falls behind the schedule for 
phasing in the transportation service described under its adopted program, the 
recipient must submit a report to UMTA describing the problem or delay expe
rienced; the reasons for the problem or delay; and the corrected action or 
actions the recipient has taken or has proposed to take to ensure that the 
approved implementation schedule for its described service is met. Failure to 
make the required report to UMTA is, in itself, grounds for a recipient's 
being found in noncompliance with the obligations under the final ru Ie. 

Alternative Public Transportation Programs for Handicapped Persons 
In response to the final federal regulation, Milwaukee County has reevaluated 
the potential of each of the three basic service options allowed under the 
final regulation to meet the transportation needs of handicapped persons in 
Milwaukee County. Based upon this reevaluation, Milwaukee County determined 
that the two service options which required the County to provide some form of 
accessible bus service--ei ther as a stand-alone service or a combination of 
some level of specialized transportation--would not be viable alternative 
op tions. 

This determination was based, in part, on the fact that mainline accessible 
bus service was once part of the adopted special efforts strategy of Milwaukee 
County, but was rejected by Milwaukee County and the local handicapped commun
ity based upon the findings and conclusions of a special task force created in 
1981 to study the issue. This task force had concluded that an appropriate 
special efforts stategy--which would also be a basis for the relief of a fed
eral court injunction which had prevented Milwaukee County from acquiring new 
buses without wheelchair lifts--would be the abandonment of its then dual 
strategy--which consisted of providing mainline accessible bus service and 
opera ting the user-side subsidy program--in favor of a single strategy of a 
nondiscriminatory user-side subsidy program. 

More importantly, this determination also reflects the opinion of Milwaukee 
County and the local handicapped community that wheelchair lifts on regular 
transi t buses would not solve the mobility problems of the majority of the 
handicapped population. In this respect, both the County and the local handi
capped community believe that, while equipping buses with wheelchair lifts 
would enable wheelchair users to board local transit buses, wheelchair users 
would still be required to go to a bus stop to board the accessible vehicle. 
This reqUirement alone was viewed by the County and local handicapped commun
ity as a formidable task for each wheelchair user for four to six months of 
the year because of the particularly harsh winter weather routinely experi
enced in the Milwaukee area. During this time, wheelchair users would risk 
dramatically greater exposure to life and safety because of slippery or snow 
covered surfaces and frigid temperatures. Milwaukee County, therefore, 
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believes that many handicapped persons currently using its user-side subsidy 
program would be disadvantaged by the alterna tives proposing accessible bus 
serivce. 

Milwaukee County, therefore, selected the remaining service option allowed 
under the final regulation, which allows recipients to provide some form of 
specialized transportation service to handicapped persons. This service 
option would allow the County to continue its present strategy of subsidizing 
the costs of trips made by eligible handicapped persons on the services avail
able from private taxicab companies and wheelchair van carriers through its 
user-side subsidy. In addition, because the County currently contracts with 
private transit companies, this service option would be in conformance with an 
UMTA policy directed at increasing the involvement of the private sector in 
the provision of urban transit services. 

Recommended Public Transportation Program for Handicapped Persons 
Milwaukee County's recommended program for handicapped persons consists of the 
existing user-side subsidy program operated by the County. Under this pro
gram, Milwaukee County subsidizes the trips made by handicapped persons on the 
door-to-door specialized transportation services provided wi thin Milwaukee 
County by private taxicab companies and wheelchair van carriers. 

Milwaukee County does not propose to change the basic operating service char
acteristics for the existing user-side subsidy program in order for it to 
serve as the program required under current federal regulations. In this 
respect, the service currently provided under the user-side subsidy program is 
made available to all elderly and nonelderly handicapped Milwaukee County 
residents whose disability requires them to use a wheelchair, walker, or 
crutches and leg braces to gain mobility; or who are legally blind. The 
transportation service provided by the private service providers participating 
in the program is available on a demand-responsive basis, with taxicab service 
generally provided wi thin 30 minutes of the time service is requested, and 
wheelchair van carrier service provided within 24 to 48 hours of the time ser
vice is requested. Trips made under the user-side subsidy program are not 
priori tized in any manner since the current level of service is capable of 
meeting actual demand. Handicapped persons using the service provided by the 
private carriers are currently charged a fare of $2 per one-way trip for trips 
with a total trip cos t equal to or less than $11 per trip for wheelchair 
users, and $8 per trip for nonwheelchair users. Any addi tional trip costs 
over these maximum trip cost levels are paid by the user. A maximum total 
trip charge of $12 per one-way trip--including user fees and county subsidy-
has been established for wheelchair users. The average user cost for all users 
of the program during the first quarter of 1987 was approximately $2.24 per 
one-way trip. This compares with a base adult cash fare of $1 per one-way 
trip charged to users of the County's regular fixed route bus system. Taxicab 
service provided under the program is available 24 hours a day seven days a 
week. Wheelchair van carrier service is available between 7:00 a.m. and mid
night seven days a week. In comparison, regular fixed route bus service pro
vided by the Milwaukee County Transit System is available between 5:00 a.m. 
and 2: 00 a .m. the following day seven days a week. The area served by the 
user-side subsidy program includes all Milwaukee County and is more extensive 
than the area served by regular bus service provided by the Milwaukee County 
Transit System. 
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Milwaukee County is currently making minor changes to the user-side subsidy 
program in certain areas of program administration. Projects undertaken by 
the County which affect program administration include the development and 
implementation of a computerized trip management system; the replacement of 
the current paper user identification cards with new plastic embossed photo 
identification cards; and the selection of private carriers for participation 
in the program through a competitive bid selection process. These projects 
are currently being implemented and should be be fully implemented by the 
County by 1988-1989. 

Milwaukee County also plans to implement standardized routes for some current 
users of the user-side subsidy program on a demonstration basis during 1987. 
Such routes would be composed of users who are located in the same general 
area and who make trips on a frequent, regular basis to the same destination 
a t the same time of day. Users assigned to such standardized routes by the 
County will essentially be subscribing to receiving transportation service on 
a regular basis from the same service provider for only those trips which he/ 
she makes on a frequent or regular basis between a particular origin and des
tination. An example of trips which would be considered for standardized 
routes or subscription service would be trips made daily by an elderly handi
capped person between his/her home and a geriatric daycare center. Private 
carrier providers who are awarded a contract for standardized route service 
will have the option of creating a regular route to serve all such handicapped 
persons who have been assigned to the carrier by the County, or of incorporat
ing the trips of such users into the regularly scheduled service which is 
already provided to other patrons. 

The handicapped user will be charged the same base fare for making the trip on 
the standardized route as is charged to all other eligible users under the 
program. The user would not be required to make all his/her trips using the 
same private carrier which provides the subscription service, and will be able 
to choose from among the other service providers participating in the program 
for trips other than those assigned to the standardized routes. Eight poten
tial routes affecting 31 persons are included in the pilot project. The Mass 
Transit Committee of the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors, as well as the 
Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons, will review 
the progress of the standardized route project at regular intervals to assess 
client/rider satisfaction and to review any problems which may arise in pro
viding the transportation service. 

The current cap level of expenditures by Milwaukee County for the user-side 
subsidy program as calculated for the period 1985 through 1987 would be about 
$2,130,000. The actual expenditure of funds on the user-side subsidy program 
during this period is expected to be about $3,664,000, or about 5.2 percent of 
the total expenditure of funds by Milwaukee County for fixed route bus ser
vice, the user-side subsidy program for handicapped persons, and specialized 
transportation services for elderly persons. This amount would be about 
$1,534,000, or 72 percent above the cap level of expenditures prescribed under 
the final federal regulation. By 1989, the cap level of expenditures by Mil
waukee County for the user-side subsidy program, as calculated for the period 
1987 through 1989, would be about $2,192,000. The actual expenditure of funds 
on the program during this period is projected to be about $3,914,000, about 
79 percent above the cap level of expenditures prescribed in the final federal 
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regulation. Milwaukee County thus plans to continue to expend an amount of 
funds on the user-side subsidy program which significantly exceeds the cap 
level of expenditures prescribed under the final federal regulation. 

Because Milwaukee County plans to continue to expend more than the maximum 
level of expenditures required under the current federal regulation, Milwaukee 
County proposes to modify the minimum service criteria governing the response 
time and hours of operation for specialized transportation services, as spe
cified under the federal regulation, to accommodate the existing service char
acteristics of the user-side subsidy program in these two areas. In this 
respect, the final rule states that a recipient is not required to expend more 
than the cap expenditure level on its program, even if, as a result, it cannot 
provide a level of service which fully meets the minimum service criteria pre
scribed under the rule. In such a case, the recipient is allowed to modify 
certain of the minimum service criteria to reduce program expenditures down to 
the expenditure limit. It should be noted that Milwaukee County proposes to 
modify the minimum service criteria ~f the final rule not to reduce the cur
rent level of expenditures for its user-side subsidy program as allowed under 
the final rule but, rather, only to allow for the operation of the user-side 
subsidy program with the same service characteristics as at present. 

The primary sources of funds used to cover the expenditures for the user-side 
subsidy program currently are state transit assistance programs for special
ized and general public transit services and local tax dollars. Milwaukee 
County intends to continue to use all available funding sources in future 
years to reduce the amount of expenditures for the program which are funded 
through local tax dollars. 

Continuing Public Participation Process 
Milwaukee County intends to maintain its current public participation process 
which provides for an active role by the Milwaukee handicapped community in 
the planning and development of public transit services by handicapped per
sons. As noted previously in this report, both advisory committees and spe
cial task forces--which have included representatives from the handicapped 
community--have been created in the past to help shape the recommendations of 
plans for providing transit services to handicapped persons, and to provide 
guidance on matters related to policy and operation of handicapped transit 
services. Comments from the handicapped community have also been solicited in 
the past at public hearings and informational meetings held by the County and 
the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission on the plans prepared 
and special transit services provided for handicapped persons. 

Comments on Milwaukee County's proposed program for handicapped persons, as 
documented in this report, were solicited from the handicapped communi ty 
through a required 60-day public comment period and public hearing; and by 
meeting with the Milwaukee County Commission on Handicapped and Disabled 
Persons. This process would again be followed in the future should Milwaukee 
County desire to make any significant changes to its handicapped transi t 
program. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Office of the Secretary 

49 CFR Part 27 

(Docket No. 56b; Amdt. No. 27-31 

Nondiscrimination on the Basis of 
Handicap in the Department of 
Transportation Financial Assistance 
Programs 

AGENCY: Office of the Secrehlry. DOT. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: This final rule requires 
recipients of financial assistam;e from 
the Department of Transportation for 
urban rna,s transportation to establish 
programs to provide transit servic:es to 
hanoicapped persons. The service must 
m~et certain service criteria. The rule 
also establishes a limit on the amount of 
money a recipient must spend to meet 
these criteria. The rule carries out 
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973 (29 U.S.C. 794) and section 317[c) of 
the Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act of 1982 (49 U.S.C 1612(d)). as they 
apply to the Department's financial 
assistance program for urban mass 
transportation. In an accompanying 
notice of proposed rulemaking. the 
Department is proposing provisions 
concerning cOlnmuter rail systems and 
certain other matters. 
..... env. DATI: This final rule is 
effective lune 23. 1988. 
lIOII PUllTHUINI'OIIIIATION CONTACT: 
Robert C. A&hby. Deputy Assistant 
General Counsel for Regulations and 
Enforcement. U.S. Department of 
Transportution. Room 10424. 400 7th 
Street. SW .. Washington. DC 20590: 
(2021426-4723 (voice) or (202) 755-7687 
(TOO). The Department is currently in 
the process of installing a new telephone 
systelT'. As a result. the voice 
information number is expected to 
change. ouring July 1986. to (202) 36~ 
9:1(i5. The TDD number is not expected 
to change. This rule has been taped for 
lise by visually-impaired persons. 
Requests for taped copies of the rule 
should be made to Mr. Ashby. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Highlights of the Rule 

This fmal rule creates a new Subpart 
E of 49 CFR Part 27, Department's rule 
on nondiscrimination on the basis of 
handicap m financial assistance 
programs. The rule carries out sp.ction 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of HF3 [29 
U.S.C. ill';) and section 31i(c) of the 
Surf,t(:e Transportation Assistance Act 
of 1~82149 US.C. 1612(d)). as they apply 
to tl,e Depdrtmcnt's financialllssistance 

program for urban mass trunsport<:tion. 
The new Subpart E replaces the present 
§ 27.77. which originatp.d in a July 1981 
interim final rule. 

With a few exceptions. the new rule 
requires each recipient of financial 
assistance from the Urban Mass 
Transporatation Administration 
(UMT A) to prepare a program for 
providing transportation services to 
handicapped persons. The recipient 
must go through a public participation 
praceRs. including consultation with 
handicapped persons. Within a year 
from the effective date of this rule. the 
recipient must transmit the program to 
UMT A for approval. 

Recipients may fulfill their obligations 
under the rule by choosmg either a 
special service (e.g .• did-a-van. taxi 
voucher). an accessible bus system 
(either a scheduled or on-call accessible 
bus system). or a mixed system (Le .. a 
sY8tem having both special service and 
accessible bus elements). Whatever type 
of service the recipient elects to provide. 
the service must meet the followmg six 
service criteria: 

(1) All persons who. by reason of 
handicap. are physically unable to use 
the recipient's bus service for the 
general public must be eligible to use the 
service for handicapped persons; 

(2) Service must be provided to a 
handicapped person within 24 hours of a 
request of it; 

(3) Restrictions or priorities based on 
trip purpose are prohibited; 

(4) Fares must be comparable to fares 
charged the general public for the same 
or a similar trip; 

(5) The service for handicapped 
persons must operate throughout the 
same days and hours as the service for 
the general public; and 

(6) The service for handicapped 
persons must be available throughout 
the same service area as the service for 
the general public. 
The rule spells out how the six criteria 
apply to each kind of transportation 
system. 

The rules establishes a limit on the 
amount of money a recipient is required 
to spend to meet these service 
requirements. This limit on required 
expenditures is calculated by taking 3.0 
percent of the recipient's average 
operatmg costs: over the current and 
two previous fiscal years. 

If the recipient cannot meet the six 
criteria for the type of service it chooses 
without exceeding this limit on required 
expenditures. the recipient may modify 
its service to keep its expenditures 
within the limit. after ('onsult"tion 
through its public participation process. 

The rest of the rule's provisionf. are 
primarily administrative in natll~e. Th~y 
concern such suLjects as the expenses 
eligible to be counted in determining 
whether a recipient has exceeded its 
limit on rt'quired expenditures. UMTA 
monitoring of r.ocipients' actions, special 
provisions for small recipients and 
multi-recipient regions. and technical 
exemption procedures. 

The Department has performed a 
Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) in 
connection with this rule. This analysis. 
based on case studies of several existing 
systems and a computer model study of 
a large sample of sy~·ems. projects the 
annual and long-term costs and cost
effectiveness of various approaches to 
providing transportation service to 
disabled persons. A copy of the RIA has 
been placed in the docket for this 
rulemaking. 

In an accompanying notice of 
proposed rulemaking (NPRM). the 
Department is proposing requirements 
for commuter rail systems. on which 
comments are being requested for 90 
days. The NPRM also proposes to 
incorporate vehicle and fixed facility 
standards. as well as the reduced fare 
requirement for elderly and 
handicapped passengers. from 49 CFR 
Part 609. which would be withdrawn. 

Background of the Rulemaking 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973 prohibits discrimination on the 
basis of handicap in federally-assisted 
programs. The Department's existing 
regl.ilation. 49 CFR Part 27. implements 
this statute in the Department's mass 
transit programs. This 1979 regulation 
imposed accessibility requirements for 
DOT-assisted highways. airports. 
intercity rail service. and mass transit. 

In American Public Transit 
AssociatIOn v. Lewis. 556 F.2d 1271 (D.r.. 
Cir .. 1981). the U.S. Court of Appeals rOT 

the District of Columbia Circuit held 
that. under section 504. a transit 
authority might be required to take 
"modest. affirmative steps to 
accommoda te handicapped persons" 
The Court said. howe\er. thAt the 1979 
regulation. as applied to mass transit., 
exceeded the Department's section 504 
authority because it required overly 
costly efforts to modify existing systems. 

The Department reviewed the rule 
and determined that its policy is that 
recipients of Federal assistance for mass 
transit must provide transportation that 
handicapped persons can use but that 
local communities have the major 
responsibility for deciding how this 
transportation should be provided. 

Consistent with this policy and the 
Court decision. the Department issued 
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an interim final rule in July 1981. It 
deleted the mass transit requirements of 
the original regulation and substituted a 
new § 27.77. This section required 
recipients to certify that special efforts 
are being made in their service area to 
provide transportation that handicapped 
persons can use. 

In 1983 Congress passed section 317(c) 
of the Surface Transportation' 
Assistance Act of 1982 (49 U.S.C. 
1612(d)). It provides as follows: 

In carrying out subsection (a) of this 
section [section 16(a) of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964, as amended) 
section 165(b) of the Federal-Aid Highway 
Act of 1973. and section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (consistent with 
any applicable government-wide standards 
for the implementation of such section 504). 
the Secretary shall, not later than 90 days 
after the date of enactment of this subsection. 
publish in the Federal Register for public 
comment, proposed regulations and, not later 
than 180 days after the date of such 
enactment, promulgate final regulations. 
establishing (1) minimum criteria for the 
proviSion of transportation services to 
handicapped and elderly individuals by 
recipients of Federal financial assistance 
under this Act or any provisions of law 
referred to in section 165(b) of the Federal
Aid Highway Act 011973, and [2) procedures 
for the Secretary to monitor recipients' 
compliance with such criteria. Such 
regulations shall include provisions ensuring 
that organizations ilnd groups representing 
such individuals are given adequate notice of 
and opportunity to comment on the proposed 
activities of recipIents for the purpose of 
achieving compliance with such regulations. 

In order to implement this statute. as 
well as to replace the interim final rule 
with a permanent regulation. the 
Department published a notice of 
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) on 
September 8,1983 (48 FR 40634). The 
NPRM proposed that recipients' service 
for handicapped persons had to meet a 
series of service criteria, but recipients 
were not required to spend more than a 
certain amount in a given year to 
provide this service. 

The Department received more than 
650 comments on the NPRM, The 
commenters included handicapped 
persons and groups representing them, 
local transit authorities and state 
transportation agencies, other 
transportation providers, private and 
public human service agencies, members 
of Congress, and members of the general 
public. 

Legal Background and Issues 

Basic Statutes 

The legal authority for DOT's 
regulatory efforts in the area of mass 
transit service for handicapped persons 
comes from three statutes in addition to 

section 317(c). Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 
794) provides that 

No otherwise qualified handicapped 
individual in the United States ... shall. 
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded 
from the participation in, be denied the 
benefits of. or be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity receiving 
Federal financial assistance .... 

Section 165(a) of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964. as amended 
(49 U.S.C. 1612(a)) provides that 

It is hereby ueclared to be the national 
policy that elderly and handicapped persons 
have the same right as other persons to 
utilize mass transportation facilities and 
services: that special efforts shall be made in 
the planning and design of mass 
transportation facilities and services so that 
the availability to elderly and handicapped 
persons of mass transportation which they 
can effectively utilize will be assured: and 
that all Federal programs offering assistance 
in the field of mass transportation (including 
the programs under this Act) should contain 
provisions implementing this policy. 

Section 165(b) of the Federal-aid 
Highway Act of 1973. as amended. 
applies a similar requirement to mass 
transit projects funded under the 
Federal-aid Highway Act's interstate 
transfer provisions. 

Court Interpretations of Section 504 and 
Section 16(a} 

Since the mid-1970s. numerous court 
decisions have interpreted section 504 
and section 16(a). The case law 
generally supports the proposition that 
these statutes do not require specific 
facilities or vehicles to be made 
accessible (e.g .• there is no statutory 
right to bus accessibility). See. e.g., 
United Handicapped Federation v. 
Andre. 558 F.2d 413 (8th Cir. 1977); Leary 
v. Crapsey. 556 F.2d 863 (2nd Cir. 1977); 
Vanko v. Finley. 440 F. Supp. 656 (N.D. 
Ohio 1977); Dopico v. Goldschmidt. 518 
F. Supp. 1161 (S.D.N.Y. 1981). rev'd on 
other grounds 687 F.2d 644; Lloyd v. 
Chicago Regional Transportation 
Authority. 518 F. Supp. 575 (N.D. Ill. 
1982). 

This same line of cases holds that the 
rights of handicapped users of federally
assisted mass transit services. and the 
obligations of transit authorities. are 
defined by DOT's regulations. These 
cases emphasize the Secretary's 
discretion in carrying out the statutes. In 
addition to the cases cited above. see 
also Atlantis Community v. Adams. 453 
F. Supp. 831 (D. Colo .• 1978) and 
Michigan Paralyzed Veterans v. 
Coleman, 451 F. Supp. 7 (E.D. Mich. S.D .• 
1977). This proposition was most 
recently reaffirmed in Rhode Island 
Handicapped Action Committee v. 

Rhode Island Public Transit Authority 
(RIPTA). 718 F.2d 490 (1st Cir .• 1983). 
where the court explicitly held that a 
transit authority that complied with the 
present 49 CFR 27.77 had met its 
statutory obligations. 

The courts have held that an agency's 
discretion in fashioning rules in this area 
has some limits. however. This line of 
cases began with Southeastern 
Community College v. Davis, 442 U.S. 
397 (1979). 

Davis involved a federally-funded 
nurse training program. The hearing
impaired plaintiff was denied entry in!o 
the training program on the ground that 
her hearing disability made it unsafe for 
her to practice as a nurse and to 
participate safely in normal clinical 
training programs. 

The Supreme Court held that it was 
not a violation of section 504 for the 
College to deny plaintiffs entry into the 
training program, saying that section 504 
does not mandate "affirmative action" 
to accommodate the needs of 
handicapped individuals. 442 U.S. at 441. 
The court noted that: 

Technological'advances can be expected to 
enhance opportunities to rehabilitate the 
handicapped or otherwise to qualify them for 
so,ne useful employment. Such advances may 
also enable attainment of these goals without 
imposing undue financia: and administrative 
burdens on a state. Thus situations mily arise 
where a refusal to modIfy an existing 
program might become unreasonable and 
discriminatory. 

442 U.S. at 412-413. 
Davis was applied to the Department 

of Transportation's 1979 section 504 
regulation by APTA, supra. The Court of 
Appeals held that section 504 did not 
provide authority to the Department for 
the regulation it had issued. Citing the 
portions of the Davis case quoted above. 
the court said: 

Applying these standards to public transit. 
we note that at some point a transit system's 
refusal to take modest, affirmative steps to 
accommodate handicapped persons might 
well violate section 504. But DOT's rules do 
not mandate only modest expenditures. The 
regulations require extensive modifications of 
existing systems and impose extremely heavy 
financial burdens on local transit authorities. 

695 F.2d at 1278. 
The court remanded the rule to the 

Department to consider whether section 
16(a) and 165(b) would independently 
support the 1979 requirements. The 
preamble to the July 1981 interim final 
rule noted that "while the court allowed 
the Department to consider whether 
section 16 and section 165. among othel' 
statutes. might support the requirements 
of Subpart E. we believe that these 
statutes do not mandate. although they 
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may permit. the kinds of affirmative 
action that Subpart E contained." (46 FR 
37491. July 20. 1981). 

The Dopico case further elaborated 
the scope of obligations that can be 
imposed under section 504. The Second 
Circuit Court said that. while section 504 
does not authorize massive relief. the 
statute can authorize some portion of 
the relief plaintiffs asked for. within 
appropriate statutory limits. The court 
stated that the APTA case only 

Sketches the outer limits. in the mass 
transportation context. of the limitation laid 
down by the Supreme Court in Davis. The 
key issue is whether Davis not only 
proscri bed forcing massive restructuring of 
transportation programs. but in fact prohibits 
any ... prospective relief in this setting. 

687 F.2d at 651. 
The court commented that since. 

according to APTA. section 504 may 
require "modest affirmative steps" to 
accommodate handicapped persons in 
public transportation. it is logical to 
assume that Congress intended that 
some steps could be required to be 
taken to effectuate the intent of the 
statute. 

In the Davis fact situation. the court 
pointed out. the college would have had 
to restructure its training program to 
render unnecessary a nursing student's 
ability to hear. This was a fundamental 
change in the nature of the program. In 
Dopico. however. 

Plaintiffs do not seek fundamental changes 
in the nature of a program by means of 
alterations in its standards. They do no!; to 
adapt the IDavis] example ...• demand that 
the physical quahfications for the job of bus. 
driver or motorman be altered so the 
handicapped are not excluded. The existing 
bamers to the "participation" of the 
wheelchair-bound are incidental to the design 
of facilities and allocation of services rather 
than being integral to the nature of the public 
transportation Itself. just as a flight of stairs 
is inCidental to a law school's construction 
but has no bearing on the ability of a 
otherWise qualified handicapped student to 
study law ... The issue here is purely 
economic and administrative-how much 
accommodation is called for by regulations 
Implementing the Rehabilitation Act ... 
While it is bounded. after Davis, by a general 
proscription against "massive" expenditures. 
the question is one of the degree of effort 
necessalY rather than whether any effort at 
all is required. 

687 F.2nd at 653. See also Lloyd. 548 F. 
Supp. at 584-85. 

A recent Supreme Court decision. 
Alexander v. Choate. 105 S. Ct. 712 
(19S5j. elaborilted further on the "undue 
burdens" standard originating in the 
DUI'IS and APTA cases. 

Relying on DOI'is. the Court said that 
se,-tlon 504 guarantees qualified 
handicapped persons "meaningful 

access to the benefits that the grantee 
offers" (/d. at 721) and that "reasonable 
adjustments in the nature of the benefit 
being offered must at times be made to 
assure meaningful access." (Id .• n.21) 
(emphasis added). However. section 504 
does not require" 'changes: 
'adjustments,' or 'modifications' to 
existing programs that would be 
'substantial' ... or that would 
constitute 'fundamental alteration(s) in 
the nat~re of a program.' .. {Id .• n.20, 
citations omitted}. 

Because Alexander was decided after 
the comment period on the proposed 
regulation closed. the Department would 
have allowed additional comments if it 
believed that a change in the rule was 
necessary. Alexander. however. 
supports the position. based on Davis. 
APTA. and other cases. that in some 
situations. certain accommodations for a 
handicapped person may so alter an 
agency's program or activity. or entail 
such extensive costs and administrative 
burdens. that the refusal to undertake 
the accommodations is not 
discriminatory. Thus. the failure to 
include an "undue burdens" provision 
like § 27.97 could lead to judicial 
invalidation of the regulation or reversal 
of a particular enforcement action taken 
pursuant to the regulation. 

Therefore. the Alexander case does 
not significantly alter the legal bases for 
the rule. The limit on required 
expenditures of § 27.97 ensures that the 
rule will not unduly burden recipients. 
and further changes to or comments 
upon the rule are not necessary in 
response to Alexander. 

Section 317(c) and its Legislative 
History 

An amendment to the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 
concerning transportation services for 
elderly and handicapped persons was 
introduced by Senator Alan Cranston. 
for himself and Senator Donald Riegle. 
as floor amendment No. 5011 on 
I>cember 14.1982 (128 Congo Rec. S 
14740J. The text of amendment No. 50\1. 
which differs in a number of ways from 
the enacted version of section 317(c). is 
as follows: 

In carr~'ing out subsection (a) of this 
section. sectIOn 165(b) of the Federal-aid 
Highway Act of 1973. and section 504 of the 
Rehabilitallon Act of 1973. the Secretary. not 
later than 90 davs after the date of the 
enactment of this paragraph. shall publish in 
the Feder .. 1 Register for public comment. 
proposed regulations and. not later than 180 
days after the date of such enactment. shall 
promulgate final regulations. establishing (A) 
minimum criteria for each recipient of 
Federal financial assistance under this Act or 
the Federal-aid Highway Act of 1973 to 
provide handicapped and elderly individuals 

with transportation services that such 
individuals can use and that are the same as 
or comparable to those which such recipient 
provides to the general public. and (B) 
procedures for the Secretary to monitor and 
ensure compliance with such criteria. Such 
regulations shall include provisions for 
ensuring that organizations and groups 
representing such individuals are fully 
consulted by such recipients in the process of 
determining and carrying out actions to 
provide such transportation services to such 
individuals. 

Senators Cranston and Riegle. in 
discussing their proposed amendment. 
made several points. First. they made it 
clear that their amendment did not 
mandate a return to the full accessibility 
standards of the Department's 1979 
section 504 regulation. For example. 
Senator Riegle said 

I am not proposing an enormously costly 
burden for transit systems or requiring an 
immediate return to the controversial, tough 
standards that were in place before ]uly 1981. 
(128 Congo Rec. S15714J. 

Second. the sponsors of the 
amendment said that provision of 
service by recipients under the 
Department's July 1981 Interim Final 
Rule was inadequate. They cited a 
General Accounting Office (GAO) 
survey of 84 transit systems. This sun ey 
showed. they said. that only 30 of the 
systems surveyed intended to have 50 
percent or more of their buses lift
equipped. Of the 66 that offered 
para transit service. 22 had waiting lists. 
61 required 24 hours or more advance 
notice. 38 set service priorities by trip 
purpose and only 6 did not deny 
requests for service. Compared to the 
bus service in these 66 systems, 45 
systems had shorter service hours. 35 
operated on fewer days. and the 
geographical area covered by 
paratransit service was less extensive in 
15 cases. In addition. 25 percent of the 
para transit vehicles these systems used 
were not wheelchair accessible. (128 
Congo Rec. S14741. statement of Sen. 
Cranston). Both Senator Riegle and 
Senator Cranston later referred to the 
survey as showing "wide-spread 
deficiencies" in para transit service. (128 
Congo Rec. S14719. S15716). 

The sponsors of the amendment 
proposed the minimum service criteria 
requirement as a response to these 
perceived deficiencies. In describing this 
requirement. Senator Cranston said 

It would require the Secretary to establish 
national criteria for providing handicapped 
and elderly persons with comparable usable 
transportation services. In this regard. I 
would note that the Secretary would have 
broad discretion to formulate those criteria. 
and I am not sure that I or many others 
deeply concerned about these issues would 
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necessarily be satisfied with the criteria that 
the Secretary would develop. But I believe it 
is even less productive to have regulations 
implementin~ section 504 and UMTA section 
16 that set no mmimum standards, no bottom 
line. (128 Congo Rec, 514742. 515716), 

Senator Riegle described the kinds of 
issues that the "comparability" standard 
raises: 

Services for handicapped and elderly 
persons should cover the same general 
geographic area as do services for the general 
public. The fares charged handicapped and 
elderly persons should not on the average 
exceed the fares charged the general public 
for trips between the same destinations, 
Services for handicapped and elderly persons 
should not be denied or delayed based on the 
purpose of their trips, 

The response time for services for 
handicapped and elderly persons should not 
impose an undue burden upon them. I would 
hope the Secretary would allow no more than 
24 hours advance notice-preferably less-to 
be required. He could provide for 
progressively diminishing advance-notice 
maximums. (128 Congo Rec. 515715). 

The sponsors denied proposing an 
"enormously costly burden for transit 
systems." (128 Congo Rec, S14741), As a 
means of dealing with the costs of 
providing such service, the Senators 
referred to the discretionary 3.5 percent 
"set-aside" provision of their 
amendment. In this context, Senator 
Cranston said 

Recognizing that the proposed gas tax 
would provide a new source of funding for 
transit for capital improvements, this 
amendment would authoriz~but not 
reqUIre-the Secretary of T:ailsportation to 
set aside a modest portion of that new 
funding for capital improvements specifically 
for the purpose of enabling the needs of 
elderly and handicapped persons to be met 
... These funds could wei! be spent to help 
correct the situation (128 Congo Rec. S 14:-42; 
see also 128 Congo Rec. S 15714-15715. 
statement of Sen. Riegle). 

Senator Riegle also commented on the 
issue of costs. saying that 

With respect to the requirement that 
regulations be promulgated, as I am sure 
Senators can appreciate, since the criteria 
that this amendment would require would be 
developed by the Secretary of 
Transportation, it is not possible to forecast 
specifically what cost they might entail for 
transit systems. Obviously. for those systems 
that have continued to make progress toward 
providing adequate service for handicapped 
persons, the costs would be minimal. For 
those who have neglected the needs of these 
individuals the costs can be expected to be 
more substantial. In any event, through the 
use of the discretionary set-aside, the 
Secretary would be able to minimize the cost 
impact. (128 Congo Rec. 515715). 

A Conference Committee wrote the 
final version of the statute. The 
Committee dropped the "same or 

comparable" language and substituted 
minimum criteria "for the provision of 
transportation services to elderly and 
handicapped individuals." In additicn. 
the Conference Committee version 
requires that elderly and handicapped 
individuals be "given notice of and 
opportunity to comment on the proposed 
activities of recipients for the purpose of 
achieving compliance with such 
regulations," instead of being "fully 
consulted" about "determining and 
carrying out" recipients' actions, 

In discussing the Conference version 
of section 317, Senator Cranston made 
several points, He mentioned again that 
the Secretary has the authority "to set 
aside up to 3,5 percent [of UMT A 
appropriations] for the provision of 
section 16(b) assistance for handicapped 
and elderly individuals' transportation." 

Senator Cranston also asserted that 
the provision in the compromise version 
was 

Faithful to the purposes of the 5enate
passed amendment-to make clear the 
fundamental Federal responsibility to make 
provision for the transportation needs of 
handicapped and elderly individuals. It 
requires the Secretary of Transporta lion to 
establish national uniform criteria for the 
provision of transportation services to 
handicapped and elderly persons: thus the 
compromise rejects as unsatisfactory the 
Department of Transportation's July 1981 
Interim Final Rule. which fails to establish 
any such criteria, (128 Congo Rec. 816029). 

Senator Cranston's statement does 
not mention the deletion of the "same or 
comparable" language. 

Senator Cranston also said that the 
Conference version requires that 

The Secretary's regulations establish 
procedures for monitoring transit system 
activities in order to ensure compliance with 
the newly established criteria and include 
provisio~s for ensuring that handicapped and 
elderly persons are provided, through groups 
representing them. with a meaningful role in 
the planning of services meeting their neeas 
by requiring that they be afforded adequate 
notice of and the opportunity to comment on 
proposed activities of recipIents to achieve 
compliance with the new criteria. (Id.) 

Neither Senator Cranston's proposed 
amendment nor anything similar to it 
was ever independently considered by 
the House of Representatives. 
Consequently, there is no legislative 
history from the House. 

Legal Issues Affecting the Final Rule 

(a) "Comparability". Many 
commenters asserted that key portions 
of the NPRM were legally wrong. The 
American Public Transit Association 
(APTA) provided the most thorough 
statement of transit industry arguments. 
Representative statements of the 
position of advocacy groups for disabled 

persons are found in the comments of 
the Disability Rights Education and 
Defense Fund and the Paralyzed 
Veterans of America. 

APTA's first major argument is that 
the service criteria of the NPRM, taken 
singly or together, create. in effect. a 
requirement for providing the same or 
comparable service. Referring to the 
deletion in conference of the "same or 
comparable" language of the original 
Senate version of section 317(cJ. APTA 
argues that the statute cannot be viewed 
as a justification for criteria having this 
effect. APTA also asserts that the 
criteria represent an overly expansive 
response to section 317(c), saying that 

There is no evidence or justification for the 
inclusion of regulatory language coverIng any. 
or all of the six specific criteria included in . 
the proposal. Achieving compliance with the 
service criteria. as presently proposed, even 
under a cost cap. is likely to result in 
fundamental alterations to recipients' 
existmg programs. , .. in direct contradiction 
of the Supreme Court decision in 
Southeastern Community Collegp vS. 
Davis . . , , 

The deletion by the Conference 
Committee of the "same or comparable" 
language of the original version of the 
amendment may reasonably be 
interpreted as meaning that the 
minimum criteria required by this 
statute do not have to result in service 
for handicapped persons that is the 
same as or comparable to that provided 
to the general public. However. it is not 
reasonable to read the statute as saying 
that the Department is prohibited from 
establishing criteria that, to some 
degree, approach having that effect. 
Senator Cranston's post-conference 
statement specifically said that the 
statute was faithful to the purposes of 
his amendment, and that it required the 
Secretary to establish "national uniform 
criteria" for the provision of 
transportation services to handicapped 
persons. (128 Congo Rec. S 16028], 

(b) Service Criteria. APTA's claim 
that "there is no evidence or 
justification for the inclusion of 
regulatory language covering any or all 
the six specific criteria included in the! 
proposal" is at odds with the legis\ati\'e 
history of section 317(c), The criteria 
address, for example, several of the 
deficiencies in service in current service 
cited by Senators Cranston and Riegle 
on the basis of the GAO Study. The two 
Senators explicitly sought to correct 
these deficiencies through the service 
criteria provision of their amendment. 
The criteria also are very similar to 
those incorporated in 1980 legislative 
proposals on this subject. which formed 
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an important part of the background for 
the amenument. 

(c) "Fundamental Alteration" of 
Transit Programs. We do not agree that 
achieving compliance with the NPRM's 
service cnteria. given the limit on 
required cxpendltures. would result in a 
"fundamental alteration to recipients' 
existing programs." The Circuit Court in 
Dopico made a persuasive distincition 
betwecn fundamental changes, in the 
sense discussed by Dm'is, and other 
changes to accommodate handicapped 
persons in mass transit systems. The 
plaintiffs in Dopico, the court said. were 
not seeking fundamental changes in the 
nature of a program analogous to those 
in Da~'is. Rather. in the court's view. 
they were simply seeking to eliminate 
incidental physical barriers to the 
participation of handicapped persons in 
a program that would continue to 
operate in its usual way. See 687 F.2nd 
at 653. 

A nursing program without a clinical 
component is clearly a very different 
kind oJ program. There is no such 
dramatic qualitative difference between 
an inaccessible bus system and a bus 
system that handicapped people can use 
because its buses have lifts. A 
para transit system that provides curb
to-curb service to wheelchair users is 
not fundamentally changed by a 
requirement that it provide that same 
service on weekends as well as Monday 
through Friday. Under these 
circumstances. the nature of the program 
does not undergo a fundamenta'. change. 

(d) Undue Financial Burden. APTA 
also said that expenditures to comply 
with the NPRM. even though 
constrained by the regulatory cost limit. 
would represent such a significant 
increase in funding devoted to 
transportation for elderly and 
handlciipped persons as to constitute an 
"undue financial and administrative 
burden" on recipients. contrary to the 
D.C. Circuit Court's ruling in the APTA 
casco 

The court in APTA was quite specific 
auout the th1l1gs it considered to impose 
unacceptably heavy burdens. The court 
said that the 1979 regulations 

I{equire extensive modifications of existing 
system, ,ma impose extremely heavy 
fInanc'al burdens on local transit authortties. 
Every new iJUs or subway car must be 
dCCeSSlbie to wheelchair users regardless of 
cost: ei"vdtors ar:d other modifications must 
lw addl'd 10 existin!i! subways .... These are 
the kinds of burdensome modifications that 
the liu\'}S court held to be beyond the scope 
oi SectIOn 504. 

(l!1S F.2nd at 1280. 
This final rule differs markedly from 

the 1979 regulations. Recipients have a 
choice of how to meet their obligations 

and can choose a less costly, rather than 
more costly. approach to compliance. 
Even if a recipient chooses to comply 
through bus accessibility. every new bus 
need not be accessible to wheelchair 
users. Only those buses needed to meet 
service criteria must be accessible. 
Accessibility requirements are not 
"regardless of cost;" a limit is explicitly 
provided to constrain the cost exposure 
of reCipients. Accessibility modifications 
to subway facilities and vehicles are not 
required at all. 

As noted in the section of the 
prea~ble concerning the cost limit. 
many recipients are likely to be able to 
comply for less than their "limit" 
amounts. This is particularly true for 
recipients in larger cities and those who 
choose a less costly and more cost
effective means of providing service. 
such as user-side subsidies through 
private sector service providers. The 
phase-in period of up to six years will 
prevent recipients from having to incur 
unreasonably high start-up costs, or 
from having abruptly to increase their 
expenditures. The overall projected 
costs of this rule are far lower than 
those of the 1979 rule. We project the 
following 30-year discounted present 
value: 
1979 rule (DOT estimate)-$3.99 billion 
1979 rule (Congressional Budget Office 

estimate)-S9.04 billion 
1986 rule cost limit (3.0% of nationwide 

operating costs )-$2.37 billion 
1986 rule. Para transit alternative costs

$.98 billion 
1986 rule. 50% accessible bus system 

costs-S.69 billion 
All costs are expressed in 1983 dollars. 

We would also point out that the rule. 
and its requirements for service criteria. 
rest, in addition to section 504. on 
section 317(C). a statute passed since the 
APTA case, and section 16(a). to which 
the APT A holding does not specifically 
apply. While the Department may 
reasonably consider and limit the cost 
impacts of a regulation promulgated 
under all these authorities. the .4.PTA 
"undue burdens" strictures apply 
directly only to section 504. 

(e) Consistency of a Limit on Required 
Expenditures with Section 317(c}. Many 
handicapped commenters argued that it 
was inconsistent with section 317(c) for 
the Department to provide a cost cap to 
limit the expenditures that transit 
authorities are required to make in 
meeting the regulation's service criteria. 
The Disability Rights Education and 
Defense Fund. for example. said that 

The two concepts. minimum service criteria 
and spending limitation, are mutually 
exclusive. If service criteria can be traded-off 
for cost considerations. there is no minimum 

level of service. Therefore. the DOT proposed 
rule does not adequately implement section 
317(c). 

In other words. the Fund contends, 
section 317(c) requires the Secretary (0 

establish "minimum" criteria for the 
provision of transportation service to 
handicapped persons. If a recipient is 
able to avoid meeting some of the 
prescribed criteria because it has 
reached a certain level of expenditure, 
then the criteria are not truly 
"minimums." 

Because the APTA case's "undue 
burdens" language was not specifically 
applied to section 16 and section 165(b). 
the Fund believes. the Department's 
view that regulations should be 
designed to avoid the imposition of 
undue financial and administrative 
burdens is mistaken. Though none of the 
commenters making this argument 
explicitly say so. their argument clearly 
implies that the Department has an 
obligation under section 16 to impose 
minimum service criteria without any 
regard to the cost of compliance. 

Much of the weight of these 
commenters' position that the 
Department cannot establish a limit on 
required expenditures rests on what is. 
in context. an overly literal reading of 
the word "minimum." We do not believe 
that this reading will bear the weight. 
The Department's approach is 
consistent with the directions of 
Congress. 

Case law, and section 317(c) itself. 
suggest that recipients' obligations 
under all the relevant statutes should be 
viewed together. There is no evidence 
that Congress considered, let lone 
intended to mandate. that section 317(c) 
would require the Department to do 
what it is prohibited from doing under 
section 504-impose open-ended. undue 
administrative and financial burdens in 
order to improve service for 
handicapped persons. Indeed. section 
317(c) says that this rule must be 
"consistent with any applicable 
government-wide standard for the 
implementation of [section 504) ..... 
These standards. of course. are read in 
light of the Davis and APT A cases. 

Both sponsors of section 317(c) said "I 
am not proposing an enormously costly 
burden for transit systems, ... " (128 
Congo Rec. S 14741. S 15719). Senator 
Riegle differentiated between recipients 
that have already made progress toward 
making adequate service for 
handicapped persons. saying that their 
costs would be minimal. and recipients 
who have neglected the needs of 
handicapped individuals. whose costs 
could be expected to be more 
substantial (128 Congo Rec. S 15715). 
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This statement recognizes that costs will 
be imposed on transit authorities. in 
varying degrees. but does not suggest 
that these costs cannot be limited. 
Indeed. Senator Riegle said that "since 
the criteria that this amendment 
requires would be developed by the 
Secretary of Transportation, it is not 
possible to forecast specifically what 
cost they may entail for transit 
:;ystems." (Id.) This statement suggests 
that the sponsors of the amendment 
contemplated that the Secretary could 
exercise discretion and control with 
respect to the imposition of costs. 

As noted above. both Senators 
referred to the authorized 3.5 percent 
sct-aside under the section 317(a) of 
U~srA discretionary funds for use in 
transportation for elderlv and 
handicapped persons. The maximum 
amount available to the Secretary under 
this set-aside would have been 
Clpproximately 43 million dollars for 
fiscal year 1984 and 38 million dollars 
for fiscal years 1985 and 1986. If these 
amounts would be able to "help" or 
"minimize" the cost impact of the 
criteria established by the Secretary, 
then the sponsors of the amendment did 
not contemplate that the Secretary's 
criteria would have massive. open
ended cost impacts on recipients. 

Senator Cranston. after noting that the 
Secretary would have discretion to 
formulate criteria. said that even if he 
might not be satisfied with the criteria 
the Secretary established. it was "even 
less productive to have regulations 
implementing section 504 and UMTA 
section 16 that set no minimum 
standards. no bottom line." (128 Congo 
Rec. 514712). In discussing the 
conference versIOn of the amendment. 
he added that it rejected as 
"unsatisfactory the Department of 
Transportation's Julv 1981 Interim Final 
Rule which fails to establish any such 
criteria." (128 Congo Rec. S16028). From 
these and similar statements in the 
legislative history, it is clear that the 
central thrust of the amendment was to 
ensure the replacement of the interim 
final rule with a regulation that had a 
"bottom line." A rule incorporating a set 
of specific service criteria. and a limit on 
the money that recipients are required to 
spend to achieve them. constitutes a 
"bottom line" approach that differs 
substantially from the approach of the 
1981 interim final regulation and is 
consistent with section 317(c). 

5ection-by-Section Analysis 

This portion of the preambl€ discusses 
each section of the final rule. focusing 
on the significant comments on each 
issue. the Department's response to 
these comments. and the Department's 

reasOflS for making the decisions 
incorporated in the final rule. Additioaal 
guidance concerning the Department's 
interpretations of the regulatory 
provisions themselves is found in the 
appendix that follows the text of the 
regulations. 

Amendments to Section 27.5 Definitions. 

In addition to creating a new Subpart 
E of 49 CFR Part 27. the Department has 
decided to add two new terms to the 
definitions in § 27.5 of the regulation. 
These two terms, "special service 
system" and "mixed svstem." are used 
frequently in Subpart E. making the 
publication of definitions useful for the 
sake of clarity. 

"Special service system" is defined as 
a transportation system specifically 
designed to serve the needs of persons 
who. by reason of handicap. are unable 
to use mass transit systems designed for 
the use of the general public. This 
definition encompasses a wide variety 
of ways of providing service. The 
second sentence of the definition is 
intended to identify the typical 
characteristics of a special service 
system. 

The Department recognizes that some 
recipients will probably choose not to 
use the same mode of providing service 
to handicapped persons at all times and 
in all places. For instance. a recipient 
might provide transit authority operated 
dial-a-van service during peak hours, 
but rely on a user-side subsidy system 
through private providers for off-peak 
service. A number of combinations of 
accessible bus and special service are 
possible. A "mixed system" is anyone 
of these combinations. 

Section 27.81 Program requirement. 
The NPRM required that all recipients 

create a program for the provision of 
transportation services to handicapped 
persons. This requirement attracted 
little comment. In the Department's 
view. this requirement is necessary in 
order to serve as a focus for the 
planning process and to produce 
documentation that the public, the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO). and UMTA can review to ensure 
that the recipient's service for 
handicapped persons will be adequate 
and consistent with regulatory 
requirements. 

In response to suggestions from transit 
authorities and other commenters that 
the regulation should allow a phase-in 
period for substantive compliance with 
this rule. the Department has decided to 
permit recipients to take up to six years 
to reach the full performance level. if 
this time is necessary. The recipient will 
be expected to plan to provide service at 

the full performance level as soon as 
reasonably feasible. within this six year 
period. This phase-in period is set forth 
in section 27.95 of this Subpart. 
Consistent with this provision. 
paragraph (a) requires the recipient's 
program to call for providing service at 
the full performance level within the 
phase-in period. In addition. in response 
to comments from handicapped 
advocacy groups and planning agendes. 
paragraph (a) requires recipients' 
programs to include "milestones" 
showing how. year-by-year. the 
recipient will progress toward the full 
performance level. 

The NPRM proposed that section 18 
recipients (section 18 of the UMT Act 
establishes a program of financial 
assistance to small urban and rural 
areas) would not have to create a 
program like that of urban mass transit 
authorities. since the needs for service 
and the resources and means for 
providing service. and administering 
Federal regulatory requirements in rural 
areas are likely to differ from the 
situation of cities. 

Almost all the transit agencies 
commenting on this issue supported the 
NPRM approach, and there were few 
objections from handicapped persons. 
The Department will continue to treat 
section 18 recipients seperately. Several 
commenters suggested that we extend 
the separate treatment afforded section 
18 recipients to small rural and urban 
systems which may also receive funds 
under other UMTA programs. We have 
decided to adopt this comment. and the 
reference to recipients covered by 
§ 27.91(a) excepts from the program 
requirement all recipients which do not 
serve an urban area I)f over 50.000 
population. 

Some commenters were concerned 
about recipients which do not 
themselves provide transportation 
services. but merely pass on UMTA 
funds to other transit providers. For 
example. an MPO or a city government 
may receive section 9 money, which it 
passes on to a transit authority. Only 
the transit authority actually provides 
service. Paragraph (a) requires only the 
public agency that actually provides the 
service to prepare and submit a 
program. This provision is intended to 
ensure that local agencies do not have 
to duplicate one another's efforts. 

In addition. a few rail-only operators. 
whose service facilities are either 
already accessible pursuant to 
Architectural Barriers Act requirements 
or whose rail systems are not covered 
by the rule, said that the rule should not 
impose program requirements on them. 
We agree. Therefore. the program 
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requirement will apply only to recipients 
which provide transportation services to 
the pulJlic by bus. 

A few comments discussed special 
problems of section 16(b)(2) recipients. 
These recipients (normally private. non
profit social service agencies) typically 
provide services only to handicapped 
persons. One recipient. whose UMTA 
funds come from sources other than 
section 16(b)(2). also said that its system 
served only elderly and handicapped 
persons. the rest of the public being 
served by a privately-operated bus 
system. 

The Department agrees that section 
1ti(bl(2) recipients. and other recipients 
who provide service only to elderly 
and/or handicapped persons, are a 
special case. and they will not have to 
submit programs under this section. 
Section 27.83 Public participation and 
coordination. 

Section 27.77(g)(1)-(4) of the NPRM 
set forth public participation 
requirements. Recipients were to consult 
with handicapped persons and other 
interested individuals and groups. have 
a 50-day public comment period and at 
least one public hearing. submit their 
program to the local MPO for comment. 
and respond to the significant comments 
made by the public or the MPO. 

A large number of handicapped 
persons and groups representing 
handicapped persons commented on 
this portion of the NPRM. Relatively few 
transit authorities addressed the section. 
Some social service agencies. private 
transportation providers. and other 
persons also commented on public 
participation. 

Amost all of the handicapped 
commenters said that the public 
participation mechanism of the 
proposed rule was inadequate. A 
primary reason for this inadequacy. they 
said. is that it required public 
participation only at the time that the 
recipient was putting its program 
tugether. Public participation should be 
required. according to these 
commenters. at all stages of the 
planning and implementation of the 
recipients' service. 

The Conference Committee version of 
section 317(cl. unlike the original 
amendment. required only an 
opportunity for notice and comment on 
the recipient's program. This is precisely 
what the f\:PRM proposed. However. the 
Department believes that a reasonable 
degree oi continuing public. partici pa tion 
is valuable to the effective 
implementation of recipients' programs. 
Continuing participation permits users 
of the services. and other interested 
persons. to have access to the recipient 

with respect to questions and prolJlems 
that arise concerning the provision of 
sen·ice. In addition io allowing the 
voices of consumers to be heard. such 
participation can also provide useful 
information to the recipient that will 
help it to respond quickly and 
appropriately to service-related 
problems. 

Therefore. the Department has added 
a provision that requires the recipient to 
establish a mechanism for continuing 
public participation. This provision is 
drawn from § 27.107(b) of the 
Department's 1979 section 504 
regulation. Recipients appeared to have 
little problem with establishing such 
mechanisms under the 1979 rule: several 
recipients commented to the dockiet that 
they had such mechanisms in operation. 
The Department believes that this 
requirement will create little additional 
burden for recipients. 

Many handicapped commenters 
wanted further requirements in this 
arN. suggesting that DOT mandate the 
creation of handicapped advisory 
committees. Some of these comments 
also requested that DOT establish rules 
for the membership and operation of 
tnese committees and require recipients 
te obtain the committees' approval for 
their programs. 

The Department is not adopting these 
suggestions. Advisory committees can 
be a useful tool. Many such committees 
already exist. and the Department 
encourages their formation and effective 
use. However. the Department does not 
believe it should be mandatory for all 
recipients to establish such committees. 
In some localities. other mechanisms 
could be equally effective in ensuring 
continuing public participation. 

Some comments mentioned problems 
with som~ existing advisory committees. 
For example. it is alleged that recipients 
have "packed" advisory committees 
with individuals who favored the 
recipients' positions. excluding critics. It 
is also alleged that recipients have 
failed to provide the committees with 
adequate information. or have ignored 
the committees' recommendations. 

The Department believes that it would 
not be feasible to impose a Federal 
requirement concerning the membership 
of adVisory committees. A reasonable 
specific membership requirement would 
be very difficult to devise on a national 
basis. and a more general requirement 
would be difficult to interpret and 
implement. Any such requirement would 
be very intrusive. While a broadly 
representative committee is desirable. 
its membership should be determined 
locally. 

Advisory committees. and other 
mer.hanisms for continuing public 

participation. are intended to provide 
advice and recommendatIOns. A prudent 
transit authurity will tho~oughly 
consider and make appropriate use of 
the advice Clnd recommendations it 
receives. IIowi:ver. UMT A does not 
require transit authorities to be bound 
by consumer and interest group input 
concerning any aspect of public mass 
transportation. Gi\ing any local group a 
veto o\er transit decisions would not be 
consistent with the way the UMT A 
program is designed. 

The NPRM proposed requiring that the 
recipient pursue a public participation 
process. like the one required for the 
initial program submission. for 
significant changes in the recipient's 
program. Almost all handicapped 
commenters addressing public 
participation favored this requirement: a 
few transit operators opposed the 
requirement as adding an unnecessary 
administrative burden. The Department 
believes this requirement is necessary. 
lest a significant alteration in the nature 
or direction of a recipient's service 
undermine the utility of public 
participation. For example. a recipient 
might follow the public participation 
process and submit a program for a 
paratransit system. which U~A 
approves. The next year. after a change 
in leadership. the transit authority might 
decide that it made more sense to 
comply with the rule by creating an 
accessible bus system. In such a 
situation. the public should not lose its 
opportunity to participate because the 
transit authority was making its second. 
rather than its first. decision on the 
subject. 

The NPRM proposed that recipients 
respond to comments made during the 
public participation process. The 
formulation of this response-that 
recipients would accommodate 
significant comments or explain why 
they did not-is very similar to that 
used by Federal agencies in rulemaking 
or in intergovernmental relations 
matters. Most handicapped commenters 
who addressed this issue favored the 
requirement: a few transit industry 
commenters opposed it. saying that it 
was an inappropriate intrusion in the 
local planning process as well as an 
administrative burden. 

This provision of the rule asks no 
more of recipients than the Department 
is required to do in a rulemaking. The 
provision. which has been modified from 
the NPRM version to stress that 
recipients are not required to adopt 
commenters' suggestions. requires 
responses only to significant comments 
(i.e .. those of some substantive 
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importance. not comments that are 
trivial or irrelevant). 

Section 27.85 Submis!fion and review 
oj program. 

This section is derived from. and 
modifies. §§ 27.77(a) (1) and (3) and 
(g)(5)-(7) of the NPRM. Section 
27.77(a)(1) provided that all section 3. 5. 
9. and 9A recipients would certify that 
they had in effect a program meeting the 
requirements of the regulation. Section 
27.77(a)(3) provided that this 
certification would be regarded by the 
Department as constituting compliance 
with recipients' obligations under 
section 504 and section 16. 

Section 27.77(g)(5)-[7) provided that, 
along with its certification. a recipient 
would have to submit to UMTA a copy 
of its program. cost estimates. and 
public comments on the program and the 
recipient's response to the comments. 
This material had to be submitted within 
nine months of the effective date of the 
final rule. UMTA could reject the 
program or rE'quire the recipient to 
modifv it. but the certification and its 
acco~panying material would be 
deemed to be accepted ifUMTA has not 
done so within 90 days of its 
submission. 

A substantial number of handicapped 
commenters said that DOT should 
require recipients of all DOT funds. not 
onlv mass transit funds. to certifv their 
compliance with section 504. Thrs 
comment appears to be based on a 
misunderstanding of this rulemaking. 
which is concerned solely with mass 
transit services. Other DOT financial 
assistance programs (e.g .. intercity rail 
service. airport and highway 
consiruction) are already covered under 
49 CFR Part 27. Most of the relatively 
few transit authorities that commented 
on certification acceptance favored the 
!':PRM approach. A few transit 
illithorities also said that submitting the 
certificatian and its accompanying 
material was an administrative burden. 

A subs! lntial number of comments 
irom disah!ed persons ami groups 
rcpresenti!:g :hf'm opposed certification 
accepta:H;e. saying that certification 
acceptance would permit transit 
authorities to get away with providing 
inadeq1late service. In addi~ion. some 
CO~llnenters expressed the concern that 
hecause Ut-.IT A would have a heavy 
workload In reviewing recipients' 
submissions. inadequatE' prognms might 
go into effect by defauit if U~1TA staff 
had not hnd time to review them within 
YO davs. A number of commenters 
want~d UMTA. :"IPOs. or handicapped 
persons' organizations to review and 
il~prove ~ecipient's programs instead of. 

or in addition to. the proposed 
certification acceptance by UMTA. 

The Department has decided to 
require recipients to submit their 
programs for prior approval by UMTA. 
There are several reasons for this 
decision. First. the transportation 
systems that recipients wiil establish for 
providing service to handicapped 
persons wi1l probably be in place for a 
substantial period of time. The 
Department believes that it is important 
that these programs be reviewed 
carefully to ensure that the service they 
call for will be fully adequate and 
consistent with the regulation. 

Second. the problem of inadequate 
programs going intQ effect by default 
could be a real one. We recognize that a 
prior approval approach may have the 
corresponding problem of delays in 
program approval and implementation. 
However, UMT A is committed to 
employing sufficient resources to 
minimize any such problems. The 
regulation establishes a 120-day 
deadline for UMTA action on programs 
that are submitted. 

Third. the major reason for 
establishing a certification acceptance 
approach in any regulation is to reduce 
administrative·burdens for recipients. In 
a "pure" certification acceptance 
system. the recipient sends only its 
certification. and is not required to 
prepare or submit any additional 
information. The approach proposed by 
the NPRM was far from a "pure" 
certification acceptance approach. and 
some transit industry comments 
suggested that the Department should 
establish something more similar to a 
pure certification acceptance system. 

The Department decided that it was 
not feasible to take a pure certification 
acceptance approach. Such an approach 
would virtually eliminate the 
accountability of recipients concerning 
the substance of their programs and the 
procedures for adopting them. While we 
might attempt to compensate by 
increasing accountability !!Ieasures at 
the local level (e.g .• by requhng the 
MPO or a handicapped ad ,'isory 
committee to approve the program). it is 
likely that this would be at least as 
burdensome as submitting material to 
UMTA. Given the emphasis on DOT 
oversight and monitoring in section 
317(c). it could also be difficult to 
reconcile this approach '.vith the intent 
of Congress. 

The Department. there~o;·e. does not 
believe that it is practicable to reduce 
the program submission re,:uirp.ment to 
less than it was in the NPRM. The final 
rule. though it replaces a certification 
acceptance approach with a prior 

approval approach. demands nothing 
more of reCipients tban the NPRM with 
respect to the material required to be 
prepared and transmitted to UMT A. The 
content of the recipient's submission to 
UMTA. specified in paragrapb (b). 
closely follows the proposals of 
§ 27.77(gJ(S) of the NPRM. In response to 
some transit industry comments. UMTA 
will accept reasonable summaries of 
public comments in lieu of copies of the 
actual comments. 

A substantial number of transit 
authorities. state transportation 
agencies. and other transportation 
providers commented on the issue of 
what the deadline should be for 
recipients to submit their programs after 
this rule goes into effect About two
fifths of the commenters believed the 
NPRM's proposal of nine months was 
adequate. The remainder favored 
extending the deadline to a year or 
more. There was also support in these 
comments for a provision allowing 
recipients to apply to UMT A for an 
extension of up tQ six months. for good 
cause. or to automatically receive such, 
an Poxtension if they wanted it. 

In response to these comments. the 
Department has decided to increase the 
time permitted for recipients to submit 
their programs to 12 months from the 
effective date of the regulation. This 
increase is made in recognition of the 
legitimate problems transit authorities 
could have in planning and obtaining 
local approval of a program before 
submitting it to UMTA. 

However. the Department does not 
believe it is necessary or advisable to 
extend the deadline further or permit 
individual recipients to extend the 
deadline. Doing so could unreasonably 
prolong the planning period. Reasonably 
tight deadlines are one way of ensuring 
that work does not "slip" unnecessarily. 
This problem would be especially acute 
if recipients could automatically extend 
the deadline by six months. This would 
effectively make the deadline 18 rather 
than 12 months. and would still not 
guarantee timely submission of 
programs. 

Permitting applications to UMTA for 
"good cause" extensions of the deaJline 
could have two additional negative 
effects: transit authorities might divert 
time and effort away from the job of 
completing their programs to produce 
justifications of why the programs could 
not be completed in a timely manner. 
and llMT A might be faced with 
potentially difficult. time-consuming 
decisions to make on extension requests 
at the same time as other transit 
authorities were submitting their 
programs for approval. 
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iuctiol1 27.87J?rovision of sen'ice. 
Thi:; section is derivcd from two 

rdfLlgraphs of Ihe NPR~I: § 27.77(f), 
"proVIsiun oi service", and § 27.77(i), 
"disparate treatment". Because the 
sul'jects of these provisiuns are closely 
related, thl:' Department decided to 
cumbine them. 

A substantial number of handicapped 
pursons objected to the provision of 
sen'ice paragra~h of the r-;PRM. which 
st~ted that recipients must ensure that 
services are provided to handicapped 
persons as set forth in the recipient's 
program. These commenters objected 
because providing the service set forth 
in the program might not be the same 
thinl! as providing service meeting the 
service criteria of the regulation. 

The Department believes that this 
concern has been adequately addressed 
in the final regulation. UMTA will 
review and approve the recipient's 
program. UMTA will not approve any 
recipient's program that does not meet 
all of the requirements of the regulation, 
including the service criteria (subject to 
the limit on required expenditures). 
Consequently, a recipient providing 
sen' ice as set forth in its program. as 
approved by UMTA, will be meeting Ihe 
requirements of the regulation. 

The l\PRM also required reCipients to 
ensure that equipment is maintained, 
personnel are properly trained and 
supervised, and program administration 
is carried out in a manner that does not 
permit actual service to fall below the 
level set forth in the recipient's program. 
Some comments asked for greater 
specificity in these requirements, 
pilfticularly with respect to the 
maintenance of lift-equipped buses. Fur 
the sake of clarity. the final rule spells 
out these requirements in greater detail. 
Thl:'Y concern maintenance of vehicles 
and equipment, provision of sufficient 
spare vehicles. training of personnel. 
and pro\ ision of sufficient assistance 
and information concerning the use of 
ser\'ir.e to h~lndicapped users. 
Sen~ral comments. primarily from 

handicapped individuals and groups 
ffprt'ser.tmg them. requested a specific 
pn'vbion concerning in!erim service. 
Snme :)i these comments requested the 
rt';S~Udnce of the interim accessible 
sen ict' pro'/ision of the 1979 DOT 
,,'~,r1ation. The Department does not 
b(,ii!'\'l~ it is necessary to reintroduce the 
Ig:-~ prm iSlon; moreover. slIch a specific 
'r:terlr:, transportation requirement 
w<l"ld i'e too difficult to apply 
"CCI::-;ltely to the choices recipients 
·.Wlldd make under this rule. 

hnaliy. sevcral commenters requp.sted 
th;,t th,~ rule inr:lllde a "maintenance of 
I'f:urt" prunsioll. Sectifln 2i.7i[g)(ill of 

the NPRM proposed that the recipient's 
certification under the July 1981 interim 
final rule remain in effect until its new 
program goes into effect. The 
Department believes that this 
requirement is sufficient for 
"maintenance of effort" 'Purposes under 
this section. Therefore. the final rule 
provides that. in the time between the 
effective date of this rule and the 
recipient's achievement of the full 
performance level, the recipient's 
certification under the July 1981 interim 
final rule-and the service provided 
pursuant to that certification-must 
remain in effect. 

Most of the relatively small number of 
comments on the "disparat1! treatment" 
section of the NPRM, frorn handicapped 
persons and other commenters, favored 
the retention of this requirement. The 
Department will retain the requirement, 
with only minor editorial changes from 
the language proposed in the NPRM. 

Sectiun 27.89 Monitoring. 
The NPRM's monitoring provision 

would have required each recipient to 
send an annual report to UMTA 
containing information about 
transportation services provided, any 
problems meeting the service criteria in 
light of the cost cap, the recipient's 
progress toward meeting its service 
requirements. any changes in the 
program. and a description of any actual 
or expected 'llterations in service to 
handicapped persons. Both handicapped 
persons dnd their groups and transit 
authorities objected to this proposal. 

The principal objection to the annual 
report provision from handicapped 
persons was that the reporting 
requirement was too passive. What 
these parties meant by "monitoring." 
they said. was an active effort by UMTA 
to conduct compliance reviews of 
recipients. Anything less would be 
inadequate from a programmatic point 
of view and would fail to carry out the 
intent of Congress. 

Most of the transit authority 
cummenters ari/ued that an annual 
report WeS aJ;;-inistratively 
burdensome. They suggested that the 
monitoring or reporting function be 
carried out in conjunction with section 9 
audits or evaluations. the transportation 
improvement program process, or other 
cxisting reporting or monitoring 
r!:quiremenls. 

The monilcri~g provision of the final 
rule responds. in part. to both lines of 
comment. An annual report will not be 
reqUIred. This will reduce the paper ..... ork 
hurden on recipients. Monitoring will 
take place, as transit authorities 
requested. in connection with the 
5Pct;(in 9 triennial review and 

evaluation process. As handicapIJed 
commenters requested, this rf'view and 
e\'aluation wil.! be performed by UMTA 
personnel. and will constitute, in effect. 
a compliance review of the recipient's 
activities with respect to transportation 
services. In connection with the reviews, 
UMTA may. of course. request that 
certain materials be provided by 
recipients. This will be an "active" 
monitoring process by UMTA, but will 
not occur so frequently as to constitute 
an additional. significant burden upon 
transit authorities. 

In establishing this triennial review 
process. the Department was concerned 
that it might not become aware of 
problems happening in the intervening 
years unless a complaint were filed with 
the Department. Consequently, the final 
rule establishes a "slippage report." If 
the recipient falls behind its UMT A
approved implementation schedule. or 
below its approved level of service. the 
recipient must forward a report to 
UMTA no later than the anniversary 
date of the approval of its program. The 
report wot:ld describe the delay or 
problem. explain the reasons for it, and 
set forth the recipient's corrective 
action. On the basis of this report 
UMTA could, it necessary, undertake a 
speCial compliance review or other 
corrective action. 

The Department is concerned that. as 
UMT A reviews and evaluates the 
compliance of recipients with their 
obligations under this regulation. users 
and other interested members of the 
public have the opportunity for input. 
Consequently. as part of its review and 
evaluation, UMT A will consult 
informally with persons involved in the 
continuing public participation 
mechanism established under § 27.83 of 
this regulation. 

Section 2i.9J Requirements for small 
recipients. 

Section 27.77(a)(2) of the NPRM 
proposed that. instead of fo:lowmg the 
requirements of the propcsed rule 
ap~.hcabJe to other recipients. recipients 
of funds only under section 18 of the 
UMT Act would certlfr that special 
efforts were beillg madp. in their service 
area to provide transportation service 
for handicapped persons. 

Section 18 is an UMTA program for 
rural and small urban areas. The NPRM 
proposed that the service that section 18 
recipients make available to 
handicapped persons would have to be 
reasonable in comparison to that 
provided to the general public and 
would have to meet a significant 
fraction of the actual transportation 
needs of handkapped persons. These 
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two criteria lire substantively identical 
to those th.at section 18 recipients were 
required to meet under the July 1981 
interim final rule and the Federal 
Highway Administration/UMTA rules 
that previously governed the section 18 
program. 

Relatively few commenters addressed 
requirements for section 18 recipients. 
Many of the state and local 
transportation agencies that commented 
supported the NPRM provision. Some of 
these commenters suggested that the 
coverage of the provision be expanded 
to cover section 18 recipients who also 
receive funds under section 3 or 9 or 
other recipients serving small cities. For 
example. commenters suggested that the 
"small recipients" provision should 
apply to all recipients with 50 or fewer 
buses. or who served areas of up to 
50.000 or 200.000 population. 

Other commenters recommended that 
the final rule include more stringent 
provisions for small recipients than the 
NPRM did. Some of the suggestions for 
additional requirements included annual 
recertifications of compliance. 
additional public participation and 
planning requirements. application of 
the six proposed service criteria and 
cost cap to smaH recipients. a specific 
requirement to furnish accessible 
vehicles. and grealer reporting by 
recipients and monitoring by UMTA to 
ensure compliance. 

The Department believes that the 
NPRM's basic approach is sound. 

. Section 18 recipients operate diverse 
services in areas of low population 
concentration. usually with little 
administrative staff and budget. It 
makes sense to establish separate. more 
flexible. less administration-intensive 
requirements for these smaller 
recipients. 

Therefore. the Department will retain 
the certification acceptance approach 
for small recipients who. unlike their 
counterparts in larger cities. will not be 
required to submit or to obtain prior 
UMT A approval of a program for 
providing transportation service to 
handicapped persons. As suggested by 
some commenters. the Department will 
make this provision applicable to any 
recipients who serve only non-urbanized 
areas. even if they receive UMTA funds 
from sources other than section 18. The 
Department did not extend the reach of 
this section farther. however. since we 
were not persuaded by the comments 
that cities of up to 200.000 did not share 
important characteristics with larger 
cities with respect to providing 
transportation service to handicapped 
persons. 

We did not adopt additional or more 
stringent requirements because doing so 

would go counter to the objective of 
fashioning a more flexible. less 
burdensome set of requirements for 
small recipients. In addition. some of the 
suggestions (e.g., annual recertifications) 
would add paperwork without 
improving service for handicapped 
persons. 

The Department has. however, 
responded to concerns about public 
participation and monitoring by adding 
new provisions to this section. 
Following the statutory language of 
section 317(c), this section will now 
require small recipients to ensure 
adequate notice of and opportunity to 
comment on the recipients' present and 
proposed activities for complying with 
this regulation. This requirement also 
applies to significant changes in the 
recipient's service. In order to permit 
UMT A monitoring of the more than 900 
small recipients. these recipients will be 
required to submit brief status reports (a 
year after this Subpart goes in effect) 
and updates (every three years 
thereafter) concerning their service. For 
section 18 recipients, these reports will 
be submitted to the designated section 
18 state agency. where UMTA personnel 
will periodically review them. Other 
UMTA recipients in areas of less than 
50,000 population will submit these 
reports to the UMT A Regional 
Administrator. Finally, the section 
specifies that the provision of service 
(§ 27.87) requirements apply to small 
recipients as well as to their larger-city 
coun terparts. 

Several comments, particularly from 
handicapped commenters. requested 
precise definitions for terms such as 
"reasonable in comparison" or 
"significant fraction." saying that these 
terms were too vague. The Department 
has decided that it would not be 
appropriate to define these terms more 
precisely. In order for this section to 
apply to small recipients with 
appropriate flexibility. the Department 
believes that the generality of these 
terms is advantageous. They constitute 
minimum service criteria that UMTA 
can apply, on a case-by-case basis, to 
the great variety of local situations and 
types of service that exist in the section 
18 program. 

Moreover, these terms have governed 
the section 18 program for several years, 
and recipients are familiar with them. In 
the absence of compelling evidence that 
these terms have caused serious 
problems that can be remedied by the 
introduction of regulatory definitions, 
the Department believes that it is better 
to leave them as they are. 

Section 27.93 Multi-recipient areas. 

Several recipients and MPOs from 
major urban areas having several transit 
providers requested that the rule include 
some provision permitting multi
recipient regions to be treated as a 
single entity for purposes of compliance 
with the Department's final regulation. 
The rationale for this request was that. 
in a major urbanized area with several 
recipients providing service. it would be 
very difficult for individual recipients to 
plan rationally for efficient service to 
the area's handicapped persons. A 
combined approach, these commenters 
reasoned, would permit better planning. 
a more efficient use of resources. and 
service that was well-coordinated and 
easier to use. 

The Department agrees that a unified 
regional approach to transportation for 
handicapped persons would have 
important benefits. The Department also 
believes that it is important that a 
regional approach has the full support 
and cooperation of the area's recipients. 
provides a mechanism that will ensure 
adequate service and funding for the 
service, and does not permit recipients 
to evade their responsibility for 
complying with the requirements of this 
regulation. The Department has 
therefore decided to permit the 
recipients in a given urbanized area to 
form a compact for purposes of 
compliance with this rule. If a compact 
is not formed, then each of the recipients 
in the urbanized area is individually 
responsible for meeting the 
requirements of the rule. 

Section 27, 95 Full performance level. 

Section 317(c) of the STAA requires 
the Department to establish minimum 
criteria for the provision of 
transportation service to handicapped 
and elderly persons. This section 
prescribes the minimum criteria that 
each recipient has to meet in order to 
comply with this Part. For convenience. 
we use the term "full performance level" 
to describe the situation of a recipient 
that is meeting all the criteria that apply 
to it, subject to' the limit on required 
expeditures. 

Timing 
Section 27.77(g)(8) of the NPRM 

provided that the receipient's program 
should "go into effect" on the first day of 
the recipient's next fiscal year following 
the date the recipient was reqUIred to 
submit its certification and program 
material to the UMTA Administrator. 

ApprOXimately equal numbers of 
commenters took the position that the 
NPRM's effective date provision was 
reasonable and the contrary position 
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that the effective date of recipients' 
programs should be extended or that a 
phase·in period should be provided. 
,\nother .~roup of commenters sought 
clarification of the NPRM provision. 
Finallv. a smaller group of handicapped 
and other commenters said that the total 
time from the effective date of the 
regulation to the point where service 
meeting the criteria was operating was 
too long. 

A number of transit industry 
commenters also alleged that the 
transition between compliance with the 
present § 27.77 and compliance with the 
NPR:"fs prOVisions could be a very large 
and abrupt one. That is. a transit 
authority spending at a level equivalent 
to 3.5 percent of its FY 1983 section 5 
funds the year before the final rule goes 
into effect might have to spend five 
times that amount the next year in order 
to meet the service criteria. even with 
the NPRM's cost limit in effect. This 
rapid increase itself. these commenters 
argued. would constitute an undue 
financial burden. 

The Department does not necessarily 
accept the commenters' estimates of 
cost increases that would be caused by 
compliance with this regulation. 
However. we do recognize that. where 
an increase in recipient spending would 
be necessary to comply with this rule. 
requiring a rapid. abrupt increase in 
spending levels could create some 
hardship even though the overall 
amount of expenditure would not be 
unreasonable. This consideration. in 
addition to the comments on the 
NPR~fs effective date provision. has led 
us to put a phase-in period into this final 
rule. The phase-in period will permit a 
gradual. orderly. well-planned transition 

, to the iuil-performance level. 
Commenters had varying suggestions 

for how iong a phase-in period should 
be. ranging from several months to 
several years. The Department has 
chosen a maximum six-year period. The 
six-year figure derives fromn UMTA's 
experIence with bus procurements. 
Typicall~'. the expected useful life of a 
transit bus is twelve years. In six years. 
it is reasonable to expect. as a general 
matter. that most transit authorities 
woald be able to replace up to half of 
,heir non-accessible buses with 
accessllJie buses as part of their normal 
bus replacement cycles. without haVing 
to retrofit older buses. This should be 
suffiCient to permit most recipients to 
acqlme sufficient new vehicles to meet 
the full Deriormance level. 

The phase-m period is intended to be 
for <l maximum of six years. Recipients 
dre rpquired to plan for service at the 
full pertormance level at the earliest 
redsonalJly feasible time, Depending on 

the amount oi work and time needed to 
bring the recipient from where it is to 
the full performance level. UMTA will 
approve a phase-in period of up 10 the 
six-year maximum. The phase-in period 
approved by UMTA might well be less 
than the maximum for a recipient who 
had little left to accomplish to get to the 
full performance level. however. 

The Department believes that it is 
reasonable to permit the same phase-in 
period for special service or mixed 
systems as for accessible bus systems. 
In addition to maintaining parity among 
the options available to recipients. the 
phase-in period is likely to reduce 
overall. long-term costs of compliance 
with this regulation. 

For example. if all recipients were 
forced to phase in service at the full 
performance level within one year 
instead of within six years of the 
approval by UMTA of their plan. the 30-
year discounted present value of the 
accessible bus option would rise about 
$190 million and the comparable cost for 
para transit would rise about $270 
million. 

Service Options 

The remainder of § 27.95 establishes 
the service criteria applicable to various 
kinds of systems. This section describes 
how these criteria apply to special 
service. accessible bus. and mixed 
systems. Recipients may elect to comply 
with the regulation by meeting the full 
performance level for anyone of these 
three approaches. This local discretion 
to choose the mode of compliance is 
consistent with the Department's policy. 
stated in the NPRM. of permitting local 
areas to choose how they will provide 
transportation services to handicapped 
persons. 

Generally speaking. transit industry 
commenters strongly favored this policy. 
as did some handicapped and other 
commenters. Providers and users of 
existing para transit services also 
favored local discretion. The majority of 
handicapped commenlers. however. 
said that local option would not result in 
adequate. nondiscriminatory service. 
They argued that accessible bus service 
should be mandatory. Failure to so 
require. it was argued. would result in a 
segregated. "separate but equa!." system 
that would also fail to provide adequate 
service. A number of handicapped 
commenters. recognizing that accessible 
bus systems could not serve the needs of 
all handicapped persons. suggested that 
both accessible bus and supplementary 
special service be required. Finally. a 
number of handicapped and other 
commenters saId that the final rule 
should require that light. rapid. and 

commuter raJ! systems (particularly new 
systems) be required to be accessible. 

The Departmerit's 1979 re~ulation on 
this subiect took the approach 
advocat'ed bv manv of these 
commenters" In th~ Department's 
experience. this approach was not 
successful. The high cost of making old 
rail systems accessible was one of the 
most important factors leading the Court 
of Appeals in the APTA case to declare 
that the 1979 rule imposed undue 
burdens. Also. urban light and rapid rail 
systems typically cover the same basic 
geographic service area as the local bus 
system. Consequently. as long as an 
accessible bus or special service system 
provides transportation to disabled 
persons in the area. disabled persons 
are not denied transportation. (See 
discussion of commuter rail in the 
NPRM accompanying this final rule.) We 
are aware that bus or other motor 
vehicle transportation may not be as 
fast or convenient as rail transportation. 
However. section 317(c) does not require 
that service available to disabled 
persons be the same as service for the 
general public. and we believe that the 
rule. as drafted. satisfies our statutory 
responsibilities. 

Where accessible rail systems exist. 
recipients may use the service these 
systems provide to help meet their 
service criteria. whether their service to 
disabled persons is by accessible bus or 
special service. See § 27.95(f) and the 
appendix discussion of it fo:: further 
information on this point. 

The APT A v. Lewis decision aside. the 
Department has been impressed by the 
variety of different local conditions. 
preferences. and programs in the area of 
transportation services for handicapped 
persons. and by the difficulty of forcing 
all these differing situations into a 
single. made-in-Washington. mold. The 
reaction to the 1979 rule. including the 
1980 Congressional initiatives to provide 
greater flexibility to localities. as well as 
the comments to the docket for this 
rulemaking. strongly support the 
proposition that local discretion is 
essential. Moreover. the statutory and 
case law does not support the 
proposition that the Department must 
mandate mainline accessibility. Of 
course. facilities of reCipients subject to 
the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968. as 
amended (e.g .. new rail facilities). must 
be constructed in accordance with 
accessibility requirements under that 
law. 

Special Service Criteria 

There are six service criteria for 
special service systems. A majority of 
comments on this subject approved the 
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service criteria in the NPRM. though 
manv of the comments from 
handicapped persons objected to the 
relatlOllship between the criteria and the 
limitation un required expenditures. 

As nuted in the discussion of legal 
issues concerning the rulemaking. the 
Department does not agree with transit 
industry comments that the criteria are 
not legally proper. One of the themes 
running through transit industry 
comments on the service criteria was 
that local transit authorities should have 
the discretion to decide for themselves 
the operational issues affected by the 
service criteria. While the Department 
favors local discretion. Congress has 
directed that the Department establish 
uniform nationwide criteria. Such 
criteria necessarily constrain local 
discretion to some extent. 

Transit industry commenters also said 
that applying the service criteria to 
special service systems "biased" the 
regulation in favor of accessible bus 
service. That is. a recipient could 
comply more cheaply by making its bus 
system accessible and hence would 
have an incentive to do so. even if a 
special service system would provide 
better service. 

The NPRM proposed that 50 percent 
of a recipient's bus fleet would have to 
beaccessible. and the Department's 
economic studies of accessible bus 
systems were based on that proposal. 
As discussed in greater detail below. the 
final rule does not establish a specific 
minimum percentage of accessible buses 
that a recipient must have. Nevertheless. 
we believe that the Department's 
information is useful in estimating 
regulatory compliance costs. Under the 
final rule. it is very likely that the 
average percentage of buses needed to 
comply with the service criteria would 
be 50 percent or less. Consequently. the 
Department's cost estimates for 50 
percent accessible bus service are likely 
to represent a reasonable upper limit of 
average accessible bus compliance costs 
under the final rule. 

The Department's studies indicate 
that creating a 50 percent accessible bus 
system would be less costly. in cities 
under about 250.000 population. than a 
special service system meeting the 
gervice criteria. In larger cities. the 
reverse is true. if the special system is a 
user-side subsidy (e.g .. taxi voucher) 
system. Transit authority-operated 
para transit. with its own vehicles and 
drivers. is the most expensive option in 
all cases. The Department has modified 
some of the NPRM criteria in order to 
reduce the cost differences among the 
various service options. 

We conclude that there is no across
the-board "bias" toward accessible bus 

service inherent in the Department's 
regulation. At the same time. we believe 
that there is nothin~ improper or unwise 
about offering recIpIents and the public 
a choice among different options of 
providing service. even though the costs 
of these modes may differ. We believe it 
is appropriate for recipients to take all 
cost and service factors into account in 
planning the service that they will 
provide. 

A number of commenters. primarily 
handicapped persons and their groups. 
advocated additional service criteria. 
Those most frequently mentioned 
concerned dwell time (Le .. how long a 
vehicle remains at a given stop). ride 
length time. quality of phone service for 
paratransit (e.g .. sufficient phone 
capacity to handle incoming calls for 
service in a timely fashion: use of TDDs 
to facilitate communication with 
hearing-impaired individuals). service 
across jurisdictional lines. training for 
transit personnel. maintenance of 
facilities and vehicles. transfer 
frequency. adequate marketing of and 
publicity for service to handicapped 
persons. provision for out-of-town 
visitors and persons with temporary 
disabilities. and a general requirement 
for "same or comparable" service. 

The Department has incorporated 
some of these suggestions in § 27.87. 
"Provision of Service." since it concerns 
steps that recipients would take to 
ensure that the service they plan is 
delivered adequately. Section 27.87 
requires. for example. that vehicles and 
facilities be adequately maintained. that 
personnel be appropriately trained. that 
assistance and information be available 
to persons with vision and hearing 
impairments and that there be sufficient 
communications capacity to enable 
users to get information about and 
obtain service. The question of service 
to out-of-town visitors and persons with 
temporary disabilities is discussed in 
connection with the service criterion on 
eligibility. 

We decided not to incorporate several 
of the other suggestions. As noted in the 
discussion of legal issues. section 317(c) 
does not require "same or comparable" 
service. Dwell time. ride length tilT'.e. 
marketing and transfer frequency are all 
legitimate concerns of transit users. 
However. it would be very difficult to 
devise meaningful service criteria on 
these aspects of service that did not 
involve more detailed 
"micromanagement" of transit 
operations or recordkeeping than the 
Department believes is practical or 
desirable. In addition. the Department 
does not believe these factors are as 
central to the provision of quality 

service for handicapped persons as the 
criteria included in the rule. 

The Department strongly urges 
recipients who provide servIce in a 
given region to work togEther to 
coordinate their service so that 
jurisdictional lines do not create barners 
to the movement of disabled persons. 
even where recipients do not form a 
compact under § 27.93. The Department 
believes. however. that a regulatory 
service criterion on the subject of 
interjurisdictional coordination would 
be neither enforceable nor particularly 
meaningful. 

A number of the service criteria 
involve relationships between special 
service and the recipient's mass transit 
service for the general public. Several. 
commenters asked whethgr the 
recipient's rail service was the point of 
reference. As these comments pointed 
out. the service characteristics of rail 
service often differ from bus service. In 
addition. this rule does not impose any 
'specific service requirements concerning 
rapid or light rail systems. Special 
service. which. like bus transportation. 
uses road vehicles and public highways. 
is more readily compared to bus service 
than to rail service. For these reasons. 
we do not believe it would be 
appropriate to base service criteria for 
special service systems on comparisons 
to rail systems. and the service criteria 
explicitly refer to bus service. Of course. 
this refinement of the language of the 
criteria will not affect the vast majority 
of UMT A recipients. who 'have no rail 
service. 

Eligibility 

Section 27.77(bj(2) of the r-.;PRM 
proposed that all elderly and 
handicapped persons in the recipient's 
service area who are unable. by reason 
of their handicap or age. to use the 
recipient's service for the general public 
would be eligible to use the recipient's 
special service system. 

A substantial number of comments 
from handicapped persons. transit 
authorities and other transportation 
providers. social service agencies. and 
other commenters supported the 
NPRM's criterion. A majority of the 
transit authority commenters. however. 
said either that eligibility should be 
restricted (e.g .. to persons with mobIlity 
handicaps) or that transit authorities 
should have the discretion to establish 
their own criteria for eiigibility. 

Among the types of eligibility 
standards mentioned by commenters 
were so-called functional standards. Fur 
example. a transit authority might 
regard as eligible persons who could not 
walk 1/~ mile. wait outdoors in modl!ra:f~ 
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temperatures for more than 10 minutes. 
or ne'lotiate bus steps. 

Some transit authority commenters 
,,;,id that the elijjibility requirement 
\\ ould force recipients to serve a larger 
~l.ImtJer of people with special service 
than with an accessible bus system. The 
resalt. the commenters said. would be 
higher costs for special service systems. 

Other comments bv a smaller number 
of comnlFmters sugge"sted that elderly 
persons should be permitted eligibility 
only if their mobility were limited. that 
eligibility should be expanded beyond 
the l':PR~t criterion. and that there was 
no objection to the eGtablishment by 
recipients of appropriate procedures for 
certifying eligibility. 

Eligibility is a key determinant of the 
capacity and cost of special service 
systems. For example. the Department's 
information indicates that 
approximately 1.4 million persons can 
be regarded as "severely disabled" 
(essentially. persons with physical 
disabilities making them unable to use 
regular mass transit service). Another 
six million persons are regarded as 
"transportation handicapped" (Le .. 
persons whose disabilities in any way 
makes their use of transit more difficult. 
but not impossible). The Department's 
studies indicate that making these 
additional persons ~ligible could 
increase opentmg costs of special 
service systems. on average. about 60 
percent. or between S80.000 and 
$325.000. depending on the size of the 
city involved. If the Department required 
all elderl~' and handicapped persons to 
be eligible. another 21.9 million persons 
woutd have to be accommodated. 
raising costs even higher. 

This !.icing the case. the Department 
does not believe it would be feasible to 
broaden the NPRM's eligibility 
requirement to include transportation 
for all elderly and handicapped persons. 
In addition. the Department believes 
that there is merIt to the comment that 
requiring a recipient to transport all 
persons who may not be as readily 
capdble of using the bus system as able 
bodied memDers of the general public 
could efft'ctn'ely be so cost prohibitive 
to ff~mO\"t~ any real prospect that the 
rt'clplent would choose a special service 
s\"Sft~m over an accessible bus system. 

in this rpl?ard. there are a substantial 
iit:rnDcr uf persons whose inabilitv to 
·.;se the hll~ system for the generai 
puhlic. dt!e to cognitive disabilities, age 
or iilness, ,\0111d not be helped by 
n;,d,tng that system physically 
.1C:C:~SSltJii~. For example, the Regulatory 
l;l1ndl~t ,\naJl;sis indicates that up to 
:ut!r m:i!i()n mentally or 
,i.·\{·l(JplT,~ntaliy (!Isabled persons (not 
incLdpJ among the 1.4 million persons 

in the "severely disabled" population 
referred to in the Analysis) may fall into 
this category. Inclusion of people in this 
category could increase special service 
costs by 10 to 33 percent and could 
clearly affect the recipient's choice 
among modes of service. 

The Department recognizes that 
persons with cognitive disabilities also 
have a need for transportation. Many 
such persons. however. would be able to 
use the regular system with appropriate 
training. The Department encourages 
recipients to provide such training. It is 
expected that drivers would also have to 
be trained to understand. be patient 
with. and appropriately respond to 
questions from mentally retarded 
persons. 

Consistent with other parts of this 
regulation. this provision does not 
require recipients to provide special 
service to able-bodied persons with 
mental disabilities. Recipients may •. 
however. choose to provide 
transportation to them even though their 
condition does not render them 
physically unabl~ to use the bus service 
for the general public. In this situation. it 
would be inappropriate for the recipient 
to count costs for this special service 
towards the limit on required 
expenditures. 

The final rule. therefore. requires the 
recipients choosing special service 
systems to treat as eligible only those 
persons who. by reason of handicap. are 
physically unable to use the bus system 
for the general public. These are the 
individuals who would be likely to 
benefit from an accessible bus system. 

Section 16 speaks of transportation 
service ior elderly and handicapped 
persons. This criterion. however. is not 
intended to make elderly persons 
eligible for special service solely on the 
basis of age. As noted above. doing so 
would substantially increase costs. 
Moreover. the Department does not 
believe that it is necessary. under the 
statute. to require that special service be 
provided for elderly persons who are. in 
fact. physically capable of using the 
regular service for the general public. 
Waiting Lists 

Section 27.n(c)(6) of the NPRM 
proposed that there could not be a 
waiting list for the provision of sen'ice 
to eligible users. Relatively few 
comments addressed this criterion: most 
of those that did favored retaining it. 
Most of the transit authorities 
commenting opposed the criterion or 
said they preferred. local option 
concerning waiting lists. Based on the 
comments. it appears that waiting lists 
are not a subject of major concern to the 
transit industry or to consumers: it also 

appears that relatively few recipients 
actually use waiting lists. (The GAO 
study cited in Congress found only 22.) 

As a result. the Department has 
decided not to include a criterion 
concerning waiting lists in the final rule. 
It does not appear that waiting lists are 
a major. central concern on a level with 
the other subjects of service criteria in 
the final rule. Like dwell time. ride 
length time. and other such relevant but 
relatively less important service 
characteristics. the subject of waiting 
lists does not. in our view, warrant a 
separate service criterion.'A specific 
service criterion on this subject is 
unnecessary. in any event. given the 
eligibility criterion and the provision of 
service requirement. 

Response Time 

Section 27.77(c)(5) of the NPRM 
proposed that users of the special 
service shall not be required to wait for 
the service more than a reasonable time. 
The NPRM asked for comment on 
whether there should be a regulatory 
maximum waiting period. 

Most of the comments on this criterion 
came from transit authorities and 
handicapped commenters. Most of the 
latter favored including a regu;atory 
maximum waiting period: most of the 
former opposed doing so. saying that 
this was an issue that should be decided 
at the local level without a Federal 
criterion. 

Commenters had varying ideas on the 
appropriate length for a regulatory 
maximum waiting period. Twenty-four 
hours was the time mentioned most 
frequently by commenters. A majority of 
these comments said that the maximum 
waiting period should be no more than 
24 hours: others said that the maximum 
waiting period should be no less than 24 
hours. Some handicapped commenters 
recommended shorter maximums. in the 
one to four hour range. Another 
suggestion was that the waiting time 
should not be longer than that 
encountered by the public generally for 
regular mass transit. 

The Department studied the effect of 
different response time requirements on 
recipients' costs. The studies showed 
that requiring a response time shorter 
than 24 hours would add considerably to 
the costs of providing special service. 
For transit-authority operated 
para transit. a shorter response time 
would increase costs about 70 percent 
on the average. adding $104.000 to 
$324.000 to operating costs. depending 
on ci ty size. 

The Department believes that a 
specific maximum will be easier to 
understand and enforce than the 
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"reasonable time" proposed in the 
NPRM. In a special service system. 24 
hours seems a reasonable time for 
providers to schedule and "package" 
trips in an efficient manner. We believe 
that a response time longer than 24 
hours could unduly inconveoience users. 
We also note that prolonged response 
times were one of the "deficiencies" in 
current systems mentioned in the 
legislative history of 317(c). These 
consideratIOns all favor establishing a 
24-ftour response requirement. 

Restrictions or Priorities Based on Trip 
Purpose 

Section 27.77(cj(4) of the NPRM 
proposed that use of special service 
could not be restricted by priorities or 
conditions based on trip purp.ose. The 
preamble to the NPRM noted that this 
provision was intended to prevent 
recipients from refusing to provide 
service for some trip purposes. or 
providing service for certain purposes 
only after demand for trips with other 
purposes is satisfied. 

Most handicapped commenters 
favored this service criterion. Most 
transit industry commenters opposed it. 
or recommended that the decision about 
restrictions and priorities be a matter of 
local discretion. Other commenters were 
roughly evenly divided on the issue. 

The Department has decided to retain 
this criterion. The general public can use 
the reci~ent's mass transit system at 
any time that it operates. for any 
purpose. We believe that it is 
inappropriate for J;'ecipients to 
administratively limit transportation 
service for disabled persons to certain 
purposes. For a transit authority to 
decide that some trip purposes 'are more 
deserving of service than others can 
involve a kind of paternalism that 
disabled individuals understandably 
may resent. 

The Department understands the 
concern of some commenters that. taken 
literally. this criterion might be thought 
to foreclose subscription service for 
work or other essential trips. which our 
studies show to be a verv cost-effective 
form of special service. The Department 
does not intend. through this 
subp'aragraph. to prohibit recipients 
from providing this kind of service. 

The Department's studies did not 
directly estimate the costs of providing 
service without trip purpose restrictions, 
However. they did include data on so
called "many-to-few" systems. in which 
transportation service is provided from 
multiple origin points to a limited 
number of destinations (e,g .. 
universities. hospitals. employment 
centers). There are clear differences 
between a "many-to-few" system 

(which provides service for any purpose 
to a limited number of points) and a 
system with trip purpose restrictions 
(which provides service for the 
approved purposes to any point). As 
noted in the discussion of the trip 
purpose restrictions criterion in the 
appendix. a "many-to-few" system 
would not be consistent with this 
criterion. 

However. cost data about many-to
few systems may serve as a rough 
surrogate for cost data about systems 
with trip purpose restrictions. The 
Department's data indicates that a 
"many-to-few" para transit system 
operated by a recipient would cost 
about $75-195 thousand less per year 
than a destination-unrestricted system. 
depending on city size. The Department 
does not view this level of potential 
savings as sufficient to justify 
eliminating this service criterion. 

Fares 
Section 27.77(c)(3) of the NPRM 

proposed that the cost 'of a trip on the 
special service would have to be 
comparable to a trip of similar length. at 
a similar time of day. to a user of the 
recipient's service to the general public. 
The preamble explained that this did not 
mean the fares had to be identical; 
rather. the variance between the regular 
and special service should be relatively 
small and be justifiable in terms of the 
actual differences in cost between the 
two types of service. 

A majority of the comments 
expressing approval or disapproval of 
the NPRM provision (including most 
from handicapped commenters) favored 
it. Some of the handicapped commenters 
wanted the criterion strengthened. so 
that it would require special service 
fares to be no higher than fares for 
similar trips on the regular mass transit 
system. The others. including most 
transit industry comments. opposed the 
proposed criterion or said that local 
discretion should be permitted 
concerning fares. Another sizeable 
group of comments asked for 
clarification of what a "comparable" 
fare was. suggesting that retaining the 
NPRM language would lead to 
uncertainty about the meaning of the 
criterion. 

The Department considered retaining 
the NPRM criterion. This long
established standard is familiar to 
transit providers and provides a general 
guideline to recipients and the public 
and can forestall outlandish fare 
differentials without involving any 
potentially arbitrary arithmetical 
formula. This approach does require 
some exercise of judgment on a case-by
case basis. however. 

The Department also considered a 
variety of ideas suggested by 
comment\!rs. such as fares based on a 
percentage or regular transit fare box 
recovery. multiples or percentages of 
regular transit fares. or a specific dollar 
ceiling. All of these suggestions are 
likely to be too difficult to apply 
reasonably under the wide variety of 
local situations to which the rule must 
apply. They could also result in 
handicapped persons having to pay 
disproportionately high fares in some 
cases. 

The Department also considered 
comments which said that the charge to 
the handicapped person from Point A to 
Point B should be the same. regardiess 
of the mode of service. This approach 
has the advantages of simplicity and 
apparent equality. However. the 
approach could increase net costs of 
operating a special service system 40 
percent or more and. by encouraging 
marginal trips, increase gross costs as 
well. This effect could help to "tilt" 
recipients in the direction of an 
accessible bus system. contrary to the 
Department's desire to give recipients 
an even-handed choice among modes of 
transportation service. 

The Department has decided to retain 
the "comparable fares" criterion of the 
NPRM. This approach recognizes the 
need to keep special service fares within 
reasonable bounds. compared to regular 
transit fares. It also recognizes. 
however. that special service is different 
from bus service in a number of 
respects. including convenience of 
service and cost. Recipients should not 
have to charge exactly the same prices 
for different services. While it is 
necessary to work out the implications 
of the comparable fares requirement on 
a case-by-case basis. we believe that the 
disadvantages of other. less flexible. 
approaches are more serious. 

Hours and Days of Service 

Section 27.77(c)(2) of the NPRM 
proposed that the recipient's special 
service would have to be available on 
the same days and during the same 
hours as the recipient's service for the 
general public. A majority of transit 
industry commenters opposed the 
criterion. or thought that localities 
should have discretion concerning this 
service characteristic. A majorIty of 
handicapped commenters favored 
retaining the criterion. and other 
commenters divided roughly equally. 

Commenters opposing this criterion 
said that it would not be cost-effechve 
to maintain the availability of special 
service during certain non-peak hours. 
such as late at night or on weekends. 
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The Department believes that the cost
effectivenef>s of service during times of 
relatively low demand can be improved 
significantly by the use of user-side 
subsidy systems to cover those periods. 
For example. a transit authority that 
runs a relatively costly paratransit 
system during peak hours might shut 
down that system after the evening rush 
hour and substitute a taxi voucher 
system. 

The Department's national computer 
model study did not include data from 
which estimates could be made of the 
incremental cost impact of this criterion. 
Neither did commenters present any 
information useful for analysis on this 
point. Data from four of the case studies 
suggests that this criterion could 
increase costs of a special service 
system from two to 15 percent in those 
cities. However. given that the rule 
includes a limitation on required 
expenditures by recipients. the inclusion 
of this criterion will not. in any event. 
result in undue financial burdens being 
imposed on transit providers. 

Disabled persons. like other members 
of the public. have use for public 
transportation on evenings and 
weekends. The times when service is 
available is one of the key determinants 
of the utility of mass t!"ansit to its users. 
Consequently. the Department has 
decided to retain this criterion. 

Service Area 

Section 27.77(c)(1) of the NPRM 
proposed that special service would 
have to be available throughout the 
same service area as the recipient's 
service for the general public. The 
preamble asked for comment on how the 
final rule should treat extended 
commuter service t·hat went well outside 

. the normal service area. 
The largest group of commenters on 

this issued favored a requirement for 
providing special service within the 
same area that the system for the 
general public serves. These 
commenters included some transit 
authorities as well as handicapped 
individuals and groups representing 
them. social service agencies. 
para transit providers. and other 
members of the public. A few 
commenters said that the decision about 
the area served should be left to local 
discretion. 

Almost all handicapped commenters 
on the issue of "extended" service said 
that service going beyond the normal 
service area should be accessible or that 
specIal service should be available. 
Almost all transit authori ties said this 
matter should be left to local decision. 
or that requirements for service beyond 
the normal service area should be less 

stringent. There was also some comment 
on the question of how the "service 
area" should be defined. Some 
commenters favored defining the sprvice 
area as the urbanized area. or 
alternatively. the "normal urban area" 
in which the recipient provides service 
to the general public. Others asked for 
clarification of the requirements for 
special service within the normal 
service area-did the criterion mean 
that special service must serve any 
points within the urbanized area. or'did 
the special service have to serve only 
points along bus routes? Some transit 
authorities said the definition should be 
left to local discretion. A few of these 
pointed out that certain existing special 
service systems already serve a larger 
area than the regular bus system. 
asserting that a "same service area" 
criterion could reduce the geographic 
area now served. 

The Department's information shows 
that permitting recipients to restrict the 
geographic area they serve to an area 
smaller than is served by the regular 
transit system can reduce expenditures. 
A geographic area-restricted para transit 
system operated by a recipient. on 
average. would cost between $70 and 
$200 thousand less per year. depending 
on city size. than a similar system 
serving the same geographic area as the 
regular transit system. The 
corresponding difference for the less 
costly user-side subsidy approach would 
range from $20 to $45 thousand 
annually. 

Principally because of this cost 
differential. the Department seriously 
considered eliminating or modifying the 
service area criterion. However. in view 
of the decision to include a limit on 
recipients' required expenditures. the 
Department decided that the cost 
differential was not sufficient to 
outweigh the importance of the criterion 
in ensuring adequate service for 
handicapped persons. The absence of 
geographic restrictions on service is 
among the most important factors 
making special service genuinely useful 
for disabled riders. For example. in 
many localities. the bus system serves a 
central city and its surrounding suburbs. 
If the special service system serves only 
the central city. or provides service only 
within certain jurisdictional or "zone" 
boundaries. the ability of a handicapped 
person to move around the area by mass 
transit is severely limited. 

Consequently. we are retaining this 
criterion in the final rule. In terms of 
defining the service area. we have 
decided to adopt the suggestion to use 
the normal area served by the 
reCipient's bus system (exclusive of 
extended commuter runs). This area is 

the best analog to the area in which 
service is available to the genl!ral 
public. 

We recognize that it is SOIllI,\\,hat 

more difficult for recipients to "drdw the 
map" of their service area than to use 
the urbanized area as the basis for the 
service area. The boundaries of the 
urbanized area. as determined by the 
Bureau of the Census. are clearly 
defined. However. the Department's 
studies indicate that the service areas in 
which many recipients actually run their 
bus systems are smaller than urbanized 
areas. and using the urbanized area 
definition could force them to expand 
their service for handicapped persons 
well beyond the area in which the 
general public is served. This is not 
necessary as a matter of equity. and it 
would increase costs. 

Service is required to be "throughout"· 
the service area. Limiting service to bus 
stops or to areas within a certain 
distance of bus routes would not. 
therefore. meet this criterion. With 
respect to "extended" service. the 
Department believes. as handicapped 
commenters argued. that disabled 
persons should be abre to take 
advantage of "extended" service. At the 
same time. the Department agrees that 
requirements for special service outside 
the normal service area should be less 
stringent. Therefore. the Department will 
require recipients to provide service for 
handicapped persons to only those 
points (e.g .. terminals. bus stops) 
reached directly by the bus service 
extending outside the normal service 
area. 

Service Criteria for Accessible Bus 
Systems 

Section 27.77(b)(2) of the NPRM 
proposed that one of the ways a 
recipient could comply with the rule was 
to make 50 percent of its fixed route bus 
service accessible. Fifty percent of the 
fixed route service would be deemed 
accessible when half the buses the 
recipient used during both peak and off
peak times were accessible. The 
preamble explained that this meant that 
50 percent of the buses "on the street" at 
any time had to be aCt;essible. adding 
that this meant that a sufficient number 
of accessible buses would have to exist 
in the reserve fleet to ensure that 50 
percent of the buses actually operating 
were accessible. 

The preamble also asked two 
questions with respect to accessible bus 
service. First. should recipients be 
required to permit semi ambulatory 
persons to use lifts? Second. how would 
the service criteria apply to bus service? 
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As a response to handicapped 
commenters' requests for 100·percent 
accessible service. and to recipients' 
coocem that the relatively low cost of 
accessIble bus service "biased" the rule 
in its favor. the Department considered 
requiring 100 percent accessible service. 
which would provide the level of service 
req¥ested by the handicapped 
commenters while substantially 
reducing or eliminating the cost 
differential between bus and para transit 
modes. 

Depending on city size. the 
Department projects that 100 percent 
accessible bus service would cost 
between $40 and $420 thousand more 
per year than 50 percent accessible 
service. for the average transit authority. 
While this would reduce the cost 
differential with paratransit. the 
Department is not persuaded that it 
would be cost-effective to require 100 
percent accessible service. It is 
reasonable to believe that. while a 100 
percent accessible system would be 
more convenient for handicapped 
persons to use. a majority of the persons 
who would use accessible bus service at 
all would use a system in which 
substantially fewer than 100 percent of 
the buses were accessible. The overall 
higher costs of 100 percent accessible 
bus service are themselves a reason for 
choosing not to require service at this 
level. 

The Department was aware that 
recipients will have to have some 
accessible buses in their reserve fleets. 
The NPRM mentioned this fact. and the 
Departmenfs cost estimates for 
accessible bus service have taken it into 
consideration. The Department is not 
persuaded. however. that 50 percent 
accessible bus service is too costly. The 
Departmenfs data indicates that such 
service can. in most cases. be provided 
well within the rule's cost limit. 

There were also several comments 
that accessible bus service would not be 
fully adequate to meet Hle needs of 
disabled persons. These comments 
pointed out that not all handicapped 
persons could use accessible bus 
service. for reasons such as distance 
from bus stops. inability to use a lift. 
physical barriers between the bus stop 
and the user's origin or destination. bad 
weather. etc. 

The Department is aware that not all 
handicapped persons can use accessible 
fixed route buses. and we agree that the 
id~al transportatIOn system for 
handicapped persons would include 
both 100 percent accessible fixed route 
service and a substantial amount of 
special service. However. given the 
iimitations 01 Federal and local 
resources. and the constraints of the 

Da~'is and APTA cases. the Department 
believes that it is not in a position to 
mandate an "ideal" system. 

Rather. we believe that by giving 
localities a choice among various 
approaches that are reasonably 
effective. even if short of ideal. we will 
comply with the intent of Congress and 
improve considerably the services 
available to disabled persons. An 
accessible bus system meeting the final 
rule's service criteria is one of these 
reasonably effective approaches. 

A number of transit authorities said 
that if 50 percent of the recipient's fleet 
was accessible. it should be regarded as 
in compliance. whether or not 50 percent 
of the buses actually operating on the 
street were accessible. However. 
accessible buses sitting in the garage or 
on the parking lot do not provide 
transportation services to handicapped 
persons. Use. as well as ownership. of 
accessible buses is necessary for the 
accessible bus option to wor-k. This is as 
true under the final rule as under the 50 
percent requirement proposed in the 
NPRM. In this connection. it should be 
remembered that. in conformity with 
section 317(c). the Department is 
required to establish criteria for the 
provision of service. not simply for the 
possession of equipment. 

Some handicapped commenters said 
that. during off-peak hours. a\l buses 
should be accessible. or that the 
recipient's accessible buses should be 
used before inaccessible buses (this 
latter requirement was part of the 
Department's 1979 rule). It is true that 
off-peak schedules involve less frequent 
service. Consequently. off-peak 
accessible service could be very 
infrequent. Therefore. the Department 
encourages recipients to deploy their 
buses so that as many as possible of the 
buses in use during non-peak hours are 
accessible. to make service for 
handicapped persons more convenient. 

However. the Department do1!s not 
believe that it is appropriate to establish 
a regulatory requirement to this effect. 
Such a requirement is less compatible 
with the service criteria-centered 
approach of the final rule than the 50 
percent accessibility proposal of the 
NPRM. Also. the deployment of 
additional accessible buses during off
peak hours is a rna Iter best left to -the 
discretion of local operators. 

The final"l'ule does not require that 50 
percent or any other fixed percentage of 
the recipient's buses be accessible. 
Rather. the final rule requires that the 
recipient operate. on the street. a 
sufficient number of accessIble buses to 
meet the other service criteria for bus 
systems. The Department has decided to 
take this approach because. consistent 

with section 317(c). the emphasis of this 
rule is on meeting service criteria. There 
is no magic percentage of buses that will 
ensure that the service criteria are met. 

The Department is aware that 
recipients now operate accessible bus 
service in two principal ways. The 
majority do so by making part of their 
scheduled bus service accessible. 
However. it is also possible for a 
recipient to provide "on-call" accessible 
bus service. That is. a user calls the 
recipient and says that he would like an 
accessible bus to be on a particular 
route at a particular time. The recipient 
makes sure that the accessible bus is 
provided. 

In the preamble to the NPR~1. the 
Department mentioned such an 
arrangement as an example of a mixed 
system. We believe. however. that it is 
more reasonable to treat such an 
approach as a type of accessible bus 
svstem. since it is based on the use of 
r~gular accessible transit buses on 
regular bus routes. 

It is the Department's intention to 
establish. as Congress intended. a set of 
uniform national service criteria for 
transportation service to handicapped 
persons. This is important for reasons of 
equity to users and providers alike. 
Inherent characteristics of va,"ious 
modes of transportation require some 
modifications in the way the Criteria are 
stated. however. 

Three of the six service criteria are 
met automatically by a scheduled 
accessible bus system. Scheduled 
accessible bus systems have no 
administrative eligibility requirements. 
They do not restrict or prioritize the 
availability of service based on trip 
purpose. Buses meet schedules. rather 
than arriving in response to a specific 
request for service. This satisfies the 
purpose of the response time criterion. 

Of the remaining criteria. the first 
requires service throughout the same 
days and hours as the recipient's bus 
service for the general public. This 
criterion. like its parallel for special 
service. is designed to ensure that a 
recipient does not make accessible 
service available durinp :Inly a part of 
the time it makes servict! available to 
the general public (e.g .. peak hours). 

The "reasonable intervals" language. 
like the requirement that the service be 
provided "throughout" the same days 
and hours as service for the general 
public. responds to comments that the 
effectiveness of some existing 
accessible systems has been limited by 
the irregularity and infrequency of 
accessible bus service. At the same 
time, this language avoids the objection 
of transit industry commenters to very 
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specific service distribution and 
scheduling reqUirements. This language 
is included in this criterion because 
intervals between vehicles is a special 
characteristic of a scheduled bus system 
not present in demand-responsive 
modes of service. 

Accessible bus service is limited to 
certain routes. and does not directly 
serve origins and destinations 
throughout a circumferential area. The 
service area for scheduled accessible 
bus service, therefore. states that service 
must be provided on all the recipient's 
bus routes on which a need for 
accessible bus service has been 
established through the rule's planning 
process. 

The reference to the planning and 
public participation process, also unique 
to this mode of providing service. 
responds to those commenters who 
stressed the need for local flexibility in 
the design of accessible service and the 
need to avoid a rigid requirement for 
service on routes on which there is no 
demand for it. 

In an accessible bus system, all 
passengers use the same vehicle and 
travel the same routes. Therefore, the 
differences between bus and special 
service that led us to require 
"comparable" rather than the same 
fares for the latter do not apply in this 
context. Recipients must therefore 
charge all passengers, including 
handicapped persons, the same fare for 
the same trip (leaving aside, of course. 
the off-peak half fares required for 
elderly and handicapped persons by 49 
CFR 609.23). _ 

Some of the criteria for on-call 
accessible bus service are identical to 
those for special service. The eligibility, 
response time, and restrictions or 
priorities based on trip purpose criteria 
.fall into this category. The fares 
criterion is identical to the fares 
criterion for scheduled accessible bus 
serVIce. The "same days and hours" 
criterion is the same a~ the first 
sentence of the corresponding provision 
for scheduled accessible bus service. 
The second sentence is dropped because 
it is not meaningful to talk of 
"reasonable intervals" in the context of 
demand-responsive accessible bus 
service. 

The serVice area criterion is 
somewhat different than its scheduled 
accessible bus service counterpart. In 
the scheduied accessible bus service 
context, the schedule of accessIble 
buses which run regulariy on various 
routes at various times is a matter for 
the planning process. In an on-call 
accessible bus system, however, the 
need for and scheduling of accessible 
ervice is determined by calls requesting 

such service in each specific instance. 
Consequently, the statement of the 
service area criterion ior on-call 
accessible bus service si[T1oly requires 
accessible service to be provided on all 
the recipient's routes, upon request. 

This criterion also addresses a unique 
feature of on-call accessible bus service 
by stating that "all the buses needed to 
complete the handicapped person's trip" 
must be provided. Obviously, on-call 
accessible bus service will not be useful 
to a handicapped person if the first bus 
he or she needs to get to his or her 
destination is accessible, but the bus he 
or she neecis to transfer to in order to 
complete the trip is inaccessible. 

Some handicapped and other 
commenters suggested various 
additional criteria concerning the use of 
accessible buses. For example. every 
other 'JUS could be required to be 
accessible. There could be requirements 
governing transfer frequency or trip 
length. 

The "every other bus" criterion would 
be a surrogate for the "same days and 
hours" and "same service area" criteria. 
However. it could be unduly rigid in 
application, denying recipients and 
other participants in the planning 
process the opportunity to concentrate 
accessible service where it is most 
needed. In addition, it could be 
confusing to state the service criteria in 
a markedly different way for this mode. 
For these ree.sons. we dedded not to 
adopt such a criterion. We also decided 
against including transfer frequency and 
trip length criteria, believing that these 
matters are best determined as a part of 
the local planning process. 

One of the most vexing issues 
cuncerning accessible bus service is 
whether there should be a service 
criterion requiring recipients to permit 
semlambulatory persons and other 
standees to use bus lifts. At the present 
time, transit authority practices, as 
described in the comments, appear to 
vary widely. 

Virtually all transit industry 
comments on this issue said that the 
operator should have the discretion to 
decide whether semiambulatory persons 
shouid be able to use lifts or that the 
Department should prohibit the use of 
lifts bv such oersons. Virtualiv ali the 
handi~apped' commenters urg~d the 
Department to require recipients to 
allow semiambulatory persons to use 
lifts. A few other comments suggested 
that lJ~ITA sponsor research into lifts 
that stanciees can use sately, that the 
Department require additional safety 
devices fur lIfts, or that semiambulatcry 
persons be permItted to use liL if they 
sign a waiver of liubility. 

Both major positions on this issue 
have merit. It is true, as han:licapped 
commenters pointed out. that unless 
semlambulatory persons are permitted 
to use lifts of a recipient who complies 
through an accessible bus system, these 
individuals will have no access to public 
transportation. This is contrary to the 
intent of the statute and regulation. the 
commenters assert. 

It is also true, as transit industry 
commenters point out, that at least some 
kinds of lifts are not designed to 
accommodate standees. Not all lifts, for 
example, have handrails a standee can 
grasp. Some may operate in a fashion 
that makes retaining one's balance 
while standing difficult, particularly for 
some elderly or handicapped per.sons. 
Other lifts may enter the bus at a level, 
relative to the door opening. that could 
cause a standee of a certain height to hit 
his or her head on the entranceway. 
Transit authorities are properly 
concerned about the safety and legal 
liability implications of these problems. 

The Department does not have, at this 
time. sufficient information to evaluate 
the safety implications of requiring 
recipients to allow semiambulatory 
persons and other standees to use lifts. 
Nor are we now in a position to 
establish design or performance 
standards. or safety feature 
requirements. for lifts. Particularly in 
view of the Department's policy 
emphasis on transportation safety. we 
do not believe that it would be 
advisable for us to require a practice 
that could create safety hazards for the 
individuals that the rule is intended to 
help. 

For this reason, the final rule does not 
include such a requirement. However. 
the Department will consider further the 
safety implications of standee use of 
lifts and determine what. if anv, 
additional steps are appropriate to 
address this problem, 

Service Criteria for Mixed Systems 

Section 27.77(b ](3) of the NPRM 
proposed that recipients could comply 
with the ruie by establishing a mix of 
accessIble bus and special service. The 
preamble discussion of this proposed 
section stated that the accessible bus 
and special service components of the 
mixed system, taken together, would 
have to meet all the ser~'ice criteria. The 
preamble also suggested that, in a mixed 
system, the recipient would not have to 
provide both accessible bus and 
para transit service between the same 
two points, and it asked whether the 
final rule should contain any 
reqUIrements concerning transfer 
frequency. 
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There was: relatively little comment on 
this provision. Most of these comments 
did not object to the notion of a mixed 
system envisioned by the NPRM and 
appeared to like the flexibility that such 

I systems provide. 
A few commenters objected to the 

preamble's suggestion that accessible 
bus and special service components of a 
mixed system would not have to 
duplicate one another's routes and 
efforts. The idea of non-duplication. 
however. is essential to a mixed system. 
If a recipient could have a mixed system 
only if it provided both sorts of service 
everywhere at all times. then there 
would be little reason for the recipient 
to establish a mixed system. 

The final rule (see amendment to 
section 27.5) defines a "mixed system" 
simply as one that provides accessible 
bus service at certain times in certain 
areas and special service at other times 
and/or in other areas. The full 
performance level for a mixed system is 
reached when. subject to the overall 
limit on required e.xpenditures. each 
component of that system meets the 
service criteria applicable to accessible 
bus systems or special service systems. 
as the case may be. 

Comments from handicapped persons 
emphasized the importance of 
convenient travel using all components 
of a mixed system. and most of these 
comments favored some iimitation on 
the number of transfers that could be 
required. Most transit industry 
commenters favored local discretion on 
this matter. 

The Department does not believe that 
a discrete national limit on transfers is 
feasible. The variables are too 
numerous. and the comparison between 
the mass transit system for the general 
public and a mixed system for 
hdndicapped persons too difficult. to 
make such a criterion workable in the 
great variety of local circumstances to 
which this rule has to apply. On the 
other hand, we believe that recipients 
have a responsibility to coordinate the 
rarts of mixed systems to minimize 
inconvenience to users. including 
inconvenience related to transfers. 
Therefore the Department will require 
the recipient to ensure such 
coordination. 

Section 27.97 Limit on required 
expenditures. 

Section 27.77(d) of the NPRM 
proposed that no reCipient would be 
required. in order to meet the NPRM's 
service criteria. to spend inore than a 
certain annual sum. The NPRM set forth 
two different ways of calculating that 
sum tor comment. both averaged over 
the current and two previolls fiscal 

years: 7.1 percent of the recipient's 
annual UMTA assistance. and 3.0 
percent of the recipient's operating 
budget. 

Many commenters addressed the cost 
limitation issue. The largest group of 
comments. including virtually all those 
from handicapped commenters as well 
as members of most other catrgories 
(especially social service agencies). 
opposed the concept of a limitation on 
recipient costs like tha! proposed by the 
NPRM. As a policy matter. these 
comments asserted. the limit would 
vitiate the effect of the service criteria 
and result in inadequate transportation 
service for handicapped pe:sons. As a 
legal matter. these comments said. the 
proposal would be inconsistent with 
section 317(c).lf there were a limitation 
on required costs for recipients. many of 
these same commenters said. it should 
be set at a higher level. Some of the 
comments recommended setting the 
limit as high as 30 percent of the 
recipient's Federal assistance or 15 
percent of its overall operating budget. 

On the other hand. virtually all the 
transit authority comments on the 
subject. as well as several comments in 
other categories. approved the concept 
of the limit on required expenditures. 
However. these commenters said that 
the limit was too high to avoid the 
imposition of undue financial burdens. 

Many of the transit industry 
comments suggested that the 
Department should ensure that 
recipients be required to spend no more 
than they would have to spend under 
the present § 27.77. To accomplish this 
objective. several comments suggested 
that the cost limit be established at 
about two percent of section 9 funds. 

Transit authorities' comments about 
the base for the cost limit were divided. 
A majority favored a Federal assistance
based approach. Several MPOs and 
commenters in other categories also 
favored a Federal assistance-based 
limit. 

One argument that proponents of a 
Federal assistance-based cap made was 
that of proportionality. That is. the 
amount they spend on complying with a 
Federal regulatory requirement should 
remain proportional to the amount of 
Federal assistance thev receive. 

All handicapped commenters 
commenting on the subject. plus about a 
quarter of the transit authority 
comments and several comments frum 
commenters in other categories. favored 
an operating budget approach to the 
limitation on recipient expenditures. 
Two main arguments were advanced for 
this preference. First. the rec:pient's 
operating budget was viewed as a 
relatively more stable base for 

calculating the limit. since it is drawn 
from a variety of sources and appears 
less subject to fluctuation thiln Federal 
assistance. Second. these commenters 
view the transit service for hanLilcapped 
persons as simply one aspect of a transit 
authority's o\'erall service to the public. 
From this viewpoint. fairness requires a 
reasonable portion of the transit 
authoritv's overall resources to be 
devoted' to that portion of the sen'ice to 
the public that handicapped persons can 
use. 

A smaller number of commenters. 
from various categories. fa\'ored either 
letting recipients choose which base for 
the limit would apply in their case. or 
calculating both and using the higher 
figure. Because this approach would 
involve more paperwork. and create 
greater uncertainty. than choosing a 
single cost limit. the Department did not 
adopt this suggestion. 

The Department has decided to adopt 
a limit on required expenditures. We 
have done so for a number of reasons. 
First. under section 504. as interpreted 
bv the courts. the Department cannot 
irilpose undue financial burdens on 
recipients. The limit is designed to 
prevent such undue burdens. 

Second. predictability is important in 
planning and budgeting for any public 
exoenditure. The provision will ensure 
that recipients know. and can plan on 
the basis of. a predictable limit to their 
cost exposure for compliance with this 
rule. 

Third. the provision will avoid. to a 
substantial degree. inequities among 
recipients. From the information 
available to the Department. it appears 
that the cost of providing various sorts 
of service to handicapped persons may 
vary substantiaily from recipient to 
recipient. In the absence of a limit on 
required expenditures. the compliance 
cost to one recipient (even among 
recipients the populatiom of whose 
service areas arc si:nilar) could be much 
higher than for another. The limit will 
help to avoid major Cis'".;repanries in the 
proportion of resources thtit recipients 
must devote to transportation fur 
handicapped persons. 

In addition. the Department is 
convinced that the Iin.;t will not result in 
the failure' of this regulation to achic\'c 
its principal purpose-the irnpro\ ement 
of transportation services for 
handicapped persons. consistent with 
the Department's service criteria. The 
Department's studies show that many 
recipients. including those serving the 
largest urban populations in the country. 
should be able to meet .. II service 
criteria for less than the cost limit 
repml\ess of which approach to servici' 
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they choose. By choosing cost-effective 
alternallves (such as user-side subsidy 
or coordination/brokerage programs). 
many other redpients can do so as well. 
Other recipients will make tradeoffs 
which still result in substantially 
improved service: in these situations, the 
public participation process is available 
to help determine the most productive 
allocation of resources. 

One alternative to a limit on required 
expendilures that the Department 
considered was to provide for 
individual. case-by-case, "undue 
hardship" waivers of ihe requirements 
of the rule. Some commenters said this 
approach was preferable to the 
proposed cost limit because it did not 
establish an across-the-board 
"exemption" from the service criteria. 
This approach has several problems. 
First. the Department would have to 
devise neutral. broadly applicable 
standards for what constitutes an undue 
hardship or burden. Such standards 
might wei! have to include a cost Iimit
like threshold expenditure level. Also. 
the lack of clear legal definition of what 
constitutes an undue hardship could 
make standard-setting very difficult. 

Second. the Department would have 
to deal with what, based on experience 
in previous rulemakings. could be a 
large number of wCliver requests. 
Processing these requests cOuld be a 
very lime-consuming and burdensome 
job for the Department. leading to 
substantial uncertaintv about and delav 
in providing the services for • 
handicapped persons. In effect. the 
Department would be substituting a 
series of rulemakings of particular 
applicability for a rule of general 
applicability. Moreover. this approach 
would shift the emphasis in 
decisionmaking about service from local 
areas to Washington. which is contrary 
to the Administration's policy. 

Third. it would probably be necessary 
to ehminate or scale back some of the 
service crIteria in order to prevent the 
overall compliance costs of the rule from 
becomIng too large. This would be 
undesirable. particularly in that it could 
result in less Improvement of service in 
those many localities that can meet all 
the cnteria without exceeding the limit 
on required expenditures. 

\\iith respect to the alternatives for 
the limIt on required expenditures and 
their effects on projected recipient costs. 
the Department presents the following 
tables. based on information it gathered 
In studIes made in connection with the 
Department's Regulatory Impact 
Analysis [RIA). These figures. and the 
\\ ay they were derived. are discussed in 
gr eater detaIl in the R!A. 

TABLE 1.-AHNUAl CosTS OF SERVICE 

MEETING All SERVICE CRITERIA 

I I User 
CIIy sIZe l 

3.0 7.1 Para· side b .... ~"'" lransot subsody 

(1) less lhan i 
250.000 ....•... 1 61 75 241 92 

(2)5~~.t~.I 193 184 393 126 
(3) 500 000 to 1 

(4i~0Ioo""'-1 506

1 

506 515 155 

,""hon 1 ...•••.••• 1 2.408 ! 3.456 t.Ot6 196 

50 
per-
senl 
bus 

35 

tOO 

300 

960 

I Does not Include d.ta from New YorI<. Chacago. los 
Angeles. Pt1dacIelpllla, San F,ancasco. and ~ton. 

The data in Table 1 are expressed in 
thousands of 1983 dollars. and represent 
annual operating and capital costs and cost 
limit figures for a system serving an average
sized city in each city size category. The 
accessible bus costs assume a six-year 
phase-in period and a 20 percent spare ratio. 
The user-side subsidy costs assume that 
supplementary lift-equipped vehicle service 
would be provided for persons Wlable to use 
regular taxis. The para transit (i.e .. transit 
authority-operated para transit) and user side 
subSidy figures are projections of the cost of 
systems in which the ser::ce criteria are as 
close as possible. given the data available. to 
those required by the final rule. The 7.1 
percenl cost limit is based on all UMTA 
assistance in FY 1983. The 3.0 percenl cost 
limit is based on recipient operating r.osts as 
shown in the 1981-82 reports under Section 
15 of the UMT Act. 
becoming too large. This would be 

Table 2.-Nationwide. 30-Year Present 
Value of Compliance Costs 

Para transit ............................................ .98 
50 percent Accessible Bus ................ .69 
7.1 percent cost limit .......................... 2.72 
3.0 cost limit ......................................... 2.37 

This table covers all cities. including the 
six largest. and assumes that all cities chose 
one option or the other. The numbers are 
expressed in billions of 1983 dollars and are 
based on 1983 UMTA assistance and 
operating budget levels. The cost limits and 
service figures are computed as in Table 1. 

TABLE 3.-DATA FROM SEVEN CASE STUDIES 

Clly 

, ! 
I I i 7.1 
'I Present : Ad~st-: per. 

costs I cests I cent 

3.0 I ;;. 
::'i I cent 01 

, \ llmat i kmrt I I~~t 
i I --';"'1 --T

i
'--

Cleveland .... ! 3.900' 3.119 i 2.900 I 3.189 600 
PIttsburgh. ' 2.793 I 2.698' 7.980 I 3.906 668 
Seanle 1.218 I 1.200' 2.500 'I: 3.200 i 688 
Kansas City i f I 

(Mlssounl.· 1.079 'I 555 667·1 783 I', 

Akron 
(OhIO)...... 1.14

93

5 242 3121. 247'1 
Hampton '1 

(VIrgInIa). .. 103 , 2'J6 i 162 , 
Brockton I I, 

(Mass.) .... I 585 245 i 1291 150 1 

The figures in Table 3 are expressed in 
thousands of FY 1983 dollars lexcp.pt the 

188 

88 

58 

36 

present costs figures for Cleveland and 
Seattle (Calendar Year 1983 dollars) and 
Akron (Calendar Year 1983 dollars). The 
present costs to which the lable refers are the 
costs of the recipient's existing service for 
elderlv and handicapped persons. whether or 
not th~ service meets the criteria of this rule. 
The adjusted costs are the Department's 
projection of what it would cost each city to 
operate a system meeting the service criteria 
while serving the eligible population defined 
by the rule. The costs cited are lotal costs. In 
the case studies. the svstems were credited 
with all capital costs from 197~presenl. and. 
although annualized. overstate actual 
compliance costs under the final rule. The 3.0 
percent cost limit is based on 1983 lotal 
operating expenditures. The 7.1 percent cost 
limit is based on 1984 section 9 ~rant 
apportionments and section 3 capital funds. 
The 2.0 percent of section 9 limit. suggested 
by transit inrlustry comments. is shown for 
purposes of comparison (calculated in FY 
1984 funds). 

Looking first at the overall. long-term 
picture (Table 2). the Department's 
figures show that, over 30 years. the 
present value of recipients' aggregate 
maximum cost exposure under the final 
rule would be about a third of a billion 
dollars less under the NPRM's 3.0 
percent of operating costs limit than 
under the 7.1 percent of all UMTA 
assistance alternative. What is more 
interesting in Table 2 is that the SO-year 
present value of aggregate compliance 
costs for either transit authority
operated para transit or 50 percent bus 
accessibility is Car less than either of the 
proposed cost limits. (These figures are 
projections of what the nationwide 
compliance cost would be if all 
recipients chose one mode or the other.) 

Table 1 projects the annual costs of 
compliance and cost limits in average
sized cities in each of four city size 
categories. The 3.0 percent cost limit 
results in a lower potential cost 
exposure in city size categories 1 and 4. 
an equ .. il potential exposure in city size 
category 3. and a slightly higher 
potential cost exposure in category 2. 

In city size categories 2, 3. and 4, both 
a user-side subsidy and a 50 percent 
accessible bus system. meeting all 
service criteria of the final rule, could be 
provided for less than either proposed 
cost limit amount. In each case, the user
side subsidy approach would be less 
costly_ Transit authority-operated 
para transit meeting the service criteria. 
in every case the most expensive 
alternative, could be provided for less 
than the cost limit amounts only in cities 
of more than 1.000.000 population 
[category 4). though cities in category 3 
could come close. 

Small cities would have the most 
difficult time meeting all the criteria for 
less than their cost limit amounts. 
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According to Table 1. the cities in 
category 1 (under 250.000 population) 
would be able to meet the criteria 
without exceeding the cost limit only by 
using iln ilccessible bus system. Even a 
user side subsidy system's costs would 
exceed the limit on required 
expenditures to some extent. and a 
transit authority-operated para transit 
system would exceed the cost limit level 
s~bstantially. 

One of the interesting results of the 
case studies displayed in Table 3 is that 
the present expenditures of four of the 
cities (Cleveland. Kansas City. Akron. 
and Brockton) are higher than one or 
hath of the proposed limits on required 
expenditures. These expenditures are 
not mandated by Federal regulation. It is 
difficult to argue that expenditures at 
the cost limit levels proposed by the 
NPRM would constitute "undue 
financial burdens" for cities which have 
already voluntarily exceeded these 
levels. 

Six of the seven cities (all except 
Brockton) could comply with the all of 
the final rule's service criteria by 
spending less than the 3.0 percent cost 
limit figure applicable to them. Five of 
the seven cities could comply with all 
the final rule's service criteria by 
spending less than the 7.1 percent cost 
limit figure applicable to them. The 
exceptions are Cleveland and Brockton. 
These results suggest that the proposed 
approaches to limiting recipients' 
required expenditures are reasonably 
related to the provision of transportation 
services meeting the final rule's service 
criteria. The figures show that cities' 
costs of compliance do vary 
substantially. which supports the 
argument that a cost limit is useful to 
prevent cities with higher costs (e.g .. 
Cleveland) from suffering substantially 
higher compliance burdens than other 
cities. 

On the other hand. the 2.0 percent of 
section 9 funding basis for the limit on 
required expenditures. recommended by 
trilnsit industry comments. would fall 
far short of either the seven svstems' 
current expenditures or the e~penditures 
necessary to meet all service criteria 
under th~ final regulation. The 2.0 
percent limit amounts for the seven 
systems average 30.9 percent of the 
systems' current expenditures. The Silme 
2.0 percent limit amounts average 42 
percent of the adjusted compliance costs 
for the seven systems. It is clear that. if 
the Department were to adopt the 2.0 
percent of section 9 basis for the cost 
linll!. the seven systems could comply 
with the regulation while providing 
IT.uch less service than they do now or 

would provide under the 3.0 or 7.1 
percent cost limits. 

The Department has concluded that 
the 2.0 percent of section 9 approach to 
establishing a limit on required 
expenditures would not he adequate. 
Congress clearly intended. through 
section 317(c). that the Department 
should publish a rule that would result 
in improved transportation services for 
disabled persons. The 2.0 percent of 
section 9 approach is explicitly intende~ 
to avoid any required increase in the 
aggregate resources devoted to such 
services. It is unlikely that expenditures 
at this level could improve service as 
Congress intended. As Table 3 shows. 
expenditures at this level could 
drastically reduce services below 
present levels in many cases. 

The Department has decided that of 
the two proposed approaches to the 
limit on required expenditures. the 3.0 
percent of operating costs approach is 
preferable. First. the Department is 
persuaded that the greater likelihood of 
stability. from year to year. in a figure 
based on overall operating costs is a 
significant programatic advantage. This 
stability should facilitate recipients' 
planning for service to disabled persons. 
It should help to a\'oid fluctuations in 
that service that would disrupt the 
transportation opportunities of its users. 
Second. the overall potential cost 
exposure to the transit industry is 
significantly less under this approach 
than under the 7.1 f'ercent of UMTA 
assistance alternative, based on 1983 
program levels. Not only is this true for 
the 3D-year cost limit level. but it is also 
true in two of the three city size 
categories on an annual basis in which 
the two differ. 

In addition. the Department agrees 
with those commenters who said that 
service to handicapped persons should 
be viewed-and funded-simply as one 
portion of the recipient's overall service 
to the public. The Department believes 
that it is equitable to relate the limit on 
required expenditures to the funds the 
recipient expends on services for the 
entire public. 

Finally. this way of calculating the 
cost cap is based on a standardized. 
readily available source (UMTA section 
15 data). This will facilitate 
administration and monitoring of the 
cost limit. 

We understand the argument. made 
by proponents. of linking the cost limit to 
UMTA assistance. that the Department 
should maintain proportionality 
between Federal funds and 
expenditures for Federally-mandated 
service. However. we do not believe 
that this argument out weights the 

considerations fav~ring the 3.0 percent 
of operating costs basis for the limIt on 
required expenditures. 

Some commenters recommendpd 
deleting. from the base from whIch the 
cost limit is calculated. expendItures 
specifically for service to hanclcapped 
persons. such as the costs of a sp('cial 
service system or the incremental costs 
of operating an accessible bus system. 
The basic rationale of this suggestion 
appears to be that to use these costs as 
part of the base for calculating the cost 
limit would be.a sort of double counting. 
We have not adopted this suggestion. 
The cost limit relates to the overall 
operating expenses of the reCIpient for 
all purposes, including transportation 
provided to all users. It would be 
inconsistent with this rationale. and 
with the idea that service to 
hilndicapped persons is simply one facet 
of service to the public. to base the cost 
limit on three percent of 97 percent of 
the recipient's operating expenses. 
Doing so would also make admInistering 
the rule more complicated. 

The NPRM proposed that the recipient 
could average its operating costs for the 
two previous fiscal years and its 
projected operating cost for the current 
fiscal year in order to form the base 
from which the cost limit is calculated. 
The rationale of this proVIsion was to 
permit greater predictability and 
stability in the cost limit figures (e.g .. to 
smooth out "bumps" in cost limit levels 
that might be caused by short-term 
changes in operating ccsts). Relatively 
few comments addressed this proposal. 
and most of them were favorable. The 
final rule retains this feature. 

The preamble of the NPRM also asked 
for comment on so-called "carryover 
credit." This idea would involve 
permitting a recipient which voluntarily 
spends more than its cost limit in nne 
year to take credit for the overage in 
subsequent years. For example. a 
recipient that made heavy capital 
expenditures in one year. spending 
$100.000 over its cost limit figure. would 
be able to comply with the rule the 
following year even though it spent up to 
$100.000 less than its cost limit figure. 

The majority of the comments on 
carryover credit. most of which came 
fro~ transit authorities. favored the 
concept. Other commenters favored 
various ways of amortizing capital 
investments over a period of time. The 
Department agrees with commenters 
who expressed concern that crediting 
the total amount of capital purchases in 
the year in which the purchases took 
placQ would create an uneven pattern in 
reported expenditures. This could result 
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in a recipi;!nt exceeding its cost limit 
some vcars and not others because of 
capital pxp .. nditures. causing 
fluctuations in the lev::!1 of service. 

As a rf!sult. we have dp.cided to 
require recipients to annualize capital 
expenditures. over the expected useful 
life of the item. This requirement is 
expected to result in less fluctuation and 
greater predictability of eligible expense 
levels. as they relate to the limit on 
required expenditures. This approach 
will also. we believe. accommodate the 
concerns of those commenters who 
favored a "carryover credit" approach. 

Section 27.99 Eligible expenses. 

Since the rule includes a limitation on 
the costs recipients are required to incur 
to comply with the regulation. it is 
necessary to establish what kinds of 
expenditures by the recipient may be 
counted in determining whether the 
recipient has reached the limit. 

Section 27.77(e} of the NPRM said that 
incremental operating costs of 
accessible rolling stock. operating costs 
of spedal service. capital costs for 
special service components and 
accessible rolling stock. payment of 
expenses of indirect methods of 
providing service. and incremental costs 
of tralOin~ and coordinating service 
were eltgible. Other costs. even if 
reid ted to service for handicapped 
persons. were not. For example. if 
recipients served both eligible 
handicapped persons and other persons 
with the same service. then only the 
portion of the cost of the service 
attributable to the former could be 
counted. The preamble to the NPRM 
added that only expenditures by the 
recipient itself. and not expenditures by 
other porties. could be coun!ed. 
. The Lilter point was a major focus of 

comment. Virtually allt.ansit industry 
commentprs said that expenditures by 
agencies other than the recipient itself 
should be counted as eligible expenses. 
These comments said. first. that such 
expenditures were intended to provide 
tf<JDsportation service to handicapped 
pprsons. Second. the comment alleged 
that the cost limitation provision acted. 
in eff!,!:t. as d minimum expenditure 
criterIOn. and. like the minimum 
f'xlJenr!tture guideline in the Ju!), 1981 
int.!m:l !inal rule and its 1976 
rJrPci.!~ .. ssor. should permit expenditures 
!Iv o!h"r a~encies to be rounted. Third. 
the eJmments said that NPR~fs 
proro~al would discourage effective 
conrrlln,llian between the n~cipien:s' 
s.'n·lo's anti tho~e provided by other 
; •. ~r·nries. The larger number of 
hdn(!icapped rommenters addressing 
this subj(~ct were equally united in 

assef(in~ that onlv expenses incurred by 
the recipwnt itst?lf should be counted. 

The Department has concluded that 
only expe'nditures by reCipients of their 
own funds should count in determining 
whether a reCipient has reached its limit 
on required compliance expenditures. 
This conclusion follows directly from 
the nature of ihe limit on required 
expenditures itself. 

The Iimit's reason for being is to 
prevent the requirements of this rule 
from imposing an undue finanCial 
burden on recipients. A recipient can 
suffer an undue financial burden onlv if 
it has to expend too many of its own" 
dollars on compliance with the 
regulation. If a 'United Fund agency or a 
state or local public social service 
agency spends its dollars on 
transportation services for disabled 
individuals. the recipient's revenues are 
not any further depleted or burdened. If 
a transit authority buys ten accessible 
buses. the cost it has to incur is not 
increased by the fact that the local 
Center for Independent Living has 
bought a van. In logic and in reality, no 
one suffers a burden because someone 
else spends money. 

We disagree with the objections of 
transit indusirv commenters to this 
approach. It is'true. of course. that the 
expenditures of other public or private 
agencies for transportation services for 
disabled persons have a purpose similar 
to the purpose of this rule. But this rule 
imposes requirements and compliance 
costs onlv on U\<1T A recipients. Services 
provided'by other agenci~s. and funded 
from other sources. create no additional 
costs for the UMT A recipients. 

To the extent that the comments 
characterize the limit on required 
expenditures as a "minimum 
expenditure" provision. we believe they 
are mistaken. A minimum expenditure 
prOVision would require recipients to 
spend (or to ensure that they and some 
combination of other agencies spend) a 
certain amouni of money. regardless of 
what service is pro\'ided. 

For example. Ihe Department's 
flllalysis projects that an averalle city of 
between 500.000 and 1.000.000 
population could r:'1eet special service 
criteria through a user·s.de subsidy 
system for about 5200.000 per year. The 
limit on reqUired expenditures for such a 
city would he S506.000. If the cost limIt 
were instead a mil1lmum expenditure 
require:nent. the ci!y would"be required 
to spend another 5306.000 per year. 
l10twithstanJing the fact that it had 
already met all'service criteria. 
Ob\'iously. such an approach would 
penalize reCipients \.,ho selected an 

economical mode of compliance with 
the rule. 

The rule establishes minimum criteria 
for service: recipients can meet these 
criteria in a variety of ways. Given the 
variety of means open to recipients to 
comply with the rule. which can result in 
compliance costs below the cost limit 
levels in many mstances. we do not 
believe it fair to say. even figuratively. 
that § 27.97 creates a minimum 
expenditure requirement. 

We are also unpersuaded that this 
approach to eligible project expenses 
will harm coordination efforts. The 
recipient's program must ensure that 
service meeting the service criteria is 
provided to disabled persons. It does not 
matter who provides this service. That 
is. whiie expenditures made by other 
agencies are not eligible to be counted 
in connection with the recipient's limit 
on required expenditures. service 
provided by other agencies can help to 
meet the service requirements imposed 
by this rule. If there is a significant 
amount of service provided by \arious 
public and private agencies in an 
urbanized area. the recipient may 
coordinate that service. supplement it as 
needed to meet the servic~ criteria. and 
possibly spend a relatively low amount 
of transit authority funds (see 
§ 27.95(e)). This situation creates a 
strong incentive. not a disincentive. for 
coordination of transportation services 
for disabled persons. since it will help to 
reduce the cost of compliance for 
recipients. 

The final rule provides that only those 
expenditures incurred specifically to 
comply with the requirements of this 
Subpart are eligible in connection with 
the limitation on required recipient 
expenditures. This regulation uoes not 
compel any transit authority to expend 
funds except to comply with its own 
requirements. The fact that another 
Federal. state. or local legal requirement 
or policy choice may result in 
expenditures beyond those required by 
this regulaiion does not convert these 
additional costs into burdens imposed 
by this regulation. 

Some commenters said that costs 
related to improving accessibility of rail 
systems (e.g .. facilities and vehicles for 
lillht rail and subway systems) should 
be eligible. This rule. however. imposes 
no requirements related to rail systems. 
No recipient has to make any changes in 
its rapid or light rail system in order to 
comply with this regulation. Therefore. 
an~' costs the recipient incurs to improve 
i:s rail system cannot be construed as 
b:lrdens imposed by this rule. although 
the costs of improvements to permit the 
transfer of disabled persons b'!tween 
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accessible rail systems and bus or 
special service ;~'stems can be eligible. 
(As noted above. service provided on 
accessible rail systems can help to meet 
sen'lce requirements. however.) The 
same principle applies to costs incurred 
by recipients to comply with the 
Ardlltectural Barriers Act or state or 
loca'l accessibility laws. These costs are 
not burdens of compliance with this 
regulation. 

This principle is stated in paragraph 
(a) and elaborated in paragraphs (b) and 
(c) of this section. For example. only 
"incremental" capital costs of accessible 
buse., are eligible (e.g .. the extra cost of 
a lift-equipped bus over the bus without 
a lift. not the entire cost of the bus). 
Only the costs of a special service 
system attributable to transporting 
persons required to be treated as 
eligible under this regulation. and not 
the costs of carrying additional persons 
(e.g .• non-handicapped elderly persons) 
can be counted. 

Several comments from handicapped 
commenters said that administrative 
expenses should not be eligible. We do 
not agree. Ensuring that programs are 
properly administered is a very 
important part of ensuring that 
transportation services are pro\'ided 
effectively. Those administrative 
expendit~res directly related to service 
to handicapped persons should be 
counted just as other expenditures for 
operating a transportation service. 

Some handicapped and transit 
authority commenters mentioned "half
fare" subsidies to elderlv and 
handicapped persons as- a cost item. the 
former opposing considering it as an 
eligible expense and the latter favoring 
doing so. The half-fare requirement of 49 
CFR Part 509 remains in effect. and we 
are propuslng in the r\PRM to 
incorporate it into this Part. It is clearly 
a program specifically designed to assist 
dderly and handicapped persons. which 
the Department requires recipients to 
implement. It is therefore reasonable to 
regard the incrementa! costs of 
compliance as eligible. and the 
Department has decided to do so. 

Section 27.101 Technical exemptions. 

The Department has drafted this rule 
with the intent of providing substantial 
flexiullity to recipients. Nevertheless. 
we realize that there may be a few 
unusual situations in wo'lch application 
of the general requirements of the rule 
could prove unduly burdensome or 
l!nreasonable. The Department. 
therefore. has decided to include an 
e:-..emption provision in the rule. The 
Department's experience under the HJ7!J 
rpgulation on this subject. as well as 
under other rules. sug,gests toa t it is 

valuable to have a stated procedure for 
technical exemptions and standards for 
decision to guide recipients' applications 
and the Department's responses to them. 

Section 27.103 Alternate ProceduresJur 
Recipients in States Administering 
Section 5. 9, and 9A Programs. 

The Department has added a new 
procedural section for recipients in 
states which have elected to administer 
certain UMT A funding programs. The' 
recipients have the same obligations as 
all other recipients. but they will send 
their program materials and other 
submissions to the state rather than to 
UMTA. 

Technical Amendments to Part 27 

Part 27. as published in 1979. refers 
throughout to the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) standards for 
physical accessibility of structures and 
other facilities. This reference is now 
obsolete. For purposes of all of Part 27. 
the new Uniform-Federal Accessibility 
Standards tUFAS) are now the relevant 
accessibility standards. The General 
Services Administration has 
incorporated the UFAS into its 
mandatory accessibility standards for 
Federal and Federally-assisted facilities. 
These standards are already binding on 
DOT grantees. and we wish to update 
Part 27 to refer to them. This should help 
to avoid confusion. 

Therefore. all references to the ANSI 
standards in Part 27 have been changed 
to refer to the UF AS. The language of 
the change to § 27.67. incorporating the 
principal UF AS reference. is drawn from 
a Department of Justice model 
amendment on the subject. The language 
of the various sections affected by this 
technical change is not changed 
substantively. However. we have 
inserted the word "apparent" in 
§§ 27.71(a) and 27.73(a) (" ... where 
there is apparent ambiguity or 
contradiction ... ") to emphasize that 
the intent of the rule is to read the UFAS 
and specific provisions of the DOT rule 
together. and that the one is not 
intended to allow noncompliance with 
the other. 

When the Department published its 
section 504 rule in 1979. the section 
concerning the Federal Aviation 
Administration's airport programs 
cuntained a reference to "jetways.'· 
Suusequently. we iearned that. like 
"Xerox" and "Kleenex." "Jetway" is a 
tr<lde name not properly used in a 
generic sense. \'Ve promised to correct 
the oversight quite a while ago and. 
even though this rulemaking has to do 
with mass transit rather than airports. 
this seems like a good time to do it. 

Comment Period 

The Department originally estaulished 
a 60-da~' comment period for thl' 
September 8. 1983. NPRM. which was 
scheduled to end on November 8. 
However. the Department recei\'ed a 
number of requests. mostly from 
handicapped persons and their groups. 
requesting that the comment period be 
extended. These commenters suggested 
that the extension was needed in order 
to permit commenters-particularly 
disabled commenters-adequate lime to 
frame their responses to the 
Department's proposal. The Department 
did extend its comment period for 
another 30 davs. with the comment 
period closing on December 8. 1983. 

Public Hearings 

A number of commenters. primarily 
disabled persons and groups 
representing them. requested that the 
Department hold public hearings about 
the proposed regulation. In informal 
rulemaking under 5 U.S.C. 553. public 
hearings are not required by law. The 
Department decided that such hearings 
were not warranted in this rulemaking. 
The extended comment period gave all 
interested parties a fair opportunity to 
present their views. and the 650 persons 
and organizations who commented 
appear to represent a broad spectmm of 
points of view on the issues. Between 
the comments. and the studies that the 
Department conducted on transportation 
services for handicapped persons to 
provide more information on issues 
raised by the comments. the Department 
believes it has obtained the information 
it needs on which to base a reasonable 
final rule. 

Impact on Small Entities 

This rule could have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. The 
Department is required to consider and 
analyze such impacts by the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. The smail entities 
potentially affected include small 
UMTA recipients (including section 18 
subrecipients 1. social service 
organizations. private transportation 
providers. and manufacturers of lifts 
and other specialized equipment used in 
transportation services for handicapped 
persons. 

Transit systems in rural areas and 
cities under 50.000 popula lion are not 
significantly affected by this regulation. 
These recipients of section 18 funds are 
subject to a speciai provision for small 
reCipients. which imposes requirements 
less stringent and more flexible than 
those applying to larger cities. The small 
recipients will havl' no more substantive 
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:eqUirements to meet than under present 
regulations. They will have small 
additional reporting burdens. though 
these too are less burdensome than the 
reporting requirements with which 
larger systems must comply. 

Proportionately speaking. the rule will 
create the heaviest burdens on cities 
between 50-200 thousand population. 
That is. systems in these cities will have 
the most difficult time meeting the rule's 
service crIteria for relatively low costs. 
The rule's limit on required expenditures 
is designed to prevent such systems 
from incurring undue financial burdens. 
by limiting required expenditures to 3.0 
percent of the recipient's operating 
costs. as reflected in its section 15 report 
to UMTA. This "cost limit" device 
aUows recipients to scale down services 
to those they can provide with a 
reasonable expenditure of resources. 

The rule is likely to have a favorable 
impact on a number of small businesses. 
such as lift manufacturers. shops that 
customize small vehicles for use by 
handicapped persons. and private 
providers of transit services to 
handicapped persons (e.g .. taxi cab 
companies. firms that operate 
specialized vans). The rule. by requiring 
more and better transportation for 
disabled persons. will increase the 
market for the products and services 
these businesses provide. 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on 
Commuter Rail 

The Department made no specific 
proposals concerning commuter rail . 
systems in the September 1983 NPRM. 
That NPRM did request comment on 
what. if anything. the Department 
should require in the commuter rail area. 
The Department received few comments 
on this issue. most of which were from 
handicapped persons who wanted 
~ommuter and other rail systems to be 
accessible or from transit providers who 
said there should be no requirements 
concerning commuter rail. 

These comments presented little. if 
any. data on the need for accessible 
commuter rail service. the population to 
be served. or the costs and other 
advantages and disadvantages of 
different approaches to commuter rail 
service. The Department does not have 
such data of its own. at the present time. 
In the absence of this information. it 
would be premature to promulgate a 
final rule. 

Consequentlv. the Department 
decided to publish a new NPRM 
concerning commuter rail. This notice 
requests comment on specific 
alternatives for providing commuter rail 
service to disabled persons. In addition. 
it requests information concerning the 

need for and costs of such service. 
Before making a decision on whether to 
proceed to a final rule on this subject. 
the Department also intends to 
undertake or review studies on 
commuter rail accessibility. in order to 
ascertain whether there is a sufficient 
basis for such action. 

This NPRM will also propose 
incorportation of some portions of 49 
CFR Part 609 in 49 CFR Part 27 and to 
remove the rest of Part 609. 

Environmental Considerations: Finding 
of No Significant Impact 

The Department of Transporation 
finds. under .the standards of the 
National Environmental Policy Act. that 
the implementation of this rule will not 
have a significant impact on the human 
environment. The regulation requires 
improvements in services for 
handicapped persons; these 
improvements will increase the mobility 
of handicapped persons. but should not 
have any significant impacts on the 
environments of communities generally. 
The economic impacts of the rule are 
discussed in detail in the Regulatory 
Impact Analysis. 

In connection with its 1979 rule on this 
subject. the Department produced an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
With respect to bus systems. the EIS 
considered the impacts of a 100 percent 
accessible bus system. (Since this rule 
does not require 100 percent bus 
accessibility. its impacts would be 
smaller than those of the 1979 rule). The 
1979 EIS found that. to the extent that 
lift-assisted bus boardings cause traffic 
delays. additional carbon monoxide 
(CO) emissions would occur from the 
vehicles following the bus. In all cases 
analyzed. total annual additional CO 
emissions amounted to a very small 
fraction of areawide CO emissions. The 
increase in bus weight due to the lift 
would result in slightly increased 
nitrogen oxide (NO) emissions; the 
increase is estimated at 0.24 percent to 
0.40 percent of total roadway NO 
emissions. The macro scale impact of 
this increase would be imperceptible. 
Construction to provide access to fixed 
facilities would cause short-term 
increases in suspended particulates only 
within 100 feet of the construction. 
These increases were well below EPA 
standards for suspended particulates. 

The Department also considered 
potential impacts for paratransit 
systems. The most important air quality 
impact from para transit services would 
be the additional emissions from this 
new fleet of vehicles added to general 
urban traffic. Depending upon the 
vehicles used for the para transit service 
and the number of trips served. total CO 

emissions. if all recipients used 
para transit. could vary from about 3.000 
to 75.000 tons per year in urban areas 
across the country. The areawide CO 
emissions from paratransit would be 
insignificant compared to the total 
areawide CO emissions from all 
vehicles and other sources. 

The likely noise impacts from 
accessible transit systems. such as those 
from operation of the lift and slightly 
increased dwell times. were found to be 
insignificant. Construction activities to 
make fixed facilities accessible might 
result in some very short-term impacts 
with peak noise levels exceeding 
recommended EPA levels. but not in the 
hearing loss range. Exposure to noise 
would be short since the activities 
creating those noise levels (such as 
operation of a jack hammer) are short
term and the unprotected passerby 
would not be in the immediate vicinity 
for long periods. Mitigation measures 
such as barrier enclosure or scheduling 
the work to reduce the number of 
passersby exposed would reduce the 
impacts. 

For these reasons. we have concluded 
that there would be no significant 
impact on the human environment. and 
we have therefore not prepared an EIS 
for this rule. 

Regulatory Process Matters 

This rule is a significant rule under the 
Department of Transportation 
Regulatory Policies and Procedures and 
a major rule under Executive Order 
12291. As a result. the Department has 
prepared a Regulatory Impact Analysis 
in connection with this rule. The 
analysis is available for public review in 
the rulemaking docket. 

.The Office of Management and Budget 
has approved. in connection with the 
NPRM for this rule. the information 
collection requirements it contains. 
These information collection 
requirements are virtually the same in 
the final rule as they were in the NPRM. 
The OMB Paperwork Reduction Act 
number for these information collection 
requirements is 2132-0530. The current 
OMB clearance for these requirements 
expires April 30. 1989. 

The Department of Justice has 
reviewed and approved this rule under 
Executive Order 12250 and OMB has 
reviewed and approved the rule under 
Executive Order 12291. 

List of Subjects in 49 CFR Part 27 

Handicapped. Mass transportation. 
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Issued this 19th day of May. 1986. at 
Washington. DC. 

Elizabeth Hanford Dole. 
Secretary of Transportation. 

For the reasons set forth in the 
preamble. the Department of 
Transporation takes the following 
actions: 

PART 27-[AMENDEO] 

1. The authority citation for Part 27 is 
revised to read: 

Authority: Sec. 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973. as amended (29 U.S.C. 794); sec. 
16(a) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act 
of 1964. as amended [49 U.S.C.1612(a]J; sec. 
165{b) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1973. as amended. 23 U.S.C. 142nt. Subpart E 
is also issued under section 317 (c) of the 
Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
1982 (49 U.S.C. 1612{d)). 

la. Paragraph (a) of the definition of 
"Accessible" in § 27.5. in Subpart A of 
Part 27. in Title 49 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. is revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 27.5 Definitions. 

"Accessible" means (a) with respect 
to new facilities. (1) conforming to the 
accessibility standards referenced in 
§ 27.67(d) of this Part. with respect to 
buildings and facilities to which these 
standards are applicable: and (2) with 
respect to vehicles other moving 
conveyances, (or fixed faciiities to 
which the standards referenced in 
§ 27.67(d) of this Part do not apply.) able 
to be entered and used by a 
handicapped person: 

2. Paragra ph (d) of § 27.67. in Part 27 
of Title 49 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. is retitled "Accessibility 
Standards" and revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 27.67 [Amended] 

(d) Accessibilitv standards. Effective 
as of the effective date of this Subpart. 
design. construction, or alteration of 
buildings or other fixed facilities in 
conformance with sections 3-8 of the 
Uniform Federal Accessibilitv 
Standards (UFAS) (Appendix A to 41 
CFR 101-19.5) shall be deemed to 
comply with the requirements of this 
section with respect to those buildings 
or other fixed facilities. Depart'lres from 
particular technical and scoping 
requirements of UFAS by the use of 
other methods are permitted where 
substantially equivalent or greater 
access to and usability of the building or 
other fixed facilities is provided. 

(I) For purposes of this section. 
section 4.1.5(1j(g) of UFAS shall be 

interpreted to exempt from the 
requirements of UFAS only mechanical 
rooms and other spaces that. because of 
their intended use. will not require 
accessibility to the public or 
beneficiaries or result in the 
employment or residence therein of 
physically handicapped persons. 

(2) This section does not require 
reCipients to make buikling alterations 
that have little likelihood of being 
accomplished without removing or 
altering a load-bearing structural 
member. 

3. Paragraph (a)(l) of § 27.71. in Part 
27 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. is amended by removing 
the last two words of the first sentence 
and the second sentence. The following 
language is substituted: 

§ 27.71 [Amended] 
(a) ••• 
(1)· • • accessibility standards 

referenced in § 27.67(d) of this Part. 
Where there is apparent ambiguity or 
contradiction between the definitions 
and the standards referenced in 
§ 27.67(d) and the definitions and 
standards used in paragraph (a)(2) of 
this section. the terms in the standards 
referenced in § 27.67(d) should be 
interpreted in a manner that will make 
them consistent with the standards in 
paragraph (a)(2) of this section. 

4. Paragraph (a)(l)(i) of section 27.73 
in Part 27 of Title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations is dmended by 
removing. the last two words of the first 
sentence and the second sentence. The 
following language is substituted: 
§27.73 [Amended] 

(a)' • • 
(1)· • • 
(i)' •• accessibility standards 

referenced in § 27.67(d) of this Part. 
Where there is apparent ambiguity or 
contradiction between the definitions 
and the standards referenced in 
§ 27.67(d) and the definitions and 
standards used in paragraph (a](l)(ii) of 
this section. the terms in the standards 
referenced in § 27.67(d) should be 
interpreted in a manner that will make 
them consistent with the standards in 
paragraph (a)(l)(ii) of this section. 

§§27.71. 27.73. and 27.75 [Amended] 
5. In each of paragraphs 27.71(a)(2) 

in troductory text. 27.i1 (a )(2)(ix). 
27.71 (a)[2)(xiiJ. 27.73( a)(l )(ii) 
introductory text. 27.73(a)(1)(ii)fL). and 
27.75(a)(1). all of which are in Part 27 of 
Title 49. Code of Federal Regulations. 
the words "ANSI standards" are 
removed. and the following words are 
substituted: "accessibilitv standa:-ds 
referenced in § 27.67(d) o'f this Part." 

6. Paragraph 27.71(a)(2)(v). in Subpart 
D of 49 CFR Part 27. is amended by 
removing the word "jetways" therefrom 
and substituting the words "level entry 
boarding platforms". 

§ 27.77 and Appendix 8 to Subpart D 
[Removed] 

7. Section 27.77. in Subpart D of Part 
27 and Appendix B to that Subpart. in 
Title 49 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. are removed. 

8. In Part 27. in Title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations. the words "Mass 
Transit" are removed from the title of 
Subpart D. 

9. The table of contents for Part 27 of 
Title 49 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations is amended by adding the 
following: 

Subpart E-Mass Transportation Service. 
for Handicapped Persons 

Sec. 
27.81 Program requirement. 
27.83 Public participation and coordination. 
27.85 Submission and review of program. 
27.87 Provision of service. 
27.89 Monitoring. 
27.91 Requirements for small recipients. 
27.93 Multi-recipient areas. 
27.95 Full performance level. 
27.97 Limit on required expenditures. 
27.99 Eligible expenses. 
27.101 Technical exemptions. 
27.103 Alternate procedures for recipients in 

States. Administering the section 5. 9. 
and 9A programs. 

27.105--119 [Reserved) 
Appendix to Subpart E. 

10. Part 27 of Title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations is amended by 
adding the following definitions to § 27.5 
thereof. placing them in alphabetical 
order among the existing definitions of 
that section: 

§ 27.5 [Amended] 
• 

"Mixed System" means a 
transportation system that provides 
accessible bus service to handicapped 
persons in certain areas or during 
certain hours and provides special 
service to handicapped persons in the 
other areas or during the other hours in 
which the transportation system 
operates. 

• 
"Special service system" means a 

transportation system specifically 
designed to serve the needs of persons 
who. by reason of handicap. are 
ppysically unable to use bus systems 
designed for use by the general public. 
Special service is characterized by the 
use of vehicles smaller than a standard 
transit bus which are usable by 
handIcapped persons. demand-
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responsive service. point of origin to 
point of destir.atlOn service. and flexible 
rOU!lfIg and scheduling. 

11. Part 27 of Title 49. Code of Federal 
Re~ulations. is amended by adding a 
new Subpart E. which reads as follows: 

Subpart E-Mass Transportation 
Services for Handicapped Persons 

§ 27.61 Program requirement. 

Except as provided in § 27.91(a) of 
this Subpart. each recipient of UMTA 
financial assistance under sections 3. 5. 
9. or 9A of the UMT Act. which provides 
transportation services to the general 
public by bus. shall establish a program 
meeting the requirements of this 
Subpart. The program shall ensure 
provision of service to handicapped 
persons at the full performance level 
required by § 27.95 of this Subpart 
within the time called for bv that 
section. The program shall include 
milestones describing the progress the 
recipient shall make each year until it 
achieves the full performance level. 

§ 27.83 Public participation and 
coordination. 

(a) Each recipient required to submit a 
program under this Subpart shall 
develop its program through a public 
participa tion process that includes. as a 
minimum. the following steps: 

(1) The recipient shall consult. as 
early as possible in the planning 
process. with handicapped persons and 
groups representing them. transportation 
and social service organizations. 
concerned state and local officials. and 
the !l.letropoiitan Planning Organization 
\MPO). This consultation shall concern 
the needs for service to handicapped 
persons in the area served by the 
recipIent. <iny weaknesses or problems 
in pre~ent service or plans for service. 
and the types and characteristics of 
sernce to be provided under the 
~"cipient's program. In connection with 
thIS consuitation. all cost estimates. 
pions. working papers. and other 
informatiun pertaining to the recipient's 
pfO;,!J'am planning and service for 
~.J!1liic;' pped persons shall be made 
d\'dI!,ttlie to all interested persons. 

:::)';'h" ft'C'Ipient shall provide a public 
'()mli;('n~ lwriod of at least 60 davs upon 
:"" rt"':l~"i':nt':; p~oposed program'. 

'\) Tr.t~ J'l'::lDIent shall hold at least 
I'lh' ;:!lillic hearing. to take place during 
',tH' r\lbllc comment period. Notice of the 
ni'dil!l\! shall be provided no fewer than 
.. il ,.1.1\5 nefore lis scheduled date. The 
;"'dJ'ln\! shall be held in a facilitv 
,1I;u'ssiulp to handicapped pers~ns. and 
:~:t' recipient shall take appropriate 
.;!,·ps to iacIlitate the partIcipation of 

handicapped pp.rsons in the hearing. 
including persons with impaired visiion 
or hearing. 

(4) The recipient shall ensure that all 
notices and materials pertaining to the 
program. comment period. and public 
he2rings are made available in a form 
that persons with vision and hearing 
impairments can use. 

(b) The recipient shall coordinate the 
development of its program with the 
MPO and submit its proposed program 
to the MPO for comment at the same 
time as the proposed program is made 
available for public comment. 

(c) The recipient shall make efforts to 
accommodate. but is not required to 
adopt. significant comments on its 
proposed program made by the MPO 
and by the public. as part of the public 
participation and coordination process. 
The recipient shall make available to 
the public. no later than the time it 
adopts a program for transmittal to 
UMTA. a response to significant 
comments. This response shall include 
the recipient's reasons for not 
accommodating significant comments 
from the MPO and the public. 

(d) All recipients subject to the 
program requirement of § 27.81 shall 
provide a mechanism for continuing 
public participation in the development 
and operation of its system of 
transportation for handicapped persons. 
The mechanism shall ensure 
consultation. with respect to planning. 
implementation, and operation. with 
handicapped persons. available 
advocacy groups of handicapped 
persons. public and private social 
service agencies. public and private 
operators of transportation services for 
handicapped persons. and other 
interested persons. 

(el Before making significant changes 
to its program. the recipient shall follow 
the public participation process outlined 
in paragraphs (a)-(c) of this section and 
secure UMT A appro\'al of the altered 
program as provided in § 27.85 of this 
Subpart for initial program submissions. 

§ 27,85 Submission and review of 
program. 

(a) Each recipient required to 
establish a program under § 27.81 of this 
Subpart shall submit the following 
materials to the appropriate U~1TA 
Regional Administrator within 12 
months of the effective dale of this 
Subpart: 

(1) A copy of the program: 
(2) The comments of the public 

(including handicapped persons and the 
MPO) on the program. together with the 
recipient's responses to these comments. 
or summaries thereof: 

(3) Documentation of the projected 
costs of implementing the recipient's 
program. the costs of alternallves 
considered by the recipient. the 
projected amounts of the limitation on 
required expenditures for the recipient. 
and the rationale for anv reduction of 
service quality below a level meeting 
fullv the service criteria of § 27.95 (b). 
(c). 'or (d). as applicable. 

(b) UY.T A shall complete review of 
each recipient's program submission 
within 1.:0 days ofreceiving it. UMTA 
may extend this review period: if UMTA 
does so. U~HA shall send the recipient 
a letter. before the end of the 120,day 
period. explaining the reasons for the 
extension and providing an estimated 
date for the completion of review. 

(c) After U~1TA has completed its 
re\'iew on each recipient's program 
submission. it shall notify the recipient. 
in writing. that the program is either 
approved as submitted. requires certain 
specified changes in order to be 
approved. or is disapproved. If the 
program is not approved as submitted. 
the notification shall set a time. not less 
than 30 nor more than 90 davs from the 
date of the notification. within which the 
recipient shall submit a modified 
program to UMTA for approval. U~1TA 
may condition approval of the 
resubmitted program on specified 
changes to its content or additional 
public participation activities. 

§ 27.87 Provision of service. 

(a) Each recipient shall. at all times. 
provide the service called for by its 
program. as approved by UMTA. or 
under its certification pursuant to 
§ 27.91. as applicable. to all eligible 
handicapped persons. 

(b) The recipient's obligation to ensure 
the provision of such service includes. 
but is not limited to. the following: 

(1) Ensuring that vehicles and 
equipment are capable of 
accommodating all the users for which 
the service is designed. and are 
maintained in proper operating 
condition: 

(2) Ensuring that sufficient spare 
vehicles are available to maintain the 
levels of service called for in the 
program. or as provided under the 
§ 27.91 certification; 

(3) Ensuring that personnel are trained 
and supervised so that they operate 
vehicles and equipment safely and 
properly and treat handicapped users of 
the service in a courteous and respectful 
way: and 

[4) Ensuring that adequate assistance 
and information concerning the use of 
the service is available to handicapped 
persons. including those with vision or 
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h.earin!l impairments. This obligiltion 
includes making adequate 
communications capacity available tu 
enable users to obtain information about 
and to schedule service. In the case of il 
scheduled accessible bus system. this 
obligation also includes providing 
informiltion on bus schedules and other 
sources of infornlation about the service 
concerning which rullS are mude with 
accessibie buses. 

(5) Ensuring that service is provided in 
a timely manner. in accordance with 
scheduled pickup times. 

(c) r-.<otwithstanding the provision of 
any special service to handicapped 
persons. a recipient shall not. on the 
basis of handicap. deny to any 
honciicappcd person the opportunity to 
Ul'e the recipient's system of mass 
transport~tion for the general public. if 
thenandicapped person is capable of 
using that system. Nor shall a recipient 
otherwise discriminate against a 
handicapped person in connection with 
the provision of its transportation 
service for the general public. 

{dJ In the time between the effective 
dute of this Subpart and the recipient's 
a(,hievement of the full performance 
le\ el established by § 27,95. service at 
lpast at the level provided pursu:mt to 
the recipient's certification under former 
§ ::-.77 of this Purt (46 FR 37488; July 20. 
19111). as amended. shall remain in 
l'ffP.ct. 

§ 27.89 Monitoring. 

(aJ In connection with th .. t.ienni<ll 
section 9 review and evalu'ation of the 
recipient's activities conducted bv 
lI\1TA under 49 U.S.C. 160id[g)(2). 
C\1T A shall review and evaluate 
compliance of the recipient with this 
SUOpdrt and Its approved program fllr 
pronding transportation servic.es to 
handicapped persons. 

(u) With respect to "l~y recipient 
lPquired to submit a program under 
~ 27.81 of this Subpart. but which is not 
s\luject to a section 9 triennial re\'iew 
nuJit. U~1T A shall conduct a triennial 
r"vlew and evaluation of the recipient's 
compliance with this Subpart and its 
ilr'pro\'ed program for providing 
tr,msportdtion services to handicapped 
persons. 

(e) if the recipient has failen behind 
Its approved schedule for impiementing 
service to handIcapped persons or has
fallen below its full perfurmance level 
for that service. the recipient shall 
submit a report to the appropriate 
[J!\ITA Regional Administrator on the 
annual anniver5ary dilte 01 the approval 
of its program. The report shall describe 
the problem or delay experienced. 
explain the reasons for it. dnd set forth 
the corrective aclion the recipient Las 

taken or is taking to ensure that its 
approved implementation schedule or its 
full performance level is met. 

§ 27.91 Requirements foe small recipients. 

(a) This section applies to all 
recipients which provide service to the 
general public only in areas of 50.000 
papulCition or less. Recipients in this 
category shall follow the requirements 
of this section instead of the other 
requirements of this Su'bpart. except that 
§ 27.87 shall apply to recipients in this 
category. 

(b) Within 12 months of the effective 
date of this Subpart. eCich recipient shall 
certify that special efforts are being 
made in its service area to provide 
tran:>portation that handicapped 
persons. unable to use the recipient's 
service for the general public. can use. 
This transportation service shall be 
reasonable in compariso:J. to the service 
provided to the general public and shall 
meet a significant fraction of the actual 
transportation needs of such persons 
within a reasonable time. Recipients 
who have a current certification to this 
effect are not required to recertify, 

(c) Within nine months of the effective 
date of this Subpart. each recipient shall 
ensure that handicapped persons and 
groups representing them have adequate 
notIce of and opportunity to comment on 
the present and proposed activities of 
the recipient for achieving compliance 
with the requirements of paragraph (b) 
of this section. This notice and 
opportunity for comment shall take 
place before the submission of the 
certiiication required by paragraph (b) 
of this section and the report required 
by paragraph [d) of this section. Each 
recipient shall also ensure that there is· 
adequate notice and the opportunity for 
public comment on any subsequent 
sign:ficant changes to its service for 
handicapped persons. 

(dJ Within 12 months of the effective 
date of this Subpart. each recipient shall 
submita status report including: 

(1) A description of the service 
currently being provided to handicapped 
persons. as compared to the service for 
the general public: 

(::J Cupies or a summary of the 
comments of handicapped persons 
received in response to the opportunity 
for comment; 

(3) A statement of any plans to modify 
the service significantly: and 

(olJ A statement of the resources 
devoted to the service for handicapped 
persons. 

(e) EdCh recipient shall submit update 
reports concerning Its service for 
handicapped persons. The resipient 
shall provide such a r"port every three 
years. on a schedule determined by 

UMT A. Each report will include the 
follOWIng information: 

(1) A description of the scnice 
currcntly provided to handicapped 
persons. as compared to the servIce for 
the general public; 

(2) Any significa:J.t modifications 
made in the service since the previous 
report. ~r planned for the next three
year period; 

(3) Copies of a summary of the 
comments on any Significant chonges 
made in the service since the previous 
report; and 

(4) A description of the resources that 
, have been devoted to sen'ice for 
bmdicapped persons each year since 
the previous report and that are planned 
to be devoted to this purpose in each of: 
the next three years. 

(f) All certifica tiens and reports under 
this section shall be submitted to the 
designated state section 18 agency or. 
for recipients who do not receive section 
lR funds. to the appropriate U~1TA 
Regional Administrator. 

§ 27.93 Multi-recipient areas. 

(a) This section applies to any multi
recipient area; i.e .• an urbanized area 
including two or more recipients 
required to establish a program under 
§ 27.81 of this Subpart. 

(b) The recipients in a multi-recipient 
area may enter ir.to a compact for 
purposes of compiiance with this 
Suupart. The compact shall meet the 
following standards: 

(1) The compact shall establish a 
cooperative mechanism among the 
recipients to ensure the provision of 
combined and/or coordinated service to 
handicapped persons that meet all 
requirements of tUs Subpart. 

(2) The compact shall ensure the 
provision and sharing of funding 
adequate to provide such service. 

(3) The compact shall include a 
reasonable dispute resolution 
mechanism concerning funding and 
service matters.' 

(4) The compact s!!all be a formdl 
written document. signed by all 
participating recipients. 

(c) In order for UMTA to recognize the 
compact as the means through which 
recipients in the multi-recipient area will 

""comply with this Subpart. the members 
of a compact shall submit a copy of the 
signed compact to the appropriate 
UMTA Regional Administrator within 
six months of the effective date of this 
Subpart. Following such timely 
submission. UMTA shall acknowledge 
receipt of the compact within 30 days 
and then regard the members of the 
compact as if they constittite a single 
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reci pient for purposes of all 
requirements of this Subpart. 

(d) The deadline for the submission of 
a program under § 27.85 by a multi
recipient area compact shall be 12 
months from the date on which the copy 
of ihe com[1act is acknowledged by 
UMTA under paragraph (c) of this 
section. 

§ 27.95 Full performance level. 

(a) Scope and timing. Each-recipient 
S!liiU provide transponation service to 
hilndlcapped persons at the full 
performance level. The full performance 
ievel is defined as meeting the criteria 
l;~t forth in either par'lgraph (b). 
paragraph (c). or paragraph (d) of this 
section. subject to the limit on required 
expenditures provided for in § 27.97 of 
this Subpart. The recipient shall meet 
this requirement as soon as reusonably 
feasible. as determined by U!\,IT A. but in 
any case within six years of the initial 
Jetermil'dtior. by UMT A concerning the 
.,pproval of its program. 

(b) Criteria for special service 
sysfp.mt.. The following minimum service 
r.riteriil apply to special service systems: 

(1) E!J:l!ibi!it.v. All persons who. by 
r~ason of handicap. are physically 
unable to use the recipient's bus service 
fer tbe genera! public shall be eligible to 
'.lse the recipient's special service. 

(2) Rl.!sponse tIme. The recipient shall 
!!nsure !hJt service is provided to a 
handil:appcd person who requests it 
within 24 hours of the request. 

(J) R.:strictions or priorities based on 
trip purpose. The recipient shall not -
impose priorities or restrictions based 
on trip purpose on users of the special 
service. 

(4) Fares. The fare for a trip charged 
10 a user of the special service system 

-shall be comparable to the fare for a trip 
'of similar length. at a similar time of 
day. charged -to a user of the recipient's 
bus service for the general public. 

(5) flours and days of service. The 
~p<:!clal service shail be available 
throughout the same hours of days as 
thc reCIpient's bus service for the 
general public. 

(6) S,H\'/ce area. The special service 
~h<tll be available throughout the 
r.1~cumferential service area in which 
the recipient provides bus service 
(exclusive of extended express or 
{(;mmuter bus service) to the general 
public. The recipient shall also ensure 
Ihdt service to points outside this 
~(,r\-ice area served by the recipient's 
extended express or commuter bus 
service shall be available to 
!landicapped persons. 

(c) Criteria f'or accessible bus 
systems. The following minimum service 
crHeria apply to accessible bus systems: 

(1) Number of buses. The recipient 
shall operate on the street a number of 
accessible buses sufficient to mep.t the 
other service criteria of paragraph (cj(2) 
and/or (3) of this section. as applicable. 

(2) Criten'a for scheduled accessible 
bus systems. 

(i) Hours and days of service. 
Scheduled accessible bus service shall 
be available throughout the same hours 
and days as the recipient's bus service 
for the general public. The service shall 
be provided at reasonable intervals that 
make practicable the ready use of the 
accessible bus service by handir.apped 
persons. 

(ii) Service area. Accessible bus 
service shall be provided en all the 
recipient's bus routes on which a need 
for accessible bus service has been 
established through the planning and 
public participation process set forth in 
§ 27.83. 

(iii) Fares. The fare for a trip charged 
a handicapped person using an 
accessible bus shall be no higher than 
the fare charged other users of the 
recipienfs bus service for the same trip. 
Reduced. off-peak fares for eld<:!rly and 
handicapped persons shall be in effect 
on accessible buses. 

(3) Criteria for on-call accessible bus 
service. 

Ii) Eligibility. All persons ...... ho. by 
reason of handicap. are physicall~' 
unable to use the recipient's bus service 
for the general public shall be eligible to 
use the recipient's on-call accessible bus 
service. 

(ii) Response time. The recipient shall 
ensure that service is provided to a 
handicapped person who requests it 
within 24 hours of the request. 

(iii) Restrictions or priorities based on 
trip purpose. The recipient shall not 
impose priorities or resir:ctions based 
on trip purpose on users of the on-call 
accessible bus service. 

(iv) Fares. The fare charged a 
handicapped person using an a~ssible 
bus shall be no h:gher than the fare 
charged other users of the recipient's 
bus service for the same trip. Reduced. 
off-peak fares for elderly and 
handicapped persons shall be i:1 effect 
on accessible buses. 

(v) Hours and days of service. On-call 
accessible bus service shail be available 
throughout the same days and hours as 
the recipienr's bus sen'ice for the 
general public. 

(\'i) Sel"vice area. On-call accessible 
bus service. including all buses needed 
to complete each handicapped person's 
trip. shall be provided. upon request. on 
al! the reCipient's bus routes. 

(d) Criteria lor mixed systems. The 
service criteria of paragraphs (b) and (c) 
of this section apply to the special 
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service and accessible bus components 
of the system. respectively. for the 
portions of the service area. and/or days 
and times. in which each operates. The 
-recipient shall ensure that the accessible 
bus and special service components of 
the mixed system are coordinated 
(including transfers between the 
components) so that inconvenience to 
handicapped users of the mixed system 
is minimized. 

(e) Services by other agencies and 
modes of transportation. In meeting the 
service criteria. the recipient may use 
services provided. and funded. by 
agencies other than the recipient. and 
services delivered through other modes 
of transportation. if the services 
provided by the other agencies or 
through other modes of service are part 
of a system of transportation 
coordinated by the recipient. 

§ 27.97 Limit on required expenditures. 

(a) Calculation. To determine its limit 
on reqllired expenditures for a given 
fiscal year. the recipient shall calculate 
3.0 percent of its total annual average 
operating costs (as reported to UMTA in 
compliance with -requirements under 
section 15 of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act, as amended) it 
reasonably expects to incur in the 
current fiscal year and did incur during 
the previons two fiscal years. 

(b) Effect. A recipient is not required. 
in any fiscal year. to spend more than 
the amount of its limit on required 
expenditures for that fiscal year in order 
to comply with this Subpart. even if. as a 
result. the recipient cannot provide 
service to handicapped persons that 
fully meets the service criteria specified 
by § 27.95 (b). (c) or (d). as applicable. 
Each redpient shall. in all cases. comply 
with § 27.95 (bJ(lJ or (c)(3){i). as 
applicabie. 

Ie) Consultation. In determining how 
to reduce service levels in order to avoid 
exceeding the limit on required 
expenditures. the recipient shall consuit 
with handicapped persons and the 
public through the public participation 
mechanism established under § 27.83(d) 
of this Subpart. 

§ 27.99 Eligible expen£ss. 

(a) Only expenditures by the recipient 
of its own funds. specifically to comply 
with the requirements of this Subpart. 
are eligible to be counted in determining 
whether the recipient has exceeded its 
limitation on required expenditures. 

(b) The expenditures by the recipient 
that may be counted in determining 
whether the recipient has exceeded its 
limitatIon on required expenditures are 
limited to those listed in this paragraph_ 
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!'Jo other expenditures may be counted 
for this purpose. 

(1) Capital and operating costs for 
special services systems: 

(Z) IncrementiJl capital and operating 
costs for accessible bus systems: 

(3) Administrative costs directly 
attributable to coordinating services for 
handicapped persons. 

(4) Incremental costs of training the 
recipient's personnel to provide services 
to handicapped persons. 

(5) Incremental costs of compliance 
with 49 CFR 609.23. 

(6) Incremental costs of construction 
or modification of facilities to enable 
handicapped persons to transfer readily 
between accessible bus or special 
service systems and accessible rail 
systems. provided that such 
construction or modification is part of 
the recipient's program approved under 
§ 27.85 of this Subpart. 

(c) With respect to service provided t:> 
bolh handicapped persons eligible to 
receive service under this Subpart and 
to other persons. only expenditures 
attributable to the transportation of the 
eligible handicapped persons may be 
counted in determining whether the 
recipient has exceeded its limitation on 
required expenditures. 

(d) E>'penditures for the purchase of 
vehides and other major capital 
expenditures shall be annualized over 
the expected useful life of the item. Only 
the portion of the expenditure 
Attributable to a given fiscal year may 
be counted in determining the recipient's 
eligible expenses for that year. 

§ 27.101 Technical exemptions. 

(a) A recipient may request a 
technical exemption from any provision 
of this Subpart. Such a request shClII be 
made in writing. to the Administrator of 
the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration. through the appropriate 
UMTA Regional Administrator. The 
request may be made in conjunction 
with the submission of the recipient's 
program under § 27.85 of this Subpart. 

(b) The Administrator may grant the 
request if-

(1) The recipient has demonstrated 
that special local circumstances. not 
contemplated or taken into account in 
the rulemaking establishing this 
Subpart. make it unduly burdensome or 
unreasonable for the recipient to comply 
with a generally applicCible requirement: 
and 

(2) The recipient has agreed to take 
action which the Administrator 
determines will result in substantial 
compliance with this Subpart despite 
the grant of a technical exemption from 
a particular pro\'ision of this Subpart. 

(c) The Administrator may grant, 
partially grant. or deny any request for a 
technical exemption. The AJministrator 
may also place any reasonable 
conditions upon the grant of a technical 
exemption. The Administrator's actions 
are subject to the concurrence of the 
Assistant Secretary for Policy and 
International Affairs. 

§ 27.103 Alternate procedures for 
reCipients In States administering the 
section 5, 9, and 9A programs. 

(a) If a state has elected to administer 
UMTA's section 5. 9. and 9A programs 
for UMTA. the recipient shall submit the 
materials required by §§ 27.85. 27.S9(c). 
27.91[0. and 27.93(c) of this Subpart to 
the designated state agency rather than 
to UMTA. The designated state agency 
shall act for UMT A to review and 
approve. as required. the materials 
submitted by the recipients. The time 
limits and procedures imposed on 
UMT A in these provisions shall apply to 
the designated state agencies. 

(b) After the designated state agency 
has approved the recipient's program 
under § 27.85. it shall certify to UMTA 
that the recipient is in compliance with 
this Subpart. This certification is due to 
UMT A within 30 days of the approval of 
the program and it shall state whether 
the recipient has entered into a compact 
under § 27.93. 

§~ 27.105-119 [Reserved) 

Appendix to Subpart E 
The material in this appendix describes the 

Department's interpretation of the provisions 
of this regulation. [For additional information 
concerning these provisions. please refer to 
the preamble published with this regulation 
in the Federal Register.) This material may be 
supplemented or modified. in the future. by 
additional guidance from the Department, 
including UMTA. as questions arise during 
the implementation of the regulation. 

Section 27.81 Program requirement. 
This section directs UMTA recipients who 

receive funds under sections 3. 5, 9. or 9A; 
serve the general public; and operate a bus 
svstem in an urbanized area to establish a 
p-rogram. consistent with this regulation's 
requirements. for providing transportation 
services to handicapped persons. Each of the 
qualifications of this requirement is intended 
and important. 

Recipients receiving funds only under 
another section (e.g .. section 8 planning 
funds; section 18 small urban and rural 
transportation program funds] do not need to 
crpate a program. 

Recipif'nts who do not provide federally
assisted transportation services Ht all (e.g .. an 
MPO that receives section 9 funds but merely 
passes them thraugh to a transit provider) are 
not required to establish a program. 
"Providing transportation services." in this 
context. is not limited to actually operating a 
fleet of the recipient's own vehicles with the 

recipient's own personnel. For example. 
private provider may operate federolly· 
assisted service (e.g .. as part of a privfltp. 
sector participation initiative). The rer-llllent 
would be providing transportatIOn service ror 
purposes of this section. and be responslblt· 
for ensurmg that service to handicapped 
persons that fully mepts regulatory 
requirements is provided. directly or through 
the pri\'ate provider. 

Only recipients providing transportallon 
services to the general public (as distinct 
from providing services only to elderly or 
handicapped persons) are reqUired to 
establish a program. Even though sectIOn 
16[b)(2] funds are taken from secllon 3 
appropriations. agencies receiving funds 
solely under this program are not covered by 
this section's requirements. 

ReCipients under other U!l.IT A funding 
programs. if they serve only elderly and/or 
handicapped persons. are exempted from thi~ 
requirement for the same reason. Also. 
recipients who do not provide transit ser1;ices 
"by bus" [i.e .. rail-only operators] are not 
covered by this requirement. 

Section 27.91(a) creates a separate. Simpler 
system through which section 18 recipients 
and other recipients in non-urbanized areas 
(even though they receive some sectIOn 3.5.9. 
or 9A funds) will comply with the 
requirements of this Subpart. Thilt section. 
and not § 27.81. applies to recipients 
providing service only in areRS of less thitn 
50.000 population. 

The recipien!'!' program must provide for 
meeting the full performance le\'el for 
services to handicapped persons Within the 
phase-in period provided for by § 27.95. The 
program must include "milestones"; 
statements of the progress a reCIpient will 
make each year toward the full performance 
level. 

For example. a recipient planning to 
comply by making its buses accessible would 
set forth how many accessible buses it would 
have by the end of year one. year two. etc .. 
and to what aegfee it would meet each of the 
various service criteria at each stage. Similar 
items would be presented for other needed 
tasks. such as driver training. structural 
improvements to facilities. or information 
services. In its review of recipients' programs. 
UMT A will consider whether the milestones 
are realistic and provide for an appropriately 
phased build-up to the full performance h:vel. 

These milestones are very important. and 
recipipnts should think them out very 
carefully. The milestones in a recipient's 
program. once they are approved by UMT A. 
became the benchmarks against which the 
recipient's compliance is evaluated during the 
phase-in period. That is. the milestones to 
which a recipient commits itself durin~ the 
phase-in period. like the full performance 
level subsequently. are the levels of 
performance that the recipient must meet to 
be considered in compliance. 

The recipient has to include other 
information in its submission. along with the 
program itself. Much of the required 
information is listed in § 27.85. Other material 
that should be submitted, if applicable. 
concerns the continuing public parhcipation 
mech,mism. the criteria and procedure for 



determining ell~lbility. and accessible bus 
system routing and scheduling. 

Section 27.83 Public participation and 
cooNinal ion. 

The requirements for this section apply 
only to thuse recIpients which must submit a 
program. sin!.:e the section mostly pertains to 
the public partlc!palton and coordination 
process Involved with preparing and adopting 
a program. The requIrements of this sectIOn 
are minimum requirements. Recipients may 
go beyond them (e.g" a comment period 
longer than tiO days). 

Subparagraph (a}(l) requires recipients to 
. consult. as eariy as possible in the planning 

process. with interested people and groups. 
The ide<l of early consultation is important. 
Handicapped persons and groups, 
transportatuJn and social services agencies. 
state and local officials. and the Metropulitan 
Planning Or.~:lOi:lation (MIlO) should be 
regarded as partners in the planning process 
from the outset. not simply as commenters 
upon a proposed program that is alread~' fully 
developed bV the recipient. 

The recipient's consultation should deal 
with the entire spectrum of concerns involved 
in p'anntn~ service for handicapped 
individuals. Subsection la) (1) mentions 
specifically service needs. weaknesses or 
prohlems In present service or existing plans 
for servIce. and :he tvpes and characteristics 
of service to be provided under the recipient's 
program. 

Sume f!'rJpients may already have a public 
participation mechanism in place. such as an 
adVisory r:ommittee. The rer.ipient may use 
such an I'xistln!l mechanism. Howl'ver. the 
recipient should ensure that all relevant 
parhes have the opportunity to be included in 
the consultation process. even if thev have 
nut relZul,uiv parltcipated in the advisory 
cummltle.!, For example. a reCIpient may 
have an 30VISl'rV committee with 
membership rira'wn from several. but not aiL 
organu:dllons concerned with disabilitv 
issues 111 tnc drea, but 10 which the MPO is 
not normaily represented. The recipient couid 
base Its consuitatlOn required by this 
subparagraph on the advisory committee. 
bein)! sure lilat members of the additional 
organlzdtll'nS of disabled persons. social 
scrnce a.;~ncies, and the MPO also were 
consulted ,.IOU hda the opportunity to 
pdrltCipate. 

The last sentence of subparagraph (a)(l) 
pro\'ld"s tn.;1 [uSt e,timates. plans. working 
pap'!rs anJ other information pertainlOg to 
the rl'llplent s pro~ram and service for' 
handlcdl-'peo persor.s must be made available 
to all intf'restf'd IIldi, .. iduals and groups. In 
order tu partlc.;Jdte cOll5tructively in the 
plallnm~ process, those parties with whom 
the reclpl!:nt IS working need to have access 
to the mformatlOn available to and the 
thinkm~ oi m"moers of the recipient's staff. 
l"formatlon relevant to service cannot be 
\',ewpd dS "cidsslfied ' or withheld irom 
I~t~r~sted persons, ThiS requirement also 
"ppi!eS to tbe continulllSl pubiic parllcipatil'n 
process! e,g .. relevant information must be 
prOVided to an adnsory cummitteel. 

In tf,t' remainder of this section. there are 
sen'eral references to the rc!.:ipilmt's 
"proposed prog,am." A pTllposed program is 
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a document that the reCIpient "'as de\'eloped 
through its planning process. I' should reflect 
the view of the recipient concermn:; such ke~' 
suhjects dS the type and characteristics of 
serVIce, schedule for implem~n\ing the 
service. and the funding of the service. The, 
proposed program should not be merely a 
general request for views or represent an 
immutable decision by the recipient on what 
it will provide. The proposal should be 
sufficiently thorough and detailed to permit 
commenters and speakers at the public 
hearing to make informed criticisms and 
suggestions for improving the recipient's 
pians. 

Subparagraph (a)(2) requires the recipient 
to provide a public comment period of at 
least 60 days on the proposed program. 
During the 60-day comment period. 
subparagraph (a)(3] provides that the 
recipient shall hold at least one public 
hearing. Notice of the hearing must be 
provided at least 30 days before the date on 
which the hearing is scheduled. The recipient 
could. for example. in notifying the public of 
the comment period. set a date. at least 30 
days later. for the hearing. thereby avoiding 
the necessity for a second notice. 

Ail hearings must be held in an accessible 
facility. and. if it is reasonably antiCipated 
that persons with vision or hearing 
impairments will participate in the hearing. 
the recipient must take appropriate steps to 
facilitate their participation. For example. the 
recipient would have to ensure that an 
interpreter for deaf persons. or an individual 
to help communicate information contained 
on charts. graphs. or other vis~al aids to blind 
persons. was present at the hearing. The 
recipient should also select a time and place 
for the hearing that m<!ximizes con ... e:lience 
to handicapped pe'-sons. 

The regulation does not require that the 
public hearing involved be dedicated solely 
to the recipient's proposed program. 
Adequate time should be provided to ensure 
that all interested parties who wish to 
participate in the hearing have the 
opportunity to do so. The recipient must 
ensure that participation concerning the 
reCIpient's proposed program is not de:erred 
by such techniques as the placeme!!t of its 
discussion at the end of a :engthy and time
consuming agenda. The prcgram need not be 
the only. but should be the primary. m.Hter 
di,cussed at any hearing held to meet the 
requirements of this section. 

Subparagraph [a)(4) provides that the 
rec.ipient shail ensCire that all notices and 
materials pertaining to the program. comment 
pe:oiod. and public hearings are made 
d\'ailable in a foml Ihat persons wilh vision 
and hearin~ Impairments ~dn use. This 
OInplies no lice being given in print (Le., 
notices. placards in ouses, newspaper 
ildvertisments. etc.) and by oral means (e.g .• 
radIO soots). For wntten materials other than 
notices oi the comment period and the 
hearmg. such as program documents and 
supporting informatIOn. the recipient should 
ensure that there are means of assisting 
vlsuallv handIcapped individuals in learning 
the contents of these rna terials. It should be 
emphaSIzed that this does not mean the 
recipient's personnel necessarily have to be 
used for this purpose. The recipient could 

also work with local vuluntary or social 
ser\'ice organizations to ensure that this 
s~rvice is prOVided. 

Pdra~raph (b I requires the recipient to 
cooruinate the development of its program 
with the MPO as well as to submit the 
proposed program to the MPO for comment at 
the same time as it is submitted to the public. 
The MPO. and concerned state and local 
governments. are intended to work with the 
recipient throughout the planning and 
imviementation of the program. 

Paragraph (e) of thIS section is the so-called 
"accommodate or explain" requirement. It 
shCJuld be emphasized that this paragraph 
d.)es not require a recipient to make a point
by-point response to every comment. Nor 
does it require a recipient to agree with or 
adopt a!!y or all comments it has received. 
The recipient is required to respond to 
"s:gEihcant" c.)mments it receives. That is. 
the' recipient should respond to comments 
rdising important substantive issues about 
the proposed program. Nonsubstantive or 
trivial comments need not receive responses. 

Recipients' responses to comments may be 
relatively brief. so long as they give cogent 
reasons for the recipient's decision not to 
adopt a particular comment. to make a 
change reouested by a comment. or to 
respond to a concern expressed by a 
commenter in a way different from that a 
commenter suggested. 

The recipient may respond to comments in 
a varietv of wavs. such as letters to 
comme~ters. a preamble to the final program 
submItted to U~ITA and made available to 
the public. or a separate document made 
available to all interested commenters and 
other members of the Dublic. This document 
or documents should ~ake clear to the public 
and to UMTA which commenters (and/or 
categories of commenters. in the case of 
individuals) made certain comments and the 
reasuns for the recipient's responses. 

Paragraph (d) concerns continuing public 
participatiun. This paragraph is not. as such. 
a requIrement for an advisory committee. The 
recipient. as part of its program. may decide 
upon a mechanism to assure continuing 
public participation other than an advisory 
committee. The adequacy of any such 
mechanism would. of course. be reviewed by 
LJ\1TA as part of its review of the recipient's 
prOgram submission. 

In selling up its advisory committee or 
other mechanism. the recipient should ensure 
its mechanism is widely representative of 
groups. interests and points of view on its 
service. Sharing of all relevant information is 
extremely important. An advisory committee 
or other public participation mechanism is of 
little use-and is inconsistent with the intent 
of this regulation-if its members are kept in 
the dark and their recommendations are 
ignored. 

However. the views of the advisory 
committee or other continuing public 
participation mechanisn' are not required to 
bp. more than advice or recommendations. 
The rule does not require that the recipient 
adopt the suggestions of the participants in 
the prOl.ess. or that an adviSOry committee be 
given veto or "sign-off" authority. Recipients 
ll1il~' provide for stronger or more e::tensive 
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rules for the participant. in the continuing 
public parhcipalion process than the rule 
requires. however. 

Para/lraph (e) requires the recipient to 
follow the same pubUc particlpation process 
fur significant changes to its progrllm as in 
the adoption of its imlial program submitted 
to UMTA. The intent of this requirement is to 
ensure that interested persons and groups 
have the same opportunity to partiCipate 
when the recipient makes Significant changes 
in its program as when the initial program is 
put together. A re-run of the public 
participation process in this situation would 
not postpone the time at which the recipient 
is responsible for meeting the full 
performance level of § 27.95. however. 

The Department intends this requirement 
to apply only to major alterations in the 
scope or direction of the recipient's progl"lm 
and service. It would apply, for example. if 
the recipient. having adopted, in its original 
program. a transit authority-operated 
para transit system. decided to change to an 
accessible bus system. Even if the recipient 
was not changing the mode of delivering 
tran~it services to handicapped persons. the 
requirement could apply in the case of a 
major cutback or realignment of its existing 
service. 

Recipients would no! have to renew the 
public participation process in the case of 
fine tuning of or routine adiustments to 
service. (The recipient would have to consult 
through the continuing public participation 
mechanism on such changes. however.) If the 
recipient is in doubt about whether or not it 
should renew the public participation process 
of para~raph (aHel. the recipient should 
consult the UMTA Regional Office for 
gUidance. 

Section 27.85 Submission and review of 
progrom. 

Paragraph (a) of this section directs all 
Ul'vIT A recipients who must create a program 
under § 27.81 to submit certain materials to 
the appropriate UMTA Regional 
Admimst~ator for review and approval within 
12 months of the effective date of this rule. 
Timely performance of this duty is a 
condition of compliance with the regulation. 

Subparagraphs (a) (1) and (2) require the 
recipient to submit to U/l.ITA copies of the 
comments on the recipient's program and the 
reCipient's responses to these comments. The 
recipient could submit photocopies of the 
cumment letters it received and the responses 
it sent back to commenters to whom the 
recipient replied by letter. The recipient could 
submit summanes of comments and 
responses. The recipient could send a copy of 
the transcript of the public hearing. The 
recipient could send summaries of the 
comments and its responses to them. 
including summaries of presentations at the 
public hearing. It is not intended that 
info:mal repli'es made by the reCipient's 
officers and empioyees at a heanng would be 
sufficient to constitute replies to comments 
for purposes of the "ar.commodate or 
explain" requirement. however. Whatever 
WdY the information is provided. it should 
allow UMTA to learn the substance of the 
comments and the identitv of the persons or 
groups making the comments. 

The planning process Rhould involve a 
thorough analysis of the alternatives for 
providing transportation services to 
handicapped persons. The supporting 
documentation for the program submission 
should clearly reflect this analysis of 
alternatives (see subpara~rapli (01(3)). Given 
what appear to be potential significant cost 
and cost·effectiveness advantages for 
private-sector related alternatives like user
side subsidies and coordination of services, 
and consistent with UMTA policy statements 
on private sector participation and usar-side 
subsidies. UMT A will pay particular 
attention to recipients' consideration of these 
alternatives. 

In looking at the costs of alternatives. 
including tii~ alternative recommended in the 
recipient's program. the recipient should 
document expected eligible costs. including 
recurring as well as one-time capital and 
operating costs. This consideration or costs 
should cover the phase-in period to the full 
performance level. as well 8S the projected 
cost of prOViding aervice at the full 
performance level. 

Subparagraph (aH3) also requires 
recipients to calculate their limit on required 
expenditures. These limits should be 
estimated for at least the phase-in period and 
the first year of service at the full 
performance level. Recipients requesting 
approval of programs providing service that 
does not fully meet the service criteria should 
also include information about the cost, and 
cost-effectiveness. of trade-offs that 
recipients propose to make in order to permit 
their costs to remain below the cost limits. as 
well as of alternative trade-efu that the 
recipients considered. 

The Department emphasizes that the 
choice of the mode of service for 
handicapped persons is the recipient·s. 
However. U~ITA may question the planning 
process or its conclusions and. as part of its 
response to recipients' submissions. call for 
additional analvtic work or a reconsideration 
of the recipient"! recommendations. 

Paragraph (b) sets a lZO-day deadline for 
U~IT A to complete review of recipients' 
prc~rams.lf UMTA faiis to meet this 
deadline. it has the obligation to inform the 
recipient of an extension of the review period 
before the 120 days have passt'!d. The written 
notice must state the reason for the 
extension. It will also include a reasonable 
estimate of the date on which mITA will 
conclude review. 

UMTA will carefullv scrutinize the 
recipient's program to' ensure that it provides 
for meetil\l! the full performance level as soon 
as reasona'bly feasible. but within the 5-year 
maximum phase-in period in any event. 
(U:-.tT A will have the final decision on the 
appropriate length of the phase-in period.) 
U:-.tTA will al~o check the program to ensure 
that its milestones lead realistically toward 
the fui! performance level. UMTA will not 
approve a program that does not meet these 
Ips IS. 

When UMTA does complete review. 
para"raph (cl provides that it will send one of 
three responses to the recipient. First. UMTA 
can teilthe recipient that its program is 
approved as submitted. In this case. the 
program may go into effect at once. and the 

prO)~rllm's schedule for the implementHtion of 
service begins to run on the date of U~ITA's 
approval notice. Second. U~ITA can specify 
certain ch~es that need to be matie In the 
program beioreit can be approved. Such a 
response can require both subl!tanlive 
changes (e.g .. a change in the time. place. or 
manner of providing service] and procedural 
changes (e.g .• additional public participation 
or recipient response to comments if UMTA 
concludes that procedures had not been fully 
adequate}. UMTA can also require the 
recipient to revise its analylris or conduct 
additional analytic work. 

The phase-in period would bellin at the 
time of the original UMTA decision nol to 
approve the program as submitted. It would 
not be appropriate to permit the time 
necessary for the recipient to fix prollram 
deficiencies to delay the implementation of 
full service to disabled persons. Finally. if it 
appears to UMTA that the program is 50 

seriously deficient that the recipient needs to 
completely rework it. or it has been 
submitted in bad faith. UMfA may 
disapprove the program. UMTA has the 
discretion to begin enforcement action under 
Subpart F at this point. 

If the program is not approved as 
submitted. UMTA's notice will give the 
recipient a certain amount of time--between 
30 and 90 days-to make necessary changes 
and resubmit it. Like failure to submit a 
program on time in the first place. failure to 
resubmit a modified program in the time 
required by UMfA subjects the recipient to 
being found in noncompliance with this rule. 
The time and notice provisions of paragrapns 
[e] and (d) apply to resubmissions just as 
they apply to initial submissions. 

However. UMTA is not obligated to 
"bounce·t "<1eficient programs back to 
recipients indefinitely. UMT A may 
disapprove an original or a resubmitted 
program. conclude that the recipient is in 
noncompliance. and begin enforcement 
proceedings. 

Section 27.87 Provision of service. 
Recipients have the obligation to actually 

provide the service to disabled persons that 
their programs promise. Paragraph (a) of this 
section makes the general statement that 
each recipient shall. at all times, provide L~e 
service described in its program. The "at all 
times" lanl1uage is intended to ensure the 
continuity of service. For example. a recipient 
could not. consistent with the reqUirements of 
this section. provide service meetin~ all the 
requirements cf this regulation and its 
program for the first 2 Y:z weeks of a given 
month and then provide no service for the 
remainder of the month. Nor could the 
recipient provide the service for only 6 
months out of the vear. The service. 
moreover. must be prOVided to all eligible 
persons. It would not be consistent With this 
reqUirement for the recipient to prOVide 
service to some eligible persons but not to 
others. 

Paragraph (b) sets out in ~reater detail 
some of the specific obligalions that 
compliance with the gener!'1 service 
provision requirement of paral!raph (a) 
entail~. The first of these is ensurmg that 
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vehicles and equipment are capable of being 
used by the users to which the service is 
directed. and arc maintained in proper 
nperatinJ! condition. 

The recipient must ensure that all vehicles 
the recipient operates or relies upon to meet 
its obliJlallons under this Subpart are 
cflnsistently maintained so that the vehicles 
can !!et to where they need to go in order to 
provide service. The recipientlllust also 
ensure tha t lifts and other specialized 
equipment needed to make vehicles usuable 
uy handicapped persons work consistently so 
that handicapped persons can actually use 
the vehicles. 

This paragraph also requires that the 
vehicles and equipment used by the recipient 
be capable of accommodating all users for 
which the service is designed. For example, a 
recipient which chose to comply with the rule 
by making its bus fleet accessible would have 
to ensure that the lifts. securement devices, -
etc. on its buses could accommodate all types 
of wheelchairs in common use. A lift which 
accommodates manual wheelch<lirs. but fails 
to accommodate common models of electric 
wheelchairs (including. for example. the 
increasingly popular three-wheel designs) 
does not make the buses accessible. 
Providing only such limited-use lifts is 
inconsistent with this section. (Of course, if a 
special services component of a mixed 
system transported persons whose 
wheelchairs could not use the lifts to all 
destinations in the service area. and 
otherwise met the service criteria. the 
limitation on the use of the lifts would be 
permissible.) 

UMTA will not mandate a particular spare 
ratio: the recipient's obligation. however. is to 
ensure that it has sufficient numbers of 
vehicles in operating condition in reserve. so 
that if "rront line" vehicles must be taken off 
the road for maintenance or repair. there will 
be no interruption or decrease in service to 
h.mdicapped individuals. 

The attitudes and skills of providers' 
personnel are one of the most significant 
f"ctors In determining whether service for 
handicapped persons will be good or 

. inadequate. The recipient must ensure that all 

. personnel who may deal with handicapped 
individuals (whether as drivers or as 
administrahve personnel) know. as 
necessary. how to operate lifts and other 
equipment properly. know how to recognize 
and deal With the different kinds of disabling 
conditions that the users may have. and deal 
With handicapped individuals respectfully 
and courteously. It is the responsibility of the 
recIpient to make sure that this training does 
tai-e place. and that handicapped users of thp 
sen.·lce are not treated poorly as the result of 
inadequate training. 

In order to use a transportation system. any 
indi~idual needs adequate information 
concermn!! that service. This is particularly 
true of handicapped individuals. This 
provision reqUires recipients operating 
schl'duled accessible bus systems to provide 
i"r"rmation on schedules and in other 
sources of information concerning which bus 
rUlls are accessible. It is clear that. unless a 
potential user knows which bus on which 
routp will be accessible. the user will be 
unable to take advantage of the service. A 

recipient need do nothing elaborate to 
comply with this requirement. For example. 
an asterisk or other s\'mbol next to accessible 
bus runs on printed schedules would be 
adequate in most cases. If the recipient has a 
telephone information service for the public 
concerning routes and schedules. that service 
should provide the same information. and do 
so in a way useful to hearing-impaired 
persons (e.g .. via a telecommunications 
device for deaf persons). 

In addition to making sure that information 
and communications links are established. 
the recipient must also make sure that the 
communications links have sufficient 
capacity to accommodate the demand for 
their use. A paratransit.system requiring 
phone-in reservations that has only one 
telephone. which is chronically busy. 
probably cannot provide the kind of service 
that the recipient's program calls for. 

Paragraph (c) of this section is intended to 
make explicit that the regulation does not 
permit recipients to engage in disparate 
treatment. to the disadvantage of 
handicapped persons. with respect to 
transportation on the recipient's regular mass 
transit system. Even though the recipient may 
also provide special services for handicapped 
individuals. if a handicapped person is 
capable of using the recipient's regular 
service for the general public. then the transit 
operator cannot deny the sen.·ice to the 
handicapped person on the ground of 
handicap. This means. for example. that a 
recipient must permit a person using means 
of assistance such as dog guides or crutches 
to use its vehicles and services for the 
general public. if the person can do so. This 
requirement and the nondiscrimination 
requirement of Subpart A would also bar 
actions by recipients that impose 
unreasonably different or separate treatment 
for handicapped persons (e.g .• an unjustified 
requirement that a handicapped person. who 
is able to travel independently. travel with an 
attendant). 

Because this regulation permits a phase-in 
period between the approval by UMTA of the 
recipient"s program and the achievement by 
the recipient of the full performance le\·eJ . 
paragraph (dJ is intended to ensure that there 
will not be a gap in the provision of any 
sen.·ice to handicapped persons by the 
recipient. In reviewing and approving 
programs. U!-.IT A will. of course. seek to 
ensure that the recipient's service to meet the 
requirements of this Subpart is phased in at a 
reasonable pace so as to pro\'ide for a steady 
increase in the amount and quality of service 
prOVided up to the full performance level. If 
the recipient is phasing out its former type of 
service, and phasing in a new type of sen.·ice. 
the exact point at which the new service has 
been phased in. such that the old service can 
be phased out. will be left to the recipient's 
judgment. subject to UMTA oversight. 

Section 27.89 Monitoring. 
Under section 9 of the UMT Act (49 U.S.C. 

1607a (g](2)). UMTA is required. every three 
years. to review and evaluate the entire 
spectrum of each recipient"s federally
assisted mass transit activities. These 
triennial reviews will be held on a schedule 
to be determined by the UMT A 

Administrator: in all likelihood. they will be 
held in a staggered basis, so that 
approximately a third of all recipients ure 
reviewed each year. 

Paragraph (al of this section declares that 
the review and evaluation of recipients' 
activities under this regulation will be 
conducted at the same time as the section 9 
review and evaluation. The review and 
evaluation of transportation services for 
handicapped persons will be performed by. 
or at the direction of. UMTA personnel. 
UMT A may issue further guidance to 
recipients concerning the recipient"s 
responsibilities in this process. This guidance 
mav include. either on a general or a 
recipient-speciiic basis. requests for 
information necessary to assist the UMTA 
personnel in the review. 

Some recipients will receive their first 
review and ~valuation of performance under 
this regulation in the second year that their 
program has been in effect. Others will not 
receive their review and evaluation until 
sometime during the third or fourth year after 
their program has been reviewed and 
approved. Each recipient will. however. 
receive subsequent reviews and evaluations 
every three years after their first review 
occurs. 

Paragraph (b) of this section concerns what 
is likely to be a \iery small group of 
recipients: recipients who are required to 
submit a program under § 27.81 of this 
regulation but who. for some rt'ason. do not 
receive section 9 funds or otherwise are not 
required to go through a section 9 review and 
evaluation e\'ery three years. Some small 
recipients. for example. could fall into this 
category. For recipients in thts category. 
UMTA will conduct a triennial review and 
evaluation of performance under this 
regulation just as if such a review were in 
conjunction with the section 9 review 
process. 

Paragraph (c) of this section concerns what 
might be called a "slippage report." In its 
program. each recipient is required to 
establish a schedule for phasing in its service 
for handicapped persons until it reaches the 
full performance level. If recipients fall 
behind this schedule. paragraph (c) requires 
them to submit a report to UMTA no later 
than the program approval anniversary date 
of any year in which such slippage occurs. 
The report must detail the kind and degree of 
slippage that occurred. explain the reason for 
the problem. and set forth the corrective 
action that the recipient has taken or is 
taking to correct the problem and bring its 
entire program back on schedule. This same 
reporting requirement applies in any year. 
after achievement of the full performance 
ll'vel. in which the recipient"s service. for any 
reason. falls below the full performance level. 

This reporting requirement is a condition of 
compliance with the regulation. Failure to 
malo.e the required report to UMTA is. in 
itself. a ground for a recipient being found in 
noncompliance with its obligations under the 
rule and being subject to sanctions under 
Subpart F. 
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S,·(:tion 27 . .91 Requirements .for small 
rt'CIPlI'lltS. 

This section sets iorth a separate set of 
""l'llrements that apply to sectionlll 
rt·.:Ip!l~nts and ultH!r recipients (re,.:::mliess of 
":"It t;\1 rA funds tiwy receive) which 
pru"IOP servir:e to the general public only in 
non-'!rbanized arf'as (i.e .. ureas of 50.000 
prJuuiiltiun or le~s). As with the requirements 
for rpcipients in urbanized areas, these 
n:quirements apply only to recipients that 
p:,H'itle service to the general public. This 
s~ction does not apply to section 16(b](2) 
rf>r;ipicnts or olher recipients providing 
service only to elderly andlor handicapped 
persons. Recipients covered by this section 
are not required to follow the requirements of 
the rp.st of this Subpart, except for § 27.87, 
"Provision of Sprvice." 

For purposes of this section, the term 
"redpient" should be understood to refer to 
the ioca! government agencies and other 
organizations actually providing 
transportation service in nonurbanized areas. 
We are aware that. in the section 18 program, 
a state agfoncy is the initial recipient of 
UMTA hnds. which the state then passes 
through to subrecipient service providers. 
Howpver. the requirements of this section are 
not intended to apply to the state agencies 
involved. 

Paragraph (b) requires all recipients 
r.overed by this section to certify. within a 
I'ear of the effective date of this Subpart, that 
thev arc in compliance with this rule. If a 
<:crilfication of the kind required by this ' 
suhsection has already been provide:! by the 
recipient under the July 1981 interim final 
rule. and is still in effect. a new certification 
need not be provided. This should be the case 
for present sectIOn 18 reCipients. Otherwise. 
the certification must be provided within 12 
months of the eflective date of the Subpart. 

The effect of this requirement is that 
recif)lents have service in place within the 12-
nlOmh perIOd follOWing the eifective date of 
Ihis huopart. Given the reiativeiv small scale 
of opera lions by reCIpients in this category. 
the lZ-month period should be suffid~nt. This 
COrtstit,!tes the . reasonable time" mentioned 
;a :he reguldttun. A similar amount of time 
wuu:d be permItted future new recipients. 

The substance of the transportatIOn service 
tbt recipients are required to provide in 
ord"f to be able to make this certification IS 
sllnddr to that required for section 11l 
rpcipients under the Juiv 1981 interim final 
r~ie. Special efforts must be made to provide 
trilnsportatlon that those handicapped 
persons unable to use the reCIpient s service 
f'lr thp generai public can use. It should be 
noted that tnl'se I'fforts do not have to be 
'1\dde bv the recipIent itsdf: the certification 
goes to th~ presence of the "special efforts" 
,r,f\ Ice In the service area. not to v. hom is 
iJr,)\·idir.g it. 

The servIce prov:ded by re~ipients mllst be 
"l't'ilsonable in compansnn to tne service 
flr()vllied to the general public." This 
~tdtcmp.nt emhodies a nlinimum service 
cntl'J'lCIn for the reciplt'nt's sen'lce to 
hdndlc.:lpped pt>rsuns. It requires that the 
·:harartl'ristics of service made available to 
handicapped persons be rcasonablv 
colflParable to tr.e charilcleristic5 ,;f service 
f(Jr the gf'nerai pubiic. l'~1TA's monitonng of 

recipients' service will focus. on a cdse-by
rase basis. on recipients' compliance with 
thiS criterion. 

The second minimum s"rvice crih>rion 
requires thut the service must meet a 
"significant fraction of th,! actual 
transportation needs" of handicapped 
persons. While the criterion stops short of 
requiring that all transportation needs of 
handicapped persons or ail demand for 
service must be met. it does require that 
substantiaily more than II token effort be 
made to meet that demand. Rural and small 
urban systems are seidom designed to meet 
all transportation needs of the people of the 
service area. In monitoring reCipients' 
service, however, UMTA will review whether 
the service proportionately meets the needs 
of handicapped as wdl as non·handicdpped 
members of the community. 

Paragraph (c) follows the statutory 
language of section 317[c) by directing 
reCipients to ensure that handicapped 
persons and groups representing them have 
adequate nohce of and the opportunity to 
comment on the present and proposed 
activities of recipients for achieving 
compliance with the requirements of this 
regulation. This notice and comment process 
may take place at any time within the first 
nine months after the effective date of this 
Subpart. but must precede the submission of 
any of the required certifications or reports. 

This requirement applies to all recipients 
covered by this section. including present 
section 18 reCipients who already have made 
the appropriate certificate of compliance. In 
the case of a present section 18 recipient or 
other provider of existing service, the purpose 
of tbe notice and comment period WOUld be 
to identify problems in and suggest 
improvements to the existing service. 

The same public participation requirement 
also applies whenever the recipient proposes 
significant changes in its service. The 
participation must occur before the change is 
finally decided upon and implemented. 

Paragraph (d) requires each section 18 
recipient to provide a one-time status report 
on its service. This requirement applies to all 
recipients covered by this section. including 
present section 18 recipients who h,\ve 
already made the certification of compliance. 
The report is intended to be a short summary 
of information concernmg the four listed 
ilp.ms. 

In order to permit V~TA 10 continue 
monitoring the recipient's activities. each 
recipient is required. under paragraph (e). to 
provide a Similar update report at three-year 
intervals. VMTA will establish a schedule for 
the transmission of these reports: some 
recipIents will provide their first such report 
after the second year this Subpart has been 
in effect: others will not have to do so until 
after the third or fourth year. Reports under 
this seGtion normallv ~o to the designated 
state transportation-agency I paragraph (f)). 
UMT A will review their reports in 
conjunction with its normal oversight of the 
section 18 program. 

Ser:!ion 27.93 Alulti-recipient areas. 

Paragraph (a) provides that this section 
applies to recipIents in any multi·recipient 
ilfp.a. A multi-reCipient area IS an urbanized 

area that includes two or more reCipient. 
requireJ to prepare a program under ~ ::!:-.B1. 
Thp. purpose of the section IS to prOVide 
recipit!nts in such an area the otJporttln,lv tn 
cO!l~bine their resources to prov:d" f.l'n ICC ;\'r 
hanJicapped persons on a regional baSIS. 

This section is not mar,datory. Rl'clplPnls 
are not required to join a compact and 
provide service in conjunction with olher 
recipients in their area. and recipIents are 
free to comply with regulatory requirements 
on an individual basis. 

In most cases, all recipients in tne 
urbanized area required to prepare a program 
would have to be members of the compact in 
order for the compact to be workable. There 
could be cases in which a compact with less
than-unanimous membership could be viable, 
however: recipients should work with their 
V~nA regional office to ensure that any 
compact which is formed would be capable 
of providing service meeting the reQUlremenhl 
uf this rule. Recipients outside the urbanizp.d 
area. or recipients who do not have tn 
prepare a program, may also be members of a 
compact. 

The compact must establish a cooperativr 
mechanism among all its signatories to 
ensure the provision of combined and/ur 
coordinated service meeting all rellulatory 
requirements. Such a mechanism could take 
many forms. and this section does not 
attempt to prescribe the institutional form the 
arrangement would take. 

In any multi-recipient or multi
jurisdictional agreement. a key question 
concerns where the money is coming from. 
The compact must answer this question. It 
must provide for how the costs of service for 
handicapped persons in the area would be 
apportioned among the memryers of the 
compact. pnsure the provision of adequate 
funding. and include reasonable aecislOn and 
dispute-resolution mechanisms concerning 
funding and service matters. The compact 
must be a formal. binding. written document, 
signed by each partiCipating recipient. An 
miormal understanding among reCIpients in 
an area is not sufficient for purposes of this 
section. 

The recipients in an urbanized area have 
six months bllowing the effective ddt .. of this 
Subpart to form a compact and submit their 
agreement to U~ITA.lf the recipients r,til to 
reach agreement and do not submit a 
compilct within the six-month period. then 
each reCipient must comply with regulatory 
requIrements (including the 12-mon'h 
deadline for program submittal) on ItS own. 
This means that recipients shoulJ not. while 
negotiating about forming a compac!. nf>glect 
the early stages of plannmg service of their 
o\·\,n. 

If 3 compuct meetinR the standards of this 
section is submitted to UMTA in a timely 
fashIon. tr.en the members of the compact are 
treatl'rI by tJMTA as if they were a singie 
recipIent for all purposes under thiS Subpart, 
inciudin!, planning. public participatIOn. 
sp.rvice provision, calculatiun of toe ltmit un 
required expenditures. momtonnl!. and 
compliance and enforcement. It IS Important 
for reCIpients to understand that one of the 
consequences of joining a compact IS that the 
memners of tbe compact may be treated by. 
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UMTA as collectively responsibie for the 
failure of the compact to provide the ~ervice 
required by the re~l.\lation and called for by 
the compact's approved program. 

After UMT r\ acknowledges the compact 
within JO days of its receipt. the members of 
the compact would submit to UMT A a single 
combined program for approval under 
§ 27.85. The program submitted on behalf of 
the compact's members would have to reach 
UMTA 12 months after the date the signed 
compact was acknowledged by UMT A. 
rather thiSn 12 months after the effective dalp. 
of this regulation. This provision is intended 
to permit adequate time for planning on an 
areawide basis. 

If. subsequent to the six-month period. 
recipients that did not originally form it 

compact decIded to do so. UMT A has the 
discretion to acknowledlle it. However. in 
such a case. the compact members would 
have to submit. for UMTA's review and 
approval. a new. joint program for providing 
service to handicapped persons. This 
program would need to provide adequate 
information on how the transition from 
individual compliance to joint compliance 
with the rule would work. The individual 
programs that had been previously approved. 
and the service provided according 10 them. 
would remain in effect until the new 
combined program was approved. 

By the same token. if an existing compact 
dissolves. the members would then have to 
submit indiVIdual p~rams to UMTA for 
approval. The same would hold true for a 
member that pulled out of a compact. If a 
recipient were to drop out of a compact. it 
would be required to continue to provide its 
services per the compact agreement until its 
own. new. independent program were 
approved and in operation. 

Section 2;'.95 Full performance le~·el. 
(al Timing. Under section 27.85. recipients 

have a year from the effective date of the 
new Subpart E to submit their program to 
UMT A. UMT A has 120 days to review it. 
Assuming UMT A acts on the program within 
that time (approval. disapproval. or remand 
to the reCIpient to fix defiCiencies). the phase
in period would begin to run no later than 16 
months from the effecti\'e date of the rule. 

During this period. recipients are obligated 
to phase in their servIce. This is not intended 
to be a period of delay and inaction; the 
recipient is obligated to implement service 
according to the milestones set forth in its 
program on time (see discussion of § 2i.811. 

The phase·m period may run for a 
maximum of SIX years. Many recipients (e.g .. 
those who are starting a new system or 
switching to a different mode of providing 
service) might need all or nearly all of the 
six-year pen ad. On the other hand. some 
recipients have systems that may come close 
to meeting the full performance level at the 
present time. It would be contrary to the 
intent of the rule. for example. to permit a 
recipient that had 90 percent of the buses it 
needed to meet the service criteria for an 
accessible bus system to take six years to 
acquire the other ten percent. 

The rule provides that the recipient's plan 
and milestones must provide for attaining the 
full performance level as soon as reasonably 

feasible. UMTA. in reviewing plans. will 
approve phase-in periods for each transit 
authority on a case-by-case basis. reflecting 
this policy as well as the realistic needs of 
each recipient for time to phase-in its sl'rvice. 
up to the six-year maximum. 

This paragraph notes that a recipient can 
comply by meeting the reqUirements of either 
paragrapn fbI. or (c). or Id). This langua~e is 
intended to emphasize that the recipient may 
decide to operate either a special service 
system. an accessible bus system (of either 
type). or a mixed system. A recipient. for 
example. is not required to have both an 
acceSSible bus s~'stem and a special service 
system. The decision on which service "ption 
to implement is intended to be made b~' lhe 
local recipient. 

The remainder of this section lists the 
service cnteria applicable to special service. 
accessible bus. and mIxed s~·stems. The 
Department has established six service 
criteria that apply to all the modes of service 
to handicapped persons. These concern 
eligibility. hours and days of se",·ice. service 
area. fares. restrictions and priorities based 
on trip purpose. dnd response time. 
Paragraphs [b). (e). and (d) explain how these 
six basic criteria apply, specifically. to each 
mode of service. Though the criteria are 
essentially the same. the detail of their 
application to the various modes of service 
vary somewhat in order to make sense in 
view of the differing characteristics of the 
different types of transportation. 

(bl Sen' ice criteria .for special sen'ice 
s}·stems. The following criteria apply no 
matter what type of special service the 
recipient provides (e.g .. transit authority
operated para transit. user-side subsidy). 

(1J Eligibility. The eligibility criterion 
provides thaI the recipient must treat as 
eliglible any individual who. at the time he or 
she would receive service is. by reason of a 
disability. 'physically unable to use the 
recipient's bus service for the general public_ 
A recipient·may. of course. voluntarily 
provide service to other persons as well. such 
as non-disabled elderly persons or mentally 
handicapped individuals. However. the cost 
of proViding this service to additional users is 
not an eligible expense under § 27.99. 

This provision is not intended to permit 
recipients to tum away from their special 
service systems users who would be unable 
to use an accessible bus system for reasons 
unrelated to the system's accessibility. For 
example. physical or terrain barriers. bad 
weather. or distance may prevent some 
handicapped persons from getting to a bus 
stop. These persons are still required to be 
treated as eligible for special service. 
because they could board and use fully 
accessible buses if they were able to get to a 
bus stop. 

The Department recognizes that persons 
with cognitive disabilities also have a need 
for transportation. Many such persons. would 
be able to use the regular system with 
appropriate training. and the Department 
encourages the development and 
implementation of such training programs to 
increase the transportation opportunities for 
mentally handicapped persons. It is also 
necessary that training be proVided for the 
drivers so that they will better understand. be 

patient with. and appropriately resound to 
questions from mentally retarded pPrsons. 

The rule does not specify the means a 
recipi~nt may use to determine phYSIcal 
inabIlity to lIS~ the re/lular bus s~·stem. 
ahhou/ln reasonable "functlonal cnteria" may 
be used. The means the recipient would use 
to determine physical inability to use the 
regular bus s~'stem would be incorporated in 
the program submitted for UMTA approval. 

The Department does not intend to re'1uire 
recipients to use a~e. by itself. as a basis for 
determining that an individual is physically 
unable to use the regular bus s~·stem. No one 
need he prl'surned :0 be physically unable to 
use the regular blls system just because he or 
she hds rp.8ched a certain birthday. ~any 
elerly persons may suffer mobility 
impairments or other handicaps that 
physically prevent them from using the 
regular bus system. but it is these disabilities, 
not age itself. that determines eli~ibilily. 

The key is whether or not a particular 
elderly person can physically use the service 
for the general public. Some 80 year old 
individuals may be able to physici111y use the 
service for the general public. and sun:e 65 
year old individuals may be unable to do so. 
Ir. because of age. an individual is physicaily 
unable to use the regular service--even if 
that individual does not have a speCific 
medical condition-that individuai is eli!lible 
for the special service. 

A similar analYSis applies to young 
children. If. because the reCipient has a 
reasonable. nondiscriminatory policy against 
permitting very young children to ride buses 
unaccompanied. or because such children 
cannot read destination signs. such 
individuals- cannot use the bus system. these 
facts do nol make them eligible to use the 
special service. This is because their youth. 
rather than a handicap. caused their inability 
to use the regular bus system (which is not; in 
any event. a physical inability). 

It would not be consistent with this rule. 
however. for a reCipient to deny a non
disabled child' the opportunity to accompany 
a disabled parent or other adult on the 
special service system. This could be very 
important. for example. in allowing the 
parent to take the child to a medical 
appointment. The converse is also true. A 
non-disabled parent or other adult would 
have to be given the opportunity to travel 
with a disabled child. 

The rule does not prescribe any particular 
procedures that recipients must use to 
determine eligibility. Existing systems use 
such means as letters from a doctor. 
certifications by social service organizations. 
and eligibility determinations (e.g,. 
concerning meeting functional criteria) by the 
transit provider itself_ Whatever procedure is 
used. the recipient needs to ensure that the 
procedure is prompt. avoids unnecessary 
procedural obstacles. does not impose more 
than nominal costs on potential users. ,lOd is 
consistent with the dignity of handicapped 
persons applying for eligibility. The eligibility 
procedure should be spelled out in the 
recipient's program. 

Section 27.97 provides that recipients must 
meet this eligibility criterion in all cases. 
regardless of whether the recipient can meet 
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all service criteria \vithout exceeding the limit 
on reqlmed expenditures. In other words. the 
elilliblhty requirement of this rule is not 
sutJlect to "tradeoff' in order to reduce 
reClpumt expcmhturcs helow the cost limit. 

The Uepartment intends that all users 
eli~lble under the Department's standard be 
permitted to use a recipient's special service, 
regardless of the user's place of residence. A 
visiting wheelchair user from City A is just as 
eligible, under the terms of this section and 
§ 27.87. as a wheelchair user from Citv B to 
use the latter city's special service system. 
Recipients may need to waive or abbreviate 
the certification procedures thev use for their 
regular local riders. The same p'oint applies to 
persons with temporary, as opposed to 
permanent, disabilities, 

(2) Response time. By response time, we 
mean the total period from the time the 
disabled person calls the special service 
provider to request service to the time the 
service is actually provided to the 
handicapped person (i.e .. pickup). Recipients 
are obligated to provide, as well as schedule, 
service. within the reqUIred period. (see also 
§ 27.87(b)[5), concerning timely provision of 
srrvice). 

We do not intend. however, to view 
recipients as being in noncompliance solely 
because of an cccasionallate pickup. 
Repeated. chronic failure to proVide service 
within 24 hours oi a request, however. is 
inconsistent with this criterion and with the' 
recipient's obli~ations under this criterion. 

The Department intends that this cnterion 
be admmistered with reasonable 
admmistrative flexibilitv, for the benefit of 
both users and provider-so For example, it may 
not be reasonable for a reCipient to insist that 
a user call the recipient at 7:30 a.m. on 
Monday in order to get service at 7:30 a.m. 
Tuesdav. even though this insistence would 
be literally consistent with the 24-hour 
response time criterion, A call at any point on 
Monday morning should usually be sufficient 
to permit the reCipient to do the advance 
planning necessary for its morning trips on 
Tuesdav. 

Like~ise. a recipient with no weekend bus 
service mll~ht not provide special service on 
weekends. Literally interpreted, the 24-hour 
criterion wouid force the recipient to open its 
cali-in reservation office on Sundav to take 
reservations for Monday tnps. The" 
Department i!1tends. in such a situation, that 
the recipient be able to keep its ofiice closed 
on the weekend, takins;l reservations for 
~londay on the prevIOus Friday. 

The Department. then. interprets the 24-
hour crltenon to mean "a reasonable time on 
the prevIOus Dusmess dav" in manv cases. In 
additIOn. this criterion is not intended to 
prohibIt advance sign-up requIrements for 
special-purpose tnps (e.>! .. for a group held 
tnp}. Nor is It Intended to prohibit a ~ecipient 
from aHow:ng a user to make a reservatIOn 
for more than a day in aovHnce (e.g .. from 
calling on Monoay to reserve a trip for 
Thursda~·). 

('ll RestriL1ions or priorities based on trip 
purpose. This cnterion 15 Intended to prohibit 
reCipients from detPrmining that they will not 
provide service tor certain sorts of trips. 
which the\' hdve determined to be of 
relativeiy -low importance. or from providing 

Ul us 

trips for such purposes only after requests for 
the trips they deem to be of higher 
importance have been fulfilled. This criterion, 
however. is not intendl~d to prl'dude 
recipients from establishing 9ub9cription 
services. Trips on the 9ubscriphon service 
may be limited to certain purposes (e.R., 
recurring work or medical trips). However, a 
recipient which operates a subscription 
service may not deny or delay transportation 
to other individuals, for other purposes, on 
the ground that all capacity is exhausted by 
subscription service and still meet this 
criterion, 

If a recipient cannot provide service that 
fuliy meets the criteria without exceeding its 
limit on required expenditures, it may make 
tradenffs concerning trip purpose restrictions 
or priorities, For example, if after serving 
subscription work trips and medical trips. the 
reCIpient does not have enough other 
capacity to serve persons wishing trips for 
other purposes during peak hours. the 
recipient could "time-shift" the trips for other 
purposes to non-peak hours. The "time
shifted" trips would still be served during the 
requested day, at a non-peak time convenient 
for the user, 

(4) Fares. The fare charged for a trip to a 
user of the special service is required to be 
comparable to a trip of similar length, at a 
similar time of day, on the recipient's bus 
system. We recognize that, in most cases. a 
trip taken on special service will not be 
identical, in route or in length, to similar trip 
taken on the regular bus system. We 
recognize also that the cost and convenie.nce 
characteristics of special service systems 
differ from those of bus 5vstems. 

The key to determining' an appropriate fare 
for the special service trip would be to 
calculate the cost of a similar trip on the 
regular bus system that the individual would 
take to get from his origin to his destination. 
if he or she were not handicapped, including 
the cost of transfers, if any (or zone change 
charges. express bus fares. etc.). Should there 
not be any reasonably equivalent trip that a 
user of the bus svstem could take, then the 
bus fare used for purposes of comparison 
would be derived by comparing the special 
service trip taken by the handicapped person 
to a bus trip of similar length elsewhere in the 
recipient's bus system, 

Determining "comparability" between the 
bus fare for a similar trip and the special 
service fare is not an exact sCience. Decisions 
must be made on a case-by-case basis. taking 
into account such factors as the relative costs 
of providing the service. the time and 
convenience factors affecting users, and the 
Department's policy against pricing service 
out of the reach of users. It is Iikelv, for 
example, that a $1.50 fare for special service 
would not be out of line. compared to d basic 
80 cent fare for a similar bus trip, in most 
cases. At the other end of the scale, chaT1~ing 
a special services user $20 for the same trip 
would be far removed irom "comparability," 
because it would be grossly disproportionate 
to the bus fare and would deter disabled 
persons from using the service. 

In doubtiul cases falling in the middle of 
the sr.ale, reciptents should consult with 
t:~1T A. Fare levels for special service are, of 
course. one oi the items that reCIpients should 

cover in their program submissions. While 
detl'rminations are case-bv-case, it i~ Ii!.elv 
that UMTA would questio," fnre levels thai 
roSI~ ahove two or thrf'e times the bu~, farf' for 
a ~imilllr trip at n similar time of dil~·. 

This criterion deals with the fare char~ed 
the individual disabled user of the specl~1 
service. If the bus fare between Point A and 
Point B is 80 cents. then the recipient can 
charge a special service user no more than a 
comparable fare for a similar bus trip. 
However, this requirement is not intended to 
preclude the common arrangements between 
recipients and social service agencies in 
which the social service agency subsidizes a 
considerable portion of the cost oj a trip. The 
amount of such a subsidy is a mHtter between 
the recipient and the agency. 

(S) Hours and days of service. If 0 reCipient 
operates its bus service from 6:00 a.m. to 
midnight. seven days a week, then special 
service (e.g .• paratransit or user-side subsidy) 
must be available throughout at least the 
hours 6:00 a.m. to midnight. seven days a 
week. By sayinR "throughout" this perIOd. the 
Depanment intends that service be available 
at any time during these hours. Providing 
service only during peak hours, or or.ly from 
6-7 a.m, and 10-11 p.m. would not be 
consistent with this requirement. 

This criterion is subject to "tradeoff' in 0 

situation in which a recipient cannot meet all 
applicable service criteria without exceeding 
its limit on required expenditures. For 
example, a tradeoff (affecting the service 
area as well as the hours of service standard) 
might involve providing service to an area 
smaller than the urbanized area late at night 
and on Sundays, even though the regular bus 
system was operating at those times. 

{6} Service area. A recipient must provide 
special service "throughout" the 
"circumferential" service area in which it 
provides regular bus service. This means that 
the recipient must provide this service not 
just along transportation corridors served by 
buses, but to all points of origin and 
destination within this area. (This is not 
intended to literally require door-to-door 
service. however. As long as the service is 
from the building or other location of origin to 
the building or other destination location. the 
criterion would be satisfied. Actuallv 
aSS1Slln~ a handicapped person froni the door 
to the curb. ior example .. is not reqUIred.) A 
"manV-lo-few" svstem, with limited OrH!lnS or 
desti~ations within the urbanized area, 
would not be consistent with the requirement 
tJ provide service "throughout" the area. 

The recipient could determine the extent of 
the "cricumf .. rential" service area in a 
number of wn-vs. As the term implies, the 
recipient could simply draw on a map a circle 
encompRssin!l the area in which all its regular 
bus routes operate. Alternatively. n reCipient 
,:ould take the outer termination points of ils 
rOUles and "connect the dots," resultinS! 10 

boundaries for the service area that mure 
precisely follow the contours of the octual 
DUS service area. Whf!re the normai service is 
Within tile urbanized area, the Department 
would "Iso have no objection. in many casp.s. 
to a re,:ipient usinlz the urbanized drea as a 
service area ior this purpose. Parl1cularlv for 
a recipient that already provided bus servICe 
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to most parts of the urbanized area. this 
"pproach could be administratively simpler. 

In determining the extent of its service 
area. thc recipient need not encompass 
,·",tended commuter or express bus routes. 
For example. many recipients may have a 
city /suburban service area that is served 
r('~ularly durinR peak and non-peak hours. In 
addition. the recipient may have peak-hour 
express commuter service to more distant 
l!xurban POints. These commuter bus 
"spokes" do not extend the circumferential 
"hub" area that the recipient must serve with 
oricin·to-destlnation special service. 

For service (e.g .. commuter bus) extending 
outside the basic service area. the recipient is 
rC'qUlred to provide service to handicapped 
persons only to and from the same pOints 
(e.R .. bus stops) served by its buses for the 
general public. This service could be by 
special service following the bus route or 
accessible commuter bus. and would have to 
run only at the times when the commuter 
buses operated. Service to other origins and 
destinations outside the basic service area is 
not reqlured. 

The circumferential service area need not 
necessarilv be the same at all times of the 
day or week. For example. some recipients 
might not offer any late-night or weekend bus 
service on many routes outside the central 
city. The service area for special service 
could shrink proportionately at these times. 

The service area criterion is subject to 
"tradeoff' in the event that the recipient 
could not meet all applicable service criteria 
without exceeding its limit on required 
expenditures. As part of a tradeoff. a many
to·few sYstem. a fixed route-deviation 
system. or another variation on speciaL 
service that did not serve all origins or 
destinations could be employed. 

(c) Serl"lce crrterra for accessible bus 
systems. The final rule does not contain any 
specific requirement for the number of 
accessible buses a recipient must own and 
operate. Rather. subparagraph (1) of this 
paragraph says that the recipient must 
operate. on the street. enoul!h buses to ensure 
that It meets the service criteria of 
suilparacraphs 121 and/or (3). 

To operate thiS number of buses on the 
street. recIpients will need to consider the 
numb('r oi acceSSible buses thev need in their 
resen·e fleets. It is clear that in -order to 
maintain the appropriate number of 
accf'sslhle buses on the street. a recipient will 
lwed to have some accessible buses in 
r.!serve in order to cover maintenance down 
time and other contingencies. A recipient 
would not comply with this subparagraph (or 
\\Iih § ::7.87) if It owned sufficient accessible 
b~st·s to meet the service criteria when all 
wer operdting. but. for lack of reserve 
~CccsSIlJle buses. was unabie to keep enough 
bu,es actualiy on the street to meet the 
CrIteria dt ali times. 

~l!lJp.ua~raph (2) sets forth the other 
"'rVlce cr:!er:a fOf scheduled accessible bus 
',"stems. :\ scheduled accessible bus svstem 
IS Simply one in which acceSSible buse's are 
,,:neduied to be used for land are used for) 
curtalll runs on certain routes. This use must 
ho! rCl:ui,1T and consistenL 
Subpara~raph (2)(i) requires the scheduled 

acct'ssible bus SPfnce to be available 

throughout the same days and hours as the 
recipient's bus service for the general public. 
For example. if a recipient's regular bus 
service runs from 6 a.m. to 12 midnight. then 
the scheduled acceSSIble bus service must be 
available throughout this 18-hour period. 
Running accessible buses only during peak 
hours. or having only the first and last bus 
runs on a route accessible. would not be 
consistent with this criterion. 

The schedule-l accessible bus service 
running throughout this 18-hour period would 
have to be provided at reasonable intervals 
that make readily practicable the use of the 
service by handicapped persons. The 
regulation does not establish a specific 
requirement for what these intervals must be. 
The recipient's judgment about appropriate 
intervals, which should be informed by the 
rule's public participation and planning 
process and which is subject to UMT A 
review as part of the recipient's program 
submission. may vary according to such 
factors as demand for accessible service on a 
particular route and the time of day. 

Every interval on evey route in the system 
need not be the same. But intervals so wide 
or irregular as to provide merely token or 
perfunctory service, or which are 
significantly inconsistent with demand for 
accessible service, would not comply with 
this criterion. 

Subparagraph (2)[ii) requires accessible 
bus service to be provided on all routes 
throughout the recipient's service area on 
which a need for service has been 
established through the rule's planning and 
public participation process. By saying 
"throughout the service area." this provision 
is not limited to service within the basic 
circumferential service area. Anv route on 
which the recipient provides reg~lar bus 
service (including extended commuter routes 
and express bus service) is potentially 
required to have accessible service. 

Whether the potential requirement for 
accessible service on a given route becomes 
actual depends on whether the planning and 
public participation process shows that a 
need exists for accessible service on that 
route. The Department intends that a need for 
accessible service on a route be regarded as 
having been established when it is shown 
that one or more handicapped persons are 
likely to make reasonably regular use of bus 
service along some part of the route. 

For example. bus routes serving centers for 
independent living. important transportation 
terminals. major medical facilities. 
universities. major employment centers. and 
other origins and destinations that are likely 
to generate trips by handicapped personJ 
would probably need to have accessible 
service. However. a need for accessible 
service could also arise on a suburban route 
because one or more handicapped persons 
wished to use that route for trips to work. 
shopping. or other purposes on a reasonably 
regular basis. 

The Department believes that it would be 
desirable for recipients choosing a scheduled 
accessible bus system to make some 
provision for providing services to disabled 
persons whose origin or destination is not on 
an accessible route. The form of such service 
is up to the recipient. however. 

As with service intervals. the routes served 
by accessible bus service may change over 
time. as new service needs arise and former 
service needs disappear. Changes in the route 
structure of acceSSIble service are also 
appropnate subjects for consultation through 
the cllntinuinl! public participation process. 

Subparagraph (2)(iii) provides that the fare 
for a handicapped person using the 
accessible bus system cannot be higher than 
the bus fare pa id by other passengers. 
Even'one who gets on the bus to go from 
Poini A to Point B pays the same fare. except 
that the elderly and handicapped half-fare 
program of 49 CFR § 609.23 continues to 
apply in the accessible bus context. 

Subparagraph (3) contains service criteria 
for on-call bus service. An on-call accessible 
bus s\'stem is one in which accessible buses 
are n~t regularly scheduled on any particular 
routes or runs. Instead. handicapped persons 
wanting to use accessible buses call the 
transit provider and arrange for an accessible 
bus to come by a particular bus stop on a 
given route at a certain time. 

Some of the criteria for on-call accessible 
bus service are virtually identical to the 
special service criteria. The eligibility 
(subparagraph (3Hi]). response time 
(subparagraph (3)(ii]). and the restrictions 
and priorities based on trip purpose criterion 
(subpara~raph (3)(iii) are in this category. The 
fares criterion (subparagraph (3)(iv)) is 
identical to the fares criterion for scheduled 
accessible bus service. 

Subparagraph (3)(v) concerns days and 
hours of service. Like its counterpart in the 
scheduled accessible bus service context. it 
requires sen'lce to be prOVided throughout 
the same days and hours as the recipient's 
bus service for the general public. This means 
that a handicapped person can request that 
any bus run the recipient makes. during any 
time the run is made for the general public. be 
made with an accessible bus. The recipient is 
obligated to fulfill the request. There is no 
provision concerning the intervals at which 
service is to be provided. SerSJice is provided 
in response to all requests made for it. 

The sen'ice area criterion (subparagraph 
(3)(vii)) requires accessible service to be 
provided on all the recipient's routes. on 
request. This means that when the recipient 
recei ves a request from a handica pped 
person for accessible service. the recipient 
must fulfill this request regardless of the 
route on which the service is requested 
(including extended commuter routes and 
express bus runs). 

There is. however. no reference to 
establishing the need for bus service on 
particular routes through the planning 
process. This is because. in an on-call 
accessible bus system. need for service is 
established by each individual request for it, 
rather than on a generic basis for scheduled 
service on a route. 

This subparagraph also specifies that "all 
buses needed to complete the handicapped 
person's trip" have to be provided. For 
example. suppose a handicapped person has 
to take a bus on route A to a given stop. and 
then transfer to a route B bus. in order to 
reach his or her destination. The recipient 
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must ensure that the B bus. as well as the A 
bus. is provided at the appropriate time. 

A recipient may comply with the rule by 
setllng up an accessible bus system 
inccrpo,ating eip.ments of both scheduled and 
on·cail accessible service. For example. the 
recipient could operate scheduled accessible 
bus service dUring peak hours while using on
call service during off-peak hours. A recipient 
could operate scheduled service on certain 
heavllv-used corridors while using on-call 
service elsehwhere. The scheduled and on
call components of the service would each 
ha ve to meet the service criteria for the 
respective types of service. and there could 
not be "gaps" in the overall service that left 
some routes. times. etc. unserved for 
handicapped persons. 

For purposes of this rule. an accessible bus 
is one of that a handicapped person. 
including a wheelchair user. can enter and 
use. Currently. an accessible bus usually 
means a bus equipped with a lift. The 
Department does not intend to mandate the 
use of a particular piece of technology. 
however. If a device or bus design other than 
a lift-equipped standard transit bus can 
produce the same or better results for 
handicapped persons than present 
technology. then the Department will be 
wiliinSl to consider regarding it as meeting the 
accessible bus requirement. 

{d} Service criteria for mixed systems. A 
mixed system is simply one in which Bome 
parts of the service area. or some days or 
times of day. are served by an accessible bus 
system. and others are served by a special 
service system. The key thing to remember 
about a mixed system is that each component 
must meet all criteria pertaining to that 
component. The overall system cannot have 
"gaps" that leave some areas. times. etc .. 
unserved by service for handicapped persons. 

In a mixed system. the special service and 
accessible bus components are not required 
tu duplicate each other's efforts. 
Consequently. the special service system 
would not have to provide parallel service 
alonl< accessible bus corridors. For example. 
the special service system would not have to 
honor a request from a handicapped person 
to be picked up at his home. situated 
reasonably close to a bus stop on an 
accessible corridor. and be transported to a 
destination served by a bus route using that 
stop. 

The recipient might also reduce the scope 
of the special service it had to provide by 
Iinkin~ the ends of or other strategic points 
on accessible routes with an accessible 
shuttle service. so that someone wanting ta 
travel from a point along Route A to a 
destination at the end of Route B could 
complete his trip using only accessible buses 
and the shuttle. Except where it would 
duplicate accessible bus service. however. 
the recipient's special service would have to 
meet all service criteria applicable to any 
special service system (e.g .. the special 
service system would have to pick up the 
same handicapped person from his or her 
home Ii he or she were going to a location not 
on the nearbv accessible route or one 
accessiblv connected with it]. 

The re~ipient is responsible for 
coordinatmg the components of its mixed 

system so as to minimize inconvenience to 
handicapped users. This coordination should 
include consideration of transfers between 
components. The coordination of mixed 
system components IS one of the fpatures 
UMTA will evaluate as It reviews the 
program submissions of recipients pianning 
mixed systems. 

(e) Sen'ices of other providers and through 
other modes. Paragraph (e] states the 
principle. for all service lI)odes. that a 
recipient may count the services of other 
providers toward meeting the full 
performance level. This is true even though 
the expenditures of these other providers are 
not eligible expenses under § 27.99. 

For example. suppose that a social service 
agency operates a subscription service that 
transports wheelchair users who need kidney 
dialysis to medical facilities where the 
treatment takes place. As part of a 
coordinated transportation system for 
handicapped persons in the urbanized area. 
the recipient is able to refer persons in this 
category to the social service agency. which 
provides the dialysis trips instead of t!le 
recipient itself. The recipient can count this 
service as part of the service meeting its full 
performance level. 

This paragraph also provides that service 
provided through other modes of 
transportation may be counted toward 
meeting the service criteria. For instance. 
suppose a transit authOrity operates an 
accessible rail system. The recipient chooses 
to meet the full performance level through 
making its bus system accessible. Like many 
bus/rail operators. however. the recipient 
uses its buses to feed passengers into and out 
of the rail system. The recipient could feed 
disabled passengers into the accessible rail 
system in the same manner as it did other 
passengers. and would not have to run bus 
service that duplicated the rail lines. The 
recipient could treat both its bus service from 
Point A to a rail station and the accessib:e 
rail service from the station to Point B as 
contribUting to meeting the service criteria. 

The key is coordination by the recipient of 
these services into a coherent whole. The 
mere facts that a social service organization 
may be providing some transportation 
somewhere in the urbanized area. or that 
there may be an accessible rail system in the 
same area. unless these services are in a 
system coordinated by the recipient. are 
irrelevant to the recipient's ability to meet the 
full performance level. 

Section 27.97 Limit on required expenditures. 
Paragraph (a] sets forth the method 

recipients will use to calculate the limit on 
their required expenditures. First. the 
recipient calcula tes its average opem ting 
expenditures. It adds the operating costs 
reported to UMTA for the previous two fiscal 
years under section 15 to its projected 
operating costs for the current fiscal year and 
divides by three. 

The estimate of operating costs for the 
current fiscal vear must be a reasonable one. 
consistent with the budget estimatp.s the 
transit authority makes for other purposes. 
(Obviously. the projection must concern the 
costs that will be reported under section 15.) 
An unrealistically low esllmate. one at odds 

with the transit authority's recent oper..l:I:~~ 
cost experience. or one that differs 
significantly from estimates prepared fllr 
other local budgetary purposes. is nllt 
.;cceptable for thiS purpose. 

Paragraph (b) concerns th.e effect of I~.· 
(.Ost limit. If a recipient can meet all :ht' 
service criteria. for an amount less th"!1I~" 
cost iimit. then the cost limit is ignored d~ring 
the fiscal year in question. Howe\·er. tilt' 
recipient is not required to spend more tr.,m 
the cost limit amount. even if. as a result. it 
cannot meet all the service cri ten a for the 
mode of service it has chosen. 

For example. suppose a transit authOrity 
determined that meeting all the service 
criteria for its paratransit system would co~t 
SROO.OOO. If its cost limit is $650.000. it can 
voluntarily spend the entire $800.000 to meet 
all service criteria. However. this reguid:lOn 
does not require it to do so. 

After consulting through the public 
participation mechanism established under 
§ 27.83 of the final rule. the recipient couid 
make decisions about the respects in which it 
para transit service would fall short of one or 
more of the service criteria. For example. the 
recipient in the above example might 
d'elermine that it could save $150.000 by not 
running the paratransit service on Sunday. 
raising fares above the level charged for 
similar bus trips. and not providing service to 
one segment of the service area which has 
relatively low demand for trips by 
handicapped persons. (In making tradeoffs. 
the recipient would have to act reasonably. 
For example. a recipient would not act 
reasonably in a tradeoff situation by raising 
fares to 530.00 a trip or restricting servir::e to a 
2 square block area.) These changes. though 
they result in service that does not fully meet 
the criteria. are allowed under the rule since 
the recipient need not spend more than 
$650.000 to comply with the rule. 

Section 27.99 Eligible expenses. 

To be eligible to count in determining 
whether the recipient has exceeded the 
§ 27.97 limitation on required expendlturps. 
ali expenditure must meet two basis Criteria. 
First. it must be an expenditure by the 
recipient of its own funds (including the 
U~fTA assistance it receives]. The total 
expenditures the recipient makes. not jlls! thl' 
net expenditures after farebox revenues 'Ire 
considered. are counted. Second. it muSI be 
an expenditure specificallv to comply w!!h 
the requirements of 49 CFR Part 27. Subpart 
E. 

This means that expenditures by other 
agencies (e.g .. state and local government 
agencies. private social service 
organizations) on transportation services for 
handicapped persons cannot be countpd for 
this purpose. As described in the discussion 
of § 27.95(el. the transportation servlc:!s 1m 

disabled individuals that these other aQ'~nc:<!s 
p;-ovide can be "counted" by the reclplt'f't as 
part of the transportation services meplin~ 
the service criteria. however. 

The same principle applies to the C()~IS uf 
operating an accessible rail system. :'Ii,) 
recipient need operate an accessible rail 
svstem to comply with this rule. Howe',,,r. a 
r~il recipient may use an acceSSible r,d 
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s~stem to help meet its service requirements. 
But the e)(penses of building and operating 
the accessible rail system are not attributable 
to meeting these regulatory requirements. and 
they are not. therefore. eligible e)(penses. 

Subparallraph (b)(6! provides. however. 
that the incremental cost of construction of 
modification of facilities to enable 
handicapped persons to transfer between 
accessible modes of transportation is an 
eligible e)(pense. if the improvement is 
approved as part of the recipient's program. 
For example. suppose that a recipient is 
voluntarily makinS! a rail line or station 
accessible. The cost of making the rail line or 
station accessible is not an eligible expense. 
since this cost is not incurred to meet the 
requirements of this rule. However. the 
incremental cost of a new or relocated bus 
stop to serve the station or line. tOllether with 
curb cuts. sl'~ns for the use of handicapped 
persons. ur other accessibility-related 
improvements that help disabled persons 
transfer between the accessible rail and 
acceSSible bus systems would be eligible. It is 
important to emphasize that only the 
incremental costs of such improvements. 
attributable to features specificaily related to 
service for disabled persons. are eligible. In 
reviewinlj reCipients' programs. UMTA will 
scrutinize closely plans for "interface" 
improvements of this sort to ensure that only 
eligible costs are claimed for purposes of the 
limit on required expenditures. 

Only expenditures specifically to comply 
with the requirements of this regulation are 
eligible. If a recipient chooses to proVide 
service above and beyond what this 
resuiation requires. only the expendiiures 
actually needed to meet the Federal 
regulatory requirements are eligible. 

For example. the rule does not require non
handicapped elderly persons to receive 
service from a special service system. If a 
recipient provides service to non
handicapped elderly persons. in addition to 
eligible handicapped persons. only the costs 
of the special service system attributable to 
carrying the laller may be counted. 

Only those items necessary to meet the full 
performance level for the mode of service 
selected by the recipient WIll be eligible 
expenses. "Gold-plating" (the practice of 
attributing to service for handicapped 
persons the cost of items that generally 
improve the recipient's entire service to the 
public or loading down the service to 
handicapped persons With featU!'es or 
facilities not essential to meeting the service 
critena I will not be permitted to drive up the 
reported elil!lble expenses service for 
handicapped persons to the detriment of 
proViding service meeting the cr:teria. 

This provision applies even if the things the 
recipient does above and beyond the 
regulation's requirements are required by 
another legal authority. such as the 
Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 or state or 
local law. For example. a recipient might. as 
the result of the Architectural Barriers Act. 
install an elevator in an existing subway 
station where it has otherwise modified the 
means of vertical access. Such an 
expenditure would not be the result of the 
requirements of this rule: the cost of installing' 
the elevator would not be a financial burden 

imposed by the Department of Transportation 
in order to comply with section 504 and 
section 317(cl. Consequently. the cost of the 
elevator could not be counted in determining 
whether the recipient had exceeded the 
§ 27.97 limitation on required expenditures by 
recipients. 

Section 27.99(b) mentions that the capital 
and opera ting costs for special service 
systems. and the incremental capital and 
operating costs of acceSSible bus systems. are 
eligible expenditures. The language of the 
section does not explicitly mention mixed 
systems. A mixed system is. by definition. a 
system made up of accessible bus and speCial 
service components. In determining whether 
the costs of a mixed system exceed the 
limitation on reqUired reCipient expenditures. 
the recipient would add the capital and 
operating costs for the special service 
component of its system and the incremental 
capital and operating costs of the acceSSible 
bus component of its system. 

By "incremental" capital and operating 
costs of an accessible bus system. we mean 
those costs of meeting the service criteria for 
accessible bus systems that are in addition to 
the costs of operating an inaccessible bus 
system. For example. suppose a lift-equipped 
bus costs 5120.000. Without a lift. and other 
equipment necessary to make the vehicle safe 
and accessible for handicapped persons (e.g .• 
wheelchair tiedownsl. the bus costs 5108.000. 
The incremental cost of buying the accessible 
bus is $12.000. Only that amount. not the 
entire cost of the bus. is an eligible expense. 
The same prinCiple applies to operating costs. 
If maintaining the lift on an accessible bus 
can be demonstrated to take 20 work hours in 
a certain period of time. the wages of the 
mechanics for those 20 hours can be counted. 
but not the wages of the mechanics for the. 
total number of work hours required on the 
entire bus during that period. 

Section 21.99{b)(3) specifies that 
administrative costs of coordinating services 
are eligible. In addition. reasonable 
administrative costs of a special service 
system or an accessible bus system may be 
considered as a part of the eligible operating 
costs of such systems. UMT A will consider. 
on a case-by-case basis. whether specific 
administrative costs are eligible. following 
the general rule that if a cost is generally an 
allowable cost for reimbursement with 
UMTA funds. that part of it directly 
attributable to prOViding service for 
handicapped persons can be counted for 
purposes of this section. 

Section 27.99(b)(4) speCifies that the 
incremental cost of training personnel to 
provide service to handicapped persons is an 
eligible item. Again. by "incremental cost" 
we mean the portion of the cost of training 
directly attributable to service for 
handicapped persons. For example. if four 
hours of a bus driver training course are 
devoted to operating the lift and otherwise 
accommodating handicapped persons on an 
accessible bus system. the cost of those four 
hours of training. but not the cost of the entire 
course. is eligible. 

Section 27.99(d) require. recipients to 
annualize the cost of capital expenditures. 
such.as the purchase of vehicles. over the 
expecled ullefullife of the item. This 

provision would also apply to other major 
capital items (e.g .. a new fixed facility 
specifically devoted to the garaging and 
maintenance of special service vehiclesl, bul 
nol to minor or routine purchases of supplies. 
parts. and other equipment. In doubtful cases, 
recipients should contact their UMT A 
regional office for guidance. 

The Department is aware that there may be 
iI number of methods. of varying degrees of 
accounting sophistication. for annualizing a 
capital expenditure. In the interest of 
simplicity. however. the Department intends 
that recipients simply divide the number of 
years in the expected useful life of the item 
into its cost. and then count the result toward 
the cost limit in each of the years involved. 

For example. suppose that the incremental 
cost of a lift-equipped bus is 512.000. and that 
the expected useful life of a bus is 12 years. 
The annualized cost of the bus would be 
51.000. Therefore. the recipient would count 
51.000 in its calculation of eligible expenses 
for year 1. year 2. and so forth. through year 
12. 

Where there is not a generally accepted 
industry standard (e.g .. 12 years for buses) for 
a given capital item. recipients should consult 
with their UMT A regional office for guidance 
on how many years should be regarded as 
the item's expected useful life. 

Section 27.101 Technical exemptions. 
This provision permits any recipient to 

request a technical exemption from any 
provision of this Subpart. Such a request can 
be made at any time. as an independent 
request. It is also possible for a recipient to 
submit a technical exemption request as part 
of. or in connection with. the recipient's 
program submission. Section 21.101(b) clearly 
sets forth the standards for granting 
exemptions under this rule. These standards 
are consistent with the standards DOT has 
applied to requests for exemptions in the 
past. First. there must be special local 
circumstances. That is. the reasons specified 
for the requested exemption must be. if not 
literally unique. quite specific to the local 
area requesting the exemption. The 
Department will not grant an exemption 
based on circumstances common to a broad 
class of recipients. An exemption from a 
regulatory requirement based OD 
circumstances common to many recipients 
would constitute. in effect. a rulemaking of 
general applicability. which may be made 
only through normal rulemaking procedures. 

Second. the circumstances used to support 
the exemption request must involve matters 
not contemplated. or taken into account. as 
part of the rulemaking process for this rule. 
The Department is aware that it probably has 
not thought of all possible issues or situations 
that can arise. This exemption procedure ill 
intended to apply to matters not ~ealt with in 
this rulemaking. If. on the other hand. the 
Department has received and considered 
comments on how a certain issue or situation 
has been handled. and then made a decision. 
the exemption process is not a mechanism for 
reconsidering a regulatory decision the 
Department has made. . 

Third. the applicant for an exemption must 
demonstrate that the circumatances cited 
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make compliance with the rule unduly 
burdensome or unreasonable. The undue 
burdens or unreasonableness. consistent ~ ith 
the two standards discussed above. must be 
specific to the particular grantee. and not 
sClmething affecting grantees. or a broad class 
of them. in common. 

Fourth. the recipient must show that. if it is 
granted the exemption. it will take some 
alternate action that will substantially 
comply with the regulation. The grant of an 
exemption is not a license for noncompliance;. 
it is agreement by the De'partment and the 
recipient that the recipient will take action 
adequate to provide transportation services 
to handicapped persons. even though it is. in 
some respects. excused from following the 
leiter of the regula tion. It should be 
emphasized. however. that the exemption 
provision is not intended to permit recipients 
to fashion "do-it-yourselr' modifications of 
the requirements of the regulation. 

.The Department may grant a request for a 
technical exemption. in whole or in part. or 
deny it. The Department may also place any 
reasonable conditions on the grant of the 
exemption. The UMTA Administrator will 
sign grants or denials of exemption requests. 
and such requests should be addressed to the 
Administrator. In keeping with existing DOT 
practice. the Assistant Secretary for Policy 
and International Affairs must concur in 
grants or denials of exemption requests under 
this rule. 

Section 27.103 Alternate procedures for 
reCIpients in States adminIst<!ring the section 
5. 9. and 9A programs 

Section 27.103 provides a slightly different 
procedure for submitting documents under 
thiS Subpart if a state has elected to 
administer UMTA's sections 5. 9. and 9A 
programs for UMTA. This procedure applies 
to urbanized areas of under 200.000 
population. If a state has made this election. 
the designated state agency is the actual 
recipient of the lJ~ITA funds and the state 
dgency. in tum. passes them through to the 
urbanized area. This is similar to the section 
1B program. 

If the election is made. the local recipient 
must send the program required under 
§ Z7.85. the slippage report under § 27.69(c). 
the certification and report under § 27.91(f). 
and any compact under § 27.93(c) to the 
designated state agency and not to U!\-lTA. 
(The state would :1ave to inform U~ITA when 

a slippage report was received). The 
designated state agency acts for UMTA to 
review and. as nel;e8Sary. IIpprove these 
documents. In doing so. any deadlines which 
the regulation imposes on UMTA apply to the 
deSIgnated state agency. For example. the 
deSIgnated state agency would. under 
§ 27.65(b). hll,ve to complete its review of the 
local recipient's program within 120 days of 
its submission. Similarly. the time extensions 
under § 27.85(c) would also apply to the 
designated state agency. 

Section 27.103(b) requires the designated 
state agency to certify to UMTA that the 
recipients in its state are in compliance with 
this Subpart. This certification can cover 
more than one recipient. but it is due to 
UMT A no later than 30 days after the 
designated state agency approves the 
recipient's program. 

It is important to note that the state's 
election to administer these programs is 
voluntary. Any recipient located in a state 
not so electing must send its material to 
UMTA. Also. the provisions in this section do 
not apply to small recipients covered by 
§ 27.91. 

Enforcement Procedures 
Subpart F (§ § 27.121-27.129) of 49 CFR Part 

27 concerns enforcement of the obligations of 
recipients under Subpart E. the mass transit 
program requirements. as well as all the other 
Subparts of this regu!atkm. Briefly. Subpart F 
provides that when. as a result of a complaint 
investigation or compliance review. the 
Department learns that a recipient appears to 
be in noncompliance. the Department first 
attempts to resolve the problem informally. 

This informal resolution step is the most 
important part of the enforcement process, 
from the Department's view. At this stage. the 
Department works with the recipient to solve 
the planning. management. or operational 
problems that led to the enforcement action. 
The aim of the process is not to impose 
sanctions on the recipient. but to correct the 
situation so that the recipient provides 
service to handicapped persons as the 
regulation requires. Only if informal 
resolution fails does the Department resort to 
formal enforcement proceedings. 

If there is reasonable cause for the 
Department to believe that the recipient is in 
noncompliance. and that the noncompliance 
cannot be resolved informally. the 
Department notifies the recipient that it 

proposes to sllspend. terminate. or refu~1! to 
provide Fedeml financial assistance to tIll' 
recipient. The recipient has the opportunltv to 
present its r:ase at a hearing before an 
administrative law judge. The judge makes a 
recommended decision to the Secretary. who 
may accept. reject. or modify the 
recommended decision. The Secret<.try·s 
decision is administratively final (it may be 
reviewed by a Federal court under the 
Administrative Procedure Act) and the 
sanctions the Secretary orders remam in 
effect until the recipient comes into 
compliance with the regulation. 

Any person who wishes to submit a 
complaint aUeging that a recipient is In 

noncompliance with this regulation should 
send the complaint to the following address: 
Director. Departmental Office of Ci\'il Rights. 
U.S. Department or Transportation. 400 7th 
Street. SW .. Washington. DC 20590. 

Noncompliance should be understood 
simply as the failure by a recipient to do 
what the regulations require of it. or action by 
a recipient contrary to regulatory 
prohibitions. The following are examples (not 
intended to be an exhaustive or exclusive 
list) of conduct under Subpart E that could be 
regarded as noncompliance. for recipients to 
which the various requirements apply: 

• Failure to have a program consistent 
with the requirem~nts of § 27.81; 

• Failure to follow any of the public 
participation requirements of § 27.83; 

• Failure to submit the program documents 
to UMTA within the time framts of § 27.85; 

• Failure to make timely chan~es in a 
pro)!ram UMTA did not approve as submitted 
under § 27.85. such that UMTA can approve 
the program as consistent with this 
regula tion; 

• Failure,to provide service. as required 
under § 27.87; 

• Failure to submit a "slippage report" in 
the circumstances in which § 27.89(cj requires 
one; 

• Failure by a small recipient 10 certify. 
provide for public participation. or provide 
reports as required under § 27.91. 

The OMB Paperwork Reduction Act 
number for the information collection 
requirements in Subpart E is 2132-{)530. 
[FR Doc. 86-11571 Filed 5-ZQ-86; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 4910-62-11 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Office of the Secretary 

49 CFR Parts 27 and 609 

[Docket No. 56d; Notice 86-5] 

Nondiscrimination on the. Basis of 
Handicap in Department of 
Transportation Financial Assistance 
Programs 

AGENCY: Office of the Secretary. DOT. 
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking. . 
SUMMARY: This notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPRM) requests comment 
on proposed requirements for service to 
handicapped persons on commuter rail 
systems. The proposed rule would 
implement section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 
794) and section 317(c) of the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 
(49 U.S.C. 1612(d)) in commuter rail 
programs receiving financial assistance 
from the Department: The notice also 
proposes to remove 49 CFR Part 609 and 
incorporate certain of its provisions into 
49 CFR Part 27. 
DATE: Comments should be received by 
August 21. 1986. 
ADDRESS: Comments should De 
addressed to Docket Clerk. Docket 56d. 
Department of Transportation. Room 
4107.400 7th Street. SW .. Washington. 
DC. 20590. Comments will be available 
for review by the public at this address 
from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m .. Monday 
through Friday. Commenters wishing 
ackno\vledgement oLtheir comments 
should include a stamped. self· 
addressed postcard with their comment. 
The Docket Clerk will time and date 
stamp the card and return it to the 
commenter. 
FOR FURTHER IN!'ORMATION CONTACT: 
Rubert C. Ashby. Deputy Assistant 
Cc>neral Counsel for Regulation and 
Edorcement. U.S. Department of 
Transportation. Room 10424. 400 7th 
Street. SW .. Washington. DC 20590: 
(202)426-4723 (voice) or (202) 755-7687 
(TOO). The Department of 
Transportation is currently installing a 
new telephone system. As a result. the 
\'oice number is expected to change, 
d'Jrinss July 19&6, to (202) 366-9305. The 
TOO nllmber is not expected to change. 
This :\PR~1 has been taped for use by 
visually-impaired persons, Requests for 
taped copies of the rule should he made 
to Mr. Ashby. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
purpose of thiS NPRM is to request 
r,Hnments on several actions the 
Department is considering taking that 
are related to the final rule published 

today on mass transit services for 
handicapped persons. The September 3. 
1983. NPRM that led to the final rule did 
not request comments on these specific 
proposals. and we received few 
comments relating to them. In addition. 
with respect to requirements fpr 
commuter rail systems. the Department 
does not have. at the present time. the 
information and analysis we need to 
decide whether to promulgate a final 
rule. 

Commuter Rail 

The preamble to the NPRM asked 
what. if any. provisions the regulation 
should include concerning commuter rail 
operations. The preamble also asked 
what form such a provision should take 
(e.g .. a requirement for key station 
accessibility. special service. or a choice 
between the two). 

Virtually all the handicapped 
commenters on this issue objected to the 
absence of specific commuter rail 
provisions from the NPRM. saying that 
commuter rail systems should be 
required to be fully accessible or that 
some alternative service be mandated. 
Some of these comments suggested that 
commuter rail services be required to 
meet the same criteria as other urban 
mass transit services. Others said that 
the interface between commuter rail and 
urban mass transit systems should also 
be required to be accessible. lest 
transfers from one to the other be 
precluded. A few social service 
organizations and other commenters 
took similar positions. 

The relatively few transit industry 
comments suggested either that there be 
no commuter rail provisions in the final 
rule or that. if there were such 
requirements. the type of service be 
determined locally. Some transit 
industry comments also favored being 
able to count commuter rail accessibility 
costs toward the cost cap. 

A few comments. from commenters in 
various categories, favored the "key 
stations/ accessible rail vehicles" 
approach to commuter rail service, 
Others favored alternative service as a 
substitute for. or addition to. accessible 
mainline service. 

In the final rule published today. the 
Department decided against requiring 
recipients to make urban mass transit 
rail systems. such as subways, other 
rapid rail systems, and light rail 
systems. accessible. Urban subway. 
rapid rail. and light rail systems provide 
service within an urbanized area which. 
in most cases. is also served bv a 
recipient's bus system. An accessible 
bus system. or a special service system 
meeting service criteria keyed to the bus 
system, can provide service to 

handicapped persons throughout the 
area in which rail service is availuble to 
the general public. 

Commuter rail may be a different 
case. While portions of commuter rail 
lines obviously lie within urbanized 
areas served bv urban mass 
transportation ·systems. the major 
function of commuter rail lines is to 
bring commuters to an urban center 
from exurban areas often far outside the 
area served by urban mass transit bus 
or rail svstems. A handicapped 
commuier living outside the urban mass 
transit service area would have no 
utl.rr A-assisted commuter rail service 
available to him or her at all. unless the 
commuter rail service itself were 
accessible or some substitute were 
provided for it. Consequently. the 
Department has decided to consider 
adding commuter rail requirements. 

It should be emphasized that the 
Department has not made a decision 
concerning what. if any. commuter rail 
requirements we should promulgate. 
Therefore. we are proposing for 
comment various alternative provisions 
on important commuter rail issues. 
These options include mainline 
accessibility with al! stations or with 
key stations made accessible. substitute 
service. and a provision that would 
allow recipients to choosE' between 
mainline accessibility and substitute 
service. The Department also seeks 
comment on other alternatives. If it 
appears that there is not sufficient 
justification for imposing commuter rail 
requirements. the Department couid also 
decide not to promulgate a final rule on 
this subject. 

The commuter rail provisions 
proposed in this NPRM include the 
fullowing: 

Section 27.5 Definitions. The 
definition of commuter rail. originally 
published as part of the Department's 
1979 section 504 rule. and deleted by the 
July 1981 interim final rule (since it did 
not refer to commuter rail svstems), 
would be restored. Because'the vehicle 
standards proposed for incorporation 
from 49 CFR Part 609 (see discussion 
below) refer to "rapid rail" and "light 
rail." those definitions would likewise 
be restored. 

Seetio:l27.81 Program Requirement. 
A new paragraph (b) added to the end of 
this section would make the requirement 
to have a program under Subpart E of 49 
CFR Part 27 applicable to recipients of 
financial assistance from the 
Department for commuter rail systems. 

SectIOn 27.85 Submission and 
Rel'iew of Program. A sentence added 
to paragraph (a) of this section would 
provide that commuter rail operators 
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would make their program submissions 
by 12 months from the effective date of 
this admendment to Subpart E. 

Section 2795 Full Performan(,e 
Level. The NPR~f proposes 3 new 
paragraph le) to this section, setting 
forth requirements for commuter rail 
servIce. The NPRM proposes five 
alternatives for comment. 

The first aiternative is to make key 
stations. and at least one car per train. 
accessible to handicapped persons. The 
"key st\ltion" idea was developed as 
part of the Department's 1979 section 
504 rule, and its purpose is to result in 
the most important stations being made 
accessible without causing the recipient 
to incur the expense of making all 
stations accessible. The key station 
criteria are also drawn from the 1979 
rule. The Department estimated. for 
purposes of the 1979 rule. that these 
criteria would result in about 40 percent 
of stations b:::coming accessible. The 
Department seeks comment on whether. 
if this alternative is adopted. these 
criteria should be modified. 

Because making a commuter rail line 
ac:essible is likely to be a relatively 
capital.intensive effort. this option 
wouid give recipients 30 years. rather 
than six. to meet the service criteria. 
This lengthened compliance period. 
which also was drawn from the 1979 
rule. is intended to make compliance 
through this approach financially less 
burdensome. However. the recipient 
would, as some comments suggested, 
have to provide interim s'!rvice (e.g" by 
demand·responsive motor whicle) 
during the 30-year phase-in perio.d. The 
Department seeks comment on whether 
this phase-in period is appropriate for 
commuter rail. 

The second alternative is similar to 
the first. except that all stations. rather 
than only key stations. would have to be 
accessible. This would result in greater 
cunyenience for disabled users. possibly 
increasing ridership. However. costs for 
recipients would also be higher than 
under the first option. 

The third proposed approach to 
meeting commuter raIl requirements IS 
substitute service. Substitute servke 
would invoive providing service by 
accessible motor vehicle from the 
commuter rail station nearest or most 
convenient to the person's point of 
origin to the station nearest or most 
convenient to his or her destination. 
There would be the same maxImum six
year phase-in period as for other modes 
of mass transit. As some commenters to 
the September 1983 NPRM suggested. 
this station-to-station service would 
have to meet the same six service 
cirteria that apply to other modes of 
sl;'rvice under Subpart E of the 

regulation. The language of the criteria 
would be modified slightly to fit the 
commuter rail context (e.g .• to refer to 
commuter rail lines and stations). 

The fourth option would allow 
recipients to choose between substitute 
service and accessible mainline serVice. 
This approach would let each recipient 
choose. for e~h of its commuter rail 
lines. to comply either by meeting the 
requirements for accessible mainline 
service (as in option 1 or 2) or the 
requirements for substitute sen'ice (as in 
option 3). The only constraint on the 
recipient's discretion would be that all 
of any given commuter rail line would 
have to comply in the same way. Under 
all of the options. a commuter rail line 
that already met the requirements of 
§ 27.i3 (requirements for intercity rail 
systems) would be deemed to comply 
with the commuter rail requirements. 

The Department also seeks comment 
on other options or variations of the 
options described above. For example. 
should the Department require feeder 
service to transport handicapped 
persons to accessible commuter rail 
stations? To improve cost-effectiveness 
of service. should recipients be able to 
terminate their accessible rail or 
substitute service at the first connecting 
point with other urban mass transit 
services that handicapped persons can 
use? On the other hand. would requiring 
handicapped persons to transfer in this 
situation be too inconvenient? Other 
suggestions are welcome. 

The fifth option under consideration is 
a no-action alternative. under which no 
commuter rail provision would be added 
to the rule. 

It is the Department's understanding 
that. like other mass transit programs. 
Federally-assisted commuter rail 
systems use their UMTA assistance to 
support overall operations. The 
Federally-assisted program or activity. 
therefore. is the entire commuter rail 
system. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 is a basis for imposing 
requirements only on the specific 
program or activity for which Federal 
assistance is provided. If a particular 
commuter rail line. for example. does 
not receive Federal finanCial assistance. 
it is not covered under section 504. This 
is true even if the operator rE:ceives 
Fpderal assistance for other activities. 

Section 27.97 Limit on Required 
E.xpenditures. A number of commenters 
on the September 1983 NPRM suggested 
that the limit on required expenditures 
apply to commuter rail systems. or that 
costs of commuter rail servict::s for 
handicapped persons count toward 
recipients' overall cost limit. For the 
same reasons that we applied a cost 
limit to other modes of service for 

disabled persons. we are proposing that 
a cost limit should apply to commuter 
rail. For purposes of this NPRM. we are 
proposing two options for how the cost 
limit would apply to commuter rail. 

We are concerned that counting co~ts 
of both commuter rail accessibility or 
substitute service and urban accessible 
bus or special service toward the same 
limit on required expenditures could 
create problems. such as a lack of 
balance between commuter rail and 
urban transit expenditures. that could 
impede progress toward the full 
performance level in one of the systems. 
Consequently. the Department's first 
option is that recipients which have 
both commuter rail and other urban 
mass transit systems would calculate 
the limit on required expenditures 
separately for each. 

The Department's second option 
would modify this approach somewhat. 
It is possible that. for some recipients 
who operate both commuter rail and 
other urban mass transit systems. it 
would be more cost-effective to divert 
resources from commuter rail 
accessibility to other transit services for 
handicapped persons. A provision 
permitting recipients to lower their 
commuter rail GOBt limit by an amount 
equivalent to expenditures above their 
urban mass transit cost limit could give 
recipients greater flexibility in such 
situations. The Department also seeks 
comment on whether. if such a system 
were put into place. there should be a 
limit to "transfers" of this kind. 

Section 27.99 Eligible Expenses. This 
section would be amended to provide 
that the capital and operating expenses 
of substitute service systems for 
commuter rail. and the incremental 
capital and operating expenses of 
accessible commuter rail systems. are 
eligible expenses. They would be 
eligible with respect to the separate 
commuter rail cost limit. This section 
would also regard costs of compliance 
with the facility and vehicle standards 
of § § 27.105 and 27.107 as eligible. 

Questions for Regulatory Analysis. In 
preparing a regulatory impact analysis 
or evaluation concerning commuter rail 
servIce for di:ffibled persons. the 
Department will seek information to 
answer the following questions. among 
others: 

1. How many handicapped persons 
live in corridors now served by 
commuter rail systems? 

2. How many of these persons are 
unable. by reason of handicap. to use 
the existing commuter rail service? 

3. How many of these persons now 
use other meRns of transportation for 
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destmations served by commuter rail 
service (e.!! .. private cars. van pools)? 

4. How man~' of these persons would 
be likely to use an accessible commuter 
rail service in which (a) key stations. or 
(b) al! stations. were accessible? 

5. How many of these persons would 
be likelv to use a motor vehicle-based 
substit~te sen'ice system? 

6 r,;\'en the likely user population. 
how llldny annual trips by handicapped 
persons who cannot now use the 
commuter rail system would be 
generated by (a) an accessible 
commuter rail system with key stations 
accessible. (b) an accessible commuter 
rail system with all stations accessible. 
or (c) a motor vehicle-based substitute 
service system? 

7. Wha"t are likely to be the 
incremental capital and operating costs 
[per year and over 30 years) of the three 
alternatives described in question 6? 

8. What is the likelihood that the 
ben~fits (Le .. usage) of the various 
alternatives under discussion will justify 
the costs? 
The Department requests assistance 
from commenters in providing 
information to help answer these and 
other rele\ ant questions. The 
Departml!nt is aware of two significant 
studies on C'lmmuter rail accesuibility 
that are now underway. The DeDartment 
hopes to make use of these studies and. 
to the extent still relevant. data from 
studies the Department has conducted in 
the past (e.g .. the so-called "321 Studies" 
conducted some years ago). If the 
informdtion from these studies is not 
sufficient to enable the Department to 
mdke a final decision on this subject. we 
antlcipute performing a study 
[analo):?ous to those used in the 
Regulatory Impact Analysis for the final 
:rule pl,blished today) that would 
provide the information needed as a 
busis for a iinal decision. 

Withdrawal of 49 eFR Part 609 

49 CFR Part 609 contains a variety of 
standards ior vehicles and fixed " 
iaci:ities. as well as procedural sections 
concernIn12 special efforts to be made in 
pro\'llling transportation services to 
bndicappp.d persons. There has been 
some cur-fusion about the legal status of 
thiS Part. The preamble to the 
Department's 1979 sectiun 504 rule 
n:en;ior.€c that Part 609 had been 
"suol~rseded." but Part 609 was never 
withdrawn from the Code of Federal 
Rp.l!uiatlOns. The Department's July 1981 
mt(~rim [lndl rule withdrew the mass 
transit portion of the 1979 rule. noting 
~hdt Pdrt 609 had never been withdrawn 
t)u..:. nct o!herwise clarifying its status. 

I he Department believes that many of 
the pro\',siulls of Part 609 are obsolet'e 

and/ or cover rna tters now covered by 
the new Subpart E. For these reasons. 
these provisions should be withdrawn. 
On the other hand. as discussed below. 
the provisions of Part 609 concerning 
vehicle and facility standards and thf 
reduced fare program are still important. 
They should be retained and any 
uncertainty about their legal status 
ended (it is the Department's positi\>n 
that they remain in effect). For these 
rtasons. the Department is proposing to 
withdraw Part 609 and to add to the neW 
49 CFR Part 27. Subpart E. revised and 
updated versions of Part 609's vehicle 
and facility standards and reduced fare 
program provision. 

Facility and Vehicle Standards; Reduced 
Fare Program 

The Department proposes to add a 
new § 27.105 to the regulation. which 
would incorporate fixed facility 
standards now found in § 609.13. This 
inclusion responds to requests by 
commenters on the September 1983 
NPRM for fixed facilitv standards in the 
rule. These standards have been in 
place for some time. are familiar to 
recipients. and are not onerous or costly 
to cemply with. This section would 
contain a provision concerning the 
station-rail car interface. which a 
ccommenter cited as a continuing 
problem in some new rail systems. 

The proposed § 27.107 would contain 
standards related to accessibility 
features for bus. rapid rail. light rail. and 
other vehicles. The four paragraphs of 
this section would incorporate the 
subst.mce of § § 609.15-009.21. 

There would be only one substantive 
change in these provi~ions. The NPRM 
would delete § 609.15[a) through (c). 
which deals with the so-called 
"Transbus" specifications. which the 
Department determined. in 1979. could 
not practically be implemented. and a 
requirement for an accessibility option 
on all transit buses. which is obsolete in 
light of the publication of the new 
Subpart E. It should be pointed out that 
the standards of § 27.107 would apply to 
all new vehicles in the categories 
covered by the section. not just those 
that are purchased specifically to meet 
the full performance level of § 27.95. 

The Department seeks comment on 
uny additional accessibility features 
which should be included in these 
provisions. or any mudifications or 
deletions which the Department should 
make to these provisions. 

The current 49 CFR 609.23 requires 
reCipients to provide half fares for 
elderly and handicapped persons during 
off-peak travel times. This pro\'ision 
would be incorporated in the new 49 
CFR 27.109. The only change between 

the present and proposed version of the 
pro\'ision im'olved the substitution of a 
reference to the current section 9 
program for a reference to the section 5 
program. which it replaced. 

Definition of "Accessible" 

The Department is proposing to 
delete. from § 27.5. the definiliGn of 
"accessible." The rationale for this 
proposal is that the specific 
requirements for various modes of 
transportation and facilities. together 
with the references to the Uniform 
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) 
now incorporated in Part 27. make this 
definition unnecessary. The Department 
seeks comment on whether there is any 
remaining need for this definition. 

Regulatory Process Matters 

This NPRM is a significant regulation 
under the Department's Regulato~y 
Policies and Procedures. since its 
commuter rail provisions may be costly 
and controversial. The rule may be a 
major rule under Executive Order 12291: 
because the Department does not have 
sufficient data concerning the costs of 
compliance with its proposed commuter 
rail requirements. we are unsure of 
whether it would result in costs of O\'er 
S100 million per year. The Department 
does not have sufficient information on 
which to base a regulatory evaluation or 
impact analysiS. and we have net 
prepared such a document at this time. 
If we decide to promulgate a final rule 
on commuter rail systems, we intend to 
prepare a regulatory evaluation or' 
impact analysis. as appropriate. 

The other proposals in this NPRM
concerning the withdrawal of Part 609 
and incorporation of some of its 
provisions in Part 27-are not expected 
to have any significant economic 
impacts. They basically involve moving 
existing provisions to a different part of 
the Code of Federal Regulations. We do 
not anticipate preparing a regulatory 
impact analysis or evaluation on these 
subjects. 

The Department certifies under the 
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
that this proposal. if promulgated as a 
final rule, would not have a significant 
effect on a substantial number of small 
entities. Only the commuter rail portion 
of this NPRM would have a significant 
economic effect. There are no commuter 
rail operators. to our knowledge. that 
could be considered small enhties. 

This NPRM has been reviewed and 
approved by the Department of Justice 
under Executive Order 12250 and by the 
Office of Management and Budget under 
Executive Order 12291. 
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List of Subjects in 49 CFR Part 27 

Handicapped. Mass transportation. 
Issued this 19th day of May. 1986. at 

Washin~ton. DC. 
Elizabeth Hanford Dole, 
Secretary of Transportation. 

For the reasons described in the 
preamble. the Department proposes the 
following: 

PART 609-fREMOVED] 

1. To amend Title 49. Code of Federal 
Regulations. by removing Part 609 
thereof. 

PART 27-[AMENDED] 

1a. The authority citation for Part 27 
continues to read: 

Authoritv: Sec. 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973. as amended [29 U.S.C. 794): sec. 
16(a) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act 
of 1964. as amended (49 U.s.C. 1612{a)); sec. 
165(b) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1973. as amended. 23 U.S.C. 142nl. Subpart E 
is also issued under sec. 317{c) of the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (49 
U.S.C. 1612{d)). 

§ 27.5 (Amended] 

2. To amend § 27.5 ("Definitions"), in 
Title 49. Code of Federal Regulations. by 
adding the following paragraphs, to be 
inserted among the existing paragraphs 
in alohabetical order: 

"Commuter rail" means that portion of 
mainline railroad transportation 
operations which encompasses urban 
passenger train services for local short
distance travel between a central city 
and adjacent suburbs and which is 
characterized by multi-trip tickets. 
specific station-to-station fares. railroad 
employment practices. and usually only 
one or two stations in the central 
busmess district. 

"Light rail" means a streetcar type 
transit vehicle railway operated on city 
streets. semi-private rights-of-way. or 
exclusive private rights-of-way. 

"Rapid rail" means a subway-type 
transit vehicle railway operaied on 
exclusive rights-of-way with high-level 
platform stations. 

3. To amend § 27.5 ("Definitions") in 
Title 49. Code of Federal Regulations. by 
deleting the definition of "accessible." 

4. To amend § 27.81 ("Program 
Requirement"). in Title 49. Code of 
Federal Regulations. by designating the 
existing paragraph of this section as 
paragraph (a) thereof. and by adding the 
following paragraph (b): 

§ 27.81 (Amended] 

(b J Recipients of financial assistance 
from the Department of Transportation 

for commuter rail systems shall 
establish a program meeting the 
requirements of paragraph (a) of this 
section. However. a recipient is not 
required to establish such a program 
concerning any commuter rail line 
which. on the date the program would 
otherwise be due. is in full complianc& 
with the requirements of 49 CFR 27.73. 

5. To amend § 27.85 ("Submission and 
Review of Program"). in Title 49. Code 
of Federal Regulations. by adding the 
following paragraph (dJ: 

§ 27.85 (Amended) 

(d) (1) With respect to commuter rail 
systems. commuter rail operators shall 
submit their programs and supporting 
materials within 12 months of the 
effective date of this paragraph. 

(2) A commuter rail operator which, 
because a commuter rail line is in full 
compliance with 49 CFR 27.73 within 12 
months of the effective date of this 
paragraph, is not required to establish a 
program with respect to that line shall 
submit. in lieu of a program, a 
certification of its compliance with 
§ 27.73. 

(3) If a commuter rail operator 
receives its federal financial assistance 
from the Federal Railroad 
Administration (FRA) rather than from 
UMT A. the recipient shall submit all 
required materials to FRA. 

6. To. amend § 27.95 ("Full 
Performance Level"). in Title 49. Code of 
Federal Regulations, by adding a new 
paragraph (f). to read as follows: 

§ 27.95 [Amended] 

* 

Option 1 
(f) Criteria for Commuter Rail 

Systems. The criteria applicable to each 
commuter rail line on a commuter rail 
system receiving financial assistance 
from the Department of Transportation 
are the following: 

(1) All stations shall be accessible to 
handicapped persons who can use steps. 
and key stations shall be accessible to 
wheelchair users. For purposes of 
commuter rail service. key stations are 
those that are: 

(i) Transfer points on a rail tine or 
between rail lines: 

(ii) Major interchange points with 
other transportation modes; 

(iii) End stations. unless an end 
station is close to another accessible' 
station; 

(iv) Stations serving major activity 
centers. including government and 
employment centers. institutions of 
higher education. and hospitals or other 
major health care facilities: 

(v) Stations that are special trip 
generators for large numbers of 
handicapped persons; and 

(vi) Stations that are distant from 
other accessible stations. 

(2) Existing key stations shall be 
deemed to be accessible for purposes of 
this paragraph if they-

(i) Include. or are altered to include, 
the features listed in sections 4.1.6(3J 
(a}-(d) and section 4.1.6(4) of the 
standards referenced in § 27.67(dJ of this 
Part; and 

(ii) Include the features described in 
§ 27.73(aJ(l)(ii) of this Part. 

(3) Existing non-key stations shall be 
deemed to be accessible if they meet the 
requirements applicable to key stations, . 
except that otherwise accessible routes . 
that do not comply with section 4.3.8 of 
the standards referenced in § 27.67(d) of 
this Part shall comply with sections 
4.9.2-4.9.6 of those standards. 

(4) All vehicles shall be accessible to 
handicapped persons who can use steps, 
and at least one vehicle per train must 
be accessible to wheelchair users. All 
vehicles on commuter rail trains shall 
have clearly marked priority seating for 
handicapped persons. and vehicles 
accessible to wheelchair users shall 
display the international accessibility 
symbol. 

(5) The fares charged handicapped 
persons using the accessible commuter 
rail service shall be no higher than those 
charged other users for a trip between 
the same stations at the same time. 
Reduced. off-peak fares for elderly and 
handicapped persons shall be in effect 
on the accessible commuter rail service. 

(6) The recipient shall ensure that 
each accessible commuter rail line 
meets the requirements of this section 
by a date 30 years from the date UMTA 
approves its program. In the meantime, 
the recipient shall provide interim 
service by accessible motor vehicle 
which meets a significant fraction of the 
actual transportation needs of 
handicapped persons who cannot use 
the commuter rail line until it is made 
accessible. 

Option 2 

(f) Criteria for Commuter Rail 
Systems. The criteria applicable to each 
commuter rail line on a commuter rail 
system receiving financial assistance 
from the Department of Transportatio:l 
are the following: 

(lJ All stations shall be accessible to 
handicapped persons who can use steps 
and to wheelchair users. 

(2) Stations shall be deemed to be 
accessible for purposes of this 
paragraph if they 
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lillnciude. or arc altered to include. 
the features iisted in sections 
4.1.61:111.1 )-( d I and section 4.1.6(4) of the 
standards referenced in § 27.67(d) of this 
''-Irt: and 

(iiI Include the features described in 
§ 27.7:l(a)(1)(ii) of this Part. 

(3) All vehicles shall be accessible to 
handicapped persons who can use steps. 
and at least one vehicle per train must 
be accessible to wheelchair users. All 
vehicles on commuter rail trains shall 
have c1enrly marked priority seating for 
handicapped persons. and vehicles 
accessible to wheelchair users shall 
display the international accessibility 
svmbol. 
. (4) The fares charged handicapped 

persons using the accessible commuter 
rail service shall be no higher than those 
charged other users for a trip between 
·the same stations at the same time. 
Reduced. off-peak fares for elderlv and 
handicapped persons shall be in ~ffect 
on the accessible commuter rail service. 

(5) The recipient shall ensure that 
each accessible commuter rail line 
meets the requirements of this section 
by a date 30 years from the date UMTA 
approves its program. In the meantime. 
the recipient shall provide interim 
service by accessible motor vehicle 
which meets a significant fraction of the 
actual transportation needs of 
handicapped persons who cannot use 
the commuter rail line until it is made 
accessible. 

Option 3 

(n Cntpria for Commuter Rail 
Systenls. Each commuter rail line on a 
commutl'r rilil system receiving financial 
assIstance from the Department of 
TransportatIOn shaH provide. on the 
rpljlJl.!st of an eligiWe handicapped 
person. substItute service bv accessible 
motor vdllcle from the commuter rail 
stdtlon nearest or most convenient to 
Ihe handIcapped person's point of origin 
to the commuter rail station nearest or 
most convenient to the person's 
dpslinatlOn, The substitute service shall 
meet the follOWing service criteria: 

(1) c'ii,l.!ibiii/y. All persons who. by 
reasnn of handicap. are physically 
ullahle to lise the reCipient's commuter 
rail s~'sl!'m shall be eligible to use the 
reclplt'!1t's substitute service. 

(2J Iiesponse Time. The recipient shall 
t'llsure that service is provided to a 
h;lndlcapped person who requests it 
\\ Ilhin 24 hours of the request. 

13) lit'sine/ions or Priorities Based on 
Tr:p j'urpose, The recipient shall not 
Impuse prIOrities or restrictions based 
I'n IrIp purpose on users of the substitute 
St'rVtce. 

! oj I Sen'ice Area. Substitute service' 
,h,lil ue pro\'lded. upon request. among 

all stations served by the recipient's 
commuter rail service. 

(5) Fares. The fare for a trip charged a 
handicapped person using the substitute 
service shall be comparable to that 
charged other users of the recipient's 
commuter rail service for a trip between 
the same stations at the same time. 

(6) Hours and Days of Service. 
Substitute servIce shall be available 
throughout the same days and hours ~s 
the recipient's commuter rail service for 
the general public. 

Option 4 

(0 Criteria for Commuter Rail 
Systems. Each commuter rail line on a 
commuter rail system receiving financial 
assistance from the Department of 
Transportation shall consist of meeting 
the criteria of either subparagraph (1) 
[i.e .• requirements for mainline 
accessibility] or subparagraph (2) [i.e .• 
requirements for substitute service) of 
this paragraph. Each line shall meet the 
requirements of the applicable 
subparagraph for its entire length. A 
commuter rail line which is in full 
compliance with the requirements of 
§ 27.73 shall be deemed to comply with 
this paragraph. 

Option 5 

No further regulatory action. 
7. To amend § 27.97 ("Limit on 

Required Expenditures") in Title 49. 
Code of Federal Regulations. by adding 
a new paragraph (d). to read as follows: 

§ 27.97 [Amended) 

Option 1 

(d) Commuter Rail. The limit on 
required expenditures for commuter rail 
service shall be computed separately by 
any recipient that provides both 
commuter rail service and urban mass 
transportation service by bus or other 
means. 

Option 2 

(d) Commuter Rail. The limit on 
required expenditures for commuter rail 
service shall be computed separately by 
any recipient that provides both 
commuter rail service and urban mass 
transportation service by bus or other 
means. Prol·ided. that such a recipient 
may reduce the amount of its commuter 
rail limit on required expenditures for a 
given fiscal year by the amount in 
excess of its limit on required .. 
expenditures for other mass .transit 
services for handicapped persons it 
expended for such servic.es in the 
previous fiscal year. 

§ 27.99 [Amended] 

S, To amend § 27,99 ("Eligible 
Expenses") in Title 49. Code of Federal 
Regulations. by removing. in paragraph 
(b )(5) thereof. the words "49 CFR 
609.23." and substituting the words "49 
CFR 27.109." 

9. To amend § 27.99 ("Eligible 
Expenses"). in Title 49. Code of Federal 
Regulations. by adding new 
subparagraphs (b)(7) and (b)(S) thereof. 
to read as follows: 

(b)· •• 
(7) Capital and operating costs of 

substitute service systems for commuter 
rail: incremental capital and operating 
costs of accessible commuter rail 
systems. 

(S) Incremental costs of compliance 
with § § 27.105 and 27.107 of this 
Subpart. 

10. To amend Subpart E. in Title 49. 
Code of Federal Regulations. Part 27. bf 
adding new § § 27.105. l7.107. and 27.109. 
to read as follows: 

§ 27.105 Standards for fixed facilities_ 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in 
paragraph (c) of this section. every fixed 
facility-including every station. 
terminal. building or .other facility
designed. constructed. or altered after 
the effective date of this section with 
UMT A assistance. the intended use for 
which either will require that such fixed 
facility be accessible to the public or 
may result in the employment therein of 
physically handicapped persons. shall 
be designed. constructed. or altered in 
accordance with the accessibility 
standards referenced in § 27.67(d) of this 
Part. 

(b) In addition to the standards of 
paragraph (a) of this section. the 
following standards apply to rail 
facilities covered by that paragraph: 

(1) Travel distance for wheelchair 
users. In designing new underground or 
elevated transit stations. careful 
attention should be given to the location 
and number of elevators or other 
vertical circulation devices in order to 
minimize the extra distance which 
wheelchair users and other persons who 
cannot negotiate steps may have to 
travel compared to nonnandicapped 
persons. 

(2) International accessibility symbol. 
The international accessibility symbol 
shall be displayed at wheelchair 
accessible entrance(s) to buildings that 
meet the standards. 

(3) Fare vending and collection 
systems. Transit fare vending and 
collection systems shall be designed so 
as not to prevent effective utilization of 
the transportation system by elderly and 
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handicapped persons. Each station shall 
include a fare control area with at least 
one entrance with a clear opening at 
least 3:! inches wide when open. 

(4) Boarding platforms. All boarding 
platform edges bordering a drop-off or 
other dangerous condition shall be 
marked with a warning device 
consisting of a strip of floor material 
differing in color and textore from the 
remaining floor surface. The design of 
boarding platforms for level-entry 
vehicles shall be coordinated with the 
vehicle design in order to minimize the 
gap between platform and vehicle 
doorway and to permit safe passage by 
wheelchair users and other elderly and 
handicapped persons. 

(c) The standards established in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section do 
not apply to: 

(1) The design. construction. or 
alteration of any portion of a fixed 
facility which need not. because of its 
intended use. be made accessible to. or 
usable by. the public or by physically 
handicapped persons: 

(2) The alteration of an existing fixed 
facility to the extent that the alteration 
does not involve the installation of. or 
work on. existing stairs. doors. 
elevators. toilets. entrances. drinking 
fountains. floors. telephone locations. 
curbs. parking areas. or any other 
facilities susceptible of installation or 
improvements to accommodate the 
physically handicapped (the standards 
do not apply to unaltered elements or 
spaces of an existing fixed.facility 
except as called for by section 4.1.6(3). 
of the standards referenced in 
§ Z7.67(dJ(2): 

(3) The alteration of an existing fixed 
facility. or of such portions thereof. to 
which application of the standards is 
not structurally possible; and 

(4) The construction or alteration of a 
fixed facility for which a recipient has. 
prior to the effective date of this section. 
issued a formal invitation for bids to 
perform such construction or alteration. 

(d) The final project application for 
any project that includes the design. 
construction. or alteration of a fixed 
facility subject to paragraph (a) of this 
section shall contain one of the 
following: (1) An assurance that the 
standards of paragraph (a) of this 
section will be adhered to in the design. 
construction. or alteration of such 
facility; (2) a request for a finding that 
the project is within one of the 
exceptions set out in paragraph (c) of 
this secllon (the specific exception being 
identified). with appropriate supporting 
material; or (3) a request pursuant to 
§ 27.101 for the technical exemption 
from the standards of paragraphs (a) 
and (b) of this section. with appropriate 

supporting material (including. where 
applicable. a request for a waiver of the 
requirements of the Architectural 
Barriers Act of 1968. as amended). 

§ 27.107 Standards for vehicles. 

(a) Buses. The following standards 
apply to all new transit buses exceeding 
22 feet in length for which procurement 
solicitations are issued after the date 
this section becomes effective: 

(1) Priority seating signs. In order to 
maximize the safety of elderly and 
handicapped persons. each vehicle shall 
contain clearly legible signs which 
indicate that seats in the front of the 
vehicle are priority seats for elderly and 
handicapped persons. and which 
encourage other passengers to make 
such seats available to elderly and 
handicapped persons who wish to use 
them. 

(2) Interior handrails and stanchions. 
(i) Handrails and stanchions shall be 
provided in the entranceway to the 
vehicle in a configuration which allows 
elderly and handicapped persons to 
grasp such assists from outside the 
vehicle while starting to board. and to 
continue using such assists throughout 
the boarding and fare collection 
processes. The configuration of the 
passenger assist system shall include a 
rail across the front of the interior of the 
vehicle which shall serve both as an 
assist and as a barrier to reduce the 
possibility of passengers sustaining 
injuries on the fare collection device or 
windshield in the event of sudden 
deceleration. The rail shall be located to 
allow passengers to lean against it for 
security while paying fares. 

(ii) Overhead handrails shall be 
provided which shall be continuous 
except for a gap at the rear doorway. 

(iii) Handrails and stanchions shall be 
provided which shall be sufficient to 
permit safe onboard circulation. seating 
and standing assistance. and 
up boarding by elderly and handicapped 
persons. 

(3) Floor and step surfaces. (i) All 
floors and steps shall have slip·resistant 
surfaces. 

(ii) All step edges shall have a band of 
bright contrasting color(s) running the 
full width of the step. 

(4) L(s;hting. (iJ Any stepwell 
immediately adjacent to the driver shall 
have. when the door is open. at least 2 
foot-candles of illumination measured 
on the step tread. 

(ii) Other stepweils shail have. at all 
times. at least 2 foot-candles of 
illumination measured on the step tread. 

(iii) The vehicle doorways shall have 
outside light(s) which provide at least 1 
foot-candle of illumination on the street 
surface for a distance of 3 feet from all 

points on the bottom step tread ed~p.. 
Such light(s) shall be located brlow 
window level and shielded to protect 
the eyes of entering and exiting 
passengers. 

(5) Fare collection. The farebox shall 
be located as far forward as practicable 
and shall not obstruct traffic in the 
vestibule. 

(6) Destination and route signs. Each 
vehicle shall have illuminated signs on 
the front and boarding side of the 
vehicle. 

(b) Rapid Rail Vehicles. The following 
standards apply to all rapid rail vehicles 
Jor which procurement solicitations are 
issued after the effective date of this 
section: 

(1) Doorways. (i) Passenger doorways: 
on vehicle sides shall have clear 
openings at least 32 inches wide when 
open. 

(ii) The international accessibility 
symbol shall be displayed on the 
exterior of each vehicle operating on a 
wheelchair accessible rapid rail system. 

(iii) Audible warning signals shall be 
provided to alert elderly and 
handicapped persons of closing doors. 

(iv) Where the vehicle will operate in 
a wheelchair accessible station. the 
design of vehicles shall be coordil1aled 
with the boarding platform design in 
order to minimize the gap between 
vehicle doorway and the platform .and to 
permit safe passage by wheelchair users 
and other elderly and handicapped 
persons. 

(2) Priority seating signs. In order to 
maximize the safety of elderly and 
handicapped persons. each vehicle shall 
contain clearly legible signs which 
indicate that certain seats are priority 
seats for elderly and handicapped 
persons and which encourage other 
passengers to make such seats available 
to elderly and handicapped persons who 
wish to use them. 

(3J Interior handrails and stanchions. 
(i) Handrails and stanchions shall be 
sufficient to permit safe boarding. 
onboald circulation. seating and 
standing assistance. and unboarding by 
elderly and handicapped persons. 

(ii) Handrails. stanchions. and seats 
shall be located so as to allow a 
wheelchair user to enter the vehicle and 
position the wheelchair in a 10catlOn 
which does not obstruct the movement 
of other passengers. 

(iii) Floor surfaces. All floors shall 
have slip-resistant surfaces. 

(c) Light Rail Vehicles. The following 
standards apply to all light rail vehicles 
for which procurement solicitations are 
issued after the effective date of this 
section: 
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{11 Doorways. (i) Pa!lsenger doorways 
on \'ehicle sides shall have clear 
openings at least 32 inches wide when 
open. 

(iiI The international accessibility 
symbol shall be displayed on the 
cxterior of each vehicle operating on a 
wheelchair accessible light rail system. 

(iiil Audible warning signals shall be 
pro\'ided to alert elderly and 
handicapped persons of closing doors. 

(iv) The design of level-entry vehicles 
shall be coordinated with the boarding 
platform design in order to minimize the 
gap between the vehicle doorway and 
the platform and to permit safe passage 
by wheelchair users and other elderly 
and handicapped persons. 

(2) Priority seating signs. In order to 
maximize the safety of elderly and 
handicapped persons. each vehicle shall 
contain clearly legible signs which 
indicate that certain seats are priority 
spats for elderly and handicapped 
persons and which encourage other 
passengers to make such seats available 
to elderly and handicapped persons who 
wish to use them. 

(311l/ferior handrails and stanchions. 
Ii) On vehicles which require use of 
steps in the boarding process. handrails 
Hnd stanchions shall be provided in the 
entranceway to the vehicle in a 
confi~uration which allows elderly and 
handicapped persons to grasp such 

assists from outside the vehicle while 
starting to board. and to continue using 
sucli assists throughout the boarding 
process. 

(ii) On level-entry vehicles. handrails. 
stanchions. and seats shall be located so 
as to allow a wheelchair user to enter 
the vehicle and position the wheelchair 
in a location which does not obstruct the 
movement of other passengers. 

(iii) On all vehicles. handrails and 
stanchions shall be sufficient to permit 
safe boarding. onboard circulation. 
seating and standing assistance. and 
unbo!lrding by elderly and handicapped 
pcrsons. 

(4) Floor and step surfaces. (i) All 
floors and steps shall have slip-resistant 
surfaces. 

(ii) Any step edges shall have a band 
of bright contrasting color(s) running the 
full width of the step. 

(5) Lighting in step-entry. (i) Any 
step well immediately adjacent to the 
driver shall have. when the door is open. 
at least 2 foot-candles of illumination 
measured on the step tread. 

(ii) Other stepwells shall have. at all 
times. at least 2 foot-candles of 
illumination measured on the step tread. 

(iii) The vehicle doorways shall have 
outside lights which provide at least 1 
foot-candle of illumination on the street 
surface for a distance of 3 feet from all 
points on the bottom step tread edge. 

Such lights shall be located below 
window level and shielded to protect 
the eyes of entering and exiting 
passengers. 

(d) Other Vehicles. Requirements for 
vehicles not covered by this section will 
be determined by UMTA on a case-by
case basis as part of the project 
approval process. 

§ 27.109 Reduced fares.. 

Applicants for or recipients of 
financial assistance under section 9 of 
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 
1964. as amended. shall. as a condition 
of receiving such assistance. give 
satisfactory assurances. in such manner 
and form as may be required by the 
Urban Mass Transportation 
Administrator. that the rates charged 
elderly and handicapped persons during 
nonpeak hours for transportation 
utilizing or involving the facilities and 
equipment of the project financed with 
assistance under section 9 will not 
exceed one-half of the rates generally 
applicable to other persons at peak 
hours. whether the operation of such 
facilities and equipment is by the 
applicant or is by another entity under 
lease or otherwise. 

IFR Doc 86-11572 Filed 5-20-86; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 4.,HZ-M 
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Appendix B 

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RELATED MATERIALS FOR MILWAUKEE COUNTY'S 
PROPOSED PUBLIC TRANSIT PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

Exhibit 1 

SUMMARY OF THE PRECEEDINGS OF THE PUBLIC 
HEARING ON THE PROPOSED MILWAUKEE COUNTY 

PUBLIC TRANSIT PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

May 21, 1987 
4:00-7:00 p.m. 
Third Floor Assembly Room 
Milwaukee County Courthouse Annex 
907 N. 10th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

CALL TO ORDER 

The public hearing was declared open at 4:00 p.m. by Mr. Gerald Schwerm, 
Transportation Director for the Milwaukee County Department of Public Works. 
Mr. Schwerm stated that the public hearing was being conducted jointly by the 
Milwaukee County Department of Public Works and the Milwaukee County Commis
sion on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. 

OPENING STATEMENTS 

Mr. Schwerm introduced Mr. Milt Abram, Assistant Chairperson for the Commis
sion for Handicapped and Disabled Persons. Mr. Abram thanked Mr. Schwerm and 
introduced the other members of the Commission who were attending the public 
hearing. He then read an opening statement on behalf of the Commission (see 
Exhibi t 1A). 

Mr. Schwerm then briefly summarized the characteristics of Milwaukee County's 
proposed public transportation program for handicapped persons--the Milwaukee 
County user-side subsidy program--and the federal requirements for the pro
gram; and explained the procedure which would be fOllowed for those giving 
testimony on the program (see Exhibit 1B). 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Mr. Schwerm then opened the floor to those persons who wished to comment on 
the proposed handicapped transporta tion program. Of the approxima t ely 70 
persons in attendance at the hearing, a total of 34 persons chose to comment 
on the program. Following is a summary of the substantive comments made by 
these persons: 

1. Mrs. Florence Smith, a current user of the user-side subsidy program, 
spoke in support of the program, saying that the service provided by the 
program is good for the mental health of handicapped persons as it allows 
handicapped persons to travel; the drivers are well qualified and help
ful; and the fares are reasonably priced. 

2. Mr. Dave Anderson, representative of Handicapped Transportation System, 
Inc., said that there is a great need for special transportation in Mil
waukee County for all elderly and handicapped residents. 
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3. Mrs. Marion Mikulich spoke on behalf of her husband, who has Alzheimer's 
disease; is ambulatory, but is unable to travel by bus; and is not elig
ible to get a user's card for the user-side subsidy program. She felt he 
should be entitled to be eligible for the user-side subsidy program. 

4. Mrs. Pat Bruce, representing Crossroads Interfaith Program for the 
Elderly, read a letter commenting on the program and indicated that eli
gibility requirements for the user-side subsidy program are too restric
tive and do not take into account persons with Alzheimer's disease, 
chronic illness, frailties, or temporary disabilities (see Exhibit 1C). 
She felt that the program is not adequate to meet current or future 
needs. 

5. Ms. Catherine Listo, a resident of Milwaukee's northwest side, questioned 
the eligibili ty requirements. She provided details of her use of the 
user-side subsidy program while she was in a wheelchair; the higher fees 
she was charged when she progressed to a walker; and her being dropped 
from eligibility when she progressed to a cane. She stated that with a 
cane she could not use a regular bus even if one were available, and that 
the current bus service is not adequate in the area where she lives. 

6. Ms. Ramona Lewis, representing the Granville Interfaith Program for the 
Elderly, stated that eligibility restrictions should be changed to 
include frail elderly persons who are currently not eligible; and she 
read a letter from a senior citizen noting the need for expanded eligi
bility (see Exhibit 1D). 

7. Mr. John Krall of the Cross Town Disability Network stated that he was 
pleased with the user-side subsidy service and wished the service could 
be opened up to all persons who needed to use it. 

8. Ms. Alice Kernan, representing several organizations of persons who 
cannot use the regular bus service, questioned why the user-side subsidy 
service is not available to all elderly and handicapped persons. 

9. Mr. Anthony Walker, a current user of the user-side subsidy program, com
mended the program on a job well done and expressed hope that it will get 
even better in the future. 

10. Ms. JoAnn Schmidt, representing the East Side Service for Seniors, stated 
that the user-side subsidy program is fine for those persons who are eli
gible, but for the semiambula tory persons who do not qualify, it is a 
"disaster." She said that the alternat ive service for the elderly pro
vided by Elder Care Lines, Inc., requires reservations two to four weeks 
in advance, which is not practical for medical trips. 

11. Mr. Donald Patrick, speaking for the homebound elderly--for whom he is a 
volunteer driver--stated that the user-side subsidy program is "wonder
ful" for those persons who are eligible, but does not serve the needs of 
the noneligible homebound persons. He noted that there is no publicly 
funded program to provide public transportation for such persons (see 
Exhibit IE). 
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12. Ms. Genevieve Mentel, representing Senior Affiliates of Congregations 
United, commented on the need to serve frail elderly persons and noted 
the long reservation requirements and limited hours of service of Elder 
Care Lines, Inc. She submitted a list of proposed changes to Mr. Schwerm 
(see Exhibit IF). 

13. Ms. Pattie Westphal, a handicapped citizen, cited an article in a Madison 
newspaper which indicated that an additional $28 million is available in 
the state transportation budget (see Exhibit 1G). She felt that the Mil
waukee County Commission for Handicapped and Disabled Persons should 
press to acquire some of this money. She also suggested fund raisers for 
the user-side subsidy program to raise the funds needed to allow more 
people to use the program. 

14. Ms. Sharon Spellman spoke on the problem of the persons who need to use 
special transportation, but whose disabling conditions do not meet the 
criteria which would make them eligible for the user-side subsidy pro
gram. She suggested that a functional assessment of users by the County 
would be a good method of determining eligibility. 

15. Mr. Terrance Weber, a disabled but semiambulatory citizen, stated that he 
is not eligible for user-side subsidy because he uses a cane, and com
mented that he hopes the program can continue and become available to 
more persons. 

16. Ms. Patti Malmstadt commented that there are a lot of handicapped persons 
who cannot use regular public transportation, and the user-side subsidy 
program eligibility requirements should be changed to allow all handi
capped persons to use the system. 

17. Mr. Perry Penoske said that he is aware of a person who cannot use public 
transit, but is not in a wheelchair or on crutches and, therefore, is not 
eligible for the user-side subsidy program. He questioned why this 
person cannot become eligible for the program. 

18. Mr. Andy Holman, a planner with the Interfaith Program for the Elderly, 
read from a written statement (see Exhibit 1H) which described a "crisis 
in our communi ty" for those people who need special transportation, but 
are not eligible for the user-side subsidy program. He stated that 
volunteer drivers provided a great number of rides to these people, but 
increasing costs and insurance problems make it difficult to continue 
this service. He also noted the long waiting time for the Elder Care 
Lines, Inc., service and the fact that some areas of Milwaukee County are 
not served by regular bus service. With the recent and future increases 
in the elderly population, he stated, the problem will get worse if the 
County does not respond to the needs of the community. 

19. Ms. Michelle Martini, a user of the user-side subsidy program in the 
past, said that the service is excellent if you are eligible. However, 
she said, as a Waukesha County resident working in Milwaukee County, she 
was not eligible. She also stated that, with the current eligibility 
criteria for the program, it was the equipment a person uses--wheelchairs 
or scooters, for example--rather than the person's disability, which 
determines his or her eligibility for the program. 
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20. Mr. Ramon Wagner, representing the Adult Services Coalition, felt that 
the problem involves a lack of consensus in the community on how the 
user-side subsidy program should operate. His organization developed 
four points to improve the operation of the service: 1) change eligibil
ity to reflect functional need as evaluated by medical or human services 
professionals; 2) the service should be seen as a program for all persons 
unable to use public transportation; 3) mechanisms should be developed to 
control costs; and 4) an advisory commitee should be developed to review 
plans and policies for the program. 

21. Mr. Jim Noonan, a user of the user-side subsidy program, stated that 
riders needing special transportation could be injured on the regular 
city bus system, since the drivers are not trained and qualified to 
handle disabled persons. 

22. Mrs. Shirley Klumb, whose daughter uses the service, spoke against the 
use of standardized routes for trips made by some handicapped persons 
because it would eliminate the current trip-making flexibility of the 
program for some persons. 

23. Ms. Kay Hurkmans, representing the Christian Community Living Systems, 
which provides residential living services for developmentally disabled 
persons, stated that mentally handicapped persons and persons with seiz
ure disorders could benefit from the transportation services available 
through the user-side subsidy program in developing more independence in 
their lifestyles. 

24. Ms. Jodi Look, a blind resident and user of the program, spoke strongly 
in support of the user-side subsidy program, but also said that a dis
abled person's functional capability to use the regular bus system can 
vary daily, and any functional testing performed to determine eligibility 
requirements for the program should recognize this. 

25. Ms. Sally Howe, representing the Lutheran Home for the Aging, said that 
the user-side subsidy program is beneficial to the institutionalized 
elderly in nursing homes as it allows them to go on recreational outings. 
She stated that the eligibility requirements for the program should be 
changed to consider the needs of the elderly who do not use wheelchairs 
or walkers, but who cannot use the regular transit system. 

26. Ms. Toni Scott, representing the Community Services Division of the Mil
waukee County Department of Social Services, recommended cooperation 
between her organization's transportation efforts and the user-side sub
sidy program in order to continue to provide special transportation and 
make the most effective use of the limited funds. She said that, in 
order for the elderly and handicapped persons to enjoy community living 
and be able to receive medical services when needed, special transporta
tion must be available to all persons who cannot use the regular public 
transit system. She suggested that, due to her organization's knowledge 
of the needs of its clients, its caseworkers should be able to determine 
eligibility for the user-side subsidy program. 

27. Mr. John Doherty, representing Meda-Care Vans, Inc., read from a written 
statement commenting on various aspects of the proposed program (see 
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Exhibit 11). In addition to his written comments, he said the user-side 
subsidy system is a good program, but, for financial reasons, e f for ts 
should be made to maximize the use by handicapped persons of the County's 
regular fixed route transit service by such means as requiring drivers of 
regular transit buses to assist passengers, using kneeling devices when 
regular buses are so equipped, enforced vacancy of seats for elderly 
persons in the front of regular transit buses, and functional assessment 
of the need for specialized transportation. 

28. Mr. Don Natzke, a rider on the user-side subsidy system, supported and 
endorsed the program for its assistance to the visually impaired popu
la tion. 

29. Ms. Rebecca McGill spoke about the difficulty many elderly and handi
capped persons have with using the regular bus service, including lack of 
available seating at the front of the bus and drivers who start driving 
before passengers are seated. 

30. Mr. Daniel Connerton, a user of the user-side subsidy program, appreci
ates the program and cautioned against having elderly and handicapped 
persons ride the regular bus service because drivers are not trained to 
handle their special needs. 

31. Mrs. Gini Wutschel, speaking on behalf of her husband who uses the ser
vice, expressed her appreciation of the service and suggested that the 
policies determined under the new plan be made available to registrants. 

32. Ms. Rita Sigfried, a user of the service, spoke in support of the program 
and expressed her appreciation for the independence it has given her. 

33. Mr. Thad Zweber spoke in support of the user-side subsidy program and 
indicated his appreciation of the ability it provided him to get out into 
the community. He requested that funds not be cut from the program (see 
Exhibit 1J). 

34. Ms. LuAnn Desotelle, representing the Milwaukee County Parks Division of 
Special Recreation, said that recreation programs have been developed for 
disabled residents and that the user-side subsidy program is essential to 
provide for continued access to these park programs for handicapped 
persons. She fully supported the user-side subsidy program for all trip 
purposes--medical, work, or recreational (see Exhibit lK). 

ADJOURNMENT 

The public hearing was declared closed at 7:00 p.m. 



Exhibit lA 

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE 
MILWAUKEE COUNTY COMMISSION FOR 

HANDICAPPED AND DISABLED PERSONS 

The Milwaukee County Commission for Handicapped and Disabled 
Persons sincerely appreciates the work of County Executive 
William F. O'Donnell and the Milwaukee County Board of 
Supervisors in establishing the User Side Subsidy program 
more than nine years ago. 

This program has provided hundreds of thousands of rides for 
Milwaukee County's handicapped citizens each year. The USS 
program has given many persons who are disabled a new sense 
of freedom -- and the opportunity to move about the community 
in a way that they thought was never possible. 

This program has meant that disabled persons can go to work, 
to school, to church, to doctors appointments, shopping, .etc. 
-- and this is how it should be! ' 

Handicapped persons who use USS should be very pleased with 
the system. The USS program was so significant in providing 

·transportation to Milwaukee County's transportationally 
handicapped persons that it became a national model which has 
been duplicated in other communities throughout the Cquntry. 

The USS program has not been without its problems, but 
hopefully that is behind us now and we can move forward. 

Your testimony today is very important because it will 
be incorporated into a report by the Department of Public 
Works and sent to the U.S. Department of Transportation for 
approval. The U.S. Department of Transportation will 
determine whether the proposed U.S.S. Program meets or does 
not meet U.S. Federal transportation requirements. 

Please remember that this is not a debate format but rather 
a public hearing format -- and members of the panel who are 
handicapped themselves or represent handicapped persons want 
to hear from you now. 

JFC/clb 
IBM/D:USSSPEEC 
5/20/87 



Exhibi t IB 

OPENING REMARKS BY STAFF OF THE 
MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

We welcome everyone to this public hearing on Milwaukee County's proposed 

public transportation program for transportation handicapped persons. A draft 

" report describing the program has been prepared and is available for your 

review. The report is summarized on the handout provided to you at the door. 

"' 

The report has been prepared, and this public hearing is being conducted, in 

accordance with current federal regulations governing nondiscrimination on the 

basis of handicap in federally assisted public transportation programs. Under 
+h<e... Co.,,,+'(' IS 

the regulations, ~iQ4plents of fedelal Llansit assistance are allowed service 
,~ 

options to meet ~ obligations to provide transportation for handicapped 

persons. Whichever option is selected, the regulations impose requirements 

relating to: 1) eligibility, 2) response time, 3) trip restrictions, 

~) fares, 5) hours of operation, and 6) service area. The regulations also 

require a minimum expenditure level which is tied into the cost of providing 

regular transit service. 

Milwaukee County has operated the User-Side Subsidy Program since 1978 and 

proposes to continue to provide this specialized transportation service to 

handicapped persons. Federal requirements and the characteristics of the 

current and proposed User-Side Subsidy Program are as follows: 

1. Eligibility Federal requirements stipulate that the service be 

available to all persons who, by nature of their handicap, are unable 

to use the bus system. The current and proposed program extends 

eligibility to all persons over the age of 7 who use a wheelchair, 

walker, or crutches to gain mobility, or who are legally blind. 

2. Response Time Federal criteria stipulate that service be provided 

within 2~ hours of request. The current and proposed program provides 

wheelchair van service within 2~-~8 hours and taxicab service within 

30 minutes. 
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Exhibit IB (continued) 

3. Trip Restrictions Federal criteria stipulate that service be 

4. 

provided without restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose. 

The current and proposed program proposes no such restrictions. 

" Fares Federal criteria require fares to be comparable to those of 

the bus system. Comparable can be interpreted to be two to three 

times the regular bus fare. The current and proposed program has a 

base fare of $2.00. 

5. Hours of Operation Federal criteria stipulate that service be 

available during the same hours and days as the bus system. Our bus 

system operates 7 days a week between 4:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m. The 

curent and proposed program provides service 7 days a week between 

7:00 a.m. and Midnight. 

b. Service Area The regulations require that service be available 

within the same geographic area as is served by the bus system. The 

current and proposed program provides service throughout Milwaukee 

County • 

. Funding Federal regulations require that 3~ of the transit system's 

average budget be spent to provide the required service. For 1987, 

the required expenditure level would be $2,130,000. Milwaukee County 

has budgeted $3,914,000 for the User Side Subsidy Program 1n 1987, or 

80~ more than the federal requirement. 

We will now hear testimony on Milwaukee County's program for providing 

transportation service to transportation handicapped persons who are unable to 

use the regular bus service available to the general public. Those people 

wishing to speak should please fill out a name card and give it to the clerk 

in advance. We have people with cards Circulating who will assist you. 
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Exhibit lB (continued) 

USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
A Report to our Registrants 

PUBLIC HEARING 
A draft report which describes Milwaukee County's program for providing transportation 
service to transportation handicapped persons who are unable to use the regular bus service 
available to the general public (User Side Subsidy Program) has been prepared and is 
available for public inspection at the offices of the Department of Public Works and at the 
offices of the Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. A public hearing on the 
draft report will be held in the Milwaukee County Courthouse Annex Assembly Room, 907 North 
10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on the following date: 

THURSDAY - MAY 21, 1987 - 4:00PM TO 7:00PM 
Oral or written recommendations or evidence may be presented at the public hearing. Written 
material may also be submitted to Mr. Gerald Schwerm, Director of Transportation, Courthouse 
Annex, Room 305, 907 North 10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 anytime prior to June 2, 
1987. Federal requirements and the proposed program are generally described in the 
following: 

Service 
Characteristics 

Eligibility 

Response Time 

Trip Purpose 

Fares 

Service Hours 
and Days of 
Service 

Service Area 

Funding 

Federal 
Requirements 

All persons who, by nature of 
their handicap, are unable to 
use the bus system. 

Service to be provided within 
2~ hours of the time request for 
service is made. 

Trips to be provided without 
restrictions or priorities 
based on trip purpose. 

Fares to be comparable to those of 
the public bus system. Fares 
greater than two or three times the 
regular bus fare ($1.00) may be 
questioned. 

Service to be available through
out the same service hours and 
same days of the week as the 
public bus system. 

Service to be provided to the same 
geographic area as bus service. 

Three percent of the average 
public transportation operating 
budget ($2,130,000). 

Current and Proposed 
Program 

All persons over the age of 7 years 
who use a wheelchair, walker, or 
crutches to gain mobility or who 
are legally blind. 

Taxicab service generally available 
within 30 minutes; wheelchair van 
service within 2~ to 48 hours. 

No restrictions or priorities based 
on trip purpose. 

Base fare of $2.00 plus all trip 
charges in excess of $1'.00 for 
wheelchair users or $8.00 for non
wheelchair users. Trip charges 
limited to $12.00 for van service. 
Taxi charges based on metered rate. 

Taxicab service provided 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. Wheelchair van 
service provided between 7 am and 
midnight, 7 days a week. 

Service provided within the 
boundaries of Milwaukee County. 

~1ilwaukec County budgeted 
$3,91~,100 for the program in 1987. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS • USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

907 North Tenth Street • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 • Telephone 278-4091 
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CROSSROADS INTERFAITH 
PROGRAM OF AND FOR THE ELDERLY 

Mr. Gerald Schwerm 
Director of Transportation 
Courthouse Annex, Room 305 
907 N. 10th Street 
MIlwaukee, WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwerm, 

May 20, 1987 

Due to the tIme of day for thIs hearIng, Its possIble 
length, the fraIlness of some people and the inabIlIty to 
obtain transportatIon! I present thIs wrItten statement on 
behalf of the needy e derly of the Crossroads InterfaIth 
area. 

Last year (1986) the staff and volunteers of Crossroads 
InterfaIth Program for the Elderly provIded 1~408 recorded 
rIdes to elderly of our northsIde community. nistorically. 
because our staff and volunteers have not wIshed to be taken 
for granted but useful assistants. I evaluate each 
indIvidual need. Each rider must be unable to use or obtain 
tradItional or exIstIng sources of transportatIon, 
I.e. Elder Care or User Side. (ExhIbIt # 1) 

SInce Crossroads Is not funded for nor expected to be a 
provIder of transportatIon I wIsh to sQeak to two Service 
Characteristics of Milwaukee County~s TransportatIon 
Program. They are elIgibIlIty and fares. 

In comparIson to the Federal Requirements based on case 
experience, the elIgibIlity requIred by MIlwaukee County is 
far too restrIctIve. It does not take Into account 
Alzheimers dIsease, chronic Illness, fraIlness of the older 
adult and no longer allows for temporary useage. Temporary 
useage Is necessary for many senIors followIng cateract 
surgery, mInor strokes or out-patient treatments now 
requIred due to the DRG~S. Also, senIors who have received 
therapy are elated when they are told they can graduate from 
a walker to a quad cane or cane for balance. However they 
truly become depressed when they dIscover that they can no 
longer use User Side but theIr Doctor Insists that they are 
not to walk alone or use the bus. The Independence they have 
just worked so had to achieve has vanished and few wIll 
disobey orders. (ExhibIt 2 ) 

I do not have the space or time here to go into the patch
work of scheduling required for our elderly who need 
assistance wIth rides for KIdney dIalysIs raldation or 
chemotherapy for cancer. The vIctims of Afzheimer~s disease 
and upper extremety disabilitIes are totaly left out. If you 
have an urgent medIcal need or have an appointment before 8 
AM or after ~M, Elder Care can not serve you. 

4059 North 25th Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209 445-8400 



Exhibit Ie (continued) 

And there are Edith and Preston. Edith is a 94 year old 
woman, extremely frail weighing 64 lbs. and Is /couch 
bound/. Up until a month ago she did not have a Doctor. Our 
volunteers, with her 62 year old daughter carry her to the 
car when she has to go to the Doctor. Preston, 70 years old 
was our number one volunteer driver until he had a seizure 
on March 13th. During the seizure he broke both of his 
shoulders. He has had surgery and now goes for therapy 
three times a week. He can not climb stairs because he can 
not grasp a hand rail for balance. He can not drive, nor can 
he use the bus, yet he is not eligilble for User Side. He 
would have missed two and a half weeks or 8 sessions of 
therapy if he had to rely on Elder Care. 

In respect to the /fare/ reguirements, the cost of User Side 
for many of our non Title XIX seniors has become very 
expensive. (We have discovered a good number of folks who 
are on T XIX or spend down and were never informed of T XIX 
covered trips. An example is Carmen, age 57, who has had T 
XIX and Social Security Disability for many years, yet was 
payin9 $16 round trip Inorder to see her Nerologist at 
Mayfair.) The hospital review of several years ago pointed 
out how centrally located hospitals were and yet our elderly 
live allover Milwaukee County. The family doctor who lived 
close by is a thIng of the past. Several of our seniors are 
also now required to go to the new Harwood Clinic on 122 W. 
North Ave .. Due to frailness they could never make the 
transfers required to use the bus and Elder Care only 
transports one day a week past Hwy 100. Neither of their 
doctors are there on the day Elder Care transports. Cab fare 
from the near north west side would be prohibitive. Even the 
extra User Side costs to travel to County Hospital makes 
seniors very selective in medical treatment and visits. 

In closing you wil I notice that I have not even spoken of 
the real need for usage for recreation or shopping. Most 
have given up hope of ever getting to a Senior Center or 
Meal Site again. As the population ages, the fastest growing 
segment of our society age 85 years and older, increases. 
Due to advances in mediclne many elderly may be /well 
frail/and not in nursing homes but withIn the community. I 
do not feel that the transportation within Milwaukee County 
is adequate for our current needs, nor is it planning for 
the future. The elders of our community must be taken into 
greater consideration when reviewing the transportation 
provided by Milwaukee County on aJ I levels. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

/,@ ~deL-
~atrlcia A. Bruce, M.T.S 
Coordinator of Crossroads Interfaith 
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Transportation Policy and Infor~ation of Crossroads Interfaith 
~ "',uu,/ ~I 

1 Tranportation to folks withi.n the Crossroads Boundaries(and projected 
boundaries) shall be provided: 

-When there. is an emergency· 
- When Elder Care is called but not available 
- When family or usual sources are not available 
- When a person • slips betwee~ the cracks' for other 

forms of transportation 
Then transportation shall be provided: 

- in emergency 
- in companion 1 on 1 situations 
- with a person who needs personal assistance at the 

point of destination (I.E. Hospital, shopping, Doctor's 
office,etc.) 

Itlhen necessary, Theprioi ties for transportation shall be: 

-in emergency, medical,or food trips 
- Medic~l/ dental trips 

-Grocery shopping 2 X month 

- Banking lx mon.th 
- special shopping 1 x month 
- recreation and special events ( church, senior events 
cluster programs'etc.) 

Each case shall be evaluated on an individual basis. 

2 Transportation outside the cluster boundaries, but not covered 
by another cluster shall be Evaluated on an individual 

basis and provided on a one time basis: 

-in emergency situations pertaining to medical, food, 
or banking and, 
when other forms of transportation are not available 
(see above) 

3 All Darking fees shall be paid by the rider/client 
4 ~i~s or donations: It is Board policy that since Crossroads is 

a not for profit volunteer based program, we can not be tipped 
or paid for our services. However, donations to the program 
are welcome. 

5Insurance: All volunteers are covered with liability insurance. 
Driver also receive volunteer auto insurance which is extended 

coverage of their own. The insurances are provided by Inter faith 
Central. (see # 6 RSVP) 

6. RSVP Volunteers are eligeble for Mileage reinbursment of up to 
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(currently) $66 for two month period or bus passes for the two months 
( same: co-st. ). RSVP insures the volunteers enlisted in RSVP from our 
.cluster. 

7 Special Programs and Deliveries: Crossrads particapates in special 
deliveries of cheese &butter, food baskets and hOliday gifts. 
This will be done based on staff and volunteer availability and will -
ingness. 

8 . Boundaries: Priorty and continuity has been and will be granted to 
seniors living in our area boundaries. 
9 Purnose of Transnortation: 

Crossrads Interfaith is not a 'transportation' agency and any of 
the above can only be provided when staff and volunteers are 
available to do so. However,Crossraads in keeping with the philosophy 
of Interfaith and the Mission of its sponsoring Churches, sees 
transportation as necessary in todays society to assist in the 
quality of life of the older adult. The above policy and information 
facts were written with that fully in mind. 

P.B. 
9/15/86 
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May 13, 1987 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am a Widow, 72 years of age, living on 
the Northwest Side. Due to an Arterial 
problem, which causes me to fall, I have 
had to resort to the use of a walker or 
quad cane for the past 3t years, depending 
on my ability to balance. 

According to my Attending Physician, I 
should not be using Public Transportation. 
With User's Side, as it stands now, I have 
to use Public Transportation when I use the 
quad cane. 

I feel as though with the quad cane, that 
there should be the same allowance as when 
I use the walker, as I have already been 
told -by the Transportation Company that_I 
am not covered by Insurance if I were to 
fallon the bus. 

It would certainly be beneficial to a lot of 
us who are in the same situation as I am. 

Please take this into consideration. 

rrhankyou 

1~/I~ 
Verona George 
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Dear Sir: 

Exhibit ID (continued) 
PETITION FOR BETTER BUS SERVICE MAY 19,1987 

As residents of Luther Haven Retirement Community, at 8949 N. 97th Street, 

in Milwaukee, I and others wish to convey to you the fact that trans

poration in our area is poor. We need a more convenient schedule. The lapses 

in hours the bus runs causes us to take the last morning bus at 7:22 a.m.to 

go to an appointment only to arrive as much as 2 hours early and find our

selves waiting for building and stores to open. The afternoon schedule 

presents a different problem. After daylight savings time is over, in the 

winter, the first bus home from shopping or visiting is 4:45 p.m. and it's 

dark outside and dangerous to be out. Seniors need to feel independent, and 

if the bus ran on a regular convenient schedule, we could go to the stores, 

visit a friend, see a movie, go to church or enjoy a community event by 

bus and not have to depend on others for a ride or engage a costly cab. 

We as a group signed below to ask that seniors living at Luther Haven 

be considered when making a decision on transportation in our area. 

Thank You, 

signed, 



Exhibit ID (continued) 

BLUEJAY COURT, 
9001 N.75th Street, ~ 

PAGE-l Milwaukee, WI. 5322 3£'\lQ ~'I 

As it is believed there is an urgent need for the avail-
ability of transportation for the Elderly, at a lower cost 
than what is asked for at the present time (meaning a low 
standard cost), signatures are being sought of those tenants 
who are in agreement with this. 

WE AGREE: 

'. i 

i 
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PAGE-2 

BLUEJAY COURT, 
9001 N.75th Street, 
Milwaukee, WI. 53223 
May 18, 1987. 

As it is believed there is an urgent need for the avail
ability of transportation for the Elderly, at a lower cost 
than what is asked for at the present time (meaning a low 
standard cost), signatures are being sought of those tenants 
who are in agreement with this. 

WE AGREE: 
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Exhibit IE 

Transportation meeting of May 21, 1987 

I have been a volunteer driver since I retired~ I have transported many 

persons in many stages of illnes and wellness. I had one that call with 

short notice for transportation, that I mean with a couple ho~s notice, 

and took her to the hospital early in the afternoon for X-rays and etc. 

The next morning I received a report that she had died during the night. 

There is no funded public transportation that would have taken this person 

on short notice. 

I have another one that does that does not have a wheel chair but is on 

oxygen. I went to take her to her doctor. I arrived at her apartment to 

take her. She had to walk about 20 feet from from her door to the elevator 

and possibly about 50 feet from the elevator to the car. It took usbetween 

45minutes to an hour to travel that distance because she has breathing 

proble~ Now I furnish her with a wheel chair to travel these distances. 

She would not be eligible for User Side transportation. 

I have taken another person that used to get out of her two rooms maybe 

once or twice a year to go to doctor. You people in the wheel chairs are 

complaining that you can not get around enough, how would you feel being 

confined to four walls for months at a time. I am talking about the people 

that the public does not help to get out like you people that the User 

Side helps. Don't get me wrong about the User Side program, I think it 

is wonderful except that it has for gotten a lot of people that need some 

help. 

I had another person that the Cancer Society could not take her for a 

week and she was suppose get these treatments every day. There was no 

public transportation for this person and she had to arrange her own 

transportation for that week. It is very hard to find some one who will 

help in these conditions. Because of auto insurance and liability are very 

expensive. 

I could go on telling you about many persons that can not use the public 
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buses and are net eligible for any other transportation. These are the 

forgotten people because they can not get out to a meeting like this where 

they could defend themselves. However, federal regulations Section 504 

requires that public transportation services respond to the needs of all 

handicapped people including those with those disabilit~es due to age. 

I know a man that use to transport many per$ons up to a little over a 

year ago and today he needs transportation himself. He has had a stroke 

and it has affected his eyes and strength. He is improving a little but 

can not walk to Church yet or go to the doctor on the bus •. One thing we 

must remember is that we are all getting older every day. I hea,rd a 

statement that the number of persons over 80 years ole will triple in a 

short time. Today we can get around but what tomorrow halds for us we do 

not know. One thing I know that it is cheaper to keep the persons living 

in their own homes or apartments, than having th~a in a nursing home at 

a cost of some where around the $3000. permonth. If they are living in 

their own homes or apartments they are paying real estate taxes which 

1s used to keep the cit:7county and the schools operating. So I feel that 

we should consider these forgotten persons that can not get out like all 

ot us here today. 
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Congregations United 
CungrC'galluns UnllC'dlur Cummunl/.\" Ac'liun • CungrC'galiuns Unlltd s.-niur AJjilialts • CungrC'galiuns Unlled Training Inslllult, Inc 

OHICERS 
Hw. Sand, a G • .sham 
Ch.>J. 
H~ •. D".ad Coope. 
VIC" 0 .... 
Mo, Acquon SchrNdt 

S~cr~lil'Y 

H"., F.ed unan 
Trea~urer 

BOARD 
Bapti.t 
H"", Kenneth A, Bowen 

I:.piuop.ol 
He,. MlCh.o~1 S'OIprnan 

Je .. i.h 
M •. ho.enc. S'oIMCi< 

Lutheran 

h"nk Z~ldl •• 
CldrerK:t: f'elltt 

I'rnbyterian 
H~v, F,.d L ..... n 

He"",n Catholic 
H~,. l>d.,O COO"", 
Hw. Hoy L~. 

United Church o' Chria. 
Hw. Sand, .. G' ..... m 
k~,. Hoberl UUITlIOIl 

United Method .. t 
H~v, Ga.y Lo""Y 

Community ActIOn DiviWon 
Hev, !:rhnS T ungse,h 

Senior Allil"t ... Diviaion 
Mo, Acquln SchrNd, 

DIHECTOR 
M., M ... y 0 ConneU Wllha",. 

May 20,,' 1987 

Mr. Gerald Schwerm 
Director of Transportation 
Cour thouse Annex 
North. 10th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwerm: 

Enclosed please find our position paper on Improving 
the Paratransit System. Also attached are case stories 
of the suffering many elderly face, as well as a Fact 
Sheet that describes the acutness of, the problem. We 
would like this information entered into,the record. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

ee~e~ 
John Dunphy 

1940 North 36th St.-Rm. 101-Milwaukee, WI 532')8 
Telephone (414) 933-7802 
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CONGREGATIONS UNITED SENIOR AFFILIATES 
POSITION PAPER ON IMPROVING PARATRANSIT 

THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 

LACK OF ADEQUATE TRANSPORTATION FOR FRAIL PERSONS IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING OLDER ADULTS IN MILWAUKEE COUNTY 
TODAY. WHILE MILWAUKEE COUNTY HAS THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM, 
IT SERVES PERSONS IN WALKERS, WHEELCHAIRS, ON CRUTCHES OR WHO ARE 
LEGALLY BLIND. "ANY FRAIL PEOPLE WHO ARE UNABLE TO USE BUS 
SERVICE EXHIBIT NONE OF THESE DISABILITIES. THERE IS-LIMITED 
TRANSPORTATION FOR THEM. ELDER CARE LINE IS ESTABLISHED TO SERVE 
THE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS OF PERSONS AGE· 60 AND ABOVE, YET DUE TO 
INADEQUATE FUNDING RESERVATIONS HAVE TO BE MADE 2-3 WEEKS IN 
ADVANCE, SERVICE IS LIMITED TO ONE DAY A-WEEK IN SOME PARTS OF 
THE COUNTY AND NO SERVICE IS AVAILABLE AFTER 3:30 P.K. THIS 

"ELIMINATES THE POSSIBILITY FOR MANY OLDER PERSONS TO USE ELDER 
CARE FOR MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS. I j , 

TO BRIDGE THIS GAP IN SERVICE, MANY PRIVATE SOCIAL SERVICE 
AGENCIES HAVE TRIED TO PROVIDE RIDES USING VOLUNTEERS. IN 1986, 
INTERFAITH PROGRAM FOR THE ELDERLY PROVIDED ALMOS~ 30,000 RIDES 
JEWISH FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERVICE PROVIDED OVER 1,000 RIDES AND. 
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY PROVIDED 2,276 RIDES FO PERSON WITH 
MEDICAL AND SHOPPING NEEDS. SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION IS ALSO 
PROVIDED THROUGH VOLUNTEERS OF SEVERAL OTHER AGENCIES. WHILE 
MILWAUKEE-AREA VOLUNTEERS-;~ONTINUE HELPING OLDER AND DISABLED 
PEOPLE WITH THEIR NEEDS, IT IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY HARD FOR 
PERSONS TO PUT THEIR OWN AUTOMOBILES AT RISK THROUGH VOLUNTEER 
TRANSPORTATION AND LIABILITY. !. 

I ; , 

THE PRESENT SYSTEM DOES NOT MEET THE NEeDS OF FRAIL PERSONS 
FPR TRANSPORTATION. HOWEVER, FEDERAL REGULATION SECTION 504 
REQUIRES THAT PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES RESPOND TO THE NEEDS 
OF ALL HANDICAPPED PEOPLE INCLUDING THOSE THAT ARE HANDICAPPED BY 
REASON OF AGE. AN OLDER OR DISABLED PERSON MUST SOMETIMES CALL 
SEVERAL NUMBERS TO GET A RIDE. THERE ARE AT LEAST SIX KA30R 
SOURCES OF PUBLIC FUNDS FOR TRANSPORTATION THAT GO TO OVER TWELVE 
SEPARATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES. WITH THE EVER INCRASING OLDER 
POPULATION THIS PROBLE" WILL BECOHE EVEN KORE GRAVE. 

PROPOSED CHANGES 

1. A UNIFIED SYSTEH OF TRANSPORTATION FOR FRAIL/DISABLED 
PERSONS NEEDS TO BE ESTABLISHED. A SINGLE FUNDING SOURCE OF 
SERVICES SHOULD BE SET-UP SO THAT ALL FUNDS COULD BE CHANNELED 
THROUGH THAT SOURCE. IN THIS WAY, THERE CAN BE QUALITY CONTROL 
OF SERVICE,- BETTER INFORMATION COLLECTED ON THE CHANGING 
TRANSPORTATION N£EDS IN·THE COMMUNITY AND KOST IMPORTANTLY, A 
SINGLE POINT OF RESPONSIBILITY TO· BE VESTED IN PROVIDING ADEQUATE 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TO THE FRAIL ANO DISABLED. 

i 

2. AN ANSWER TO THE IMMEDIATE TRANSPORTATION NEED OF FRAIL 
PERSONS FOR KEDICAL CARE AND SHOPPING HAS TO BE FOUND. EITHER THE 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY SYSTEM NEED TO 
BE CHANGED TO PER"IT USE BY ALL PROPERLY CERTIFIED PERSONS UNABLE 
70 USE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OR ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE NEEDS TO BE 
OFFERED IN .ILWAUXE COUNTY. 

CU SENIOR AFFILIATES 1940 N 36TH STREET 933-7802 

" 
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TYPICAL TRANSFORTATION FROBLEMSS 

Mrs J is a widow who has lived in the county for many years. She owns her 

home and wants to remain in it as long as possible. Mrs J is now in her 

eighties and is having a problem getting around. She has a problem with 
. 
arthritis and finds it hard to walk without a cane. Vfuile her late husband 

was alive, transportation was not a problem since he was able to take her 

places. However, since he passed away Mrs J has had a hard time getting 

around. She is able to go shopping on a regular basis through Elder Care 

line. However, two weeks ago Mrs J felt dizzy and had to see a doctor 

immediately. She could not get help from Elder Care since it was too short 

notice. Therefore, she had to call a cab and pay $15 for the round trip to 

and from the doctor. Mrs J is afraid of having to go to the doctor likerNI~ 

again since she is on a fixed income and would not be able to pay some 

bills w~th an expense like this. 

Mrs G has lost one leg because ahe did not get to the doctor soon enough. 

Her husband can not take her out because they live on the upper floor and 

she has been in a wheel chair for 25 years. Now her other leg 1s swelling 

but he will not hire the van because it costs $12 each way. There is a 

good chance that she will lose the other leg. 

Mrs P has to go to the hospital every day for cancer treatments. This 

one week her transportation was cancelled. She had to find other means for 

one week to get there for her treatments. She askpd private persons to help 

her out. It is a risky business to take a person in a private car 

these days with the insurance rates and the liability risks as they are. 
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CONGREGATIONS UNITED SENIOR AFFILIATES 
FACT SHEET ON IMPROYING PARATRANSIT 

THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 

CURRENTLY, MANY FRAIL, DISABLED AND CHRONICALLY ILL PERSONS 

LIVING IN MILWAUKEE COUNTY DO NOT HAYE ADEQUATE PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATlON SERVICES AVAlLABLE TO T~EM. ALTHOUGH THE USER 
• 

SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM SERVES PERSONS WijO ARE LEGALLY BLIND. USE 
-

WALKERS, WHEELCHAIRS OR CRUTCHES; TRANSIT SERVICES'FOR OTHER 

PERSONS WHO ARE UNABLE TO USE THE BUS ARE VERY LIMITED. 

ELDER CARE LINE SERVES PERSONS AGE 60 AND OVER BUT IS 

PRESENT SERVICE IS INADEQUATE FOR SEVERAL REASONS. FIRST, 

SERVICE IS LIMITED TO ONE DAY PER WEEK IN OUTLYING PARTS OF THE 

COUNTY AND NO SERVICE IS AVAILABLE TO ANYONE AFTER 3:30 P.M. 

SERVICE IS NOT AVAILABLE ON WEEKENDS. FURTHER, RESERVATIONS MUST 

8E MADE TWO TO THREE WEEKS IN ADVANCE. 

EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION FOR MANY ~S NOT AVAILABLE EXCEPT 

THROUGH PRIVATE COMPANIES. THE COST OF PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION IS 

2EYOND THE A8ILITY OF MANY PERSONS WITH FIXED INCOMES TO PAY. 

PRESENTLY, IN. MILWAUKEE COUNTY, PUBLIC FUNDS FOR 

TRANSPORTATION COME FROK SIX MAJOR SOURCES AT THE FEDERAL, STATE 
-" 

AND COUNTY LEVEL. THESE FUNDS ARE ALLOCATED THROUGH A VARIETY OF 

MEANS TO MORE THAN TWELVE DIFFERENT TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES. 

THERE IS NO PRESENT SET-UP WHICH COORDINATES THE USE OF THESE 

FUNDS. 

THE POPULATION AGE 80 AND OVER WILL TRIPLE IN MILWAUKEE 

COUNTY IN THE NEXT 25·30 YEARS. IT IS THEREFORE MOST IMPORTANT 

THAT LONG-rERM SOLUTIONS BE FOUND TO 'OFFERING PUBLIC TRANSIT 
'. " '\ 

SERVICES TO ALL FRAIL AND DISABLED COUNTY RESIDENTS-ESPECIALLY 

FOR TRIPS OF GREAT NEED SUCH AS MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS AND 

SHOPPING. 

CU SENIOR AFFILIATES 1940 N 36TH STREET 933-7802 
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"Transpq~ti()n 'b~dgetwindfaII 
. will measure ·.Iegislators'mettle. 

I " " ,'" 

FISCAL windfalls provide both op- Mdes little nlore than cost to continue 
portunities and dilemmas. I, 

~ On Tuesday the De~ent of 'CaRHAI, ,', In the commWllty aids category. That 
Transportation reported that;it will tn.vw, approach will put a strain on the abU· 
IUlve ,28 million more over the next , W' ..... _ .. · . tty to deliver services and on the -, a ~ I county property tax. 
two years than it anticipated when " Dane County Executive Jonathan 
Gov., Tommy Thompson SUbi' tted ,By Matt Pornm« Barry. a good Republican, last week 
his budgel' '~~'" told the Legislature's Joint Finance 

Almost hall of the money is ~ue to Committee that counties need a 2.5 to 
the mild winter.- Drunken dfivtng , 'I' 3 percent increase in community aids ' 
penalties, high gasoline tax revenues" millipn windfall, albeit one without next year. 
and re-esti.rJlates contributed t.P the much political sex appeal in a grow· 
windfall. ' ' I " ingly introverted society. ,BARRY SIDESTEPPED ques· 

Thompson offered his answ~r to" PART OF the windfall could be tions about how to fund the 3 percent 
the windfall: He wants to increase ' 'USed to finance all of the tr,answrta· increase. He ducked when the Demo· 
,the state's construction program of lion programs of the disabled and el· cratic committee tried to get him to 
major highways. Specifically: be derly. Now the transportation budget suggest that helping the disabled was 
wants to make a Milwaukee Lake Ar- spends about $4,5 million annually on 'more important than providing capi· 
terial to connect the Hoan Bridge to 'those needs. That falls far short of tal gains tax breaks to ~ rich. 
the south slde. • , • \ ,:;~haUsrequired. " • Once there was a Wisconsin which 

It Is great politics for the governor. i, A coalition of groups advocating . was concerned about people born 
. Milwaukee's south side Is tradition- ' help for the elderly and disabled last with disabilities. That was a Wiscon· 

ally a blue-collar bastion of the , ~eek suggested that the ~rta- 'sip where newspaper editors were 
Democratic Party. Work on the Pr- ' 110n budget contribute an additional concerned more about people than 
terial would start in 1990 the saine : ,11 million annually. boosting its con- about their own capital gains and in· 
year Thompson Is e,Xpec~ to stand , tribution to '15.5 ~on., , heritance ~ p~oble~ , 
for re-election. I : ' I Under the existing operation, about It was a WISCOnsm that elected 

, , I ~ ,11 million of community aid funds, Clifford "Tiny" Krueger as a Republi· 
GOVERNORS of every ilk love ~ must be used for the transportation can legislator for 34 years. He spOke 

pour, concr~te for highways. It Is 'a, of the elderly and the disabled.,That' of those days in his fareweli address 
tangtble e~dence of what state go~. is ,11 million annually that can't be ' to the Senate in 1~. " '.' ~ 
emment IS doing. Governors don t . used for reducing the mounting He reminded senators they had an 
have fancy nuclear ~ubs or ICBMs to ' waiting lists for community social obligation to provide a vigorous lead· 
show the voters. Highways and ~. : serVices. Community aids are state ership on Issues, adding: ' 
versity buildings are their, subsU· " funds transferred to county ,govern· • "There Is an equal obligation, one 
tutes. , ' , ',' , . \ ; ments to provide social services, often overlooked, to be sensitive and 

, Some, of course,.w1ll suggest a '28 ,\. mandated by state governmenL" , compassionate toward those who 
million windfall Is a reason to delay!;' THE NEED is far outrunning the lack the power or the means to com· 
or scale down the gasoline tax,1n~' • ability to provide j the services. pete in the society you govem ' 
creases that Thompson Is seeking. i' 1 ',Waiting lists are growing for virtu· "In our state motto, Wisconsin's 

Assembly Speaker Tom ,LoftusJ 'ally every program mandated by founders gave us the command to 'go 
D·Sun Prairie, has suggested the', ; state governmenL forward' Through our political tradi· 
state doesn't need all of the gas taXI :: The coalition correctly noted tha.t it Uons, our progressive ancestors gave 
money that Thompson wants. Loftus I ~ is far less expensive fpr the taxpay- us a mandate to care for those who 
Is a likely candidate for the Demo-, ; ers to provide the community social .cannot walk at our pace." 
cratic gubernatorial nomination in I ; services that keep people out of insti· The transportation windfall will 

, 1990.. " :'", ;:,,f, -:-l ! i tutions and nursing homes. ' , provide a test for Krueger's succes-
j There Is another use for, the $28 Ii ,\ The governor's 1987-88 b.udget p~ sors. ' , ' ," ., I ' , 
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~ 
interfaith-
~ 

program for the elderly 
Statement of Andrew Holman-Planner 

A CRISIS EXISTS IN OUR COMMUNITY IN TRANSPORTATION FOR THOSE FRAIL AND 

DISABLED PERSONS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM. LAST 

YEAR, INTERFAITH NEIGHBORHOOD CLUSTERS DELIVERED ALMOST 30,000 VOLUNTEER 

RIDES TO OLDER FRAIL PERSONS NEEDING RIDES TO THE DOCTOR AND SHOPPING. 

THESE PERSONS WERE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM BECAUSE 

THEY ONLY USED CANES OR NOTHING AT ALL TO GET AROUND. YET THEY COULD NOT 

USE THE BUS SYSTEM DUE TO THEIR FRAILNESS. IN MANY OUTLYING AREAS BUS 

SERVICE IS SPORADIC AT BEST EVEN FOR THOSE THAT CAN USE IT. 

DUE TO THE 2-3 WEEK WAITING TIMES FOR REGULAR OLDER ADULT 

TRANSPORTATION. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR FRAIL ELDERLY NEEDING TO GET TO THE 

DOCTOR TO USE THESE SERVICES. THUS. THROUGHOUT THE COUNTY VOLUNTEERS HAVE 

BEEN CALLED ON TO HELP OUT. WITH THE SKYROCKETING COSTS OF INSURANCE AND 

OTHER AUTO COSTS. IT HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY HARD TO FIND VOLUNTEERS TO 

ASSIST IN TRANSPORTATION. 

THE OLDER OLD POPULATION ABOVE THE AGE OF 80 IS ESCALATING IN THIS 

COUNTY AT A RAPID PACE AND WILL TRIPLE WITHIN THE NEXT 25 YEARS. SOMETHING 

MUST BE DONE NOW TO PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO THIS AND OTHER 

DISABLED GROUPS EXCLUDED FROM THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM. AS HAS BEEN 

DEMONSTRATED VERY WELL IN THE USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM. TRANSPORTATION IS 

A RIGHT THAT SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ALL COUNTY RESIDENTS. LET US START NOW 

TO DEVELOP A SYSTEM THAT CAN BENEFIT ALL THOSE PERSONS IN NEED. 

14-4-2 nfctr\\cJ/ ct\'Cnuc· suitel04· milvvaukce, vvi 53202 .4J...J.-27(j-...J.B8-~ 
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MEDA-CARE VANS INC. 
1111 W. Gn:enfidd Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin ';3204 
leIephone: 41-i-(H;-0111 

ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTATION 

Page 1 of the 504 "Preliminary Draft for Milwaukee County Public 

Transportation Program for Transportation Handicapped Persons" states 

that "the program submitted should be developed in consultation with 

handicapped groups and with agencies providing transportation." For the 

record, this Prelimina~y Draft was developed by our MPO (SEWRPC) without 

contacting our company, Meda-Care Vans or any other private for profit 

provider that we have talked to. We would therefore like to take this 

opportunity to comment on the plan. 

The last public hearing for Milwaukee County's User Side Subsidy 

Prcgram took place in March, 1986 at which time Milwaukee County was 

proposing an increase in the minimum one way charge for USS rides to 

$2.00. Contrary to the reference on page 19 of the Preliminary Draft, 

all but a few of tqe handicapped individuals spoke out inJopposition 

to the fare increase. The average fare pa'i.d on the bus system in 1986 

was approximately 52¢. Individual bus farl~s have been raised to $1.00 

for 1987 but with purchase of bus passes a1d bther discounts, the average 

fare will probably be less than 75¢. 

According to a Milwaukee County Corruni.;sion for the Bandicapped Survey, 

half of the proposed providers being recomnended for contract for the 

remainder of 1987 are charging more than $.~.OO for some or all of their 

trips. Many additional reporting and policy changes will unfortunately 

require us to increase our rates in the neilr future to $2.50 or $3.00 per 

one way trip. We, at Meda-Care Vans Inc. Jee~,that fare increases would 

further exacerbate the fare differential i~ comparison to mass transit 

fares. 

We fully support the elimination of providers that have submitted 

fraudulent trips and we understand that the Couhty's User Side Subsidy 

management needs to improve controls on the program. We do not be]ievc 

that specific requirements placed on van companies and their drivelS 

1 



Exhibit II (continued) 

are essential nor do we believe that policies relating to complete 

denial of trips where information is missing, without the opportunity 

to resubmit those trips is reasonable. Such policies will only increase 

providers' costs without improving service and end up costing the riders 

more. Effective and reasonable controls can be established without 

significantly increasing costs. We have heard similar comments from the 

three other larger carriers and would urge Milwaukee CountyAfoster input 

from private for profit providers. 

Some of the riders presently using the USS program can use the bus 

system. Financial analysis that calculates special efforts should be 

reduced by the amounts spent under the USS program for those individuals 
~ 

that could use mass transit but choose not~ A functional assessment may 

be necessary to evaluate who can and who cannot use mass transit. 

Meda-Care Vans supports the principle of competition and the rider's 

right to choose a private carrier that provides quality service. The 

preliminary plan does not specifically mention that some individuals 

may lose this right by virtue of the fact that they may be named to a 

standardized route. If the standardized routes are implemented without 

reference in this plan it may be necessary to resubmit an "Altered 

Program" plan if it is not detailed in this plan. Details should describe 

the specific differences for these individuals with respect to service 

options and costs to the rider. 

The last comment relates to what we believe is a violation of the 

UMTA private sector initiative. Standardized routes were developed by 

a Milwaukee County User Side Subsidy staff intern which selected out a 

number of riders (mostly our riders) and placed them on these routes. 

They then sent out bids to private for profit providers as well as non

profit providers. In an effort to protect the jobs of several of our 

employees we felt obligated to bid very competitively. We were low 

bidder on all of these routes and yet based on a letter we have received 

this week we will only be awarded half of the routes. The other half 

would be awarded to a non-profit provider at a higher rate. 
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Our interpretation of UMTA regulations in this area would specif

ically prohibit this action. We are particularly disturbed because 

the non-profit provider has had 80% of the costs of its vehicles paid 

for by UMTA through the l6(b) 2 program, it does not have to pay sales 

taxes on vehicle/parts/accessory purchases, it does not pay as high a 

state/federal gas tax as we do, it received tax ded~table donations 

which reduce others' taxes, it does not pay property taxes nor does it 

Day Federal and State Corporate Income Taxes. If this isn't a prime 

example of unfair competition we don't know what is. All these Federal 

and State subsidies should preclude non-profit providers from being 

allowed to bid against Tax Paying Private providers where sufficient 

competition exists. The taxes we pay are used to provide subsidies to 

our non-taxpaying competitors. 

We herein request that Milwaukee County and the Department of 

Trasportation's Urban Mass Transportation Adminstration review these 

actions and take the necessary immediate steps to protect private tax 

paying providers. • J 

Through significant competition, Milwaukee County enjoys the lowest 

one way trip cost of any such service area its size in the country. We 
• 

have had no increases in p~r trip reimbursf~ment since 1979 and now we 

are faced with government subsidized compe~:ition. We have done all 

we can to assist in making the USS program a success. We hope we can 

gain your cooperation in continuing to make the program a success. 

I . '. 

John V. Doherty 

'.' 
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Mil~~uk •• C-ou-n-ty-B-oard of Supervisors 

------..,...-----Committee Hearing Registration 
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Subject or File No.====--____________ _ 
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Registering .... For __ _ Against __ _ 
Appearing . ..... For __ _ Against __ _ 
For Information Only __ _ 
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Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors 

_____________ Committee Hearing Registration 

DATE 

Against __ _ 
Against __ _ l3ACt:. 
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Exhibit 2 

LEGAL NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 

This legal notice was published in the following newspapers on the said dates: 

The Milwaukee Journal 
Friday, April 3, 1987 
Sunday, April 5, 1987 

The Milwaukee Sentinel 
Tuesday, April 7, 1987 

The Milwaukee Times 
Weekly Newspaper 

Wednesday, April 8, 1987 

The Spanish Journal 
Wednesday, April 8, 1987 

through 
Wednesday, April 15, 1987 
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LEGAL NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

This legal notice was published in the following newspapers on the said dates 
prior to the public hearing: 

The Milwaukee Journal 
Sunday, April 19, 1987 
Sunday, May 17, 1987 

The Milwaukee Sentinel 
Monday, April 20, 1987 
Monday, May 18, 1987 

The Milwaukee Times 
Weekly Newspaper 

Wednesday, May 13, 1987 

The Spanish Journal 
Wednesday, May 13, 1987 

through 
Wednesday, May 20, 1987 
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SPECIAL INFORMATIONAL FLYER ANNOUNCING PUBLIC HEARING 

This flyer was distributed to all of the approximately 8,000 persons currently 
registered in the user-side subsidy program. In addition, approximately 3,000 
copies were provided to the Milwaukee County Commission for Handicapped and 
Disabled Persons for their distribution; and approximately 2,000 copies were 
provided to the Milwaukee County Commission on Aging for their distribution. 

USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
A Report to our Registrants 

PUBLIC HEARING 
A draft report which describes Milwaukee County's program for providing transportation 
service to transportation handicapped persons who are unable to use the regular bus service 
available to the general public (User Side Subsidy Program) has been prepared and is 
available for public inspection at the offices of the Department of Public Works and at the 
offices of the Co~ission on Handica~ped and Disabled Persons. A public hearing on the 
draft report will be held in the Milwaukee County Courthouse Annex Assembly Room, 907 North 
10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on the following date: 

THURSDAY - MAY 21,1987 - 4:00PM TO 7:00PM 
Oral or written reco~~endations or evidence may be presented at the public hearing. Written 
material may also be submitted to Mr. Gerald Schwerm, Director of Transportation, Courthouse 
Annex, Room 305, 907 North 10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 anytime prior to June 2, 
1987. Federal requirements and the proposed program are generally described in the 
following: 

Service 
Characteristics 

Eligibility 

Response Tirne 

Trip Purpose 

Fares 

Ser v ice Hours 
and Days of 
Service 

Service Area 

Funding 

Federal 
Requireoents 

All persons who, by nature of 
their handicap, are unable to 
use the bus system. 

Service to be provided within 
24 hours of the time request for 
service is made. 

Trips to be provided without 
restrictions or priorities 
based on trip purpose. 

Fares to be comparable to those of 
the public bus system. Fares 
greater than two cr three tirnes the 
regular bus fare ($1.00) may be 
questioned. 

Service to be available through
out the same servioe hours and 
same days of the ~"ek as the 
public bus syste~. 

Service to be prc.ided to the same 
geographic area as bus service. 

Three percent of the average 
public transportation operating 
budget ($2,130;000). 

Current and Proposed 
Program 

All persons over the age of 7 years 
who use a wheelchair, walker, or 
crutches to gain mobility or who 
are legally blind. 

Taxicab service generally available 
within 30 minutes; wheelchair van 
service within 24 to 48 hours. 

No restrictions or priorities based 
on trip purpose. 

Base fare of $2.00 plus all trip 
charges in excess of $11.00 for 
wheelchair users or $8.00 for noo
wheelchair users. Trip charges 
limited to $12.00 for van service. 
Taxi charges based on metered rate. 

Taxicab service provided 2q hours a 
day, 7 days a week. Wheelchair van 
service provided between 7 am and 
midnight, 7 days a week. 

Service provided within the 
boundaries of Milwaukee County. 

Milwaukee County budgeted 
$3,914,100 for the program in 1987. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS • USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

907 North Tenth Street • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 • Telephone 278-4091 
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CORRESPONDENCE PERTAINING TO PROPOSED 
PROGRAM RECEIVED DURING PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 



Mr. Gerald Schwerm 
Dir. of Transportation 
Courthouse Annex, Room 305 
907 N. 10th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwerm: 

Exhibit 4A 

May 19, 1987 

2369 S. 57 Street 
West Allis, WI 53219 

In my job as a vocational rehabilitation counselor I have had many 
occasions to work with blind, and mobility impaired residents of 
Milwaukee County. They are all appreciative of the existence of 
a User Side Subsidy Program; however, many cannot afford to utilize 
it as they would like because of the cost. 

For example, I cite a blind individual who lives on South 27th Street, 
wanting to go to the Badger.Home for the Blind on North Hawley Road for 
an Activity Center program on Tuesday afternoons. The round trip cost 
for him is in excess of $8.00. Since he is on SSDI, diabetic, and 
living in his own apartment, that amount is more then he can afford 
to spend on a regular basis. He, thus, remains at home and isolated 
much of the time. 

I do not feel the U.S.S. fares, current and proposed, are comparable to 
the public bus system. I believe changes need to be made to lower or 
eliminate the charges beyond the bus fare a handicapped person must pay .. 
Additional charges, if necessary, could be tied 'into the monthly income 
of the person as well as distance traveled. Also if the destination is 
accessible on a regular bus route any extra charges should be less than 
if the person was going to a destination where a non-handicapped person 
could not feasibly take a bus either. 

Thank you for your interest in my comments-and suggestions for improve
ments in the User Side Subsidy Program. 

/' 
~~ / RECQ 
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~lY~ 
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MARVIN H. RUST • 
2419 A S. 28TH ST. 
MILWAl1V"'", U" .. 
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USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
A Report to our Registrants 

PUBLIC HEARING 
A draft report which describes Milwaukee County's program for providing transportation 
service to transportation handicapped persons who are unable to use the regular bus service 
available to the general public (User Side Subsidy Program) has been prepared and is 
available for public inspection at the offices of the Department of Public Works and at the 
offices of the Commission on Handicapped and Disabled Persons. A public hearing on the 
draft report will be held in the Milwaukee County Courthouse Annex Assembly Room, 907 North 
10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on the following date: 

THURSDAY - MAY 21, 1987 - 4:00PM TO 7:00PM 
Oral or written recommendations or evidence may be presented at the public hearing. Written 
material may also be submitted to Mr. Gerald Schwerm, Director of Transportation, Courthouse 
Annex, Room 305, 907 North 10th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 anytime prior to June 2, 
1987. Federal requirements and the proposed program are generally described in the 
following: 

Service 
Characteristics 

Eligibility 

Response Time 

Trip Purpose 

Fares 

Service Hours 
and Days of 
Service 

Service Area 

Funding 

Federal 
Requirements 

All persons who, by nature of 
their handicap, are unable to 
use the bus system. 

Service to be provided within 
2q hours of the time request for 
service is made. 

Trips to be provided without 
restrictions or priorities 
based on trip purpose. 

Fares to be comparable to those of 
the public bus system. Fares 
greater than two or three times the 
regular bus fare ($1.00) may be 
questioned. 

Service to be available through
out the same service hours and 
same days of the week as the 
public bus system. 

Service to be provided to the same 
geographic area as bus service. 

Three percent of the average 
public transportation operating 
budget ($2,130,000). 

Current and Proposed 
Program 

All persons over the age of 7 years 
who use a wheelchair, walker, or 
crutches to gain mobility or who 
are legally blind. 

Taxicab service generally available 
within 30 minutes; wheelchair van 
service within 2q to q8 hours. 

No rest~ictions or priorities based 
on trip purpose. 

ase fare of $2.00 plus all trip 
charges in excess of $11.00 for 
wheelchair users or $8.00 for non
wheelchair users. Trip charges 
limited to $12.00 for van service. ) 
Taxi charges based on metered rate. 

Taxica~l'v ce provided 2q hours a 
day, 7 days a week. Wheelchair van 
service provided between 7 am and 
midnight, 7 days a week. 

Service provided within the 
boundaries of Milwaukee County. 

Milwaukee County budgeted 
$3,91Q,100 for the program in 1987. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS • USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
"'~. __ L ___ "' ... " A"n<4 
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TRI CrT\' PHARMACY. INC. 
6311 SOUTH 2TI1I ST. 

OAK CREEX, WI5. SJIS4 

VENDOR ~ PAID TO: 

24000 X 

REMARKS: 

3890-

.. , 
' .. 

EVELYN WARANKA 
MEDICARE REFUND 

42.92 SALES REFUNDS 

DATE 

8/15/86 

No.111159 

AMOUNT CK.~ 

$42.92 111159 
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RENTAL - SALES 

'"THE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS" 

DATE: 
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Exhibit 4K 

blay 28, 1987 

Dear Mr. Scherma 

I attended the USS Meeting and want to thank all, 
for listening, as, was not the case in March, 
lj86. 

,JUN 1 1987 

I also, want to co mment on a remark, made, by Don ?, 
when he stated we were after additional rides. We 
only want to keep what we have. Thank you, for 
this. 

The USS Program is helping me toward a life of 
indepemce. I need the Van Sirvice to make my monthly 
trip to t8 Bank to cash my check for the Homemaker, 
from blilw. County. God Bless them. I do a monthly 
Grocery Shopping and my daughter, does my Laundy, 
for me. There is some Socializing, but not much. 
December, is a heavy month for Christmas Parties. 
a use the ~ogram, for independent Living. 

Why, must we have to fight, every year, to keep, 
what we have? Lthank you all, for your consideration. 

Ethel L8mberger 

Please, don't increase the Fare. 
Thanxl 
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Exhibit 4M 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING 
Brewery Square, 235 West Galena Street, Suite 180 
Milwaukee, WI 53212-3925 

FRED LINDNER • Director 

(4'14) 289-5950 

June 2, 1987 

Mr. Gerald Schwerm, 
Director of Transportation 
Courthouse Annex, Room 305 
907 North Tenth Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwerm: 

JOYCE K. SCHNEIDERMAN. R.D. • Director 
Elderly Nutrilion Program 

(414) 289-6995 

At its meeting on Friday, May 29, 1987, the Milwaukee County 
Commission on Aging voted to comment upon Milwaukee County's 
proposed 504 Plan. On behalf of the Commission, 1 offer the 
following remarks. 

First, the Commission acknowledges the many significant benefits 
brought by the User Side Subsidy Program to thousands of Milwaukee 
County's severely disabled older adults. The program has not only 
enabled many of these persons to retain the dignity of an 
independent life in the community but has also significantly 
improved the quali~ of life for those residing in nursing homes. 

Second, the Commission commends the Department of Public Works for 
the evident success of its recent administrative modifications in 
controlling User Side Sybsidy Program costs. .-

This latter point is especially relevant to our ~ain concern, which 
is how the User Side Subsidy Program relates to the overall 
transportation needs of Milwaukee County's elderly and handicapped 
residents. Specifically, we are concerned that, as Milwaukee 
County's frail elderly population increase8~'adequate resources will 
continue to be available for all transportation programs serving 
this population, particularly those persons who are not presently 
eligible for the User Side Subsidy Program. 

We recognize that, because the User Side Subsidy Program was created 
in part to meet federal mandates, the Department of Public Works may 
have little discretion over how the program 1s designed and, 
consequently, only limited control over its expenditures. However, 
we must point out that there is a large and rapidly growing 
population of Milwaukee County residents who need specialized 
transportation but who are not served by User Side Subsidy and 
cannot be served by other social service transportation programs 
because of a lack of resources. 

OFFICE OF COUNTY EXECUTIVE • WILLIAM F. O'CONNELL 
.. 4 ... ,~... •• •• ~ •• ___ .. _ , __ 
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Exhibit 4M (continued) 

Two facts regarding the older adult population alone should be 
sufficient to illustrate this point. First, according to the 
Wisconsin Bureau on Aging, the U.S. Census in 1980 disclosed that 
14,265 Milwaukee County residents aged sixty-five and older, 
excluding those living in institutions. had a public transportation 
disability. Second, the Census also disclosed that persons aged 
seventy-five and older, the age group in which older persons needing 
a specialized service are most numerous, is the fastest growing 
segment of Milwaukee County's older population and had increased by 
almost twenty percent between 1970 and 1980. 

Most of these persons are not currently enrolled in the User Side 
Subsidy Program, and manY undoubtedly would not fit a rigid 
interpretation of the federal 504 requirements. Some, for example, 
are 'ocational'y disadvantaged, living beyond the mass transit 
service area. Others have Alzheimer's Disease or other cognitive 
impairments, which 504 specifically excludes. Still others, 
afflicted with heart disease, arthritis or other serious health 
conditions, could possibly board a bus in good weather but lack the 
stamina to use mass transit for such purposes as grocery shopping. 

Aside from Title XIX, however. which provides medical transportation 
only to persons meeting stringent income guidelines. there are only 
two transportation programs available to most of these persons. 
those provided by the Commission on Aging and the Department of 
Social Services. In 1987, though, funding for both of these 
programs totalled less than $550,000, and many eligible persons 
could not be served at all. • 

Several non-profit organizations are currently ,helping some of these 
persons by providing transportation with volunteers. But the number 
of persons needing service increases each year, while mounting 
restrictions on automobile liability insurance are discouraging many 
present and potential volunteers from providing this service. 
Neither is it realistic to expect familie~~o meet this need. 

Most frail older persons could get by with far less service than is 
required by the federal government for the User Side Subsidy 
Program, needing transportation mainly for medical purposes and 
grocery shopping. and many could afford and would be willing to pay 
part of the cost of their service. Unfortunately, by excluding manY 
of these persons from coverage under the 504 rules while requiring a 
high quality of service for those who are included, the Urban Mass 
Transit Administration has, in effect, created two - an unequal -
classes of transportation handicapped persons. 

. ..... . 
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Exhibit 4M (continued) 

" 

In closing. then. we urge the Department of Public Works to keep 
these facts in mind and to continue to improve the cost 
effectiveness of the User Side Subsidy Program so that resources 
will continue to be available for other transportation programs. We 
also ask that the Department take the initiative in planning to meet 
future needs for specialized transportation by establishing a 
continuing mechanism for coordination among all County agencies 
providing these services. 

Lastly. should significant savings be accomplised in the User Side 
Subsidy Program. we urge that future increases in state 
transportation funds be used to serve some of the persons excluded 
from existing programs. either by extending eligibility for User 
Side Subsidy or by increasing funding for other programs. In 
connection with this. the development of a functional assessment 
tool would seem to offer the fairest w~ to insure that services go 
only to persons with actual need. 

Sincerely. 

<8LQ.jjD~ 
Edward jj Olson. Chairperson 
Milwaukee County Commission on Aging 

EjjO:GS:ck-1692A 

cc: Supervisor Harout Sanasarian 
Members. County Board Mass Transit Committee 
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Exhibit 40 

May 28, 1987 

Rabbi Dr. Tsvi G. schur, Dir'ectu" ujJt·lI'i.~/1 Cltllpitlill(1' 
950 NOl,th 12th Stre!'t 

Milwaukee, Wiswnsin 5:1:.!J:I 
Telephone (414) lll\HlmO 

1360 North prospect Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wis("Onsin 53:.!0:.! 

~lr. Gerald Schwerm 
Milwaukee County Dept. 
907 N. 10th St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

of Pub1 ic w'oOir~kT(----+_-1_-1~F':.!.!IL~E __ -J-_.J 

Dear Mr. Schwerm, 
I have been requested to write you by way of this notification of a public hearing that was held on Thursday, May 21, 1987 and am doing 
so accordingly. 
The Jewish Chaplaincy Service, an affiliate of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation, besides for visitation to all hospitals, nursing homes, prisons in the Milwaukee and outlying areas also sponsors in conjunction with synagogues throughout the community eight times a year, programs for the Jewish handicapped. For these programs we are de-, pendent upon the service that is available to us through the transportation facilities here in the Milwaukee area for the handicapped and disabled persons. We have run into some difficulties when we meet at congregations such as Beth E1, which is in Mequon, and finding that the service refuses to serve us in that area, thus making it impossible for some of our handicapped and disabled persons to share 
in the holiday programs that we present. 
Without this transportation service, our whole program would be "handicapped". The willingness to pay is not the problem, but the need to cover some suburban areas right outside of Milwaukee County is still 
so very important. 
Should there be any further specifics that you would like to discuss, please call Marsha Weston at the Jewish Community Center in Milwaukee who works with me in this program and she can be of specific assistance. 
Her phone number is 276-0716. 

Sincerely yours, 

«~, ;! ))~---
Rabbi Dr. Tsvi G. Schur 

TGS: tsp 
A Con •• ituent Agl"ncy of the 

MILWAUKEE JEWISH fEDERATION, INC, 
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Mr. Gerald Schwerm 
Director of Transportation 
Courthouse Annex-Room 305 
907 North 10th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwerm: 

Exhibit 4P 

FIt £ 
Mav 28. 1 'j~1 

In the County'·s program of transporting the disabled, a segment of the 
disabled population that desperately needs to be included in this service 
is being unjustly denied. 

The requirements are: (a) blind, (b) use of cane or crutches and (c) wheel
chair. So called "ambulatory" people are not being allowed to participate 
in the program. 

While, admittedly, the above categories need to be in the program, let me 
call to your attention that the loss of a mind is at least as disabling as 
any of the above - and probably more so. Alzheimer's Disease victims While 
physically may be able to walk: their lack of cognitive powers puts them in 
an extreme category of disability. They must be tended to at all times, and 
really cannot be left alone - even momentarily. 

The emotional and financial ravages of the victims and their families are 
devastating. Most of the caregivers' and families' only respite is while 
the patients are at Daycare. Also, there are necessary medical appointments. 
Without being included in this program, these necessary details are not able 
to be accomplished. The exclusion leaVeS the victims and their families in 
8 situation which devastating at best, becomes impossible. To exclune these 
people from the subsidy program is more than a grievous injustice; it excludes 
a sp.gment of the population from a social program where the need is really 
greater than those who are in fact included. 

I do not wish to be redundant, but I do want to impress upon you thh an 
understanding of this disease serves to expose one to the fact that an Alzheimer's 
victim is at least as "disabled" as those included in the program. 'lhe test 
is not, and should not be, the ability to walk. They desperately need and 
are qualified to be in the program. I beseech you, please do not exclude them. 
Without this service, the troubles of these victims and their families, insur
mountable at best, become magnified greatly, and they leave the victims in a 
hopeless and impossible situation. 

~~~/~ 
Barbara Keyes, Executive Director 

"'.f//,;/I.'/ ;S .1;'" I//lt! ,,/1111// !lI'IIpl,' 11'1/11 1/11/1.',' f'IId, ,1111,'1' 11'1,,1//' ".'1 ""1';/1.1/ . .. 
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Exhibit 4Q 

June 1, 1987 
County Director of Transportation 
Court House Annex Room 305 
907 North 10th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Gerald Schwerm, 

This important information is really screeching in under the wire to you 
but never the less vital to your decision making process. 

My son is sixteen years of age, has had epilepsy since age two, and is 
mentally retarded. The doctors at Children's Hospital have not been successful 
in controlling his seizure activity. He has been having them about every six 
days. After a seizure, which lasts eight to twenty seconds, Scott is 
disoriented for twenty minutes. During this period, he has no idea who or for 
that matter what he is. 

The Director of Volunteer Services at the VA hospital would like to see 
Scott for job training during the Summer vacation period. He is in a special 
education program at the Greenfield HS as a Sophomore. This job would really 
help him with developing his vocational skills. The barrier seems to be 
transportation. I am a single parent who needs to work to support my 
children. If Scott had access to the Bus Van System to pick him up and then 
bring him home Monday thru Friday, he could participate in a good program. 

I'm not opposed to having Scott get on a regular bus at 60th & Layton, 
transfer at National, but my concern is if he seizures on the bus, and he more 
than likely will, not only will he possibly injure himself but the unfortunate 
bus driver will have a wandering teen-ager on his hands for the next twenty 
minutes. 

I am imploring you to extend the Mini Van Service to epileptics that can 
not control their seizures. Please let me know of your decision by contacting 
me at 4926 West Layton Avenue; Greenfield, WI 53220 or at my work phone 
(291-3331) or at my home phone (281-4440). Do not hesitate to contact me for 
more information as this is only the tip of Scott's iceberg that he needs to 
overcome if he is to become an asset to our community. 

Thank you for your time, 

) V_ /J / , 
. C~ //~ .. 

Mr. Ronan J. James, a concerned parent. 
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Mr. Gerald Schwerm, 
Director of Transportation 
Courthouse Annex, Room 305 
907 North 10th Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
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June 1, 1987 

. 

RECEIVED 

JUN 0 9 1987 

SEWRPC 

As persons involved in care of the elderly, we have become deeply concerned 
over the large number of severely impaired persons who do not qualify for the User 
Side Subsidy program. The elderly population is increasing rapidly, and we must 
begin to respond to the growing needs of these people. 

The following groups of persons are of special concern: 

1. The cognitively impaired. There is no provision under the current User 
Side program for the many patients who, because of Alzheimer's disease or strokes, 
do not have the mental skills to use either private or public transportation. Often 
these people are only able to stay out of nursing homes if transport to physican's 
offices or daycare programs is available. 

2. Those whose vision is too poor to use the buses, but who do not meet the 
criteria for "legal blindess". 

3. Those who, because of severe arthritis, Parkinson's disease, or other 
chronic illnesses, are unable to climb onto buses or move quickly enoOgh to get off 
at their stops, but are able to manage with a quad cane rather than a walker or 
wheelchair. 

Please help us rise to meet the needs of our growing elderly population! 

The Geriatrics Institute 
Mount Sinai Medical Center Milwaukee's World-Class Hospital 

950 North 12th Street P.O. Box 342 Milwaukee, WI 53201 414/289-8342 
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We, the undersigned, request action to meet the needs of the people specified 
above. 

r ' • . ' 
., 



June 3. 1987 

Gerald Schwenn 
Director of Transportation 
Dept. of Public Works 
Courthouse Annex. Room 305 
907 N. 10th Street 
Milwaukee. WI 53233 

Dear Mr. Schwenn: 

Exhibit 4S 

ORGANIZED IN 1846 

The physicians of the Medical Society's Needs of the Aging (NOAl Committee are 
concerned about severely impaired individuals who do not qualify for the User 
Side Subsidy Program. The elderly population is increasing rapidly and we all 
must begin to respond to the growing needs of these people. 

The physicians of the NOA Committee have identified the following groups of 
persons as needing the services of the User Side Subsidy Program. 

1. THE COGNITIVELY IMPAIRED 
The User Side Subsidy Program does not currently consider the many patients 
who because of Alzheimer's disease. strokes. or cognithe dysfunction. do 
not have the mental skills to use either private or public transportation. 
If transportation to physicians' offices or daycare is available. it is 
possible to keep these individuals out of a nursing home. 

2. VISUALLY IMPAIRED 
Individuals whose vision is too poor to use county buses. but who do not 
meet the criteria for legal blindness. 

3. ARTHRITIS, PARKINSON'S DISEASE OR OTHER CHRONIC ILLNESSES 
These individuals are unable to climb onto buses or move quickly enough to 
alight from the bus at their stops. They are able to move about with a 
quad cane rather than a walker or wheelchair. 

The NOA Committee physicians hope you will include the needs of the growing 
elderly population as well as the cognitively disabled in the User Side Subsidy 
Program. 

Frank V. Bialek 
Director of Communications/ 
Community Services 

c: T. Garland. M.D. 

1020 NORTH BROADWAY, SUITE 200 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53202·3171 PHONE: 271·9870 
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Appendix C 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY 
INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 

June 4, 1987 

TO: Supervisor Harout O. Sanasarian and Members of the 
Mass Transit Committee 

FROM: John F. Clark, Director, Office on Handicapped 

SUBJECT: STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE PUBLIC HEARIKG 
ON THE PROPOSED 504 REGULATIONS 

The following statement is the the position of the Milwaukee 
County Commission for Handicapped and Disabled Persons on the 
above referenced matter. Because of time constraints the 
statement was approved by the Executive Committee of the 
Commission who is able to act on behalf of the full 
Commission in the interval between Commission meetings. 

"The Milwaukee County Commission for Handicapped and Disabled 
Persons appreciates the work the administration of the User 

.Side Subsidy Program has done in continuing to make this 
program a viable and meaningful component in the lives of 
Milwaukee County citizens who are handicapped. This program 
is so significant in providing transportation to Milwaukee 
Cpunty's transportationally handicapped persons that it 
became a national model which has been duplicated in other 
communities throughout the country. 

The Public Hearing held on May 21, 1987, clearly showed -
by the many favorable responses of current users -- that the 
system is meeting the transportation needs of many 
handicapped persons. 

To continue to provide for the transportation needs of the 
current users, the Commission on Handicapped makes the 
following recommendations: 

1. That a cap of $2.00 user fee per one way ride 
be established. 

2. That vendors be required to transport all 
U.S.S. participants regardless of geographic 
location within Milwaukee County. 

3. That the Mobility Training Program should be 
retained and be directed toward making disabled 
persons who can use the Mass Transit Systems -
fully independent users of that system. 

4. That M.T.S. drivers be given continuing instruc
tion in assisting handicapped and elderly users 
of the M.T.S. system. 



Appendix C (continued) 

5. That if new subsidized housing within Milwaukee 
County be built it should be built on/or near 
currently existing mass transit routes. 

The hearing also brought out concerns of persons who are 
handicapped and/or elderly and are not currently eligible for 
service under the User Side Subsidy Program. The most common 
concern of the public hearing participants related to the 
issue of eligibility. 

Currently, a person who had a stroke, for example, may be in 
a wheelchair and through therapy progress to using a cane 
even though he/she is still unable to use mass transit -
this person is ineligible for the program as it currently is 
structured. The person with the stroke who appeared at the 
recent public hearing stated that he was penalized for the 
progress that he had made. 

Another example of people excluded by the present program are 
people who may have severe mobility problems (e.g.: cerebral 
palsy, arthritis, M.D., etc.). They have been able to avoid 
using wheelchairs and manage with a cane, and find themselves 
unable to qualify for the program as it currently is 
'structured even though they too are unable to use the 
Milwaukee County Mass Transit System. 

The Commission for Handicapped and members of its 
Transportation Committee upon listening to the testimony at 
the Public Hearing became aware that some disabled people are 
ineligible to participate in this program even though they 
may ha,(e severe physical disabili ties, and are unable to use 
the mass transit system. 

With the potential savings in the 1987 U.S.S. budget, the 
Commission for Handicapped suggests that a portion of these 
resources be used to develop a functional assessment for 
those disabled persons who are not currently eligible for the 
User Side Subsidy Program, and who are unable to use mass 
transit, and for current registrants whose elibibility is in 
question. 

The Commission for Handicapped recognizes that to maintain 
the current level of service to present users, while at the 
same time expanding service to other persons who are not 
eligible, will require the expenditure of additional 
resources." 

JFC/flg 
IBM/D:STATEMEN.US2 

J n F. Clark, Dlrector 
Milwaukee Co. Office on Handicapped 
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SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN REGIONAL 
PLANNING COMMISSION STAFF 

KurtW. Bauer, PE,AICP, RLS ............... Executive Director 

Philip C. Evenson, AICP .................... Assistant Director 

Kenneth R. Yunker, PE .................... Assistant Director 

Robert P. Biebel, PE ............. Chief Environmental Engineer 

John W. Ernst . ................. . Information Systems Manager 

Gordon M. Kaeala ......... . Chief Economic Development Planner 

Leland H. Kreblin ................... Chief Planning Illustrator 

Donald R. Martinson . ........... . Chief Transportation Engineer 

Bruce P. Rubin ...................... Chief Land Use Planner 

Roland O. Tonn, AICP ........ Chief Community Assistance Planner 

Joan A. Zenk . ..................... .. Administrative Officer 

Special acknowledgement is due Mr. Albert A. Beck, Prinicipal Planner. 
for his contributions to the preparation of this report. 
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